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INTRODUCTION
\

It was Lenin who first'used the term "socialimperialism" to mean "socialism in words, imperialism in deeds, the growth of opportunism in-

to imperialism.i'
Lenin coined this phrase to describe those
"socialists" of- his age whose political opportunism led to brazen support for the European imperialist powers and to siding with their
own imperialist ruling 'classes in WW l. Today
Marxist-Leninists use the same expression to

describe those "communists" whose political opportunisrh has transformed the world's f irst
socialist country into a new imperialist state.
What kind of country is the present-day Soviet
Union and what role does it play in today's
world? Some, including the so-called "Comr4unibt" Partj,, U.S.A., still try to picture the Soviet Union as the great rear area of world revolution, backbone of the struggle for national liberation, leader of the socialist camp and "beacon to
all progressive mankind," as, indeed, it was for
nearly 40 years under Lenin and Stalin. But true
Marxist-Leninists and ever-increasing numbers of
progressive people throughout the world have
come to see that the Soviet Union is,one of two
imperialist superpowers who collaborate to op,press the world's peoples even as they contend
in urlcontrolled rivalry for wbrld hegernony.
At the close of World War ll, the U.S. stood.
alone at the top of the imperialist dung heap.
The Old Europeah powey's and Japan lay crippled
by war, and "the American century" seemed at
hand. The only real rival to U.S. imperialism was
the- Soviet Union, which had borne the lion's
share of the fighting against the'Naz.is. Battered
but still strong and proud, the Soviet people held
high the great banner of socialism. They continued to stand up to imperialism'even as the
U.S. assumed its new role as number one world
cop. But with the takeover, of the Soviet Communist Party by Khrushchev and his clique in
1956, the Soviet Union began to take a different
course; its challenge to the U.S. became one of a
very different sort.
Today, having suffered military deleat in lndochina, being attacked by the world's people on
all sides, and facing an economic. crisis of severe
proportions, U.S. imperialism no longer is the
sole top dog. The age of "Pax Americana" has
developed into an age of renewed imperialist
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rivalry. But this time the main imperialist rival to
the U.S. is not Great Britain, France, Germany or
Japan, but the Soviet Union. Even as U.S.
strength has declined and U.S. policies Are exposed, Soviet social-imperialism has been on the
rise, spreading its power and influence around
the globe at a rapid rate. Today the Mediterranean Sea, since WW ll an American lake, is
patrolled by a mammoth Soviet fleet. Moreover,
in 1973 Soviet ships sailed through the Taiwan
Straits for the first time, an obvious insult to the
Chinese people, but also an open challenge to
declining U. S. influence in Asia.
Soviei social-imperialism !s more dangerous

U.S. ,imperialisp in one very important
respect. The U.S. impbrialists with their obscene
and hypocritical talk of "freedom" and "democracy" are more and more exposed. But the
Soviet .Union speaks words of "peace" and
"socialism" anU while reversing the Fiussian revolution and'restoring capitalism in the world's
first socialist state, the new Soviet rulers shamelessly use itsr glorious history as a cover lor their
betrayal and their imperialist actions.
But, as Lenin said, we must look beyond words to

than

deeds:

-{n words the Soviet Union stands for peace and
"internationai detente", in deeds the Soviets have
assembled the largest missile force in the world
and, with the U.S. imperialists, have opened a new
and more dangerous chapter in the arms race.
-{n words the Soviet Union stands for support of
national liberation struggles. ln deeds the Soviet
Union tries to suppress or sabotage these movements. For example, the Soviet Union refused to re'
cognize the Royal Goverpment of Natiohal Union of
Cambodia headed by Prince Norodom Sihanouk
for three years, recognizing instead the puppet clique of Lon Nol. And the Soviet state insurance
agency, GOSSTRAKH, even went so far as to insure
arms shipments to the Lon Nol cl.ique.
--ln words the Soviet Union stands for equality
' among the minority peoples and Bepublics within
the USSFI. ln deeds, the past 15 years has seen a
reversal of earlier equalization, and now progress
is being held back compared to Great Russia.
-{n words, the Soviet Union stands for building socialism in its own country. tn deeds they

capitalism.
---.ln words the Soviet _ Union supports the
struggle of the Falestinian and 6ther Arab
I

have- restored

peoples against U.S.-backed Zionism. ln deeds
the Soviet Union is cqntending wildly with U.S.
imperialism for hegemony in the Middle East
even as the two superpowers collude to try and
smash the real revolutionary movements oi the
Palestinian and other Arab peoples. The two
superpowers have continually cooked'up behindthe-scenes deals designed to perpetuate a state
of "no war, no peace" in the Middle East. This is
designed to prevent real revolution from interferinq with superpower imperialist contention.
{n words the Soviet Union supports the right
of nations to self-determination and respects the
sovereignty of other countries, yet in 1968 the
Soviet Union invadefl the sovereign state of
Czechoslovakia and in 1971 organized the dismembermeqt of .Pakistan by lndia, a move which
only facilitated the suppression of the revolutionary movement in both these countries.
---ln words the Soviet Union stands for unity of
the socialist\ camp, yet in 1960 the Soviet Union
viciously putled out all its technicians and advisers from the People's Flepublic of China, taking even the blueprints for uncompleted projects,

while. committing

the same

$abotage and

treachery against Albania. And today 1,200,000
Soviet troops are poised in offensive positions
on the Chinese border; 300,000 of these troops
militarily occupy the territory of the People's
Flepublic of Mongolia, a nation of just 1.2 mitlion
people.

-{n words the Soviet Union stands for the
. rights and interests of the working class, and
. true democracy for the great majority of society.
ln deeds, however, the Soviet social-imperialists
have imposed {ascist rule over the masses of

Soviet people and have imprisoned thousands of
Soviet citizens who are protesting against this
rule.
And finally, in words the Soviet Union supports
the
struggle'of all the world's peoples against
,
U.S. imperialism, but in deeds the Soviet ruting
Class conspires with U.S. imperialism to suppress
revolution and to interfere with the internal affairs of other nations, white at the same time
contending with U.S. imperialism for world domination, even attempti.ng to take over and use
liberation movements and other revolutionary
struggles for this purpose.
, All this and more has been recognized by, people around the world as a direct produdt of the
rotten opportunism of the Soviet ruling clique.

Like the heads

of

U.S. imperialism, Brezhnev,

Kosygin, etc., are hardlyworid heroes.

Yet here in the U.S. some people don't- understand why such a big deal is made about it.
U.S. imperialism is our main enemy, they say; we
are not the Czechs.

True, for the American people tJ.S. imperialrsm is
the,sysfem we can and must directly overthrow to
achieve socialism here and make our greatest
contribution to world revolution. lt is a cruel and
vicious system which makes life miserable for us
and for people the world over. But U.S. imperialism dogsn't exist in a vacuum. To defeat
U.Si imperialism and aid the defeat of imperialiSm and reaction everywhere, we,. the
American people, must understand a/ the forces
at work in the world. Our final goal must be the
complete abolition of imperialism in all its formp,
everywhere it exis'ts.
Withirl the people's movement in the United
States, even among those opposed to the "Comrnunist Party" of the U.S.A., the influence of revisionist ideas is an important block holding back
revolutionary struggle. Social pacificism, reliance

on the "progressive" politicians of -the
bourgeoisie, -reliance on union leadership, and
other bourgeois representatives, all are ideas
which keep people from seeing the reed for
mobilizing the masses of people, under. the

leadership bf the working ,class and a genuine
Marxist-Leninist Communist Party, to make revolution. For those who want to make revolution
in the United States, it is essential to understand
the roots of revisionism
in the clasb strug$le; and
to see that 'revisionism is an international
phenomenon. The'struggle against revisionism
and all forms of opportunism must be a part of
making revolution in this country, and is par.t of
the international struggle of the vorking class to
defeat imperialism and all reaction, and to build
socialism.

"Who dre our f riends and who are our
enemies?" Mao Tsetung asked and answered this
important question for the Chinese people in
their great revolutionary struggle. We, too, must
answer this correctly. There aie some who hold
up the Soviet Unton as a true friend of the
American pqople .and the people of the 'world.
They try to convince us that the interests of the
Soviet Union dre our interests as well, and that
the Soviet Union is leading'the worldwide struggle-against.U.S. imperialism and for peace and
socialism. ls this true? We will show in this.Fied
Papers that it most certainly is not.
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SOME QUESTIONS OF THEORY

al'

ing to the interests of the people.

1) What do we mean by Capitalism and lmperialism?

lmperialism is not merely a policy or set of
policies carried out abroad. As Lenin said, imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism, a
system which exploits and oppresses workers
ahd others within its own borders, as well-as
workers and nations throughout the world. When
we call the Soviet Union social-imperialist we
mean just that. We're saying that.capitalism has
been restored, that the proletariat has been
politically and economicailly ripped off and that a
new bourgeoisie, an imperialist ruling class, is in
command.
People who say that the Soviet Union is

still a
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the land by the collective farms.* But we cannot
simply equate capitalism with the private property of individuals, and socialism with state propertY.
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Capitalist property can also be "collective", like
corporations, and even take on the for;m of state
property, like the steel industry in Englan(.
Property is capitalist, Marx writes, when it is
based on "the right on the part of the capitalist,
to appropriate the unpaid labor of others or its
product and,. . . the impossibility, on the part of the
laborer, of appropriating his own product." And
state property is socialist only if the state itself is
the property of the working class.
Similarly, it is wrong to identify tlle mere existence of economic planning with so'iialism. The
Soviqt Union has not stopped drawing up FiveYear Plans. But are lhese plans for capitalist or
socialist development of the economy?
For instance, in Western Europe, eight countries (including France, Belgium and England)
have adopted some kind of long-term national
economic planning. However, these plans are
drawn up only to insure the profitability of major
monopolized industries, and merely ref lect
market relations and trends. Socialist planning,
however, is not based on maximizing profits, but
on the all-around development of society accord-

.Teclrnically, the state owns all the land as well,
but the collective farms have the right to use it tn
perpetuity.

Thus, it would be misleading to

def ine

capitalism as simply an economic system based
on individud pr.ivate property and regulated by
the ,unrestricted workings of the market. No.r is
. socialism just a system characterized by .state
ownership of the means of production and regulated by planning. These traditiona] dictionary

definitions are superficial, and inadequate,,
especially when dealing with state rnonopoly
capitalism.

_

To tell whether the Soviet Union is socialist or
capitalist, we must look beneath the surface and
beyond such definitions. We need a firmer understanding :of what is really. meant by these
terms. We will be presenting many facts about
fhe Soviet Union in'this book. But tb really grasp
the significance of these facts, we must operate
within a solid .theoretical framework. Therefore
we must spend some time in briefly summarizing
the fundamental principles of Marxist political
economy.
According to Engels, political economy can be
defined as follows:' "Political economy in the
widest sense, is the science Of the laws governing the production and exchange ol the material
means of subsistence in human society." r While
there are general laws governing the development of society in all- forms and at all stages,

every. system ,'of social production-every
society-has its own particular laws which distinguish that system from all,other social systems.

ln examining a social systern Marxists first
look at the relations of productioi. This teim
describes the relationships that groups oi people
(classes) hqve to the means of production and to
each other. in the process of production. The re-,
lations of production, together with the level of
development of the instruments used in produc-

tion and of the labor force itself (jointly known as
the forces of production), determine the nature
of a given society.
lnitially, the struglle for production in society
appears directly as a struggle against nature. ln
primitive times people were almost powerless
against the tremendoos forces of nature about
whose laws nothing at all was known. Under
such bircumstances, peop"le lived in small communities where they shared what little they could
get by hunting, gathering or herding. At this time

the extremely undevelopeO l6vel of t'he produc.
tive forces dictated the exigtence of primitive
communalist relations of production.

But as production gradually developed, the
for class divisions.'According to the

,
'basis
arose

Mariist-Leninist economist A. Leontiev, ,,The ex_
ploitation of one class by another-that is wfrat
characterizes" the diJfereni stages of Oeveropmeni
of class society. The form-s of exploilation,
however, the methods by rneans of which one
class lives at, the expense of another, change
with a different stages of development.', 2 Relations
9l grgO.u.clion Tly- be stave, r*Jai,-".pitalist or
s_o_cialist,, depending on whether they
are produc_
rng lor their own immediate use or tO exchange
their product for something else, wheth", lh.e;
.work in isolation from each olher
or work together
in large groups, and f inally on whether they organize production themselves, or !lmpty
executel
theorders of others, who do noi work.

-

of each.
However.. capitalists are certainly not

just petty
commodity producers out to make useful things
for others tq buy. They're producing to make a
profit. lnstead of starting out with one commodity
to wind up wiihranother, the capitalist starts out
with money, exchanges it for other commoditiesmachines, materials, etc.-and hires workers (exch,anges rnoney for their labor power)to use these
to produce another commodi!y, his product, which'
he sells for more money than he staried with.
The formula money to commodities to more
money (M-C-M'), which describes the process
outlrned above. reveals how capital 'appears
pnma tacie within the,sphere of circulation,', i that
is, within commodity exchange how the -particular

1

.. Slavery is the most ancient form of exploitation.
i, inu pI"p"iiv oi
the exptoiters. However,. under stavery i;di;;iri;
of wealth is circumscribed within i"tf,"r. i"iro*
tiTft., Feudatism, which devetopea oui ot.stavery,
y11,!-1._"d ,rp9,n controt of the tand by a feia,,
ranotords who thereby managed to dominate
and
u.nder serfdom, the most ."*i" for*-J
feudalism,
virtually own a large mass of peasants. Under both
slavery and feudalism naturail production, prqduc_
tion of goods not intendeo tor.erininje, prevaits.
"Only the gradual development
ot exZrrange un_
dermines the foundations of theie- forms_
of
-'
Under stavery the exptoited ctass

productior,r rel at ons pec
i

:

How is production organized under capitatism?
_
To begin with, in capitalist society, unlike ancient
societies, very, few people grow. their own food,
weave their own cloth, or tan hides to mhke their

carp

!:

buy cars.

This means that capitalist production

is

a

highly developed form of cor1moility production. A
comrnodity is something that is produced for the
sale to someone else, to be.excha;rged for some
other commodity-usually money-rnO not to Oe
difectly used by the person who produces it. For
eramSile, if someone sews a quilt and uses it at
home, it is not a commodity. But if they selt it to
someone else, it is a commodity and is exchanged for another commodity.,C6mmodity production exists under both slavery and teucjaii.sm
but it does not characterize production. under
these systems. "Only under tapitatism Ooe's cbm:
modity production, production for sale, become
the decisive, the predominant form of prbduction." I

u

Ii

ar t-o capi tal i sm emerge.

Capital is not simply the accu,mulation of
money, factories, machines and commodities,
though under capitalism it assumes all these
forms. According to Marx capital 'is a social relatron of prtoduction. /t is a bourgeois production relation, a productioh relation of bourgeois
society." (emphasis in original) lt is this social relation-the purchasB by the capitalist of the
worker's labor power-which allows the capitalist
to transform his money-capital into more.rnoney-

society.r'3

own shoes. lnstead we buy th6Se things from so_
meone else; even the great majority of,farmers buy
the bulk of their food on tfre mart<et. And workers in
an auto plant can't just drive home the
make; they must use the wages they get tor
""r.-tf,"y
maXlni

, But . ho.w,' uniJer,, co,mmoiity' pr,oau'ciio; .0o".
socidty dbt'ermine how many' qqilts to produce
and how many people are needed to produce
them? .And how is it determined whether to produce quilts at all? Under capitalrsm the fate of
commodities on the market determines this. The
blind prbcbss which regulates the chaos of commodity producti6n is known as the law of value.
This,law statds that in general, all commodities on
the market will, in the lbng run, end up selling at a
price determined by t6e amount' of sicially
necessary labor time that goes into the production

capital through

I

the process of

production.

Capital. represents the control by'the capitalist of
the accumulated labor of previous workers as expressed in "a sum of commodities." But 'Capital
does not consist in accumulated labor serving

living labor as a means for new production. i-t
consists in living labor serving accumulated labor
as a means for maintaining and multiplying the
exc-hange value of the latter.":
Thus, capitalist society is divided into two great
c/asses: the capitalist class, or bourgeoisie, who
'hqve a virtqal monopoly on the
ownership of the
means.of productionr do no usef ul work, bu! use

the state-police, army, courts,
bureaucracies,

etc.-to

prisons,

keep the majority of pegple
in line; and the working ,class, or proletariat, who

own no means of production and have no real

political power but do all the work.
. ln order to live, the dispossessed proletarian
must sell his labor power-his ability to work-for
money, with which he can buy the necessitied of
life. This exchange of labor power for a wage is
a commodity exchahge, the most basic commodity exchange of capitalist society, and the
one which sets capitalism apart from all other

'
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modes of production. As Lenin pointed out: "By
capitalism is meant that stage of development of.
commodity production at which not only the products of human labor, but human labor power
itself becomes a commodity." s
The capitalist pays out a wage and in exchange he puts the worker to doing whatever
work will make the most money, or profit, for the
capitalist. lf there is no possibility of making a
profit, the capitalist will not hire the worker or
will lay off those already employed. Their survival
is a matter of indifference to him.
It is the capitalist who decides what the nature
of work will be. He can shift you from one line to
another, from one .iob to anothpr, and even from
one plant to another. He determines what will be
produced, in what number, and he appropriates
what the worker produces and sells it as his product. Although trade unions, contracts and the
like can moOity details, this basic relationship
between capitalist and worker is not and cannot
be changed as long as the capitalist class rules
the state and owns the means of production.
The labor power which the worker sells is really a special kind of comhodity. Unlike machines,
raw materia[s or any other commodity, labor
power actually creates val'ue as it is used. lf you
buy an apple and eat it, you have pqid money for
it but you don't make any n\ore money by eating
it. The same is true of raw materials and
machinery used up in production. Btit when the
capitalist buys the worker's labor power and puts
it to work, new products are created, worth not
only the value of the machinery and raw
materials used up and the value of the wages
paid out, but also an extra amount of value
besides.

This is because it takes less than eight hour:s
to produce the value equal to your labor powerth€ value, in money terms, necessary for you to
work and reproduce new generations of workers.
So during,that eight hours, you are working part
of the time for yourself-that is, you are' producing enough value to cover your wages-and part
of the time you are crealing new value for the
capitalist for which you get nothing in exchange.
Part of the work day is paid labor, and part is unpaid.

The value produced during the unpaid part of
the work day is surp/us value-value produced by
the workers above and beyond the value they
need to maintain and reproduce their labor
power. lt is thiS surplus value, produced by the
workers but appropriated by the qapitalists, which
"gives to the accumulated labor a greater value
than it oreviously possessed." e
It is the creation of surplus vatue by the workers
and the appropriation of this value in Various forms
by the capitalist c/ass, to be disposed of according
to the needs and desires of that class, which is the
distinguishing feature of the capitalist system. lt pets
it apart from all other socia/ sysfems, especially
socialism, which is not based on the exploitation ot
man by man, and which r's a transition stage to

communism,'which will mean the elimination

of atl

c/asses.

Through competition-Ihrough its fits and starts
and the gobbling up of weaker firms by the
stronget:, especially in its inevitable and recurring
periods of intense crisis-capitalism develops the
means of production into a giant, highly concentrated and centralized-truly social-instruments.
Under the impact of this development labor; too,
becomes increasingly socialized. One individual
can no longer master the whole process of production{he collective worker, comprising many individuals of varying skills working at specific tasks
,

in cooperation with each other in large-scale en-

terprises, is born.

But appropriation remains private, in the hands
of a class of non-productive owners making up a
very small percentage of the population and living
parasitically off the great majority of society. The
appropriation by this class of productsof value produced by socialized labor forms the basic contradiction of capitalism, and is the barrier to unrestricled development of production. lt is the basis
of the chaos and suffering of the people under this
system.
The bourgeoisie (capitalist class) is driven by this
contradiction to constantly try to wring more and
more surplus value from the workers. This is not
because individual capitalists are just greedy.
Rather, capitalism is based on the fact that each
capitalist must try to maximize his profit gained
from the production and sale of the commodities, that isi from the exploitation of the
, working class. No alternative is left to the
capitalists because private appropriation on the
basis of commodity production and exchange
makes rational, all-sided planning and .cooperation to develop society impossible. Things which
may be needed by the people Will not be produced unless their production brings profit to
capitalists; and the capitalists' investmept must
be directed to wherever they calculate the rate of
profit to be highest.
By intesitying the exploitation of the workers,
the capitalist will be able to lower the exchange
vatue of his product, undercutting any. capitalist
who does not do the same. lf the capitalist did
not try to nnaximize his profit he would be unable
to makeprofit at all and would be wiped out and /or
gobbled up by competing capitalists. Thus the
capitalists always try to keep wages down (to
depress them bglow the value of labor power), and
to lengthen the working day. They lay off workers
ayrd speed-up those kept on-all to increase the
amouRt of unpaid labor over paid. They must do
this to continue to survive as capitalists.
The relentless drive to maximiz6 surplus value
forces the capltalist class, in Marx's words, "to
develop thd productive forces as if only the
absolute power of the consumption of the entire
society would be their limit." '0 Yet capitalism can
only expand production unevenly, without order
and with little regard for where the economy as a
whole. is headed. Even as the capitalists expand

'fise9
production they are forced, in the dog-eat-dbg,
world of the profit motive, to i'ncrease the shar-e
of produition which they appropriate as profit.
Once again this is not due to greediness on their
part. ln fact relatively little of the surplus value
appropriated by the capitalists is, consumed by
them (though they'certainly indu.lge in wastef Lrl
and. decadent personal consumption, reflecting
their parasitic role in society). Most is re-invested
in further production for the creation of even
more surpluS value. This is also something which
the capitalists are forced to do by the need to
maximize profit.
. As the capitalists take greater and greater
Shares of production in the form of surplus
value, the relative capacity of the workers to, con-.
sume what has been produced\ must diminish.'
The working class, the majority of the population,
and the main consumers of the goods they produce, cannot bqy back what they have produced
and goods start'rotting on the shelf.
Moreover, the situatio.n is made worse by the
fact that the contradiction between private appropriation of wealth by the capitalists and social
, production by the workers has left the economy
in a state,of unplanned anarchy. The capitalists
have only organized production of what is pro,
fitabl& and not what the workers need or ean
purchase. The bad effects of such crises may,
under- certain fhvorable conditions fbr the
rcapitdlists, be temporarily lessened through
"artificially induced inflationary demand" (like increased government spending).- But the basic
contradictioh between the social character of
'production and the private appropriation of the
values produced cannot be eliminaled without a
proletarian revolution.
The key to all this is the fact that the organizatibn of production, and .the links between different sectors of production, as well as between
production and consumption, are all determined
by tte laws of commodity iroductiOn, the law of
value and the taw of producing profit for a nonproductive minority of society.This, as we will see
later, is a crucial point in r.inderstanding the
operation of state monopoly bapitalism in the
Soviet Union.
.Through successive crises, in which weak
capitalist enterprises go to the wall and are gobbled up by the strong; and through the restless
drive of each.capitalist to expand his capitdl, the
system begins to change its form. Once characterized by numerous .competing firmq owned by'
individual capitalists, capitalism turns into its opposite-a system characterized by a few giant
monopolies in each major branch of production,

in which the "collective"

corporate form of
,ownership predominates. This stage of ,capitalist
development, which began as early as the 1870s
bUt became the dorninant form in a few deVeloped countries at the turn of this oentury, is

called monopoly capitalism, or imperialism.
lmperialism remains a system- of wage labor,
with the extraction of surplus value as its basis
.

and goal. lt is the highest and final stage of
capitalism. lt has fiqg main features which distinguish it from the earlier form of "competitiVe
caPitalism"; tt
11) The dominance of monopdies in the maior in:
dusfrles of a country. lmperiatism and monopoly
capitalism are one an-d the same.
12) The merginQ together of industrial capital and
bank capital into finance papital, as the dominant
forn of capital and investment.
13) The export by the big monopoties of capitat:
either money, in the foim of longlerm loans and inyestmenfs, or physical capital, such as factories,
machines, etc. This export of capital, international
investment---necesslfated by the fact thaf"i'the
monopolies apprbpriate huge amounts of surplus
which they cannot profitably invest within their "own
borders"-replaces trade of finished goods as the
main form of capitalist economic relatioinship with
other countries. This is another reason , why
monopoly capitalism and imperialism.are one anb
the same.
14) The formdtion of international cartels between
the big monopolies of various imperialist countries.
These cartels seek to divide up the world market
betweei their . mempers on the basrs of their
respective economic sttength and to keep prices up
by .suppressing competition. However, like ail
thieves, their members eventualty fall out with each
other, and their agreements are always breaking
apart.

(5).And finally, since the territorial division of the
world by the big capiialist powers is completed, the
various imperialist countries struggle against each
other to redivide the world. Ihis ls why imperialism
inevitably produces wars.

The dominance of f inance capital and ,the
:growing export of capital give , qualitatiVely
g!'eater importance to those capitalists whose
commodity is money-capital itself- T.hese finance
capitalists lend out money capital on which they"earn'i interest-their cut of the surplus value appropriatefl from the exploitation of the working
class in production. The finance capitalists are
thus able to control and exploit without direct
and total ownership of the means of productiod.
At first,under capitalisr.4, banks were intermediary credit institutiorfs. They took capital
(in money form) from capitalists whocould not at
the moment make use of it themselves, and from
the petty bourgeoisie and a small segment of
better-paid workers in the form of .6avingS, and
gave capital to those capitalists who needed it
and could make use of it in production at the
time.

But with the further development of capitalism,
'banks, just as industrial ent6rprises, uniie, theii
size and tdrnover continually increase and they
accumulate trernendous amounts of capital. The
grlatbr part of this belongs, in principle, to
others, but the bank's oWn capital grows, too.
With such accumulations of capital at their dis-.
posal, the bankers come into closer contact with
the industrialists they 'serve and a merger

,

,\

.

. r
between the two takes place. Bankers become
induStrialists, while industrialists open banks.
Finance capital is bgrn.,
- For example, in California the Bank'of America
became the world's laigest bank in part through
its inVestment in a'griculture. Though the Bank's
own land holdings are quite small, its indirect
control of f ield production obtained initially
through loans makes it a major force. Bank of
America representatives now sit on the boards of
agricultural f irms, canneries and supermarket
chains, as well as,many otlrcr corporate interests.,

And with capital accumulated from such

en-

deavgrs the Bank invests additional capital in new

areas of production. Much of this investment is
sent abroad where opportunities to extract surplus value are greater. This investment may at
first take'the form of interest-earning loans, but
as in the domestic economy such loans soon
yi'etO a growing measure of control. This control
can be quite adequate as a substitute for dtrect
ownprship, althougrh the latter form is also very
important. This is what we refer to as the export
of capital.
All this lays the groundwork for collective
ownership on the basis of capitalist relations of
production. ln Lenin's words, "scattered
capitalists are transformed into a single collective
capitalist."r2 However, such collectivity cannot
transcend the anarchy of capitalist production,
because each collective unit--each corporation
or monopoly-aqts according to its own individual interests. Hence small groups of finance
Capitalists, organized' on a collective, but still
privaterbasis in banks and corporations, Qan control directly or: indirectly the whole.economy, but
capitalism will continue to develop unevenly and
chaotically under their rule. As we shall see,
within the Soviet Union the state acts in a very
similar way to such classic finance capitalists,
only with even greater monopoly control. And
upon examination, Soviet "foreign aid" turns out
to be good old imperialist capital export, even
though major Soviet projects abroad often do
not involve direct - ownership of the assets
created.

Keeiling this i.n mind, we can see that the notion of imperialism as big industrial nations ripping off underdeveloped raw material-producing
nations through trade is fundamentally incorrect.

So is the notion that imperialism is simply a
policy favored by .the nastier sectors of the

capitalist class, and not a structural necessity of
capitalism at a certain stage of its development.
Further, vyhile the ripping off of raw materials
from other countries, especially the underdeveloped, agrarian eountries, is an important
aspect of imperialism, this is not the essence of
imperialism.
It is the unquenchable thirst for more profit
I that makes capitalists move factories from one
iegiorl-<r country-to another, where they can
pay lower wages, force workers to labor longer
and harder, extract raw rnaterials cheaply and
sell their product5 dearly. lmperialism does not
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do away with an/ of the internal contradictions
of capitalism. lt raises them to a more intense
level and spreads them around the

world, ,i

.

lmperialist cartels and'superpower alliances
"for the ending of conflicts and the preventi6rl of
new crisis-fraught situations" (to quote Leonid
BrOzhnev's 1973 TV address to the American
people) are fundamenteillli unstable. Tfrey cannot
end competitron between different capitals or
guarantee peace, because the essence of
capitalism is the driye to get maximum profits-.
by any.means necessary. Contradictions between
the imperialists have already led to two. world
wars in this century. But the contradictiqns
. bdtween imperialism and the peoples and nations
it oppresses, and between the imperialist
bourgeoisie and the . p'roletariat, lead to , a
worldWide struggle against imperialist rule, and
inevitably to thb victory of prolgtarian revolution
and socialism.
,2) What.Do We Mean by Socialism?

Only socialist revolution can eliminate the
and misery caused by the
capitalist system. Socialism resolves the basic
contradiction of capitalism by doing away with
the private ownership of the means of produ,ctlon
and the private appr:opriation of the .surplus produced by the collective, socialized labor of the
a.narchy, destruction

, working people.
Undellsocialism prof it i5 no longer the aim 9!
production. Production is for use, for the benefit
of the masses of laboring people and not for the
enrichment of a small class of privileged do'
riothings. Under socialism the means of'productiort no longer have the character of capital-that
is, they 'are not controlled by a small class of
capitalists who, to increase their wealth and
power, must brutally exploit the workrng classand although work'ers still receive wages their
labor power is no longer a commodity sold on
the market to exploiters who then use it for the
sole purpose of maximizing profit
. Socialism enable,s people to solve problems
which under capitalism seemed insoluble; to
build things which under capitalism couldn't be
built. Low-cost housing, for example, an "unprofitable" investment under capitalism, can be a
. priority under socihlism. Health care, big business for the cap,italist drug companies and
hospitals and a horror for the people, is a wellfunded and beneficial public service in socialist
society. And there is no need under socialism for
public transportation to "pay for itself" with outrageous fares in order to stay in operatiop (as in
San Frarlcisco's BART and New York's Transit
Authority). Under socialisrn a[l tne social wealth
produced by, the workers can be brought
togethqr, so t-o speak, in "one pot" and then allocated according to the overall needs'and development of soclety, as much as possible independent of the current profitability of any
given investment..
Socialism puts the needs. and interests of the
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working class first: all society is oriented to serving the laboring, people. ln a capitalist system
cut-throat competition is the fundamental law,
but under socialism cooperation ind the ideals
of equality and fraternity can be encouraged and

developed.

,

But, as Lenin wrote, "socialism is inconceivable unless the proletariat is the ruler of the
state." The seizur,e of stat-e power by the working
class and the establishment of a dictatorship of
the proletariat is the first and'most decisive step
along the socialist road. Only then can the state,
ruled by the working class, take possession of
the means of production and abolish the profit
system. Only then can the wealth created by the
workers be controlled and utilized collectively by
society, through the stdte, instead of going :into
the pockets of the bourgeoisie as capital.

But accordihg to. Marx ahd Engels, the
establishment of socialist society does not iust
mean social ownership of the means of pioduc'tion. To them socialism means mLrch more. They
define socialism as a system based .on the.abolition of wage labor itself.
ln a society without wage labor, the relations
of
must reflect the total mastery of
-theproduction
direct producers . over all the productive
forces. Among other things, this means that the
pioducts of labor are no longer commodities"products of the labor of private individuals or
groups of individuals who carry on their work independently of each other." Production and distribution are no longer regulated to any degree
by the blind taw of value, but solely through conscious social decision.
ln Anti-Duhring, Engels tells us .that under
socialism the amount and types of goods to be
produced are determined directly, on the basis of
an erraluation of their usefulness to society and
the labor time necessary forr their production,
"without the intervention of .the famous 'value'."
The fact that the -workers control the state and
therefore own the means of production is the
most fundamental and necessary precondition
for acquiring this mastery.
As Lenin pointed out, nationalization does not
mean socialization. For a more fully developed
socialism to be built, the dictatorship of the proletariat_must in time change the whole organization and purpose of production, so that the
material and cultural standards of the people can
be constantly raised, ahd the role of the working
class and socialist principl.es can be
strengthened. Through planning, the proletarian
state must begin to break down the separation of
the wotkers from the exercise of direct control
over _the producttve forces, a separation which
characterizes all commodity production. lt must
also break down the relative isolatton of the producers from one another.
Sociaiism, then, is really a tong period of
transition from capitalism, the most highly developed stage of bommodity production and of
class society, to .commqnism which represents
the complete overcomin6i of all vestiges of com-

modity economy and of all class distinctions.
Within this transition there are, of course, different stages.

Throughout the transition process, the workers
themselves have to begin playing an evergrowing role in organizing and directing the process of production at the plant level. And at the

national level,' the workers must come to
participate in and lead the whole planning process. Only in this way can the separation of the
worker from the ownership and contro1 of the
means of production-which is the very essence
of wage-labor-be ended in more than a formal
or' juridical fashion.

ln

language,

we refer to

"r"ryjry
societies
-the which have taken the step

those

pf overthrow-

capitalist class, estabtisnlng the proletarran dictatorship - and instituting state
ownership of the mean-s of production and planning, as "socialist." When we do thls we are
ing

following the lead of Lenrn who said that the use
of "the term Socialist Soviet Republic implies the
determination of Soviet power to achieve the
transition to socialism, and not that the new
economic system is recognized as a socialist order."
ln the Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin, the
determination to buiJd a full socialist society lay
at the heart of the Communist Party's political
line and of the policies pursued by the slate, just
as this determination continues to guide policy in
countries like China today. But in nonei of these
countries do things today match up to the
description of a fully developed socialist society
found in the wbrks of Marx and Engels, in part at
least because the transforniation of small-scale
commodity production, which was very
widespread in these countries at the time the proletariat seized power, into large sca.le socialized
production has proved to be a long and complex
procpss, marked by stages and by intense class
stru$gle at every stage!
ln all socialist societies established so far,
money, rather than the direct calculation of
social labor time, continues lq be the chief
means by which goods are evaluated ,and distributed- Monetary value and physical magnitudes
(weight, length, etc.) are usbd by the state planners to allocate resources and measure production. And not only do workers still receive money
wages, but the stage allocates the means of production to its enterprises as money credits. For
example, a steel mill won't get its iron ore, coal
or new blast furnaces delivered to its door by the
state; it receives a grant or credit of so much
money for their purchase, along with instructions
on the quantities and types to be obtained.
Further, although all major industrial production units are owned by the state, they each continue to have a separate "legal personality" in
the eyes of lhe law. ln line with this, as we indicated above, they have a certain degree of
financial autonomy, and are generally expected
to cover costs with sales, and even to show a

.,r'.'i:;.li: : ':".,..i
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profit."
',
j,
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where the dictatorship of the proletariat is in
pqwer, societies which we call socialist, the law
of value.continues to operate in a somewhat
limited manneJ. What conclusions shpuld we

draw from this?
!
Tlie bourgeoisie says that this pioves that
Marxism is all wet, and socialism an impossible
daydream. They claim that capitalism.is the only

system under which modern industry cal

' And for certain idealistic "radicals'1, the "6x' istence
of any market forms is a sign of full- blbwn capitalism,
despite the fact that exploita-

tion occurs at the point of production and not in
the market place. They conclude that the revolution was either a failure or betrayed. /
The Soviet social-imperialists, as one might,.expect, take basically the same line as the U.S. and
other bourgeoisie, dressing it up with all sorts of
'lMarxist-style" doubletatk. Turningj to tne pages
of Pravda, we read that "'Commodity,' 'money;r'
'price,' 'profit,' . . . aie inherent in socialist production relations, are inalienably connected with

,

them.l'

',

'
'

'

However, .they caution, we must not get confused: "Under socialism we are speaking of a law
of commodity-money relations;. and of a law .of
valud, with a social content and role altogether
different from those under capitalism, of a law of
value and commodity relations the like of which
has never existed in history." According to the
Soviet .revisionist economisi S. Pervushkin, "The
entry of our country into the period of the comprehensive building of cornmunism is marked by
a broadening rather than by a curtailing of the
sphere of operation of value categories within
the country and rn relations between countries." t:
'Now Marx was very clear that "economic
categories are only the abstract expresslons of '
these actual (production) relations, and these expressions remain true only when the relations qrxist."rr So the fact that a society calling itself
gocialist still calls upon market categories in ordering its economy means that the old capitalist.
relations of production have not been completely
rbplaced.
ln fact, the actual market itself is really just one
aspect of a much broader system of capitalist

production relations. This system includes as
well the old division of labor inherited from
thousands

of

years

of

commodity production.

Marx and Engels always argued that some
division of labor was necessary in all social pro-

duction, but that'division of labor which places
some people-managers, technicians, plannersin positions of authority, direction and control,
over others is a socially determined division of

'However, this profit is not figured as a percentage of total ihvested capi.tal, as it is .in capitalist societies and in the Soviet
Union today, but Simply as the difference between the actual
cost incurred by the state in producing the product and its stateset wholesale price.

'..l.lr

i...

labor: in the long run, it is not necessary. lt ex.
ists only as the product of, humanity's division in-'
to class society. Socialism inherits this division ot
labor from capitali'sm and seeks to eliminate it.
The new socialist relations described by Marx
and Engels cannot be established at the stroke
of a pen. The final triumph of socialist relations
comes frpm a process which takes time and conscious struggle, ola6s struggle. lt cornes from a
long process of constant strengthening of the
dictatorship of the proletariat; of gradual,ly,
steadily increasing thq
power the workers
themselves halre over 'society. lt is not the
automatic by-producl of developing the forces of
produclion. As Mao Tsetung has said, "Potitical
work is the lifeblood of all oconomic work." 15
The exploitation of man by rnan has always
rested on prirrate control over the means of production. Through genuine socialization, the effective abolition of wage labor and the constant
,strengtheninE of the political and social power of
the working class-of the dictatorship of the proletariat-a socialist society caq bring this exploitation to a final end. But only under communism, when the divisions between mental and
manual labor, between workers and peasants and
tovyn and country have broken down,and the
socialist principle of distribution "to each according,to his work" has been replaced by distribution according tp need, can all social inequality (as opposed to individual differences,

_

which always exist) disappear.

summary, '

the continuing presence of
capitalist production relations under socialism
provides an objective basiq for the restoration of
capitalism, but, this does not indicate that the
ecenomy, and the society, is capitalist. We can
say that socra/ism exisfs where the working class
actually holds state power, where the sphere of
operation of the law of value is being reduced to the
ln,

maximum degree permitted by economic and political
realities, where the initiatiue of the working clais in developing new relations of production including a new
division of tabor is actively fostered by Party and state,

and where the revolutionary transformation of all
aspects of society is vigorouity carried out under the
leadership of the v1orking c/ass and its Communist
ParU.

3) How Did the Working Class Build Socialism in
the Soviet Union?
ln the Soviet Union,. under Stalin, as in the genuine socialist qountries today, market categories
did not play a central role in regulating the state
economy. ln decis,ions regarding production and
investment,: the role of 'prices was minimal, and
'the prices themselves were set to reflect political
priorities and hot.,actual costs. (For, instance,
between 1947, and.1950:prices of basic consumer
goods were reduced by about 40%!) Similarly, real output-hoW, rnuch: ,enterprise actually produced measured in quantitative; not money-value
terms-not piofit, was the key indicator of enterprise.success in fultilling its planned obligations.
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The workers knew that they were working for
themselves. The Soviet Constitution of 1936 put
forth the principle, "he who does not work,
neither shall he eat'i which made it illegal to live
on unearned income, in other words, off the
labor of others. .lt guaranteed every citizen the
right to work. Ihe Plan turned this promise into
a reality by,its phenomenal development of industry, and continued to assure full employment
by determining the size of the work force dnd expeqted level of productivity for each enterprise.
By 1930, it was possible to shut down the last
labor exchange in the Soviet Union.
Of course, when a construction 'project was
completed, or; when technical progress warranted, workers could be laid off. But such workers
were always reassigned according to plans set by
central authority under Party leadership.
When we examine what tife is like for workers
in the Soviet Union today, a very different picture
emerges. One of its "highlights'i is the reemergence of. the free labor market: labor exchangeTunemployment offices going under the
fancy names of 'lBureaus for ihe Utili'zation oi
Manpower Resources" have been established in
80 cities. The so-called reforms in ptanning and
martagement introduced , by Brezhnev and
Kosygin have made a mockery of the Soviet
Constitution's guarantee of work for all. But
that's okay, the Constitution itself ip s.cheduted
for "revisicin", too.
The position of working people in the Sbviet
Union under the dictatorship of the proletariat
was not simply more secure. As the workers
began to see themselvps as masters of society,
new attitudes towahds work emerged-mass movements to raise the productivity of labor began to
arise spontaneously. Under Lenin and Stalin
these mass movements were popularized and
spread by the Communist Party. :.
During the Civil .War following the Revolution
and in the early 1920s, the "first tender shoots of
communism", as Lenin called them, appeared in
the form of the communist Spbbotniks (com-

munist Saturdays). These were initiated

by

workers on the Moscow-Kazan Railway, together
with Party members and sympathizers, who gave
up their day off to work for free. Soon they were
joined by non-Party workers from many different
branches of production. Although the work was
unfamiliar to many and poorly organized, the
productivity of the Subbotnik workers was from
two to three times higher than. normal! From
Moscow, the movement spread throughout
Flu*sia.

The 1930s saw a second sirontaneo.us move-

ment arise among the workers-the famous
Stakhanovite movement. While the bourgeoisie
(who has experience with these things) ilaims
that Stakhanovism was a speed-up attempt
maSked by proletarian rhetoric, nothing could be
further from the truth. lt was not initjated from
the top, with the aid of time-study men and "efficiency experts", but by a rank-and-file coal miner

'f

rom the Donetz Basin" Alexei

Stakhanov.

Stakhanov scientificaily analyzed his own job, re-

organized the coal cutting procedure, and waq
able to increase his output fourteen timesJwith
no additronal physical exertion. Almost before his
achievement had been publicized, other workers in various industries began to emulate him, often
working in teams to study and modify the work
in question. ln general, the Stakhanovite workers
eagerly taught their improved techniques to
fellow workers.
The Stakhanovite movement was not only a
struggle fot production, it was a class struggle as
well. Stalin remarked in the early days of. the
movement that "to a certain degree the
Stakhanovite movement was conceived and
began to develop against the will of plant
management, even in struggle with it. Management at that time did not help the Stakhanovite
movement but opposed it." rn
This opposition was based on a fear of rocking
the.boat-:"-the managers not only wanted to,keep
production quotas low (and therefore easy to
fulfill), but to maintain the old bourgeois division
of labor between mental and manual work, organization and execution. Until the facts overwhelmdd them, they insisted that the tried-andtrue methods prescribed by the production
engineers were the only correct way of doing

,

things. They were unwilling to pccept the
evidence that production could be better organized, and socialism developed faster and
more fully,, by relying on the rank and file

workers, rather lhan relying on experts.
Thus, "the Stakhanov movement arose and developed as a movement coming from below." 17
This is precisely what gave the movement such
great significance and why it represented an important step in the process of eliminating the distinction between mental ,' and manual labor.
However, there were also bertain weaknesses in
the campaign. First of all the movement perhaps
put too much emphasis on the granting of
material incentives to Stakhanovites, who were
sometimes rewarded with bonuses and 7or higher
salaries foi increases in production. Not only did
this tend to cultivate bourgeois ideas of selfinterest among the Stakhanovites thqmselves, but
also had the effect of setting the more advanced
Stakhanovites. apart from the masses of workers.
In a few instances this even created a certain
degree of hostility toward the Stakhanov movement among the workers
Secondly, the Stakhanovites thernselves were
often plucked out of production and sent to
technical institutes and universities for further
training and education. This did represent a certain rational use of talent and ability, but to some
extent it also tended to defeat the very purpose
of the movement, which- was to begin breaking
down the distinction between experts and the i
masses. Given the conditionS of the times this
was in part unavoidable, but a serious error was
made in not re_cognizing that the advancement of
Stakhanovites to off icial, positions changed their'
objectiVe position in society.
,
,
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These weai<nesses do not, hbwever, alter the
roverwhelming positive character of the
Stakhanovite movement, which represented a
great advance in, the class struggle and not, by
ahy means, "speed-upo' or "biiOery" as im'perialist, Trotskyite'and revisionist slander tries to

portray it.
Worker initiative and class struggle also took
less spectacular forms during the- period of the
Soviet dictatorship of the proletariat. While factory discipline was tight, the authority of the
management -.could be-and often waschallenged on the basis of proletarian politics in
plant-wide pr:oduction conferences. Led by.Party
activists, the workers would expose inefficiency
and corruption, concealed equipment and
falsified output data. The directors dreaded these
highly'political mass meetings.
A revealing account of one such production
conference, called to discuss the quotas assigned to the plant by the Plan, was .$iven to a
U.S. "Sovietologist", Joseph Berliner, by a former
' Soviet professor o,f commercial law and industrial
management who had taken the capitalist road
into exile in Germany after WW 2 (if he had stuck
around a tew'years more, he probably would
have made it big!):

-All the worketrs, all are called to the produbtion
conference. And then begins the so-calted 'counter-

t'
I.
L

':

planning' in a very crude form, which quickly ends
in a fiasco. They read otf the plan. Here, our chiet
administration has given us such and such information, such.and such indices, of course we have to
, meet them, we all understand that fhis hds fo be
done. Thus, the agitation proceeds further. fnis ,iue
have to !o, we have to fulfill and overfulfilt. 'l hope

that some of the workers-thrs is sald by some
a represe.ntative of the Party organization-'will bring forth counter-proposals.' Now everyone wants to manifest his 'activity.' some 'butterfly', some milkmaid gets up in hei place and says 'l
think we should promise Comrade Stalin to over-,
fulfill by 100 per cent.' She takes no account of
materials, no account of supply. Then a second
stands up and says 'We should all promise 10A per
, cent and I personally promise 150 per cent!' ln
short, it piles up higher and higher, and the
engineers and eaonomists scratch .their heads.
engineer or

Neyerfheless, this ls called 'counter,planning', a
manifestation of the new socra/lst morality and
higher- sociatist enthusiasm. Alt thrs goes to ihe top
and there, you understand, there is confusion,
downright confusion,' a complete muddle." rB
ln this passage it is difficult to tell what is more
striking: the.enthusiasm shown for socialism by
these working people, their willingness to
shoulder increasing responsibility, or tl-re contempt heaped upon them by the renegade "expert."
_ Actually, however, some of the basic contradictions of Soviet socialism are laid bare here. From
.one point of view, this scoundrel had a point.
Without careful consideration of such technical
and material faciors as raw materials supply, the

11

Soviet economy could go nowhere. And, in fact,
overfulfillment by such huge amounts-even if
possible--just might be bad for the society as a
whole. (But, of course, it could also be a needed
corrective to the stodgy conservatism of
managers and planning administrators.)
ln short, ryorker enthusiasm by itself was not
enough. Until the workers were themselves capa-.
ble of collectively gaining the skills and developing the forms appropriate to the management of
a' complex industrial economy-something they
were and still are fully capable of developing, no
matter what elitist bourgeois cynics may sayuntil then, they would be dependent on such experts.

One response to thls problem was to train new
and more politically conscious experts from the
ranks of the workers. This was certainly good,
but even these "proletarian experts" continued
to occupy a position objectively different frorn
and above the working, class-essentially. the
same petty bourgeois position as the old experts,
irrespective of the subjective desires to serve the
people these new "proletarian experts" no doubt
had. Of course, th[s contradiction, and the mentalTmanual contradiction in general, cannot be
eliminateO'tor a long time, but measures must be
taken to do this step by step, and at all stages
ideological struggle and mass supervision of ex'perts must be developed to deal with this problem.

ln Soviet society under the proletarian dictatorship, the old division of labor was not fully.
overcome and a new division of labor had not
yet been fullyr developed. (The very existence of
th'ese production conferences, however, shows
that at least. this was beginning.) Much stress
was placed on limiting the sphere of operation of
the law of value and the market and, in fact,
there was a tendency, particularly during the 30s,
for plarlning authorities to act as if the law of
value could be completely disregarded, an ultra"Left" error which Stalin later criticized. te But at
th,e same time, relatively less. emphasis was
placed on developin$ a n6w division'of labor. ln
other words, capitalist relations of production
continued to exist in the Soviet Union. We shall
return to this problem in more detail shortly.

4) llow Can

Capitalism

Socialist Country?

Be Restored in

a

How is it possible for a socialist colntry, a
country where, the workers have seized state
power under the leadership of a Commun.ist Party, to revert,to capitalism?
The answer is iomplicated, but lies in the fact
that socialism doesn't drop from the sky. lt
comes into being through revolution to overthrow
capitalis! society, but, as Marx writesin the Critique
of the Gotha Programme. it is "in every respect,
economically, morally and intellectually, still
stamped with the birth marks of the old society."

Socialist countries exist in a world where the
capitalists have not given up their quest for
wealth and power. The old exploiting classes

i.

,,
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cannot be expected to quietly submit to the loss;
of their political power and property. They will try
to regain them through armed counterrevolution. And they will inevitably find foreign
imperialist governments as allies.
History shows there is nothing naive about the
importance of safeguarding the socialist .state
against attempts to violently overthrow it. Durin-g
the first three years of Soviet power,. the armies
of nearly all the imperialist powers, among them
the.U.S., who had profited greatly.from their investments in old Flussia, linked up with former
tsarist $enerats to terrorize the countryside..After
their defeat, a vicious economic blockade was
enforced and the possibility of renewed military
intervention could never be ignored. Twenty
years later the Soviet Union had to face and beat
back a full-scale Nazi invasion.
But experience has shown that capitalism has
more weapons than guns at its disposal. As Mao
Tsetung warned, at a time when the protrac.ted
war of the Chinese people was rapidly . approaching final victory in 1949, "lt has been prbved that the enemy cannot conquer us by force
of arr.ns", but "There may be some Communists
who were not conquered by enemies with guns
and were worthy of the name of heroes for
standing up to these enemies, but who cannot
withstand sugar-coated bullets, they will be defeated by sugar-coated bullets. We must guard
against such a situation." 20
Old bourgeois ideas don't instantly vanish under socialism, particularly the first commandrnent
of capitalist society-"Look out for yourself
good.old No. 1." This idea is pushed on us from
childhood by bourgeois education and culture,
and is re-enforced by the daily scramble to survive. lt exists not only among the bourgeoisie,
but among all classes, including the working
class as well (as any worker who has had to tight
scabs crossing a picket line can testify).
Bourgeois ideology remains a powerf ul
weapon for capitalist restoration in a socialist
society and must be fought by mass action and

the masses of people to organize production and
society in geheral on the basis of scientific understanding of how society,develops) and new
methods in all the institutions of socibty.
Such struggte took place on'a vast scale in
China during the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. This struggl6 also took place earlier
in the Soviet Union under Stalin's leadership, but
its importance was not as fully recognized and
the same kind of mass forms for unfolding the
struggle were not developed. Socialism in tfre
USSR, the first socialist'state, had to break totally
new ground, and all the tried and established
lnethods of gettu'rg things done were inherited
from thq bourgeoisie. To the degree that they
went unchatlenged and unchanged, they slowly
but surely weakened the proletarian character of
the. state. and the €ocialist nature of the
economic base. And this created the subjective
conditions for a more or less peaceful regtoration
of capitalism
"Thb easiest way to capture a fortress is from
within"-as was pointed out in the History of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Unioh, pu.blished i4
1939 under the direct supervision of Stalin.2'As
our next chapter points out, the implications'of
this were not fully gr.asped by Stalin, but this
statement nonetheless points in the direction of a
correct undersfanding of capitalist restoration in
the USSR.
What are . the objective conditions for the
restoration. of capital ism ?

But this struggle is not primarily an abstract
struggle against "self ishness", a process that
mainty occurs in people's heads. Bourgeois
ideology under socialism f inds concrete expression in education which divorces theory from
practice, and in art which centers around and
subtly or even overtly upholds the old exploiting
classes and glorifies the reactionary values of the
past instead of showing the struggles and
achievements of working people hnd popularizing socialist v4lues. And bourgeois ideology is
manifested in bureaucratic methods in government and economic rmanagemerit which suppress
the initiative of'the masses. The slogan "let the
expertS decide" onty strengthens the

and prod.uction relations are not some
metaphysical notion but actual relationships

,

bourgeoisie

The main struggle against bourgeois ideology
takes place in concrete struggles to replace these
old ideas and methods'with proletarian ideology
(which is based on'principles of cooperation,
equality and hatred of exploitation and reliance on

We have already mentioned the fact ,that
capitalist relations have not been completely
replaced by speoifically socjalist relations of production jn any country where the dictatorship of
the proletariat has come to power. This means
that the economic 6asis of capitalism continues
to exist, since as Engels says in Anti-Duhring, "the
value form of products . . . already contains in embryo the whole capitalist form of production, the
antagonism between capitalists and wage workers,
the industrial'reserve army, crises." :r
Bourgeois ideology can't exist in a vacuum,

between people and classes. The presence of
these subjective and objective conditions for the
restoration of capitalism in a socialist country indicate that bourgeois or potentially. bourgeois
groups also continue to exist there.
ln the Soviet Union we can distinguish several
groups which formed the main basis for capitalist
restoration.
First, the riCh peasants or kulaks. Until
agriculture was collectivized, the rich peasants
were able to exploit landless villagers as tenants
or wage-laborers. They tried to use their control
gver the production of food to blackmail the
urban proletariat into ever more concessions
which would have-strengthened private property
and private trade.' ln the early years of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the Soviet Union,
Lenin ranked the kulaks (rural bourgeoisie) with
the imperialists as the main forces of capitalist
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iestoration. He pointed out that agri'culturb itself,
in a very backward state, marked by individualized peasant production, would continue
to provide soil for capitalism since "small pro-

duction engenders capitalism and

the
bourgeoisie continuously, daily, hourly, spontaneously and on a mass scale."::And even after
the breaking' up of the kulak class in the late
1,920s, many managed to worm their way into
positions of authority in the collective farms
where they continued to push the line of private
over social interest, pitting the collective against
the state.

Secondly, the managers and technicians and
other "profesSionals", intellectuals and mental
workers. Though nominally employed by the
workers' state, the managers came to see the enterprise they directed as their own personal property, and to lord it over the workers. Similarly,
the technicians and others in like positions, even
many from working class families (like Brezhnev),
thought their expertise entitled them to special
consideration and privileges. As we have seen,
they often refused to draw upon thd experiences
of the workers to solve technical problems.
These groups constituted the main socra/ base

for the restoration of capitalism, which could

never be carried out by a few people, even the
most strategically placed and influential leaders,
without such a social base. But while these
groups may have formed the social base-that is,
while their objective position made these strata
most open to bourgeois inf luences-it is important
to distinguish between them and the top
bureaucrats in the Party and state apparatus, who
are the only ones in a position to lead society back
down the capitalist road, and to actually organize
production along capitalist lines. Such Party and
state officials who themgelves depart from Marxism-Leninism and adopt the class stand and world
outlook of the bourgeoisie, use the lower, "intermediate strata" as their social base, promote
their privileges and tendencies to bourgeois
ideology, and.use them to stif le the initiative of the
workinq class.

The genuine communists in the leadership of
the Party and state, who adhere to Marxism-

Leninism, basing themselves on the class stand
and world outlook of the proletariat, maintain ties
with and rely on the working class and the
masses of working people as their social base, as
the only force capable of pushing forward the
difficult struggle along tfe socialist road. From
this standpoint,,the genuine Marxist-Leninist
'leaders rally the'masses to supervise, criticize
and win over the intermediate strata, struggling
against their bourgeois tendencies. and step by
step overcoming their privileges to unite with
them in taking the socialist road.
For all these reasons, there rs fierce strugEle
continually at the top ranks of the Party, between
those taking the socialist and capitalist roads.
This is part of the overall struggle within socialist

society betwedn the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, but is also the sharpest focus of this
struggle. This is why Mao Tsetung h'as summed
up--{coth from the experience of the Soviet
Union and China (as well as othqr socialist countries today|-that the main focus of the class
struEgle under socialism is within the Party itself
and particularly in its top ranks, and that the
target of the proletariat in this struggle is the
"handful of capitalist roaders" who repeatedly

emerge, especially within

the top

Party"

leadership.

Such top bourgeois careerists are especially
well placed to restore capitalism relativbly blood-'
lessly because of state ownership of the means
of production and the Party's control over the
work of the state and enterprises. Some of these
people are out and out opportunists. Others
started out with a sincere attitude toward serving
the people but became isolated from the masses
as they rose to the top. Their past successes
made them Smug and they became infected b,y,
We can see from all this that under the dictatorship of the proletariat, the question of
"which class shall rule" is not closed. lt is in-

evitable that bourgeois forces arise and either try
to restore private property, or to tuin the social
property of the working class into the collective
property of a new.state bourgeoisie, Their success, however. is not inevitable.
As Mao Tsetung has summarized'. "Socialist
society covers a considerably long histqrical
period. ln the historical period of socialism, there
are still classes, class contradictions and class
struggle, there/ is the struggle between the
socialist road and the capitalist road, and there is
the danger of capitalist restoration. Our instruments of dictatorshrp must be strengthened, not
weakened."
For the proletariat- to maintain state power and
completely transform the relations of production,
it must wage the most resolute struggle not only
against bourgeois groups but also against
bourgeois ideas among the masses of the people.

And in this "struggle between the socialist
road and the capitalist road", the relationship
between the Party and the masses is decisive.
The tasks of the socialist period cannot be accomplished by Party members working in isolation from the masses. "lt is the' masses alone
who make history", and the Party must arm them
with the scientific understanding that enables
them to carry out th-e historic role of the proletariat consciously, and unleashes their creative
power in aqhieving this \ask. By keeping in constant touch with the needs and aspirations of the
masses, and by educating them in MarxismLeninism (which is nothing but the scientific
summing up of the struggles of all oppressed
classes throughout history, according to the
world outlook of the proletariat, the r/ro$t advanced and revolutionary class in history), the'
Party helps the masses fight for themselves.-for

,
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a new culturp, new relations of riroduction and to
maintain and strengthen the dictatorship .of the
proletariat as a true instrument of the masses.
The key role of the Party comes into even
sharper focus when we see that in the Soviet
Union and other revisionist countries, it was only

"seizing' the fortress from within" that
capitalism could be restored. lt was high Party
off icials-led by Khrushchev, Brezhnev. and
Kosygirr-rvho subverted the dictatorship of the
proletariat and established themselves as a new
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Old Soviet cartoon portays
V.l. Lenin, leader of Russian
R evol u ti o n an d proletarian
in ternati on a I ist, as sweeping away all capitalis*, monarchs and other reactionaries. Today, the social imperialisB portray Lenin as a
pacifist and take the heart
out of his revolutionary
teachings.
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ll.

THE ORIGINS OF CAPITALIST
RESTORATION AND THE RISE
OF N.S. KHRUSHCHEV

It is important to realize that the transformation
of the Soviet Union from a socialist country into
a capitalist one did not come about spontaneously thrOugh gradual degeneration. The
restoration of qapitalism was the product of an

acute class struggle passing through several different stages.
The first stage in lhe actual process of
capitalist restoration Was the period of inner Par,ty struggle under the proletarian dictatorship,
which ended with the death of Stalin in 1953.
During these years the working class was firmly
in power and proletarian policies were being
followed in most areas. However, class struggle
did continue and during this period a,number of
bourgeois elements came forward to engage in
struggle with the proletariat.
From the beginning socialigm in the Soviet
Union developed under the most difficult conditions. The first country in history to begin building a workers' society, the USSR was in several
.respects ill-prepared for this colossal task. The
Soviet workers inherited from the tsars, landlords
and capitalists a backward economy which had
taken few steps along the path of industrialization. This backward;ress was f urther compounded by the havoc of World War I and three
years of bloody Civil War qnd . imperialist. intervention. Though more concentrated in largescale industry and the first irvorking class to overthrow capitalism and establish the dictatorship of
the proletariat, the Soviet workers were still few
in number, being less than 10"h ot the total
population. The peasantry, revolutionary in spirit,
was also economically and culturally very
backward. ln addition, as we noted before, the
Soviet Union was iorced to develop socialism
surrounded on all sides by enemies.
Faced with a harsh situation, the Soviet
workers resolved to build up and industrialize the
country on a socialist basis as rapidly as possible, even though they knew this would entail
many sacrifices. But as we saw in our encounter
with the renegade "expert:', dedication and enthusiasm were not enough. Because under the
old society workers were denied even the most
basic education (most were illiterate in 1917),
technical and managerial experts were essential
to solve the problems at hand, and these people,
of course, had to be recruited at first from the

ranks of the old exploiting cl-asses. Many of these
people were, like our renegade, openly hostile to
the revolution, and, as we have noted, they
formed one rnajor component of the social basis

for capitalist restoration.
It was necessary to win them over but at the
same time keep them under strict pOlitical control. A two-edged policy was adopted, begun under Lenin and developed by Stalin. -experts
On the one hand, bourgeois
were
"bribed" with high salaries and better'livihg condi'tions when they had to be relied upon to assume positions of managerial and technical
authority. This meant that represe_ ntatives of the

old

society were given broad authority in

performing_ day to dAy administrative and
technical tdsks. Bourgeois managers were even
given the. right to punisn recalcitrant workers in
{he course of maintaining labor discipline. Thus,
to a certain extent, the old exBloiting classes
were in a position to sabotage socialist construction from within, and to continue to lord it over
the workers.
On the other hand, the managers anditechni.
cians were kept well separated from the levers of
political aufhority. This meant primadly that the
Comrnunist Party remained a party of the working class. At all levels, frdm. the central government down to the individual factory; the experts
in charge were superyised by Party militants who
coutd and did mobilize the workers to expose
corruption and sabotage.
, Even more importantly, the central planning
apparatus and all other . agencies of central
political authority were firmly controlled by the
Party, which set economic and political goals
with the long-term interests, of the masses at
heart. Since responsibility for implementating the
Plan was in the hands of bourgeois experts, the
central planning authorities were careful to set
production goals precisely and in great detail.
Thus, while the workers had to accept the administrative and technical authority of the experts, the-experts themselves wers forced to submit to the collective will of the workers as expressed from above by the Plan and enlorced
irom below by millions of Party members and
woikers.
mi{itant
' ihG 'sviiem
represented a necessary ctimpromise. lt did not and coutd not result in a final

'
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defeat for the bourgeoisie. As Stalin continually
stressed, "The bourgeoisie was still far from be-

ing crushed." lts goal was still to attack and

destroy the Communist Party both from without
and from within.
From outside the Party, bourgeois experts and
managers made several attempts to sabotage and
wreck socialist construction.
Among the most
-was
celebrated of these
the series of events
known as the Shakhty Affair. This occurred in
1928 in the Shakhty Qistrict of the Donetz Coal
B4sin. The Shakhty saboteurS "deliberately mis- '
managed the mines in order to reduce the output
of coal, spoiled machinery .and ventilation apparatus, caused roof-falls and explosrons, and Set
fire to pits, plants and power-stations."
Mindless of the workers' safety and working
conditions, these wreckers deliberately ignored
labor protection laws. After their exposure, Stalin
summed up the affair as an indication of the "intensification of the class'struggle." He noted that
"bourgeois wrecking is undoubtedly an indication of the fact that the capitalist elements have
by no means laid down their arms . . . " : He
added that communists could not fully defeat
such activity "unless we develop criticism and
self-criticism to the utmost, unless we place the
work of our organizations under the control of
the masses,"'
But such wreckers,were in fact not the main
danger at the time. Closely allied to them were
the opposition factions which emerged in the
Party, as Soviet communists engaged in debate
and struggle over their f uture course. The
boqrgeois forces pinned their hopes on these
factions and encouraged them in their efforts to
divide and demoralize the Party.
The main question to be debided by the Party
at this time was whether to go forward and build
socialism in alliance with the peasantry or to
stand still and be overcome by the spontaneous.
forces of capitalism. The Trotskyites argued that
it was impossible to build socialism in a country
where the majority of the population were
peasants. They argued that the Soviet state must
engage in "primitive socialist accumulation'r,
with industrialization taking place at the
expense
of the peasantry. This . "left" line - was really,
rightist in essence because it destroyed the alliance between the proletariat and the poor
peasants which Lenin had declared to be the
basis of proletarian power in the Soviet Union. ln
preaching "the idea that 'unresolvable conflicts'
between the working class and the peasantry
were inevitable", the Trotskyites really "pinned
their hopes on the 'cultured leaseholders' in the
countryside, in other words, on the kulaks."
The Bukharinites, on the'other hand, expressed
such hopes openly. Also laiking faith in the ability of the Soviet working class to build a socialist
society, Bukharin, a leadinq Party member, advocaled a policy of capitulation to the spon-.
taneous development of rural capitalism. He opposed collectivization of agricultqre and instead
caUed upon a few ku laks to "Get Rich !"
r

'fhe

essence of Bukharin's theory was to deny
the class struggle under socialism. He presumed
that under the dictatorship of the. proletariat,
class struggle would gradually subside and that
then the kulaks might peacefully "grow into
socialism." As Stalin was' quick to point out,
however, this ignores the undeniable fact that
"the dictatorship ol the proletariat rs the sharpest
form of class struggle."'Or, as Lenin qxplained:

"The abolition of classes requrres a long, difficutt
and stubborn classstruggle, which aller the overthiow of the power of c-apitat, atler the destruction
of. th'e bourgeois sfafe, after the establlshment ot
the dictatorship of the proletariat, does not disappear (as the vulgar representatives of the old
Socialism and the old Social Democracy imagine),
but merely changes its forms and in many respects
becomes more fierce."n
The Trotskyites, Bukharinites and other traitors
and wreckers met With defeat. The masses of
militant workers and Party cadres united overwhelmingly behind the proletarian line of Stalin

and the Party's Central Committee. The purges of
the 30s, despite weaknesses, and excesses,
marked an even greater victory for the proletarian line. By 1939 it had become crystal clear
that all openly disruptive and factional activity
could and would not be tolerated. (For more information on this impbrtant period, we recommend the History of the Communist Party of the
Sovlet. Union lShort Course); 'published in 1939

and also Stalin's writings of the 20s and 30s
especially his "The Right Deviation in tht
cPSU(B)."

But the bourgeois forces were bound to reemerge in new garb. The Party leadership knew
that the policy of buying off bourgeois experts
could only be a temporary' solution. lt was
necessary to further revolutionize the relations of
production. So the Soviet Union began to train
its own experts and managers recruited from the
ranks of the workers and peasants, By the
mid-30s, a new. technical and administrative
stratum had emerged, a group with greater loyalty to the revolution. But these new managers,
technicians, offlcers and intellectuals were
trained by the very bourgeois experts they
replaced, picking up not only their expertise, but
often their world view as well. And even more importantly, as we noted before, these new experts
continued to occupy a class position which was,
in a strict sense, petty bourgeois.
Thus, despite the class origin of the new experts and the fact that most were sincerely working to build socialism, there was a tendency for
them to become isolated from the masses. Many
began to expect the privileges of their former
teachers, and often they tended to approach
their work in pretty much the same way, in an individual rather than a icollective fashion. They
sought guidance and criticisnn mainly from those
above them and put tgchnical considerations
ahead of politics.
./
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The emergence of this new group ,coincided
with the renewed threat of imperialist attack in
the middle and'late 30s. This threat created a
need for the broadest unity of all claSses, meaning that the non-proletarian strata, including the
managers and experts, had to be brought into a
broad national patriotic front. To achieve this it:"
was not enough just to declare such a front, but
for the Party itself to cement this uhity, concretely giving real day to day political leadership to all
the patriotic classes.
Just as in China during the new democratic
phase of the revolution, when many individuals
f rom the non-proletarian strata entered the
Chinese Commun[st Party, oftdn carrying with
them certain elements of their class prejudices,
se, too, the CPSU had to further gpen membership to people f rom' the non-proletarian
groups in order to continue leading the struggle.
As early as '1 936, when recruitment was resumed
after, several, years' suspension, and especially
after 1938, when the danger of war increased,
large numbers of technical specialists and other
intellectualp were welcomed as comrades.*
Most of these new members were experts of
' working class origin, and the new policy was ,no
doubt essential in building the kind of national

unity needed ta defeat the Nazr
Nevertheless, the policy

-'
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Stalin had, in fact, warned against this teriden.
cy as early as 1937. Knowing that placing politics
in command is the fundamental principle of
Marxism-Leninism, S\alin criticized the fact that
so.me "Party comrades have been totally
absorbed in economic work . . . and simply gave
up paying attentibr] to such things as the int6rnational posit,ion of the Soviet Union, capitalist en-'
,circlement, strengthening of the political work of
the Party.. . ",r At ils 10th .Party Congress in.
1973, the Communist Party of China also,warned
against a similar situation arising in its Party
comrhittees, noting that such absorption in detail
leads inevitably to revisionism. Stalin noted that.
succeEses also' had their "seamy side." He
warned that

"the condition of successes-success affer success, achlevement after achievement, the overtuffillment of ptans after the overfullillment of plans-

gives rse to feelings ol carelessness and se/f-_
satisfactrbn, creates an atmosphere of showy
triumphs and nutual congratulations which kill the
sense of proporlion and dull political instin2t, take
the spring out ol people and impel them to rest on
their laurels.""

This, unfortunately, described the state of

invasion.

of keeping technical and
political authority separate hdd been seriously
compromised. lnevitably, the individualistic outlook and style of work of the non-proletarian
recruits penetrated the Party. Communists who
had always looked upon technicians, managers
and other petty bourgeois types with suspicion
now found themselves working side by side with
them in a common cause. lt is hardly surprising
that some lost sight of where unity ended and

many Party members and leaders in the post-WW

2 period.

/

,

At this time, the Party line was basically correct,

but in its application there were frequent{y'deviations from the proletarian stand and method.
Policies were increasingly implemented f rom
aboVe without mobilizing the initiative of the people. ln the factories, for example, the Party exercised less and less control over rnanaoement.
Some Party members argued that the Plan could ,
resolve any problems arising in socialist construction. Yet as'the reconomy developed, planning mechanisms were themselves becoming
more and more bureaucratic. Administrative
methods adopted by necessity had become a'
hindrance to effective economic development
and a roadblock to the,development of mass in;

struggle began.
ln fact, during the war period a new breed of
Party leader was created in some places-one
who in a businesslike and "practical'' style em' phasized the development of technique and ex. pertise, and who downplayed politics with a certain contempt for theoretical principles. Though
this did riot mark this group as a new bourgeois
center, such a mood was certainly one sign of

itiative.

The proletarian response to the problem of
bureaucracy was to revitalize the Party and

diff iculty.

This new attitude also stemmed from a general
complacency that developed among certain Party
cadres. The Soviet communists certainly had
much to be proud of, but after the war many
began to feel they could now rest a bit on past
laurels. Some believed they deserved some
special consideration and praise as a reward for
services rendered to the revolution. They began
to grow away from the masses and to lose faith
in the ability of the workers to remold society.
.While no statistics were released for the Party as a -whole,
recruitment figures for two of the republics, published at the
18th Congress in 1939, show that new members from the "intelligentsia" and 'office worker" categories formed 42.8-44.5
70 as compared with 1.7o/o pil cent in 1929. Between-1939
and 19411 available figures indicate that approximalely 7Ok ol
all aecruits came from the technical and managerial strata. ;

.

mobilize

the workers, involving the masses
in the planning
But the answer of the managers and

themselves as much as possible

process.
technicians who provided a social base for thoqe

high Party officials increasingly influenced by
bourgeois .ideology was'altogether different.
These forces demanded a more "self-regulating'1
and "rational" economy, an economy governed
by the capitalist law of value and not by the colr

i

Nikolai Voznesensky, Chairman of the State
Planning Commission and member of the Paity
Politbureau, was the most forthright and bold erponent of this view. 10 Although the Soviet
economy was still to some degree governed by
market demands and the law of value, much progress had been made in consciously organizing

'
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,production in the interest of the working'class.
'Certain
products such as consumer necessities
and basic industrial machinery were sold at
prices far below their cost of production. Other
gdOds, Such as vodka or luxury items, were sold
way above their, cost in or.ber to finance such
"subsidies." Voznesensky, howpver, believed that
the plannin! machinery and sirict political cbntrol necessary to implement such policies would
inevitably be bureaucratrc and wasteful. This was
b-ecause he had no faith in the ability of the
working glass to take control of produciion and
regulate it themselves.
\
'Voznesensky
argued for a policy of ':value
balances", where .the distribution. and produ.ction

of

goods would' be determined in a more
"natural" way. ln his .view, prices should reflect
the costs of production so that the law of value
might then f reely regulate production. Were
goods, including heavy machinery and other
means. of production, to be priced according to
therr cost, Voznesensky argued, central politicaladmiffistrative control would no longer be so
hurdensome, thus supposedly etimiiating the
basis forr 'bureaucracy. Enterprises could be
guided from above by purely economic levers.
This "argument prefig0red by a generation
Kosygin's 1965 capita'list' economic "ieform." lt
also indicates that the new revisionists shared
with prwious renegades the-idea that the dictatorship of the proletariat can be divorced from
the conscious class struggle and that socralism
can gradually grow into communism by the. action of spontaheous forces.
Voznesensky believed that socialism represents
only the most rational and orderly organization
of the economy through, planning. He did not
believe that planning had to be in the ipterests of
the workers and politically controlled by them.
When a rival economist put for:ward the view that
post-war capitalism might stabilize itself by

employing some ptanning .techniques,
Voznesensky criticized him for implying that

capitalism could peacefully transform itself into
socialism, completely ignoring the fact that pJanning by itself is no,t what differentiates the two
systems. Mqreover, by taking this seemingly
"left" position, Voznesensky tried to establish his
own reputation for "orthodoxy" so that some of
his revisionist propositions pertaining to the Soviet economy might be more readily accepted. tr
.Between 1947 and 1949, Voznesensky
managed to put some of his notions into prac-'
tice. His first move was a financial-reform which
included a sharp rise in the retail price of many
consumer necessities. This was followed by a reorganization of the central planning agencies

whiclr returned most quantitative planning (abcording to actual needs) to the local level, with
the central Gosplan retaining only the ability to
set quotas' in monetary value terms. Then in
1949, Voznesensky proposed that production of
producer goods (heavy machinery, etc,) be based
upon sale at their price of produ,ction (in other
words, at their "value"). '2

, .:

;

ln response to this, Stalin argubd that such amove would cripple Soviet economic development. Under capitalism the means of production
are themselves commodities to be bought and
sold by the capitalists. This means thlt tfreir
price is regulated by. the law of value. As a result,
only'thosa producer goods which are prgfitadle
to produce can be sold. Under socialism,
however, where the operation of the law of value
is restricted, producer goods can be priced,
below their value and produced "unprofitably"
but io the long-term benefit of the economy. As
Stalin pointed out several years later, it tne kind of
line advocated by Vozriesensky were correct,
"lt would be incomprehens-ible why a number of our
heavy industry plants which are still unprofitable and
where the labor of the worker does not yield the 'proper retums', are not closed down, and why new light
industly plants,'whictt would certainly be profitable
and where.the labor of the workers might yield 'big returns', are not opened.
"ff this were true, it would be incomprehensibte why

workers are not transferred from plants that are,/ess
profitabte, bd very necessary to our nltional
economy, to plants.which are more profitabte-in accordance with the law of value, which suppoedly regulates the 'proportions' of labor distributed amonQ
the branche$ of production." rt

Not only would Voznesensky's proposal have
crippled economic development, it would also
have been a giant step in the direction qf,
capitalist restoration. With the means of production priced at their "value", conscious regulation
and planning woud be increasingly difficult if not
impossible. The means of production would then
confront'the workers as something alien to be
bought and sold according to the needs of the
capital market. ln other words, the means of produ.ction would once again take on the character

"taliBlti|irt

same year, voznesensky's proposed
Five Year Plan provided for further measures
restoring autonomy to the individual enterprises
and weakening the central planning apparatus.
At this time, Stalin is reported to have said to
Voznesensky: "You are seeking to restore
capitalism in Russia."* 1,,
Voznesensky's ideas were not proposed in
isolation. He spoke for a substantial segment of
the economists, planners and managrerial personnel. One of his most devoted followers was
Miriister of Finance, Alexei Kosygin, today
Premier of the Soviet Union! ln fact,, it might
even be said that the revisionist clique which
took over the country in 1956 came from two
so,urces: Khrushchev's Ukrainian political ap-Voznesensky was soon
dismlssed from all his posts, arrested
and executed. Though we don't mourn his death as do the
social-imperialist leaders today, we recognize that a far moJg
effective way of handling him would have been to publicly expose the class nature of his /lne while at the same time initiat-

ing mass criticism and struggle against it.'
\

'fagetr
-cnieRy

paratus (represented,today
by Brezhnev,
who was Khrushchev'S underling in'ihe Dnieppr
valley) and Voznesensky's followers in the pla'nnipg and managerial realri. Today, the Leningrad
lnStitute for Finance and Economici has been renarned in honor of Voznesensky.
Stalih's dismissal of Voznesensky was also not
an isolated incident. The Soviet cor,nmunists were
not unaware that bourgeois tendencies had come
forward again during the war years. They knew
that when the working class is on the defensive
and in alliance with bourgeois forces, there is a
tendency for communists to make "right"rerrors,
just as in times of intense upsurge "left", adventuristic, tendencies may take root. Led by Statin,
they launChed a series of what might bs ternred
" rectif ication movements" to restore the
ideological.and political fiber of Jhe Party.
The war with Germany had left the ranks of the
Communist Partf severely weakened. Ovei three
and a half million of the most dedicated and self.
sacrificing Party memberS gave their livps in the
fight against fascism, and by'Jarruary 1946, only
one-third of the Party's full and candidate members had been in the CPSU before the invasion. r'
The majority of the new recruits represented the
most dedicated and selfless .fighters 'against
Nazisrn-it took courage to join the Paity in
those days, for the Germans took special pains
to single out captured communists for especially
brutal treatment. But sheer enthusiasm could not
make up for real deficiencies in Marxist-Leninist
education.
Thus, toward the end of the war it was decided

to

severely limit further recruitment, and erhphasis was placed'on the education and Bolitical
consolidation of existing membership. This was
formalized by an important Central Committee
decision in July 1946. According to Malenkov,
this decision "to sift admissiOns to the ranks
more carefully, to be more exacting regarding
the qualifications of applicants", was taken to
counteract th'e discrepancy "between the
numerica{ strength of the Party and the level of
political enlightenment of its members and candidates." 16
Thd new recruithent policy was coupled with
renewed "purges" of Party members in the state
q-nd administrative'apparatus, as well as by increased emphasis on ideological development.
The famous "Zhdanovshchina"-a policy of

strictly enforcing proletarian standards

in
titdrature and art, associated mainly with the Len-

ingrad Party leader-Andrei Zhdandv, Another less celebrated campaign centered

represented one aspect of this policy,

around improvement in the teaching of MarxistLenini5t political economy. This effort began as
early as 1943,-after the appearance of an important unsigned article on the subject in the
theoretical journdl, Pod Znamenem Marksizma
(lJnder the Banner of Marxism).r;Such efforts continued throughout the post-war period right up to
Stalin's death in'1953. During this period, the
Communist Party and Stalin were searching for

L:

the correct fslm through which ".the ritrugg{e
"against rev"isionism. coutd be mqst eftectiGlyi
:'
wagjed.
One .other campaign of this peribd which
shoulfl be mentioned was against "cos-

mopolitanism." This was directed toward combating the rnany bourgeois influences which had en. tered the Party and Soviet society from the West
during the war. While geneially aimed,at rernolding cadres and intellectuals, the campaigfi also
exhibiled an, unfortunate anti-Semitic .tendency.
We do not know the source of this and other eirors associated with the Campaign. As we nave
seen, this was a period of very complex struggte
conditioned by many factors which are even today only partly understood. Whether the campaign against "cosmopolitanisrTr" ptayed a productive role or not we cannot say. Nevertheless,
it did represent an effort by the Party-p-erhaps
distorted and sabotaged'by bpportunists at many
;levels-to f ight against' the inf lue.nce of
bourgeois ideology.
Stalin's most important move was to respond
directly to the brrors of the new revi-sionists. In
1952 his Economic Problems of Socialism in the
USSR, was published, devoted to a detailed re.
fu.tation of revisionism, specifically of thinking
simllar to Voznesensky's. ifris boolitr:epresents I
thorough summing up of the Soviet experience

on the economic f ront, and was at once a
powerful weapon in the struggle at hand and a
valuable theoretical contribution to f uture
generations

Today, the concrete experiences of capitalist
restoration in the Soviet Union and the development of class struggle under socialism, especially
in China, have enabled Marxist-Leninists led by the
Chinese and Albanian comrades to f urther develop
and enrich the analysis laid out in Stalin's work,
The main point that classes.and class struggle continue throurghout the whole period of socialism-and
the dictatorship of the proletariat-which is only
impf ied in Economic Problems of Sooialismin the;USSB has now been more thoroughly summed up
and can be recognized as the key to a true understanding of the dynamics of socialist society.
Economic problems consisted of several corn-

ments made by Stalin on the draft of a lew
political economy textbook which had b€en:rnan,
.dated by the Central Committee late in the war.
as part of the general campaign to heighten
political consciousness. ln his oomments, Stalin
argued that the law of value continues to operate
under soc.ialism but that its scope of application
is limited. He held that although a planngd
eConomy had to take the law of value and the
continued existence of commodity production into account, "the law of value cannotrunder our
system function as the regulator of productiorl.r' tr
Socialism, instead, should move toward the complete elimination of commodity production and
the eStablishment of products exchange bas-qd
solely on human needs and not fnonetary ex''

change.

'
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Although this presupposed a much more complete development of the productive forces, such
development was not the lonly factor involved.
Stalin emphasized that socialism must strive for
'lthe maximum satisfaction of the cohstanily
growing maierial and cultural needs of the entire
population" and not just "the rationa[ organization of the productive forces." t, The productive
forces ,can only be developed with the 'continuous developrnent, in a revglutionary directioh,
of the relations of ,production. By this Stalin
meant that in the Soviet Union, it was necessary
to progressively transform those sections of the
econo!'ny still malked by remnants of capitalist
forms. lt was nebessary to draw the coltective
farms ever closer to the state'with lhe goal of
changing these. into state property, to begin
eliminating .the differences, between town- and
country and to begin, particul'arly with producer
goods; the direct exchange of products indepen-

dent of the money economy. tt was

also,

to move in the direction of,
eliminating the distinction between mental and
necessary to continue

manual labor.
EconomiC Problems of Sociatism whs publighed
shortly before the 19th Party Congress in 1952,
and was used in a very extensive mass education
campaign.'This was the ideological basis for the

political struggle being planned. Statin had
become convinced that the bourgeois elements,

despite all the moves toward ideological rec.tification, were in positions of authority at all levels.
Some were relatively open and easy to deal with
like Voznesensky. But others Were rnore clever,
seeming to waver on various issues. These wefe
political operators of consummate skill-people
like Khrushchev. The difficulty Stalin confronted
in flushing out these elements can be seen in an
anecdote related by K,P.S. Menon, lndian Ambassador at the time, who visited Stalin on
February.lT, 1953,'shortly before stalin's death.
During their conversation, Menon reported, Stali'n
began to doodle on a pieie of paper, as was his
habit. Menon noticed that Stalin repeatedly madb
drawings of wolves. Then he began to talk about
wolves. Russian peasants, he said, knew how to
deal with wolves. They had to be exterminated.
But the wolves know ihis, said Stalin, and take
steps to avoid exterrninaiion. ro
To unmask the real wolves, it was nepessary to'
mobilize the masses in a great carhpaign' ,of
criticism and struggle. This, however, was not

done. Right before his death, Stalin was planning a

new "purge" campaig'n directed agaiist

the bourgeois elements. The wide circulation and
use of Economic Problems seems to indicate that
this movement would have had a mass character
to some degree. Nevertheless, .no movement did
qmerge, and during the eAtire post-war pdriod
the struggle basically,remained within the upper
reaches of the Party leadership. When Stalin died
in March 1953, the wolves were still loose.
We want to pause here and assess Stalin's role
in this whole struggle. Many people, ihcluding
many horiest anti-imperialists seriously studying

and attempting to master

.l

Marxism-Leninism, I
believe that Stalin should himself bear much of
the blarne for the revisionist takeover. After atl,
they argue, Stalin couldn't have been doing such
a good job if only three years after ,his death
many of his own associates went rotten and the
whole country was handed over to revisionism.
While agreeing that the Soviet Union has taken
the capitalist road, and acknowledging that the
events of 1956-1957 do mark a major turning
po.int in that process, such people still emphasize'
what, they sbe to be continuities between the
Stalin era and th6 new period of , patently
bourgeois rule.
Let- us make it clear'. We believe that the Stalin
questign and the q.uestion of Soviet revisionism
and social-imperialism are two different questions,
both of'which are important to the world comrnunist movement. We'recognize that the two are
inter-rdated and ,that a clear understanding of
Soviet revisionism, particularly with respect to its
origins and rise to power, also demands some
understanding of the Stalin question. But we do
not belreve that this inter-relationship is a strictly
determinate one: the Stalin era did not cause the
revisionisl takeover. Soviet social-imperialism
grgw from the soil of thp Stalin era, from the
partibular contradictions and struggles that exist'
under the dictatorship of the proletariat and assume the forms we have discussed during the
period of socialist construction under Stalin's
leadership. But many more things also took root
in this soil, some good, others not so. To understand where the healthy flowers of workerp'
power, industrialization, economic planning, cdllective agriculture, lost out to the weeds of revisionism and capitalism is the very difficutt task
at hand.
ln Bed Pdpers / we wrote:

'Sfa/rn

is the bridge

between Lenin and Mao
and organizationally. The
successes of the world proletarian and people's
mavements are a part of our history, and they are
ou,: successes, they are the successes of our
class. The mistakes and errors must also be ours.
We admit the mistakes of our class arid its
leaders, try to coirect them or, failing that, try to
avoid repeating ,them. But wq, will not disas,sociate ourselves from these errors in the opportunist manner of many boqrgeois intellectuals
and armchair'revolutionaries."' 2r
We still hold to this position.
Stalin did make a number of mistakes. No
leader of any class, any nation, any movement
can claim to not h,ave also done so. Many of
these mistakes were products of historical, conditions more powerful than.any one man; products
of the whole backwardness of Soviet-society, of
the brutal and menacing imperialist encirclement,
and of the savage Nazi invasion. These factors
forced upon all Soviet communists, and not just
Stalin; a brutal choice: move forward in, ways for
which the future will exact a heavy price or fail
theoretically, ^practicalty,

,

to

move forward at all. To their great credit, the
Soviet communists, workers, peasants and rerrolutionary intellectuals, and, at their head,
Stalin, never hesitated, never wavered in their

tion-s

Other mistakes were clearly avoidable and
stand in part as Stalin's personal responsibility.
The principal error f rom which all others
stemmed was Stalin's theoretical failure to recognize how class struggle continues under
socialism. ln 1939; during his report to the 18th
Cengress of the CPSU(B), Stalin made the following statement:
"The tOature that distingul'shes Sovle t society today
(rom any capitalist society is that it no longer contains antagonistic, hostile c/asses . .. Soviet society,
liberated from the yoke of exploitation, knows no.
such contradictions, is free ol c/ass conflicts, and
presents a picture of friendly collaboration between
workers, peasants and intellectuals." ?2

I

I

must then also exist in some (often) hidden

forqs. And from this; that an actual .capitalist
class complete with political agents rnside the

choice.

This was a serious error.l
Yet Stalin continued throughout this period to
argue against "the rotten theory that with every
advance we make the class struggle here of
necessity would die down more and more, aird
that in proportion as we achieve success the
class enemy would become more and more tractable." 2s ln opposition to . his .theory, Stalin
argued that the nearer to communism the
workers came, the more desperate would their
enemies be and resistance would in fact become
sharper. But Stalin did not clearly identify this resistance as part of a class struggJe between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat. lnstead. h€
singled out "remnants of the broken classes" 2r
as the source of resistance. By themselves such
remnants could only make feeble attempts to
sabotage and wreck socialist-construction, as in
the Shakhty case. But "while,one end of the
class struggle has its operation within the
bounds of the USSR, its other stretches 1o the
bounds of the bourgeois states surrounding us.
The remnants of the broken classes cannot but
be aware of this." zs
Thus, Stalin pointed also to the continuation of
capitalist encirclement as another source'of resistance, singling out f,oreign agents, spies and
individual traitors as the key enemy. Such forces
did exist 'and, aided by ex-landlords and
capitalists, they did do considerable damage. But
these were not the main enemy and their identification as such tended to disarm the vigilance
of the workers and led many to leave
responsibility for the struggle with the security
organs, allegedly better equipped for such forms
of combat.
Though Stalin never in fact abandoned the
class struggle, his lack of clarity on the precise
nature of the enemy weakened the proletariat.
Further, though Stalin argued forcefully (and correctly) that the law of value continues to operate
under socialism, he did noldraw the correct conclusion from this-that capitalist production rela-
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Communist Party must also exist.
Linked to this was Stalin's tendency to place
too much weight on development.of the productive forces and not enough emphasis on revolutionizing the relations of production. Although
Stalin led the struggle against the opportunist
policies of revisionists like'Voznesensky, he still
tended to believe that the transformation of Soviet society would mainly occur through the rapid
development of production.
ln his classic work, Dialectical and Historical
Materialism, Stalin put forward the erroneous
thesis that in the Soviet Union, -"the relations of
.production fully eorrespond to the state of the
productive forces." zo This tended toward the
abandonment of conscious revolution and encouraged the masses to view the simple development of production as the answer.to all difficulties. The same line was put forward by Stalin
in Economic Problems of Sociatism, but here he
also cautioned that "it would be wrong to rest
easy at that and to think that therd are no contradictions between our productive forces and
the relations of production." This statement
would seem to indicate that Stalin did understand the problem but that he failed to fully
grasp the key role of class struggle here. Thus, in
1938 Stalin even argued that "the productive
forces are not only the most mobile and revolutionary element in production, but are also the
determining element of- production." 27 While it. is
true that society cannot .advance beyond the
.limits set by the development of the forces of
production, this development does not by itself
drag the relations of production forward. Class
struggle and conscious revolution are necessary
and fundamental. While Stalin reeognized that
this was.the case in all previous societies, he did
not fully grasp the extent to which this was true
under socialism as well.
Because of these errors Stalin failed, almost
from the beginning, to develop the means and
forms for the workers themselves to be increasingly involved in,initiating and working out the
planning process and not just fulfilling its tasks.
As we have already pointed out, the Soviet cornmunists were somewhat lax in struggling to overcorne the division of labor inherited from
capitalism. To a very great extent.this was pressed upon the Party by objective conditions.
Forced to -make concessions to the managers
and technicians for political reasons, the workers
were not so readily in a position to struggle over
economic control. Yet the system of "one-man
management", wheie administrative responsibility
for all economic units was placed in the hands of
single individuals, was surely a mistake. This kept
the wolkers in a passive position and tended to
depoliticize and demqbilize mass initiative.
Marxist-Leninists do not adrocrte any kind of
"workers' control" which is not based on the
prior, firm establishment of central proletarian
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political authority, that is, on the smaEhing of the
'bourgeois state and the egtablishment of the dictatorship of the pr:oletariat. And then revolution
in the relations of production at the factory level
must be the product of a lengthy period of conscious class struggle. However, we still recognize
that'for workers to be involved in the management and planning of their own factories within
the guidelines of a. central state plan, new forms
reflecting the rising socr"alist relations of production must be developed. The system of Revolutionary Committee's combining experts; rank and
file workers and party militants which was developed at a crucial stage of the Cultural Revblution in China, represented an advance in developing such forlns and reflected a summing up
of the "one-man management" experience.
Finally, Stalin did at times fail to recognize the
difference between a contradiction among the
people and a contradi,ction ,between the people
and the class enemy. Despite his theoretical, proposition that antagonistic classes no longer existed in the USSR, Stalin's strong class stand and
his long revolutionary expbrience taught him to
'smell a rat when it was there. But without the full
recognition that such rats come forward as part
of the continuing struggle of antagonistic classes
still existing within the Soviet Union, the correct
method of mass struggle,'conscious class struggle of the working people, could not be fully developed as the mdans for defeating the political
and ,ideological lines of the representatives of the
bourgeoisie.

And along with this developed the tendency to
treat an unconscious dupe as harshly as the
most responsible culprit. The method of "treating
the patient to cure the sickness| was often not
followed. As a result, people who could have
been won over were lost. To the degree that this

happened, it also had the effect of discouraging
people from being up front with their politics and
bold with their proposals out of fear that a singie
error' might have disastrous consequences.
Overall, however, these errors are i^, outweighed by Stalin's'many achievements and py
the concrete gains made by the Soviet workers
and people under his lead-in particular, the
building of socialism and strengthening of the
dictatorship of the proletariat through a very
complicated series of struggles inside and outside the Party, the step-by-step collectivization irf
agriculture, a monumental task carried out successfully with no historical precedent, the heroic
defeat of the Nazis and the many contributions to
the cause of world revolution.
We must distinguish between two kinds of
wrong policies. There are the policies of people
like Khrushchev and Brezhnev aimed at destroying socialism and restoring capitalism. And then
there are policies, such as Stalin's, which ?re r€
ally in the opposite camp-policies aimed not at
restoring capitalism but at defending proletarian
rule and building socialism, which nevertheless did
not carry out the class struggle as effectively as

possible. revisionisrn and capitalist restoration can
never be simply the product of one man's errors,
but rather of class struggle.

While Stalin's mistakes meant that the struggle

of the proletariat against the capitalist roaders
was not waged as successfully as it has been in

China, which has the advantage,of learning from
the Soviet experience, it must also. be strongly
stressed that at every stage, especially. in the
critical period of 1945-1953, it was Stalin himself

who led the fight against capitalist restoration.
That Stalin was unable to find the correct form
to mobilize the masses in struggle to defeat the
capitalist roaders is tragic but hardly-a basis for
his condemnatibn. ln summary, then, we believe
it is clear that Stalin played an overwhelmingly
positive role in the fight to advance the socialist
r-evolution and'against revisionism and capitalist
restoration in the Soviet Union.
With Stalinls death begins the second stage in
the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union,
the period of intense class struggle under so-

called "collective leadership." This period saw

the rise to undisputed leadership of Nikita S.
Khrushchev, the chief revisionist of them all.

Khrushchev had worked plmost exclusively as a
Party official and as sucf was most capable of
leading the capitalist coup. The son of a Ukrainian coal ,miner, he joined the Bolshevik Party in
1918, fought briefly in the Civil War and afterwards attended the "rabfak" (workers' college)
in Kiev. ln'1929 he was sent to Moscow to study
at the Promakademlya (lndustrial Academy) where
he became Party Secretary.
ln 1931 Khrushchev rose to district secretary,
and at the beginning of March 1935 hetwaS appointed First Secretary of the Moscow District
and City Party Committee. On January 30, 1937,
when the announcement of the verdict,in the trial
of the Trotskyites was made, Khrushchev, Who
was later to call Stalin a "20th Century lvan the
Terrible", told 200,000 people at a 'Red Square
rally that "These infamous nonentities wanted to
break up the unity of the Party and of Soviet
power . .. They raised their ,murderous hands
against Comrade Stalin . . . " He f inished with the
words: "Stalin---our hope, Stalin--our expectation, Stalin-the beacon of progressive mankind,
Stalir-our banner, Stalin-our will, Stalin-our
victory."z8 ln January 1938, Khrushchev became
First Secretary of the Ukrainian Party and at the
18th Congress he became a full member of the
Politbureau.
ln the Ukraine, Khrushchev developed into
something of an agricultural "expert." Before the
war he had already revealed a "pragmatic" and
empirical outlook with'the successful promotion
of measures aimed at raising material incentives
and personal responsibility for collective labor,
recruiting more experts into the central
agricultural agencies, and granting some independence to farm technicians.2'
, . After the war agriculture emerged as a real
prbblem area ih the economy. This was due to
several factors. First was.the very primitive

. .'i
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agricultural economy inherited f rom tsardom.
SeCond was the tremendous destruction of farm
capital $oods (buildings, plows, tractors, horses,
etc.) during, first, WW I, revolution and civil war,
then kulak resistance to collectivization, and
finally by Nazi invasion. A third reason was inadequate investmept in agriculture (12-14/" ol
total investment) due to demand for military
h'ardware and industrial producer goods. Even
so, tractor power (in terms of horsepower) grew
by about 36"/o. between 1940 and 1950, a per:iod
which, of course, includeS the invasion years. 30
Yet it was still clear that agricultural producrtibn'hhd to start catchihg up. Two li.nes on how
to db this emerged. One, the proletarian line of
Statin, called for an increased emphasis on'collective .labor, political agitation and education,
and, where possible, a transition from collective
to more advanced state farms. The other line
chlled for greater material incentives coupled
with increased emphasis on the development of
private holdings and enhanced autonomy and
payment for on-the-spot technicians' to encourage the employment of bourgeors experts
who could "better explain" to the peasants how
to do what they had been doing for genera-

par excellence.
he was relatively free of narrow sectional in-,
terests. ln short, he was the right man in the
right place 'the
at the right time. ,With lightning
rapidity, all
various bourgeois "and many
wavering forces fell in behind him. A rival
Party officials. But as a Party man

bourgeois headquarters had emerged. And as the
struggle developed, Khrushchev proved to be the
most brazen and unflinching champidn of the
bourgeois takeover.
By 1956, Khrushchev was able to win over a
majority of the Central Committee to his views. At
the 20th Party Congress in 1956, he launched his
vicious attack on Stalin, calling him ''a coward,
an idiot, and a dictator." This was designed to
accomplish two things: first and foremost, to sow
confusion in the ranks ef honest communists by
launching what was, in essence, an attack on the
dictatorship of the proletariat; and second, to

,

tions.

rr

These propoSals were f irst advanced
Voznesensky, but he was 'soon joined

by
by

Khrushchev who was already experimenting with
similar ideas in the Ukraine. Stalin opposed these
measures, but not enough information is available for us to explain why he was as yet incapable
of preventing their enactment. However, they
were initiated and smaller work tgams,
-theoften conprincipal
sisting' of single families, bdcame
. unit of collective labor. The countryside was
engulfed with private enterprise farming. T'he rich
peasants who-were still a considerable force and
continued to constitute a social base for
capitalist restoration, took advantage of the situation. During the war they had formed the main
Support for anti-Soviet, pro-Nazi puppet groups
'in the UkrSine. During the confusion of invasion
and counteqattack, they managed to grab additional private land.
With the exposure of Voznesensky, Stalin rer)oked these concessions to individualist tendencies ahd returned to his origina[- position.
' 'Khrushchev, Voznesensky's ally, was recalled to
Moscow, But his personal 'lmachine" i'n the
Ukraine was not.dismantled. And his Moscow appointment to the Central Committee, Secrelariat
in the long run only increased his power and influence in the Party. While continuing to hold to
his bourgeois views in private, he was at the
same time building up his oryn personal network
ol control. He was thus able to turn his dismrssal
from agricultural responsibilities to his adrlantage

by using a new post in the farty to .gain in-

fluence and prestige.
Khrushchev, then, was -in an advantageous
position. ln sympathres, outlook and style he was
linked closely with bourgeois forceq among the
bureaucrats, upper level managers, and corrupt

signal to his fellow capitalist roaders and his
bourgeois class base that the tide had turned
and it was safe to crawl out from the woodwork.
But this attack on Stalin also called forth op''
'position.. ln the spring 6f 1957, a showdown
came. V.M. Molotov and L. Kaganovich were able
to assemble a majority in the Politbureau against
Khrushihev. ln fact, the majority may have been
overwhelming. But Khrushchev, as ever a wily
fox, held a hidden card. This was the support of
the notoriously self-seeking and individualistic

.

Defense Minister, Marshal Zhukov. When Zhukov
apparently indicated that he would oppose the
Politbureau majority with armed force, the more
vacillating allies began to reach for a compromise. Soon Khrushchev, had the majority.
Molotov, Kaganpvich, Malenkov and Shepilov
were expelled as the bo-cal.led "anti-Party
group." Bulganin and Voroshilov were to follow
in the not. too distant future. As for Zhukov,
Khrushchev, seeing in him a future rival, dumped
him too.':
The fnembers of the "ar1ti-Party group" failed
to bring the struggle out of the Politbureau and
to the masses. While Stalin was alive, his rdcognized and well:merited prestige was a strong
weapon against-the revisionists; but the failure to
develop mass forms was telling indeed. We do
not know all the circumstances.which prevented
the proletarian forces from brihging the struggle
into the open, developing mass action. Nor are
we clear on elactly who did represent the proletarian line. Nonethe,less, it can be stated that
this failure was a major factor contributing to the
rev'isionist takeover.

Even so, many workerq could sense that
something was wrong. Several instances o{
workers spontaneously quitting work and demanding an gxplanation of the expulsions. have
been documented, most parlicularly a stoppage
at an electrical appliances plant in Kursk.:'r ln,
Georgia, Stalin's birth place, there were riots. ln
other areas workers openly insulted the new

leaders.

I

The seizure bf power in 1956-57 by

the
bourgeois headquarters led by Khrushchev n{arks
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the crucial turning point in the restoration pror
ceisb. lt was at this juncture that political power
passed out of the hands of the proletariat and into the hands of the bourgeoisie. The reestablishment of fully capitalist relations of production was now inevitable, for it is impossible
for a bourgeois political line to lead society in
any direction but that of capitalism, But first, of
course, socralism, built carefully for 40 years, had
to be destroyed. Thus began the third stage in
the restoration. This was the period of the wrecking of socialism which extended to the fall of
Khrushchev in 1964.

Of course, the f irst move in destroying
socialism was KhrushcheV's ideological attack on
tlie political basis of proletarian power, MarxismLeninis'm. This attack took three forms. First was
his vicious condemnation of Stalin. Basically this
was an attack on 30 years of working class rule.
ldiots don't guide the building ,of powerful industry from'scratch and cowards don't lead in
defeating Hitler. Nor would a tyrant have,rled the
poor peasants in collectivizing agriculture.
The second attack was the doctrine of the
three peacefuls: peaceful coexistence,' peaceful
competition, and peaceful transition to socialism.
According to Khrushchev, , the world had now
changed. The existence of nuclear, weapons
meant that everything had to happen without
violence, including and especially people's revolution. Lenin's principle of peacef ul coexistence between different social systems, adopted
as a correct tactic for socialist countries sur'rounded by a capitalist world, was now interpreted as the key to strategy in foreign policy.
lnstead of aiding and encouraging the world
revolutionary movembnt, the Soviet Union now
asked the revolutionary people of the world to sit
back and wait while the Soviet Union peacefully
competed with the U.S. ln this competition the
obvious economic and political superiority of the
Soviet system would somehow mystically ensure
that one day other people could also ,be free.
This bankrupt policy meant abandonment of the
struggle against imperialism, abandonnient of the
struggles for national liberation and socialism. lt
meant that Communist Parties around the world
would become reformist parties and that the Soviet Union, formerly the great rear base area of
the world revolution, would now be the great collaborator, and world riyal, of world irnperialism.
But the greatest of Khrushchev's self 'styled.
"creative developments of Marxism-Leninism"
was his theory of "the state of the whole people"
and "the Party of the whole people". Khrushchev
asserted that the dictatorship of the proletariat
wab no longer necessary in the Soviet Unign.
This goes counter to everything MarxismLeninism has summed up about the state. As
long as society remains divided into classes, the
state is an instrument for one olass to impdse its
will on all others rdnd to keep class warfare in
hand. Of course, as fong as there have been exploiting classes they have tried to cover this up

with a lot o,f junk about divine right of kings or
parliamentary democracy. Only the working class,
because it represents the majority of the people,
can come straight out and call its rule the Dictatorship of the Proldtariat. ln fact, the theory oi
"the state of the whole /eople" was a cover and
a giveaway for the fact that a bourgeois stratum,
a handful of capitaliSt roaders, had usurped
power from the working class.
Ortce this ideological offensive had been
mounted, Khrushchev was in position to launch
attacks on the very structure of socialist society.
And as an agriculture "expert", Khrushchev's
very first accomplishment was the complete
sabotage of collective agriculture. lt is not surprising that he Jocused his attack here-for, as
Lenin persistently noted, the worker-peasant alliance was in fact'the fundamental basis of proletarian rule in the USSR. And'this was the,most
vulnerable area since collectivized agriculture
represented a lower fornr (than state property) of
social ownership.
. Khrushchev set about destroying the collective
f arm system, which accounted f or most
agricultural. production. These collective farms
are a lower form of social property than state
farms. They involve,large numbers of farmers
who own and work farm lands cooperatively and
sell their products to the state. lt had always
been the aim of. the state to draw.these collectives closer to it, and'where possible tp replace
them with state farms. The chief mechanism used
in this was the state-owned Machine Tractor Station (MTS) network which. provided the use of upto-date agricultural machinery as well as offering
agronomic'and often political guidance to the
collective farms. ln Economic Problems of
Socla/ism, Stalin, specificdlly argued against any
attempts to break irp these stations, as proposed
by some of Voznesensky's followers.
But in 1957 Khrushchev decided to abolish this
important institution. He ordered the sale of all
MTS property to the gollectives at bargain basement prices. This, of course, aided the wealthier
colleciive farms at the exfiehse of the poorer

ones and destroyed the basis for aly lar'
r,eaching and equitable technological development. lt also cut loose the collectives from, the
control of central planning authorities; thus
strengthening the anarchic capitalist element of
the 'economy, and similarly increasing the inf luence of bourgeois experts and managers
within each collective.
Khrushchev denied that there was any d!fferenbe between collective and state farms. The

few state farms which existed before 1958
represented only the most advanced ,,units,
economically and politically, But with the
breakup of the MTS, Khrushchev decided that
thg weakest and most backward collectives,
those who could not afford to buy their own
machinery, would have to become state farms.

These state farms were reall! being put into a
position s!milar to that of a weltare recipient.
Unable to make it "on their own", they were put

on a kind of state dole utrder which they could
slowly but surely stagnate.
At the same time, Khrushchev encouraged the
development of wealthy 'collective farms and
within these collectives acted to strengthen the
position of the collective farm chairmen 'and
other offici,als. The result was, as Khrushchev
had planned, that people left the state farms for
the cities. Thus, the state farm system was un-

dermined and

'

the

spontaneous forces 'of

capitalism unleashed in the stronger and more developed collectives: Khrushchev's policy was really but a new variant on the "wager on the
strong" advocated by the tsarist Minister Stolypin
badk in 1908 and by the renegade'Bukharin in
the late 20s. Where Stolypin and Eukharin re,lied
on the few rich peasants to develop agriculture
at the expense of the mas$es of poor peasants,
Khrushchev sought to rely on a small number of
wealthy ccillective farms.
And,as if ithis were not enough, during the
years 1953-1959 rural capitalism received, a
further impetus by dlastic relaxation of restrictions on private plots, private livestock and of
work requirements in the collective fields. By
1966, according to the Soviet apologist Pomeroy,
private production on only 3o/" of cultivated land
accounted for 60% of potatoes, 40o/o of meat and
green vegetables, gSl"t" ot milk and tjgZ ot eggs. 3,

Having crippled socialist agriculture,
to central planning itself. ln

Khrushchev turned

one stroke he shut down the central planning
and'placed their responsibilities in the
' ministries
hands of more than a hundred scattered, but
equally bure-aucratic, regional ministries known
as economic counqils, This was, of course, all
don6 under the guise of anti-bureaucracy and
local control, but what happened was that local
self-interest dominated over careful, coordinated
planning, expertise over political direction. The
dobr was opened for the whole economy to b.e
"rescued" from this chaos by reintroduction of
that great "regulator": Profit.
But none of these attacks could have'been
successully carried through had Khrushchev and
Company not managed to capture and destroy
the Communist Party. Their expulsion of loyal
, proletarian leaders was merely a prelude to a
massive purge of honest communists at all lqvels.
Nearly 7trlo of the Central Committee members
elected at the 19th Congress in 1952 were out'by
the 22nd in 1961, while an additional 60% of
those eleoted in 1956 were gone by 1966. This
'reflected
an even greater puige at iower levels,
particularly in.the plants. For example, between
1963 and 1965, 100,000 were expelled, and over
62,800 were kicked out in 1966 alone!3'
At the same time, Khrushchev moved to open
the Party to people who did not represen.{ the advanced detachment of the proletariat, but instead
would be used as, a social base for socialism in
words, capitalist restoration in deeds.
Khrusl2chev's policy was the direct opposite 'of
Stalin who purged capitalist elements from the
. Party and led the, Party in recruiting staungh

of the
'representatives
Almost immediately af t<ir Stalinls death,
pro-letarrat.

Khrushchev moved to lift the restrictive recruitment policy which had been followed by the Party since the war. Between 1953 and 1965 Party
membership grew by over 70h, by .tar the
greatest increase in its history. '" Although this
massive enrollment campaign was in numerical,
terms directed mainly to the recruitment of
workers and peasants, its irrnplications, however,
were profoundly reactionary.

. rUnder Lenin and Stalin only the most advahced workers, those who had distinguished

themselves in thB class struggle and who showed
in practice'a grasp of the fundarnentals of Marx-

ism-Leninism, became Party rnembers. And ,due
managerial
work by the Party, a great percentage of Party

to the.supervision of technrcal and

ilitants-many of them ex-workers-were
in the Party and Government
bureaucracy. Stalin, in fact, spoke often of the
m

ernployed

drain this placed on the Party's resources.
Khrushchev, however, set out to destroy completely the system of separation between political
and technical authority developed by Lenin and
Stalin. Among administrators and Party leaders,
.

technical skill replaced political orientation as
the main criterion for membership, As.one close
observer of Par,ty recruitment patterns has noted,
there emerged "a marked trend in favor of. profess!gnally trained specialists antJ at the expense
of line officials and clerical staff. rz
Evidenee of thid trend abounds in Party
literature as well as in enrollment figures. The
years saw a coordinated campaign
. Khrushchev
to replace leading figures with new-type "ex
perts". lt was stipulated in some places thatr"on=

ly a Party member with a technician or
engineer's certificate can be elected.secretary of
a Party branch." 38 Elsewhere Pravda noted
favorabiy that ''more and more engineers and designers have becbme secretaries of Paity committees."3e Whereas in 1956 only 38.9% of all
"white collar" iecruits were technical specialists,
scientists,."engineers, educators or doctors, by
1967 58.5 per cent fell into this category.l0Such
statistics take on added signilicance when it is
nbted that, according to one estimate, among
every three engineers and techniciarts there is
one Party member, but only one among every 17
or 18 workers. rr
' ln other words, Khrushchev decided ,thht the
Party needed to be a Par.ty of practical-minded
experts. so he kicked out all the stalinist
"bureaucrats", "rabble-rousers". and propagandists. Where in the past the Party used to
supervise technical and ,managerial' work from
without, it was now called on to take on these
tasks itself, to abandon politics and develop expertise. ln doing this an'artificial division of functions was instituted at the local level between
"industrial" dnd "agricultural" responsibilities. 12
Cadres were overioaded with administrative and
technical chores. The Party was paralyzed at the
base and cut off from the masses. lt became a
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ied by and serving tec'hnocrats managers
and bureaucrats, a privileged stratum, an effective political ieprresentative of the bourgeoisie.
But gf course all this was carried out under the
guise of fighting bureaucracy. Here the incredsed
recruitmen{ of workers and peasants played an
tirrrporlaht role. The,main goal was to .disgulse
the change in political line under cover _ of
"furtler developing ties with the masses.'] But in
fact most of the new workers recruited'were
selected raiitn no regard for their pol.itical stanrj
and idaological development. This served to
flood the Party with ideologically unprepared
members at a crucial turnin$ point in its political
history.. As a result; centers of opposition could

, Pafty.

,

'
'

,

be broken up, confused and demoralized and the
Party was transformed from a militant vanguard
aJ the . proletariht into an organizer for the
. bourgeoisie, relyinE not on winning people to -an
advanced political unQerstanding but on a combination of coercion and cooptation.
, . Moreover, of those workers recruited many entored on tne basis of technical f.romise. These
were almost immediately promoted to managerial
positions (for which Party member:ship had now
.t1., becorrc a -requirement) or were shipped off to
technieal institutes for further trainin!. ln addition, a s,ignificant perpentage of those recruited
as 'lworkers" were actually foremen. 13
On the aollective farms a dramatic change was
also eVident. Here thg percentage of Communist
Party nlembers "directly engaged in production"
incrdased lrom $6.71" in 1956 to 82.7./" by 1965,
although these-figures are so'mewhat distorted by
their failure to indicate the ratio of supervisory to
genuinely productive' pe,rsonnel. {i The thrust of
this policy, as elsewhere, was. anthing but pro, letarian, aBpearances to the contrary. The new
pattefh of recruitment revealed that the
had
.. flow ,chosen to abandon its positionParty
proof
' lelarian politica/ leader in the countryside. The new
Party:member$ were instead given the role of organizers of production under the leadership of
'capitalist-oriented collective farm chairmen* and
, bourgeois experts whg were at the time streaming
onto lfu farms from the recently dissolved MTS.
' (Moreon this later.)
s, Having fOb-becl the working'class'of its political
ianguard, Khrushchev set out to promate,'irade
, .unioni€m ameng the workers. One of the most
fundartrental principles of Marxism-Leninism is
th:it the proletariat cannot free itself from exploitation anq oppression without political or:
ganization, without a party of its own. Trade unions, primarily defensive orgahizations concerned
with the economiclstruggle, cannot .lead the
working class in the strirlgle for, its complete
emancipation sinee they do- not really challenge
1:

tfre furidamental distribution

of

power

und-er

rln 19*, 8@k al collective farm chairmen were CP members.
ln 1956 this had risen to 91% and to 94/o in 1959. By l9€5 atl
but a handful of collective farms were chaired by CP membeis. r'

'I

capitalism: they Iight,for higher wages, not for
of wage labor; for better working
conditions, not for the complete transformation
of the relations of production; and for a greater
political voice for the working class, not for the
dictbtorship of the proletariat. As Lenin put it
bluntly in What is to be Dane?, the, spontaneous
ideology of trade unionism is bourgeois ideologf.
That is why,:under the dictatorship of the proletariat, the Party, representing the overall interests of the proletariat, rnust continue to play
the leading role in guiding both the work'of running the economy and raising the political consciousness of the masres.
Under socialism trade unions continue to exist,
not on$ to defend the interests of the workers
against bureauoratic abuses, but in Lenin's
words, to serve as a "school of administration,
school of management, .and school of communism," which unites large numbers of workers
urider Party leadership. When the Soviet Union
was still a socialist country. the main efforts of
the trade unions concerned raising production.
Today the Chinese,have learned that trade unions can also be effective schools of MariismLeninism and. that their main task under
socialism must be the political education of the
working class.
Productibn is important, but as the Chinese put
.it,'this can only be carried out in a socialist yvay
under the slogan, 'lGrasp Revolution, Promote
'Production." ln the Soviet Union under socialism
" the negotiations of cbllective-contracts between
the enter:prise and the unio,n were not dfl €X:
ercise in bargaining, but a way of educating the
workers about the goals of the Plan and of
mob'ilizing them to fulfill it. Class struggle was
not absent, but it took very diffprent forms from
those typical of capitalist labor-management relathe -abolition

tions.

'

.

Since Khrushchev, the trade unions have beqn
called "upon to focus their attention on mole
traditional defensive functions: agitating for better working conditions, housing, etc. With the re,
organization of the Party and with the restructuring of the national economy along regional lines,
the 22nd Party Congress in 196't declared that
"the rights and functions of the trade unions in
the decision of all questions touching the living
interests'of the working people had significantly
widened."'rn' And the 1967 anniversary theses
declare that "the futher consolidation of the
trade unions and the enharicement of the role
they are playing in the life of Soviet society constitute , an important condition furthering the
building of communism." r1
What'this actually meant was that the political
horizon and field of action of the working people
had been significantly narrowed. The flood of
complaints about working conditions which
followed the "strengthening" of the trade unions
indicates the growing sense among the workers
that they were Ro longer basically in control of
the means of production and of the state-they

.

.

also indicate a total alienation from the Party.

Seeing

the

spontaneous struggle

o.f

the

workers against deteriorating conditions, the revisionists sought to channel and contain this
struggle within narrow economic bounds. Today
the trade unions serve to focus the attention of
wofkers on "the basic problems of production"
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THE SOVIET ECONOMY UNDER
BREZHNEV AND KOSYGIN: THE
FULL ESTABLISHMENT OF
CAPITALIST RELATIONS OF
PRODUCTION

1) The Fall

of Khrushchev

While Khrushchev was very effective at wrecking' socialism, his free-wheeling, shoe-banging

style was actually quite ineffective at establishing
a functioning capitalist economy.
Take hip reform of planning, which ptaced effective direction of the economy in the hands of
'regional Economic Councils. These Councils put
the interests of "their own region" and its On:
'terprises above the needs of the
national
economy as a whole. They" hoarded raw materials
and industrialgoods produced in their regions.
Two striking examples of this are found in the
June 6, 1963 Pravda. The article reports tha( the
Uzbekistan Chemical Machinery Plant had failed
to supply 162 units ordered by what then passed
for the national plan. What was the problem? The
pl'ant was6too busy producing for unplanned orders placed by its Economic Council. Similarly,
the Nizhny Tagil Metallurgical 'Combine shipped
33,000 tons of the above-plan metals to its republic chief supply administration in '1962, totally
ignoring the plan for other deliveries. lt is easy to
s9e how this sort of thing resulted in chaos hnd
a near breakdown of production in some areas
and industries.
Now, while this was a clear triumph of the
bourgeois principle of llMe First", and was a
reflection of the fact that capitalist forces had
been "let loose", Khruschev's "reform" had not
gone far enough! While proletarian ideology and
centralized plannin.g had been thrown out the
- window, the capitalist principle of productio'n for.
exchang'l at a profit had not beerr f irmly
established in the revamped Soviet economy.
With the further development of capitalist relations, the Economic Councils would have made
aggressive attempts not only to assure their own
.supplies, but to penetrate and corner the rnarkets
of other regions as well. Under those conditions,
an economio crisis would have resulted from a
glut of goods oh the market-goods which could
not be sold profitably, not from the hoarding of
what had been produced. But the bu'reaucrats
and managers continued to be judged and rewarded on the basis of the gross output of their
region oi plant, regardless of whether it was profitable and whether it was even sold!
Khrushchev's agricultural policies were also

plagued with inconsistency. As we have seen, he
made a brillidnt start towards restoring capitalism
in agriculture during the years 1953-1959. But
after the first year or so of the Seven year plan
(which began in 1959 only to be interrupted by
the Brezhnev-Kosygin palace coup), Khr:ushchev
reversed himself. Faced with a severe -grain
shortage, he cut back on the amount of land
which could be alloted to private production, and
iput pressure on the farmers to sell their livestock
to the collective farms. lnvestment in the

agricultural secior

by the state was slashed,

while quotas for deliveries to the state jumped. .
Since Khrushchev's earlier agricultural _policies
had abandoned socialrst principles and dealt a
body blow.to the worker-peasant alliance, it
should come as no surprise that his new attempt
to "tighten' up" was met by passive resistahce on

the part of the collective farms. Production-

particularly of meat and dairy products-dropped
,A series of "get-rich-quick" schemes
designed to ease , the agricultural crisis-the
Virgin Lands developm"ent in Central Asia (about
_ which more later) and the s.ubstitution of U.S.style maize for traditional grain cropd-only aggravated the situation.
- By 1963, the agricultural
crisis had become so
severely.

grave that Khruschev was forced to make
massive grain purchases from .the U.S. land
Canada. When Brezhnev, who had been
'Khruschev's right-hand man in the first years of

the Virgin Lands scheme, ousted hi's.boss a y-ear
later, he condemned Khrushchev's agricultural
policies as "harebrained." The recourse to the
capitalist world market to obtain food figured
prominently in Brezhnev's catalogue of
Khrush-chev's incompetence and mismanigement
of the Soviet economy.
Of course, Brezhnev found hirnself in almost
exactly
the,same position a litile under ten years
-_ [ater, when
the Soviet Union had to Uuy i tutt
quarter of the U.S. grain crop for 1g72. But unlike Khrushch'ev, he was able to turn his country's agricultural failure into a neat commerciai
profit through sharp dealing. "The Great Grain
Robbery of 1972" sent the price of wheat
skyrocketing around ihe world-something the
Soviets immediately took advantage of by selling
.:large quantities
at the new; inflated prlce aftei
the good harvest the following yeai. And it

,

,

,t
f;age?f,

'

opened the eyes of a number of people to just
what kind of men they were dealing with. As the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's com'modity ex'port specialist,
George E. Shanklin, told Ihe New
York Times, "l give them credit for being very
good capitalists."
It was not only in questions of the domestic
economy that Khrushchev failed to adopt a consistent capitalist approach. Although he initiated
the export of capital from the Soviet Union to the

Third World, the degree of economic

.

and

political control (not to speak of the profitability)
.afforded by early deals with lndia and others was
not satisfactory to the emergihg Soviet socialimperialist class. And Khrushchev's tendency to
provoke and then back down from confrontation
with U.S. imperialism, which was most
dramatically displayed during the Cuban missile
crisis, alarmed not only other Party leaders, but
the Soviet military brass as well.
To sum up, as far as the bourgeois forces in
Soviet socidty were concerhed, Khruschev had
not gone far enough in restoring capitalism. But
as far'as the Soviet working class was concerned, he had gone too far!
Khruschev had constantly promised to increase
production of consumer goods and help raise
the living standard of the people. But despite all
his talk of "goulash communism", living standards actually declined. For all of. Khrushchev's
attempts to revise Marxism-Leninism, most Soviet
workers still remembered what communism is
supposed to mean: not simply an abundance of
the good things of life,'but the breakdown of distinctions between mental and.manual labor and
between worker and peasant and town and country; not a "state of the whole peopler', but the
withering away of the state. The workers still remembered what goulash tasted like, too-and
they knew they weren't getting much of that,
either.

Of course, it was never intended that they
should. Khrushchev's Seven Year Pl,an actually
called for a lower rate of growth in the consumer
goods industries than prevailed during the preceding seven year period (1952-1958). But with
the dismantling of the centralized planning apparatus, what was bad news on paper turned out
- to be disaster in practice.
The frenzied pursuit of self-interest by the
Economic Councils led not only to hoarding, but
to heavy new investment in the producer goods
industries as well, to assure local self-sufficiency.
Thus, instead of exceeding the rate of growth of
consumer production by 14"/o provided in the
Seven Year Plan, the growth rate of the producer
goods industries shot ahead by 22/".1

This resulted in a rapid and unplanned expansion of the sizp of the national wage fundnot only because new jobs had.been created, but
because wage rates in the producer goods sector
are much higher than in the consumer goods industries. New purchasing power had been created, but.there was almost nothing to purchase.

Because of the diversion of investment, the actual output of consumer goods fell short of the
low planned targbts. Shortages and inf lation
were the order of the day. Where low planned
prices were maintained, long lines Sprang up and
a criminal "black market" flourished.
This was certainly not the first time in Sovret
history that 'the preduction of producer goods
had outstripped the production of consumer
goods-this situation was typical of the economy
during the Stalin era. But at that time this pattern
of investment was decided upon according to
central planning. The production of producer
goods was emphasized so that the long-term
overall productive capacity of the economy could
be increased for the benefit of the masses. lnflationary-pressures generated by the rapid development of heavy Industry.could be foreseen, as this
was planned politically from the center and not
by rival gangs of regional bureaucrats "doing
their own thing."
Such pressures could then be held in check by_
Stalin's proletarian policy of setting and strictly
maintaining, if need be through rationing, low
and stable prices for basic consumer goods.
Like so much else; Khruschev threw this policy
out the window. Soviet statistics show that the
.retai! prices of flour, cotton textiles, shoes and
twelve other major consumer items rose 42b,
while the wages of office and factory workers
went up by only 18.9% from 1959 t9 1964.2 The
new Soviet bourgeoisie tried to make the
workers pay for the results of the wrecking of
socialism, using every trick in the book short of
actual layoffs and plant shutdowns.
Things got so bad that riots _broke out in the
industrial cities. The best documented of these
happened in June 1962 in Novocherkassk, an important center of machine tool, locomotive; and
mining equipment production. A few days after
speed-up and a 107o cut in piece rates had been
instityted ir: the factories, price increases for
meat and ciairy products were announced. This
sparked a general strike:
As with similar workers' protests in Poland in
1971, thousands of workers, housewives and stu.dents gathergd before the local Party headquarters, demanding an explanation. They were
met with bullets.- Several children were hit and
killed, and the righteously enraged crowd tore
the headquarters and several other public buildings apart. The rioting continued.for several days
and it was necessary to call in outside troops to
restore order. Similar instances are known to
have occurred the same year in Temir-Tau in
Kazakhstan and in Kemerovo in the Siberian
industrialbasin. ;
Beset by internal contradictions and meeting
with growing resistance from the Soviet proletariat, Khrushchev's attempt to restore capitalism
was also being exposed and attacked within the
international commuqist movement by the
Chinese Communist Party and the Albanian Party
of Labor. Clearly, things could not be allowed to
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allowing foreign capital to invest in Soviet resources. The state must run nation alized industrial enterprises as autonomous "profit extracting" units, he said. (The term "profit extragting" izvtechenie pribytlcomes from the Decree bn
Trusts of April 10, 1923.) As we shall see, all of
these features of the NEP are key aspects of the
Brezhnev-Kosygi n "econom ic reforms. "
By carefully selecting and pruning their quotations, the revisionists try to pass off the policies
Lenin pursued during the NEP as his final word
on how a socialist economy should be organized.
For example, a whole page of the 1967 Theses of t
the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. gn the'10th
Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolufion is devoted to the NEP, stating among other
things that "the basic principles underlying the
New Economic Policy are of jnternational value
and are being utilized in the process of building
socialism in other countries." l
Lenin made no such claims for the NEP. He
saw it as a temporary retreat forced on the dictatorship of the proletariat by the urlprecedented
difficult conditions created in Russia by centuries
of backwardness and the havo.c of civil war. ln all
his writings of the period, Lenin stated with ruthless honesty that the NEP was "our retreat to the
ways, means and methods of sfate capitalism." s

cditinue in this manner for very much longel. nno
they were qot. ln October of 1964, Leonid Blezhnev
and Alexei Kosygin, two chairman of the board
types, axed Khrushchev.

2) The "Return

to Leninism"

This changing ot in" guhrd was hailed as a
great reti.rrn to Leninist principles by the same
hacks who had been praising Khrushchev's
"crehtive development of Marxism-Leninism" on.
ly a few months before. The days of subjectivism,
voluntarism and adventurism were officially announced to be over, and proletarian rule was
,supposedly back in the saddle again. Centralized
state economic planning and management were
re-established with 'the eliminatidn of the
Economic Councils in the fall of i1965, and
Khrushchev's artificial and extremely unpopular

division gf the Party into industrial

and

agricultural sections was abolished almost immediately.

Of course, what actyally prompted this reversal

of policy was not any' regard for Marxist-Leninist
'r principle and the building of socialism. Cen-

tralized control of the'econcimy was necessary to
avoid total ehaos,'and it is not strictly incompatible with either capitalist relations of production

or

bourgeois dictatorship as both the Nazi
economy and the post-war experlence of West
European countries have demonstrated..
Similarly, piecing together the Party was not intended to put proletarian politics in command.
Calling upon Party members to 'be "political
leaders" rather than, narrow administrative experts was s0pposed ,to actually expand the
authority of Party functionaries in practice. ln
restoring the Leninist model of "the party of a
new type", Kosygin and Brezhnev were trying to
use it as a fig leaf, the politidal representative and
organizer for a monopoly capitalist class of a new
type!

ln the same breath as they heralded their "return to Leninism" to fool the masses of the Soviet working people, Brezhnev and Kosygin assured their real social base-the collective farm
managers, lactory directors; technicians, etC. and
corrupt Party officials-t[at capitalist restoration
woLild be continuing, but on a "professional" and

, systematic basis this time.
- Here, too, "Leninism" was to serve as a
smokescreen. Since 1956 revisionist economists,
had scrounged around for, quotations from the '
Marxist-Leninist,classics which, taken out of context, might seem to justify their attpmpts to reint(oduce capitalist economic methods and relatibns in the Soviet economy. They hit pay dirt in '
Lenin's writings dating from the introduction of
the New Economic Polic! (NEP) in 1921.
ln these texts, Lenin iatfs about the necessity
of freeing trade and commodity felations,
strengthening the authority of managers and experts in the factoiies, using material incentive to
stimulate production, and last but not least, even

added)
Paradoxically, it was only by a retreat to
capitalist relations of production-under the

(emphasis

'

1

watchful pontrol of. the workers' state; which
continued to control credit and trad.e as well as
embodying the political' power of the working
class-that the" dictatorship of the proletariat
could he 'preserved and consolidated. ln cities
the breakdown of large-scale industrial production was forcing the proletariat to turn to petty
bourgeois profiteering to 'survive. , ln l-enin's
words, it was becoming "declassed" and was in
danger of losing its qbility to wield political
power.

The material basis of proletarian class bonsciousness, industrial production, had to be
regtored, even if it meant putting bourgeois"elements' in charge of the factories. ln the countryside, the worker-peasant alliance was being
strained to the breaking polnt by arbitrary state
requisitioning of grain. Lenin saw clearly that
"/t is impos,sifile to esfab/rsh a correct relationship
betvveen the proletariat and the peasantry, or an
altogether stable form of economic alliance between
. these ttazo c/asses in ,the period of transition fram
capitalism to. socialism, without regular commodity
exchange or the exchange of products between,industry and agriculture." 6

At the same time, he pointed out with equal
clarity that "cornmodity exchange and freedom
of' trade inevitably imply the appearance 'of
. capltalists and capitalist relationships." z
It'should be quite clear that it is an obscene
. distortion of the theory and practice of Lenin's

.\
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leadership
economist,

to claim, as does ,the Soviet
V. MoroTov, in his article 'iThe

Development of Commodity-Money Relations in
the Countryside":

"From Lenin's works that are devoted to the
economic problems of building a communiBt soclety, it follows that the decisive factor in the devetopment of socra/ist socra/ relations is lhe use of trade,
money, and other instruments of a commodity
economy. Lenin's theoietical elaborations found
their practical embodiment in the N.E.P."8
,J

to do with questions of
economic efficiency under socialism. But it had
everything to do with socialism's fundamental
precondition: the political hegemony of the working class. lf the NEP has an "international value",
it is as a brilliant example of putting politics in
command of economics under the dictatorshlp of
the proletariat.
The NEP had very little

3) Restoration ol Capitalism in Agriculture: The
Creation of a New Kulak Class

-Co.

"returned to
Brezhnev, Kosygin and
Leninism" to tear out its proletarian and revolutionary heart. But they. cannot be faulted for not
learning from Lenin, who had seized oh the countryside as the decisive link in the transition between
capitalism and socialism in Russia. And so, iixe tne
capitalist roaders within the CPSU before them
(Trotsky, Bukharin, and latter-day revisionists like
Voznesensky and Khrushchev), they turned their attention to the problems of the rural economy.

lmmediately upon taking power, Brezhnev
moved back in the direction of encouraging the
growth of the private sector in agriculture. All of
Khrushchev's belated restrictions on private plots
and livestock ownership were once again removed.
ln line with this, attem.pts tp prevent profiteering in
the free markets where the peasants sell their
privately produced goods by means of publicly
posted ceiling prices were abandoned in 1965,
rnuch to the dismay of the urban consumers who
3re forced to rely on sdch markets for virtually all
fresh produce and dairy products.
Not only have the prices on these markets
jumped, but so have their volume bf sales and the
number of commodities offered as well. Collective
and state farms have now been authorized to dispose of an increasing percentage of their socially
produqed output on the free market, and are even
allowed to sell "surplus" seed: fodder and eQuip-

ment.

\

Today a tremendous private sector continues to
exist and plays a major role in Sovret agriculture.
According to official Soviet figures, 620/o of all
potatoesr a staple crop, are grown on private plots
and marketed privately. Neqrly half of all egg production is private, and the Soviets are proud that
per capita egg consumption in the USSR is higher
than in the U.S. Over a third of all meat and 44o/o ot
all milk were privately produced in 1972.eFrom
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January, 1965 to January, 1967, the number of
privatdty owned pigs increased by 13.7"/o, cows by
5.6%and sheep and goats by 4.2"/". to
ln line with this encouragement of private production and trade is the break-up of socia{ized
production by the system of beznarzhadriie
zven'ya (unregulated teams), an experimental
system of production which is gaining increasing
favor-on Soviet state and collective farms. The
present day zveno is a refinement on the miniteams that Khrushchev had pushed as the basic
unit of collective farm labor back in the late 40s.
Under this system, collective or state farm land
is parceled out to a group of five or six peasants
(generally relatives or neighbors) for an indefinite
period of tenure. The gioup is provided with
seed, equipment and instructions on what to
grow, and they continue to receive a monthly
salary., The group is f ree to work when it pleases
and how it pleases. The zveno then sells its output to the collective or state farm for cash. lt is
estimated that participants in this scheme get

double the income of regular workers in
agriculture, and since lhe zveno members are
supposed to decide on how the revenue from
their crop is shared out, inequality can emerge

within the bosom of these cozy groups as well.
The development of the zveno, while not as yet
generalized throughout the state and collective
farm system, deali a series of powerf ul blows to
the painfully won and relatively fragile socialist
relations in the Soviet countryside. On the most
obvious level, it creates inequality and disunity
among the unskilled and semi-skilled workers
wh.o make up the majority of the members of colleclive and state farrls. This can only serve to
strengthen the rule of the real.capitalisi elements
rn agriculture-the farm manaEers.
It also represents a penetration oJ full.fledged
commodity relations into the very heart of supposedly socialized or collectivized agricultural
production. Here we should recall that Stalin saw
the persistence of the law of value in the Soviet
Union stemming from commodity exchange
between the collectivized agricultural' sector and
the state sector. What is going on with lheizveno
is qualitatively different and more serious. This is
the spread of commodity exchange within collectivized agriculture!
The indefinite tenure of the zven'ya on nationalized land can be seen as a step towards the
restoration of private property in land, though, as
Lenin pointed out, private property in land is not
a necessity for capitalism, and capitalist
agriculture can exist on the basis of nationalized
land. Nevertheless, some Soviet commentators
have actually come out front and suggested that
the teams be granted permanent and recognized
rights over the land they farm. One enthusiast,
writing in Literaturnaya Gazeta, claimed that loss
of personal ownership of the land had caused
the peasant to lose his love for the land, and that
this was the root cause of the problems of Soviet
agriculture! t'
The theme of "personal responsibility"-and
productivity-is developed further in an irnportant
article by P. Rebrin and Ar Strelianov, which appeared in the bourgeois liberal magazine Novy

,
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Mir.Pfhe authors complain that on farms comprising thousands of acres and hundreds of
workers, the warm personal tie between man and
his labor has been replaced by plans and state
norms, and this teaOd to indiiference and low
productivity. Of course, the warm, personal tie
these authors are actually talking about is what

Marx called the cash nexud. For all its
metaphysical language, this article actually gets
to the heart of lhe zveno scheme as a tboLof

capitalist restoration in the countryside
- The- collectivization
of agriculture was an
urgent task for the Soviets, not because it was a
way of squeezing more out of the peasants to
industrialization' (the Trotskyite theory of
finqnce
"primitive

socialist accumulation" echoed by so
many bourgeois scholars). Nor was its greatest
importance that it. wab a more eff icient system of
production than small-scale cultivation (although
it was certainly was that); nor even that it was a
way of rescuing the poor peasants from ruin at
the hands of the kulaks. Above all, collectivization was the first step towards the communist
goal of eliminating the contradiction between
town. and country and the abolition of classes.
By participating in scientif ically organized,
mechanized agricultural labor in large brigades,
peasants on the state and collective farms got
their first tastp of, socialized labor. Collectivization involved the labor process as weil as land
ownership, and thus paved. the way fbr the
gradual "collectivization" of, the peasants' consciousness-the replacement of the individualism
and selfishness of the small producer with proletarian qualities of cooporation and solidarity.
By attacking socialized labor in the countrySide,
lhe- zveno system marked a great step backward.
But if it hurt the ideological proletarianization
of the peasants, it f urthered their economic
transformation into a class of rural wage
labofers, exploited by a new kulak class. For if
lhe zveno represents an individualized basic production unit, it is still not a unit of political and
economic control, which rests in the hands of
the farm managers.
fhe zveno system has to be examined in light

of the fact that the mhin thrust of rBrezhnev's
economic policy was not to encourage small-time
private producers-though small-scale production did expand rapidly as the forces of
capitalism were unleashed-but to transform the
collective farms and state farms into selfsupporting, prof it-oriented agricultural f irms,
'linked to the state not so much .by planning or
obligatory deliveries and sales as by relations of
bank credit (which in the case of the state farms
was to replace grants from the budget). Both institutions were supposed to operate on the basis
of internal cost-accounting (khozrascttot).* The
.Under socialism. the term cost-accounting" was used-to
describe the process whereby enterprises attempted to cover
expenditures with income in the most efficient manner possible according to plan- Today, however, thiF term, along wiih
the synonymous expression, economic Eiccounting", refers
to the process whereby an enterprise atternpts to cut costs
and maximize profit. When Soviet economists refer to efforts
made to strengthen cost-accounting". they refer to the
further maximization of profit. The existence of the praitice

practice of farms paying zven'ya for their crops
fits in nicely with this sort of "control by the ruble", and can be compared with the idcalled
transfer prices that different shops in a giant enterprise or different divisions of the same firm
sometimes charge each other in monopolized industries in the West.

Under. Stalin, agricultural experts were
employed by the state and stationed in the MTS.
Though this arrangement did create some inefficiency With respect to the deployment of experts
in on-the-spot situations,\one bf its main goals
was to keep such bourgeois elements under proletarian control, isolated in the MTS and thus incapable of forging a bourgeois political base
among the more affluent' peasants. When
Khrushchev abolished the MTS, however, these
bourgeois experts entered directly into the administrative structures of the collective and state
farms. Moreover, in many cases they took on
positions of Party responsibility as well.
ln his report to the plenary meeting of the Central Committee on March 24, 1965, on "Urgent
Measures for the Further Development of Sdviet
Agriculture", Brezhnev made it. quite clear on
whom the Party planned to base itself in the
countryside, and for whose benefit the urgent
measures were to be taken:
"The Party regards fhese speciallsts as its retiabte
and qualified supporl in the fight to advance

agriculture.'We trust our specialists t1lho have been
reared by the Communist Party. With the active support of the heads of enterprises, Party and soviet
organizations, agricultural specra/r'sts will develop
their creative potentialities and ensure the constant
grovvth of crop yields and of prodlctivity
husbandry. " tt
'

in animat

' cost-accounting under socialisirl ref lects the f act that the
laws of commodity production. though restricted, still continued to operate. The strengthening ol cost-accounting under revisionist rule does not just mean more emphasis on efficient use of funds. but reveals the restoration oi the law of
value to a regulating posrtion (more on this later).
of

Another. more telling comparison can b9 made. one whrch
equates the zveno to receni.experiments by the Swedish auto

firm. Volvo. which replaced some assembly tine production

with small groups of workers . personally responsible" for

putting together entire cars. The real pur.y'ose rs not to make
the workers feel better. or get a real grasp of auto produciion. but to make them wor,k harder for the capitalist. Socalled 1ob enrichment is merely another means of capital
enflchment.

Similarly. the zveno. for all its elements of pnvate
ownershrp and petty productron. is prrmarily an extremely eff icient way to speedup agricultural laborers. Members of the
teams are responsible for the cultivation of almost three time6
the area that members of normal collective brigades are assigned to work. Sihce the drift of young people oif the colleciive farms was coming to resemble a stampede duilng the
Khrushchev years, this aspect of ..lhe zveno system has made
it doubly usef ui to the rural capitalists.

But just who are thebe rural capitalists? They are

not

primarily the people with the largest pnvate plots or the most
cows. nor are they by any means the partrcipants in the zyeno
scheme. They are the managers and technical specialists of
the iollective and state farming establishments. Many of them
are not even of peasant origin. The Sovret revisionist$ have
removed. many veteran peasani cadre from posilionS o{
leadership in agriculture. replacing them. with a horde of
capitalrst-mrnded experts.'

r.:r(:::: i:,.tj
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Under Khrushchev, the coll6ctive and state
farms' had in most instances been granted a
tremendous degree of independence, but at the
same time this was consistently infringed upon
by arbitrary increases in' state procurement
quotas. Now Brezhnev promised that there would
be no more big state campaigns in agri,culture,
do more l'preemptory orders and bureaucratic instructions, petty tutelage and usurping of the
functions of the leaders and experts of collective
and state farms" by the Party. rl
ln return a decree was issued "on the rncreased
role of the Ministry of Agriculture'of the U.S.S.R. in
cohtrof ling kolkhoz and sovkev production. ti This
decree foimalized the relationship between the
state and the collective and state farms. lt was now
decided that the farm managers would serve as
agents of the stSte bourgeoisie by running the
farms according to the demands of the profit
, motive. Alohg these ,lines specialization of farms
was stepped up.'Production delivery targets were
now to be planned well ahead of time and could no
longer be altered arbitrarily by the state. Relations
between the farms hnd central state purchasing
ageng[es werb' also placpd on a commodity ex-change basis (all allocations and requisitions by the
state were now to be determined by contract).
To encourage farm 6hairmen in devdloping
agriculture on a profit-oriented basis, remuneration of farm off icials was put on a capitalistic basis
in 1966, cutting these officials in on the take in a
manner similar in many respects to how industrial'
managers were treatdd under the 1965 economic
"reforfn" (see section 7).
ln the past, the salaries of collective farm officials
had been pased on the socialist principle of "to
each according to his,work" and determined first
on the basis of the size of the sown areas and herds
on a farm, later on the basis of the value of gross
output. Now their salaries are based on the.level of

gross monetary incorne .as {ptermined by the
farm's production-finance plan. To the basic salary
(which itself depends on whether'the collective is
rich or poor), the managers are entitled to add
bonuses of up to 50o/o of their annual earnings: 57o
of the monthly salary for avery percent of prof it'attainbd, 2% of the annual salary for every percent by
which the plan is overfulf illed; bonuses set for the
state for putting certain highly profitable ihdustrial
crops like f lax into cultivation (this one is very big in
practice!), and bonuses which management can f ix
itself for "economizing on outlays of rnaterials and
labor."
For many managers, especially those on the really large and rich collective and state farms, even
this system of payment doesn't go far enough. lnan
article which appeared in the scholarly and influential Voprosy Ekonomiki in 1969, the chairrnen
of the Kirov Collective Farm in the Smolensk region called for basing managerial salaries not on
gross revenues, but on the rate of return ,on the
,capital invested in, agricqltural production. rn .
Whatever the basis of distrrbution, the new
kulaks are skimming cream off 'the top. The

sociologist K. A. Shaibekov reported in his book,
on the Collective Farms (note
the "lawful" in the titte;, tnat on 11 out ol 27 collective farms investigated in .Kazakhstan,.
chairmen drew wages 15 and evqn 19 times that
of ordinary farmers. ln 1965, the chairman of the
Baku Worker Gollective Farm in Azer.baijan received an average monthly salary of '1,076 rubles;
the chief accountarut was paid 756 r.ubles. On thq
same farm the average member received less
than 38 rubles a month,for'arduous labor in the
Lav,rful Remuneratiorl

f

ields.

,,

,

Some,of this income comes from what is kdown
as "subsidiary agriculture"-private agriqulturer
engaged in "on the side" by many of the nbw

kufakl. Whilg this is not lhe main form which
capitalism takes in Soviet agriculture, it does pro(ride one important base of kulak power and
reflects the extent to which'the abandonment of
proletarian dictatorship has unleashed all the
spontaneous forces of, capitalist ploduction. For
example, most bf the new kulaks are , into
livestock production in a big way, often hiring
members of the collective to tend their private
herds or.cultivate their privatg plots;
ln 1967, Brezhnev introduced a Decree on the
Further Developm6nt of Slubsidiary Enterprises in

Agriculture, which opened up vast new
possibilities for f urther exploitation of the

peasantry on a wage labor basis. and fdr lhe profitable transformation of high manage-rial income
into private capital. Farms were allowed to''set up
manufacturing enterprises, par:ticularly in processing of agricultural produce (1or example,
canneries), building, materials and consumer
goods, provided thls did not come at' the exl
pense of agricultural. production.
Financing was to Come from retained profits'of
the farms and from credits from the state bank.
These enterprises can establish their own pro''
duction plans, which are not subject to higher
apprgval, and can negoti'ate . prices with eonsumer cooperative and state' retail trade
networks,'as well as sell directly to industrtal enterprises and on the peasant free markets. They

,

,

are the forerunners of Soviet agribusinessmerging the new kulaks (as growers and processors) with the state finance capitalists (in their
role as bankers).

Another important step towards the establishment of the new kulaks as a definite class was
taken in 1969, when. the Council of Kolkhozes
was created, grouping tog.ether the ch,airmen of
the collective farms and state agricultural functionaries. The Council serves as the lobbying organ of the rural bou:'geoisie

It is clear that the Eeneral trend in Soviet
agriculture is towards greater autonomy. of the
productive units with r,egard to the state.
However, before we accuse Mr. Brezhnev of
completely abandoning the countryside lo local
bourgeois elements, we should mention the
numerous proposals that the Soviet state, as
legal owner: of the land, assume its agricultulal

responsibilitiqs once again-by charging the collectivdand state farms rent in cash for its use.
And according to the Western expert, Alec Nove,
the establishment of a cadastre-an official registration of the quantity, quality and ownership
of lahcF-is being contemplated. r8, This would
serve as the basis for the state exacting differential rent from the farms. This is the- form of
ground rent specific to the. capitalist mode of
production. lt takes account of the fact that some
land is more productive than other land, and regulates the apportionment of surplus value to the

landlord*in

accordingly.

th

is case the Soviet state-

To sum-up: with respect to the restoration of
capitalism in agriculture, Brezhnev and Kosygin

picked up where Khrushchev lef.t off.

.

Khiushchev's policy had been ,a contradictory
one of, on the one hand, encouraging an or:gy of
small-scale private enterprise farming and, o,n the
other hand, oJ arbitrary interference by the state
through increased requisitions. This was abandoned by Brezhnev and Kosygin, who chbse to
solidify the collective and state farm managers
and technicians as a new rural bourgeoisie.
Labor intensification and the finat destructlon or
socialiied production relations was systematically
cariied out by the introduction of the zveno
system.

Mear(while, the collective and state farmsiwere
set up, as virtually independent firms tied to the
state bourgeoisie' through the , latter's role as
financd capitalist. (Here it might be instructive, by
way of comparison, to recall the example of the
'. Bank of America's role in Catifornia agribusiness
noted in Chapter l.) Finally, the Council of
Kolkhozes was established to provide the ruril
bourgeoisie w-ith its own lobbying agent in the
central government. ln addition, the Communist
Party, now based in the countryside mainly on
'the new kulaks and their lackeys,,provided the
political link tying the rural,capitalists to the
- key
predorninant power of .the central state monopoly
capitalists.

4) The Liberman Debate: Enter the profit Motive
While all this rurai capitalism is fairly impressive
as an indication of which way the wind was blowing

in the USSR, we should remember that after decades of proletarian rule and socialized production, the Soviet Union was predominantly an industrial'cauntry. For this reason the reorganization
and consolidaiion of industrial productlon along
fully capitalist lines was even more crucial to the
completion of capitalist restoration.
This occurred in 1965 when Premier Kosygin announce8 a sweeping "economic reform'-', patterned on the NEP and the recomrhendations of his
first mentor, Voznesensky. This reform made the
profit motive the major guiding force in the Soviet
economy, and opened a new period, the stage of
the conscious construction of a state capitalist

I

economy.

This economy, now fairly well established,
although still in the process of evolution, is not
based on serving the needs of the broad masses of
the Soviet working'people. lt is in no respect controlled by them. lt is an economy based on the prin:
ciple.of the exploitation of man by man; on the extraction of surplus value from the workers by a new
ruling class of state monopoly capitalists. /
The main outlines of these reforms were suggested during the famous Liberman OeOate carried out
qmong Soviet economists in the early 1960s under
the auspices of no less a figure than Khrushchev.
This high patronage should alert r-rs to the fact,that
the debate was designed to serve as a forum for
bourgeois ideas about economics. lts slogan, in
faet, might have been a perversion of Mao
Tsetung's famous call to "let a hundred flowers
bloom, let a hundred schools of thought contend."
All one had to do was replace the word "flowers"
with "weeds."
But there were other aspects to the debate as
well. The failures of Khrushbhev's economic
policies made the questions debaied of more
than academic interest-something had to be
done wifh the Soviet economy but quick. The
old'system of planning and management was in
seriouS need of reform. Managers oI factories
persistently resisted innovation and technicat
change that might result in higher planning indexes fOr their enterprise. The quality of goods
produced left much to be desired. The system of
centralized supply was bogged down in red tape
and inefficiency. The most extreme anecdote
about this problem concerns an auto tactory
whose'"requisition for ball bearings had to be
processed by fourteen different agencies and
generated some 430 pounds of documents! le
As a result, managers would hoard raw materials,
and machinery, put in inflated orders and employ.
"blat" (a term wh'ich can , cover anything from
coat-tail pulling to outright bribery) to make sure
their enterprise would suffer no interruption of
production due to problems of supply. All of
these practices, of course,-were strictly illegal,
and subject to the most severe penalties if .discovered.
The use of the index of gross output as the
chief gauge of an enterprise's success in fulfilling
its plan tended to produce some fairly grotesque
side effects. An article'written by the head of the
Tatar Economic Council, F. Ta6eyev, which appeared in lzvestia gives a classic ao€ount of what
tended to go on: 20
At a faCtory producing children's clothes, the
principal plan target was value of gross output. ln
order to meet and overfulfill the plan,'management had'fancy silk-embroidered and lur collars
sewn Onto kid's w:inter coats, thus jacking up'the
value of each unit produced.
Measuring gross output in physlcal terms didn't
help much either. Soviet humor magazines
abound in cartoons showing nail factories whose
entire year's output is one gigantic nail weighing

ftrf

,
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calculation. Tabeyev reported that after its
introduction, "clothiers ceased sewing expensive
collars on children's overcoats." However, the
NVP was such a comptrex index that there was
virtually no way the workers could \ grasp the
principles on which it was basbd, or monitor its
application. More than ever, it made control over
production a bureaucratic attatr, involving
mathematicians and managers,
- r not "mere'l

hundreds of tons.

Now while certain of the problems involved
with the old system were indeed technical
(particularly certain problems of suppty). the ma;
jority of them were basicatly pdlitical questions.
For example, in the case of the childr6n's coat
factory, the problem could have been resolved by

an all-out political struggld by "the workers

i

against these phony and wasteful methods of
.'meeting the plan" and the bourgeois ideology
behind thenr-by the working class exercising its
rights as the true owner of society's pr.oductive

production workers.
The conservative economists like Tabeyev werq
mainly cdncerned with rationalizing the system ofcentralized planning (particularly in dealing with '
problems of supply) and eliminating managerial
hanky-panky and waste in the enterprises. But the
capitalist roaders who had usurped state power in
1956 and their academic henchmen had their eyes
on a different 'set of problems. They were
concerned with the Soviet' Union's relative
strength in so-called "peaceful competition" -with
Western imperialism,
with . intensifying the
exploitation of the 'soviet working ,class, and
perfecting the mechanisms by which the new
,

resources.

But the Liberman debate never even todched
on such questions. The argument was conducted

almost completely f rom a "praetical" and
technical point of view. ln large measure this was
due to conscious interference by leading political
figures up to and including Khrushchev himself.
fact, shortly after the discussibn began
h
Khrushchev spoke before the November l-gAZ
Party.Central Committee plenum where he endorsed the notion that under socialism, "in the
individual enterprise . . .(drof it has) great
significaqce as an'economic index of .the effectiveness of its work." 3r Such statements only encouraged Liberman's opponents to confine their,
criticisms to pragmatic considerations.
Thus even those economists who opposed the
wholesale reintroduction of capitalist criteria and

relations.were infected with the revisionist approach. Their solutiorl to the problems of the
Soviet econorny was to find fool-proof teehni:
ques for allocating resources and measuring success, planning gimmicks that not 'even the
cleverest and most crooked inanager could distort or outwit. All of their solutrons for
straightening out the Soviet economy.called for
putting technique in command.
Some extremists called'for a planning plocess
virtually untouched by human hahds. Giant comButers were. to survey. the needs of every enterprise and hbusehold in the economy in
physical terms, draw up a.national plan bhiancing expansion of production with consumption
and allocating resources and'production quotas,
then analyze and evaluate the execution of the
plan. The problem of programming the computer.
to achieve the optimum political solution to
economic problems, to take into account the
complexities of class relationships in the socialist
period, was not discussed at all, and of course,,
was not possible at all.
Of .course, not all the conservative economists
went as far ad these computer freaks. Tabeyev,
wholn we mentioned before,. drew up a new'index to replace the gross output norm, and actually put it into practice in the Tatar Economic
Council. Called the "normative value of processing" (NVP) method, it calcutated standard vatues
for each line of production on the basis of expenditures on labor,4uel and a fraction of over-..

head costs.
The NVP set out to avoid the types of abuses we
ran down earlier by excluding the bulk of material
inputs, and most importantly, profit, from its

:t

{

capitalist class could appropriate the

s_urplus

value created by the proletariat.

The period of . restoration of 'bourgeois
dictatorship and of Khrushchev's economic
experimentation was also a period of economic
slow-down for the Soviet Un1on..r: Through the

mid-50s, growth rates were .high:,GNP rose at.an
average annual rate of 7o/o,while industrial oulput
increised by over 10% each yda'r. But by 1959
these rates were on the decline, although they

continued to be higher than comparable statistics

' for the West. According to U.S. econopists,
durinE 1960-67 Soviet GNP grew al only 5'r/zo/o
annually, while the increase in industrial.
.production had fallen ott lo71/zo/o annually. This did

not bode well for,the Soviet bid for internationaf

/

economic dominance.

Even more alarming to the capitalist roaders
was the fact that not only was growth falling off,
but its cost was rising sharply. ln the past, the
Soviet economy had'achieved and maintained its
sensationpl growth rate 'npt through the

'intensification

of labor

(speed-up)

but

by

ploughing back a large percehtage of the product
into new investment in physical Blant. This meant
more machines, more factories, and also more
jobs.
By the late 1950s investment absorbed a third of
the total output of the Soviet Union, but its
eff iciency-that is, its prof itability-was not
keeping pace. ln'1950-58, each additional ruble of
investment yielded half a ruble o{ new product,
but in 1959-66 each, ruble invested yielded only
about a'third of a ruble's worth of output.::
Now, to a capitalist, the purpose of ?conomic
activity is to obtain the maximum return on every
penny---or kopeck-that he invests. So it should
come as no surprise to us that the other camp in
the Liberman debate, ' made up of the "variOus
brands . of more conscious capitalist roaders,
focused a great deal of attention on the problem
of "increas.ing,the eff iciency of inveptment."

'i'

.

-

'They were emboldened by: 'tfre fact that a
fundamentalty capitalisticouti6or on questioni oi
economic policy.'had alread,i received'the party's
stamp of dpproval at its 22nd Congress, held in
1961: The n'ew progiam of the Comniunisi party of

inlo

ntoderates

' anq extremists,

piecbmeal

reformers and .people with a rigorous and
theoretically coherent blueprint for capitalist
restoration'

.. Th".TSl who lent his name. to thip.great debate,
the SovietUnioh, r,ifricfr was adopted then, Statls: Yevsel Liberman, can be clasSified. among the
moderates, and was no big name in the Soviet
, 'The building of. the materia:l and technicat babis of political or achdemic world. ln fact, 'his relative
Comnwnisi catts ior' i-iintiror'i-i;i;;;;;;;
i, obscurity has led some observers::to see him as a
front-man for more famous, and cautious, figures
econunicmanagbmentandplanning inief iipiasis
'at all tevets of
who did not want to go out on a limb by openly
and
manargement
econimic
filanning
advocating capitalist measures.
must be taid on the mist rationat anA etfeiii:i uii ot
,resources
the material, laber and financiat
and _This.makes 9en99:,but we think that there are'
natural weatih and on the etimination of extessive other reasons for Libermah's emergence from the
shadows oj Kharkov. Univerdity's lnstitute of
eiieiiaiwie ana ot losses iie imiuiroie tai it
E.conomic, FngllegJs (the equivalent of a U.S '
: econbmic'deietopment is to achieve ln the lnterests
,ifr3:i;
or society the hisiest re"uts ,6 r,' bwest bosr

-:"

Of course, communism cannot be built on the
basis of waste and economic irrationality. But we
'canimeasu6e just how far krrlusncnev and Co. rrao
gone itonj the capltalist road by corhparing their 1
iiews on lhe ,,transition to communiim.""wiJtt
anO io forth with *nat ien'n fliO io-."V a6out tfre

same questjons, 40 years before.
Besirning, Lenin

wirtes:

l; A Great

:i :ll i3",'#l
ffii?ffiliiH"ll;,]li_Jll?l
Kharkov is in the Ukraine. lt is more than likely
that Liberman and his colleagiues had

long-standin$. . connections with Khrushchev's
Ukrainian political machine. That would certainly,explain why the pages of the authoritative journal
Kommunistt were thrown open_'^to Liberman's
capitalistic theses as early as 1956 and 1959, the
the

ffi';33*,y,11"J*rgi:?H?[

ir:l:,""1

"

"Communism begins 'when the rank-and-file -,#;&;;,-in"rE-'ii i .*"ohO reason which we
workers begin to display a self-sacrificing concern think is most important. By virtue of his position
that is undaunted.by arduous toil lor increasing the aS a "business economist" and teacher of
productivity of labor, hus;banding every pod of
managerial cadre, Liberman had. his fingelon the
grain, coal, iron dnd other products, which do not ptjtsebf one of the main social'bases oicapitalist
accrud to the.workers personally or to their "close" restoration: the managers and technicianS. ln fact,
kith and.kin, but to their "distant" kith and kin, i.e. to
his reformrpioposals 6rela direct reflection of the
society as a whole, to tens and hundreds of millions ' oultoof and demands of this section of the rising
of people united firgt
one socialist stafe, and then Soviet bourgeoisie
'intoaUnionof Sg-viet !1
Republics."zs .
Liberman claimed that the root cauqe pf the
, .r ..
The difference betwben these two pas€ages rs
not simply one of-style, or an unfortunate choice
of,words by the framers of the new P,rogram. lt
comes.down to the fact that each represents lhe
outlook.of oppoSing classes: t-enin speaks for the
aspiration's of the'proletariat, and Khrus[chev for,
the bourgeoisle.
Any lingering doubts 'as to whal direction the
Party program is charting for the Soviet Union are
cleared up a fevy lines later in the 1961 Program,
when the capitalist cat is let out of the bag:

.

"intereitea' in- thel results of their work. Thi3
interest was not, of course, the political

cbnsciousnes$ so inovingly"described by Lenin in
the passage lrom A Grea{ Beginnrng quofed above.

Liberman-meant ,the ihterest expressed by the
questibn, "What's in it for me?"-bourgeois
Self-inferest expressed'in cash terms.

Libeiman's "solution" to this problem was for
the state planning commission to throw out all but
the mosi. esseitial binding instructions and'
indexes. fbr the enterprisJ, and t9 restore
. profitability to its traditional capitalist position as
,"The Party attaches prirne importance to more ,if,e basic index of economic succe5s. And
ellective investments, the choice of the mosf Liberman defined profitability as the ratio of
prOfitable and economiCal trends in capital' orofits to investment of constant and variable
calstfyctian: achievement of the maximum growth of
bapital (for machines, raw materials, etc. and,for.
oyttput per invested ruble, and'the reduction-of the wages;,las does Marx in his formula for 1he iate of.
'(s
timqlapse between invdstment.and return.."t
proTit
/c+ v). (Liberman, like most bourgeois
.
(gmphasis
in
original)
economists;.
used the terms f ixed and woiking
,
capital to refer to the categories of constant and
_
.-. _ -. r ..
David RockEfeller himself could not have summed vaiiable capital.) Further, Liberman urged, the
up the requirements of a capitalist investor more riit" sfrouil peirmii ine enteiprise to -retain a

'the

Exactly how the restructuring of
Soviet
economy along capitalist lines should proceed
was a subject. of intense debatq' among,!hq I
capitalist roadeis themselves. They'were divided
1,,

as a rorr"l of incentive funds and
managerial bonuses-to cut the managers in on
the sirplus value created by the Wortiers under
inelr Oiiectionl
th"em

I

.

Liberman came out frdnt in a number of
speeches and articles about the implications of
his proposal. To a discussion group organized by
Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta, the Party Central
Committee's weekly newspaper, he said: _lt is f irst
of all necessary that everyone be clear on one
point: the new systern does not involve the simple

substitution

Not all :the capitalist roaders so blatantly
ignored Marx as Liberman, llowever.. ln lheir
article; "Payment for Produgtion Assets and'
Enterprise Profits," L. Vaag ahd S. Zakharov (the
extremists of the profit-or:iented school) cam€ up
with a proposal for a "self-regulating" system of
economic management that matches Marx's

of one index for another-the
gross production by

model of a eapitalist economy outlined in Volume
lll ol Capital point for point.
They called for a reform of the pricing'system
which would replace the old, politically
determined prices with 'prices of production" (tl.le
term is even taken from Mdrx), including a uniform
rental charge of 2}"/"on the value of f ixed capital,
to be paid to the state. (The authors estimate that
if consumer prrces were maintained at their
existing levels; this would result in an 807o increase
in the prices of producer goodsl One can imagine

replacement of

profitability.":3 What is reallv at stake in makino.
profitability the_chief planned index is "a refcirm.of
the enterprises' relations with the national
economy." :"(emphasis in origi nal)
ln line with this,. centralized planning must
proceed from the principle thal "what is plafitabte
for society should be profitable for every
enterprise. "r (emphasis,in original) ln other words,
the state must see to it that not only profits, but

the economic power and privileges of .the
managers are maximized. The enterprises,
operating under a regime of profit maximization,
must regain autonomy in planning and,

management relative to the state, and they must
be able to appropriate a portion of the surplus
product they produce.
ln reply to critics of his proposal, who correctly.
pointOd out that putting profit in command of
production was a step backward to c.apitalism,
Liberman engages in a revision of Marxism that
pqts even Khrushchev to shame. ,ln an article
called "Are We Flirting with Capitalism? Profits
and 'Profits,'" which appeared in the English
language Sovlet Llfe, Liberman lets us in on a little
secret: "ln essence and origin prof it under
socialism bears only,a superf icial resemblance to
p!:efit under private enterprise, while by its nature

and by the factors

to which it

testifies

it

is

fundamentally'different from-capitalist profit." He
explains that "Behind Soviet prof its there is
nothing except hours of working time, tons of raw
and other materials and fuel, and kilowatt-heurs of
electrical energy that have been saved," while
"the main part of the profit under the private
enterprise system comes not so much , from
production, as from the process of exchange." rt
This would have come as big news to Karl Marx,
who repeatedly stressed as the most fundamental
principle of capitalist political eQonomy that
whatever form profit might take (whether the
industrial profit that Liberman claims is "now"
virtually unique to socialism, commercial profit, or
interest and rent), it had one source and one
source alone: surplus labor extracted in the
process of production. lt would also have been
quite an eye:opener for Lenin who, following
Marx, stressed that "Surplus value cannot arise.
out of the circulation of commodities, for this
represents dnly the exchange of equivalents," j:
, However, if we are to believe Liberman, since
"there is neither private (i.e., individual--Ed.)
ownership of the means of production nor stock'
capital and, consequently, no stock market" in the
Soviet Union, there can be no capitalist
exploitation in production, either. Putting profit in
command of production through this feeble
sleight of hand becomes the essence of socialism!

.,pege?7

-

what sort, of result that would have on any
extensive approach to the development . of
production-the intensif ication of labor would
become the only economical way to .expand

"

output because firms could not afford to purchase
new machines, etc., in order to develop production,
Vaag and Zakharov echo Liberman in calling for
more planning dutonomy for the enterprises, a4d
basing managerial bonuses on profit. But the real
interest of their scheme, aside from its classical
inspiration and rigor, lies in the proposal that'the
state begin to treat the means of . production as
capital, that iS, ras a means of appr"opriating
siirplus value for a non-productive mindrity,
extracting interest from the enterprises for its use.
Of course, with their emphasis on the extraction
of surplus value by the state rather than by the enterprise, Vaag and Zakharov were able to construct a much ' more elegant defense against any
charges that they wdre seeking to restore

capitalism. While Liberman had imitated
Khr:ushchev's outright tlistortion of the basic
truths of Marxism-Leninism, Vaag and Zakharov
prefigured the "return to Leninisrn" of Brezhnev

"This kind of scornful attitude toward profit, which onto

ce appeared in a book by Bukharin, is known

have been sharply criticized by V.l. Lenin. Bukharin's
formula was: 'Production in aondttions of capitalist
rule is the'production of surplus value, production tor
the sake of profit. Production under protetarian rule is
. production for meeting the needs of society.' Objecting to this kind of assessment of the si.gnificance of
profit, Lenin wrote: 'That won:t do. Profil a/so satlslies
'social' needs. What should be said is this; where thg
surplus product does not go to the owner class, bitt
to ail the working people, and to them alone.' "'1

This is quite slick, but our capitalist roaders
have picked up a rock only to drop it on their own

of Lenin's criticism 'of
Bukharin's book, Economics of the Transformation
Period, was that it approached socialisteconomic
policy in exactly the sarhe way the.Vaag and
Zakharov article does: divorcing economics from
politics under the cover of rhetoric about proletarian rule, treating it as though it were a simple
feet. The main thrust

.

question of the most rationa] and efficient utilization of .the prodqctive force's.
When Lenin reminded Bukharrn that "profit also
satisfies 'social' needs", he meant that under
capitalism use values are produced-for profitand profit did serve as a measure and spur of
economic eff iciency and the development of
society's productive forces. lf the categories of
capitalist exploitation served no economic function, and if the capitalist system consisterrtly failed
td assure the working class even a miserable living (hs a c/ass, because there is always the ruin
and starvation of individual workers), the profit
system would have passed off the face of the
earth long'ago.
The real question certainly ls which class owns
the means qf production, organizes their utilization,Fnd appropriates the surplus product. When
the means of production are nationalized, we
must also ask which class rules the. state. The
policies and methods pursued by the state in organizing production can provide a partial answer
to this Question. Vaag and'Zakharov's version of
putting profit in'command, having the state relate
to the meana of production in exactly the same
manner as a capitalist,'should servrj as a signal
that bourgeois forces had ,usurped state power.
We witl go much deeper into these problems when
we discuss the actual "reform" of the Soviet
economy.

The openly capitalistic character of Vaag and
Zakharov's'proposal to restore prices of production drew fire from even members of the re'
visionist camp. lt can be seen as providing a convenient cover for less blatant proposals, and we
should note that most of the criticisms did not
focus on the relations they sketch out between the
state, the enterprise, and the worker. However, as
the debate intensified, at least a few participants
raised objections to its class character. The Soviet
economist Chakhurin openly stated that "Some of
those engaged in the discussion are, obstinately
trying to produce a system that rivould . work
automatically and be managed by engineers
technicians and economic leaders." :{
Whether out of sincere opposition to what were
overtly capitalist proposals, or conservatism, the
majority of the economists involved in the
Liberman debate rejected the various proposals to
run the Soviet economy on a more or less competitive capitalistic basis, and instead called for

'

the general introduction of .the NVP

index.

However, Khrushchev publicly intervened in
favor of the Liberman proposals. ln May 1964,
Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta announced that the Central Committee was sponsoring an experiment
putting Libermanism into practice at two clothing
factories: Bolshevichkq in Moscow, and Mayak in
Gorky.

.

5) Testing the

Water: . Experiments with

Capitalism
The basic idea behind the Bolshevichka-Mayak
experiment was replacing what little was left of
the drscrpline of the plan with the discipline of the

market. Under the old system, orders for the garment industry were channeled throu$h the state
Retail Clothing Trade Organization, whieh not on-,
ly took care of making wholesale, marketing ar_:
rangements bgt finalized and checked up on the
fulfillment gf centrally-set production plans. Undqr
the terms of the experiment; this ofganization was
to be bypassed. lnstead, Bolshevichka and Mayak
established direct, contractual, relations with a
select group of large retail stores around the

USSFI.

.

'

Contracts were drawn up between the factories
and stores, establishing the quantity and quality of
goods to be delivered (in extreme detail as to color, style, etc.), setting prices and delivery
schedules. On the basis of these orders, the enterprises were tq draw up their own production
plans. The rationale behind this should'be familiar
to anyone who has suffered through a senior
economics class in hi.gh school-on the basis of
their sales, the retailers were supposed to have a
the
better grasp than either Party or state of what'rela.
Soviet people want and need. Contractual
tions between manufacturer and seller were to
serve as ihe instrument througjh which capitaliststyle "consumer sovereignty" could be exercised,
As Liberman had recpmmended, the enterprises
par,ticipating in the experiment enjoyed unprecedented autonomy. Productivity, materials to
be employed in produbtion, costs, the wage fund
and rnethods of paying the workers (piece rate or
hourty) were all left up to the discretion of
management. Bolshevichka and Mayak had the
liberty of setting the size of their inventories and if
they exceeded their planned working capital, they'
were guaranteed credit from the state bank.
The only centrally planned indices were the
volume of sales to be realized (measurdd in rubles)
and total profit (figured in the old way, as difference between cost and wholesale price of pr0-

duction rather than as per cent

of capital

as

Liberman recommended). Prices for goods sold
were also to be set according to plan. However,
the experimental enterprises were permitted to
bargain directly in the sale of completely new
items, and special markups, to be determined by
enterprise management, were authorized for the
addition of new features and trimming.
lntroduction of the experiment in the retail
clothing trade was conditioned by an outstandirtg
problerh. The growth o-f revisionist attitudes
among the planners in th6 1950s created a situation in wnifh garment production strayed completely out of line with people's needs. Looking to
develop and ftrlfill the plan as "conveniently" ps
pos.sible, the' enterprises, guided by their
superiors in the planning agencies, turned out
millions of items of clothing which the Soviet people simply refused to buy. As a result, stocks,,.of
unsold,'s-hoddy or otherwise undesirable appalel
rose dramatically from 1,485 million rubles worth
on January t, igsg to, 4,133 million r,ubles ion
January 1, 1964. ri
ln solving this problem, the experiment at flrst
seerned slccessiul. At Bolshevichka '"y1ras'

',

,o"J..rb

estimated that had the original plan drawn up
from above been kept to, ab"out gci7. of stipulated
production would have been unsaleqble.
Moreover, stocks of unsold f inished goods
decreased drastically-at Bolshevichka by over
50% in two years and in retail outlets contracted
to the experimenting plants by an equivalent
margin. r"
Based primarily

on this progress in decreasing
accumulated inventory, the experiment was
deembd successful. ln October 1964-even as
Brezhney and Kosygin were putting Khrushchev
out to pasture-it was proposed lhat the new regulations be extended to 31% of garment,factories, 17o/o ol textile mills, 33% of footwear lactories and 18"/" of leather plants in Gorky, Leningrad, Moscow and elsewhere. Altogether, about
400 enterprises went under the BolshevichkaMayak system beginning in the second quarter of
1965. This widespread experiment in the garment
industry was paralleled by similar projects undertaken on a much smaller scale in transport. a

,

With the extension of this experiment in
"market planning", its real deficiencies became
clear. ln the garment industry sales volume for
1965 rose by 4.5/" over the previous year.
However, this increase was due largely to an 8.9%
iump in the luxury silk trade. Cotton goods sales,
on the other hand, fell by 0.9olo, woolens by 8.5%
and footwear by 2.5i". ''
These f igures reveal that the new system,
though ostensibly designed to rescue consumers
from the whims of arrogant, bureaucratic planners, was, in fact, a scheme directly opposed to
the interests of Soviet workers. The system of
"direct ties" eslablished between the experimental firms and cooperating retail outlets was based
upon the principle that "money talks." ln other
words, stores would contract for those goods
which would br:ing in the most rubles, and as in
any capitalist economy, those individuals with
more rubles had more say as to what was sold and
whdrt pr.oduced. As a result, output of luxury items
tended to increase while inexpensive popular

and moving forward towards communism

,This problem was made even worse by the pric-

ing system. To increase both sales volume and

example,

children's clothing remained extremely unprofita.high-fashion women's clothing was exb1e while
pensive and prof itable.
This situation created an additional problem
which actually served to cut profits. Since luxury
.glothing items could be purchased by a relatively
small segment of the population, negotiated orders.were generally much smaller in size than had

by

mobilizing the masses of people collectively, consciously and scientilically to solve the problems in
the interests of the entire working class. Once the
Soviet economy' was steered backwards in a
capital ist d recti on--eve n ex peri mental ly-it had to
continue on this path in the absence of shar-p class
struqole to reverse the backward movement.
ThiS pornt became clear when the 400 experimental firms entered into economic relations
with the rest of the economy. Though by this time
the.new bourgeoisie was firmly in command; mos!
of the econorny was' still formally organized
(though not managed) acbording to socialist principlps. Thus, when a clothing firm would contract
with a store to produce a certain number of
Dacron slacks, it had to obtain the needed Dacron
from a chemical firm not participating in the experiment whose output had been already planned
from above. Thus, ser'ious difficulties arose in supply and many contracted orders could simply not
be met.
ln addition, the existence of this experimentdl
market island within the overall planned economy
led to continual bickering between planning
authorities and enterprise man,agers. The case of
the Glushkovo Cotton Combine is typical. This
f irm'entered the experiment in the second quarter
of 1965. ln preparing its 1966 plan, it concluded
direct contracts with a number of suppliers and
wholesale outlets at the inter-republic textile fair
of August 1965. Yet by December, these contracts
were administratively preempted by Moscow
Economic Council which ordered'the firm to deliver its t'otat ouiput to the Moscow Central Cotton
Storage Base. Specified orders were almost completely different from those originally'contracted
i

wear was shortchanged.

ing firms and the sales outlets. For

ment, 'Large mass production enterprises arb

turned into custom sewing shops."
The introduction of those experiments was only a
step, and not the whole process, in restoring fully
capitalislrelations, but given the political line being
followed, such a transition was surely inevitable.
The difficulties which a socialist economy may
confront can only be solved by building on previachievements, consciously summing up lessons,

machirle-building'plant, lumber and mining.

profit indices, managers would routinely add trimmings and other features to items, thus gaining
the right to raise prices. Mereover, the planned
$rice system was still structured somewhat acCording to political and social considerations.
Thus, those items which were in high demand by
the masses were precisely those which were
cheaply priced and less profitable to the produc-

been the case under planned production. A barrage of small batch orders led to a sharp increase
in production costs, decreased efficiency and
lower total output.
For plant,wor.kers this led to speed-up
and "productivity" campaigns designed to make
up for small difficulties created by continuous disruption of production by.small orders. Managers
took advantage of their newly granted control
over wages to set up elaborate bonus systems
aimed at pitting the workers agdinst each other in
the competition for monetary rewards. As a result,
for example. during the third quarter of 1965
growth in labor productivity exceeded that of
wages by 3.8o/o in the cotton industry and 3.2/" in
silk. o Summing up the situation, one bourgeois
economist has aptly noted that uncler the experi-

'

f

or.

lncidents l.ike this reveal that even at this stlge,
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sharp struggle was still going on over who
should control production. The planners, deprived
of proletarian party leadership bolstered by mass
support and criticism, could no longer lead the
economy forward. But conditioned by their train=
ing and experience, many among these forces
continued to tight for at least the form ol centralized planning. Here they came into conflict nqt
only with the enterprise managers but, most important, with their state and Party superiors. This
is the political content behind the "bureaucratic
sabotage" which has plagued all Soviet economic
"reforms'' down to the Present.
One other aspect of the experiments worth
noting is the effect they had on income distribution within affebted enterprises. ln nearly all firms,
the experiments led to a general increase in
wages, due largely to the special treatment experimental firms enjoyed. But because management was given full control over the wage fund,
the lion's share of the increases did not go to the
workers.
This is most clearly illustrated by the experience
of five Moscow and Leningrad trucking firms
placed on an experim,ental basis substantially
similar to the Bolshevichka-Mayak system in the
second quarter of 1965, ln the th,ree Moscow
firms, total wages for 1965 rose by 1,5.6%, 23.6oh
and 23.4o/o over 1964. For driver6 the ligures were
13.6/", 18.3"/" and 24.9"/" respectively, but for off ice
staff (ineluding top management) they were 26.2h,
38.3,0/" and a whopping 61 .9%!
ln Leningrad, where the entry of technocrats into high management was more advanced than in
Moscow, top management were counted together
with enqineers. ln these two lirms drivers' wages
rose by 197" and 307o anld wages of maintenance
men by 13% and 25%. Auxiliary workers saw wages
rise by 33% in one f irm but.drop by 9% in the other.,
However, for ehgineering staff (including top)
management) wages in the two firms rose by 48?/dc'
and 40o/o respectively. "'
These figures indicate that one of the political
purposes of the experiment was to solidify the
social-imperialist " base among th'e enterprise
managers. As we shall see, this was'also a major
goal of Kosygin's general economic""reform" of
1

965.

The Bolshevichka-Mayak and si mi lar experi ments
began under Khrushchev but wer€ completed under Brezhnev and Kosygin. This is appropriate as
they mark in effect a transition lrom the destruction of socialism characteristic of Khrushchev's reign to the systematic reconstruction of capitalism
by Brezhnev and Kosyg'in. (We should note,
however, that no brick wall separates these two
periods. Each "task" is, intimately connected with
the other.)

Having firmly established bourgeois political
rule and having created a situation where real
economic' problems could no longer be solved
wjthin the context of prdletarian,socialist plan-

ning, the social-imperialists were forced by the internal logic and necessity of their pqlitical line to
turn,to capitalist methods. With the Bolshevichka-

Mayak experiment, the new capitalists got their
feet wet in the waters of "Lake Profit." But it was
not until the fall of 1965, having learned
something about the water, that they finally took a
realdive.
6) The Economic "Reforms": Profit in Command
On Sgptember 27,1965 Premier Alexei Kosygin

spoke before a plenum of the Central Committee
of the CPSU. The purpose of ,his talk was to announce a widespread "reforrn" of the economy
designed to put enterprises on a more selfgoverning basis and to restore profit and other

"ecionomic regulators" to the,command post of the
economy.
KosyEin began by outlining briefly some of the

problems faced by the Soviet economy. He pointed specifically to the degline in industrial output
per ruble of fixed assets, a disappointing rate of

growth in labor productivity and a lag

in
agricultural development.
ln his view, these problems and others'stemmed
from insufficient development of management
skills and techniques. For the economy to function
well, he claimed, it would have to be managed effectively and this could only come about through
the' introduction of material encouragernents to
managerial initiative within both the individual firm
and the economy as a whole.
According to Kosygin:
.
"The greatest attention should be focused on improving the nethods and torms of industrial management.
The existing forms of management, planning and
stimuli in industry are no longer in conformity, with'
modern technical-economic conditions and the present level of the productive forces.
"The economic initiative and rights

of enterprses

are too narrow and their area of responsibility is insufficient. The cost-accounting system is in many
ways a formality. The existing systerz, of material encouragement to industrial personnel'does little to interest them in improving the overall results ol the
work of their enterpnses and often operates in con'
tradiction to the interesfs of the national economy as
a whole."tl

Accordingly, Kosygin offered several proposals

to stimulate the economy. First, but least important, was an appeal to increase efforts at improving scientific and technical standards: "ln conditions of the present-day scientific-technological

revolution, the task of planning is to provide for a
rapid rate of industrial application of the latest
achievements of science, and technology." r: This
was in essehce a call to further develop reliance
on experts and to increase the employment of
automation techniques
More important was a proposal for the decentralization of planning. Kosygin proposed to
"expand the economic independence and initiative
of enterprises and associations, and to enhance the
importance of the enterprise as the main economic
.unit in our economy . . .To this end it rs necessary to
abolish excessive regulation of the economic activity
of enterprises, fo provide them with the necessary

:'

\

)

'

means for developing production, and

I

to

establish

firm legislative guaiantees for ttje expanding rights of

the enterprises."'t'

Also in ionnection with this,, Kosy(in promised
costaccounting, to intensify the economic stimulation
of production with. the help of such means as
price,
bonuses and credit.'' r+
' This'profit,
was actr.Ially the key to the "reform."
,Kosygin was proposing that some of the methods

to "strengthen and develop the system of

tried out in the experiments of 1964-65 be

generalized throughout the, economy:,.Where in
the past control over the economy by' the state

was political-administrative, Kosygin proposed the

broader use of "economic levels." Specifically,
the index ol gross oulput, previously the principal
measure of enterprise success, was repleiced by
the index of .volurye sold as had been done in the
Bolshevichka-Mavak experiment. Moreover,
.Kosygin noted'that "ln order to orientate enterprises toward raising.efficiency, it is best to use
the profit index."'ls Here, he cautio4ed that orofit
should not be seen merely as ah acc0unting
categjory but that "amount of profit per iuble of
f,ixed assets" (i.e, rate of profit) m,ust.also be eon-

sidered. '

'

ln planning, all but f ive indices previously set by
higher authorities were no\/ to be set at the enterprise level. According to the "reform:', only
volume of sales, basic assortment of product, total
size.of wage fund, profit and profitability (rate on
capifal), and payments into and allocations from
the state budget were still to bq centrally determined. All -other factors including productivity
rates, nut.nber of 'personnel, and tevlt of arerage
wages were now to be set by the enterprise
management according to it6 needs. However,
major investment in additional plant capacity or
major technical modernizalion projects were still
to be centrally conceived or approved.
Under the new'system a larger share of profit
r{ould Stay at the enterprise lev_el. ln the past near-

ly all such

p,rofit went (irectly.into the ,state
budget whdre it could be allocated according to
planndd social decision. Kosygin now 'proposed
that "p.rofits to be left to the enterpiise should be
in direct proportion to the effectiveness with
which it utilizes the fixed assets assigned,to it, the
i,ncrease in volume of the goods it sells, the improvement in the quality of its goods, and the increase in profi'tability." r"

Fletained profits would thus act as a material incentive to the enierorise as a whole and to' its
mdnage[rn particular. Profits would go rnto a production development fund out of which mana(;ement could set up incentive and technological de-

velopment programs.

But ther"o was no effort to make the individual

enterprises self-financing and thus truly "independent." After all, this would amount to little more

than'a utopian step backward to competitive
capitalism. Capital, under the new system, was
still to come overwhelmingly from the state.
However, in good banking tiadition Kosygin announced that capital,grants would begin carrying

,.
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a price tag:
"The financing of capital 'investment .is currently
handled bl free grants from the statg budget.. Enterprise managers show little concern as ta the cost
of the reconstruction of the enterprise or how effedtive the additional capital investment wilt be,because
their enterprises are not obliged to refund fhe sums
granted thiiim .,.:One way oi tackling this problem is
to switch from.the ffee altocation of means for capitat
construction to long-term crdditing of the enterprse,$, . ../t ls proposed to abolish the practipe ot
providing free supplements lo the circulating assets I
of enterprises from the sfafe budge.t and'instead,
wherq necessary, to grant them credits for this
PUrpose."'r:

ln'addition to supporting increased use of state
bank credit, Kosygin also announced institution of

the system of Charges on capital whereby enterprises would- pay to lhe state fixed sums
amounting in essence to "government rental laxation on fixed capital", to Use the terminology
co'ined by the:' leading Soviet economist
Nemchinov: As wb shall see, this was one of the
most important provisions of the 'reform." Put
briefly, its political-economic effegt was to.lreStore
to the means of production the character of
capital:the state would now employ the means of
production to extract a maximum profit in the
-form of'capital charges-and this would establish
the state as finance capitalist vis-a-vis th€ enterprise.
.

Finafly,

as a dir:ect result of the

previous

rneasures Kosygih ann,ounced that a sweeping re-

vision of the Soviet price structure would be un-,
dertaken- in 'the interest of pirtting as many f irm's
as possible sn a strict cost-accounting basis;.that
is, on the basis of: maximizing prof it. (For a more
complete explana'tion of "cost-accounting'l see
section 3 of this chapter.) Here Kosygin 'approached to gqrne degree the ideas of the prices
of pioduction 'school of economists (men like
Vaag and Zakharov).

ln this vein he remarked that "Prices must increasingly reflect socially necessary outlays of
labor, and : they nrust coyer production. and
turnover outlays and secur'e "a pr:ofit for each
normally f u nction 1ng enterprise.'' \4oreoVer,
"The existing neglect of economic methods in plannlng and rnanaging the national economy and the
weakdning of the system of cost-accounting are to
a great extent connected with the considerable ,
shortcomings in: the systern of priee formation. lf
prices are nat substantiated then economic calculation's /ose their .dependability and this, in turn, encourages the adoption of subjective declsions. "{s
We shall have occasion to probe beneath the surface of such abstruse statements shortly.
The "reform" was put into effect slowly. The
oiiginal time-table, envisioned all indqstrial enterprises under the new rules by the end of 1968
and all other state enterprises (except state farms)
by 1970., Howbver, 1966rsaw just slightly over one
per cent of. the Soviet Union's appioxirlrately
45,000 industrial enterprises converted to the new
system. This.inclirded a pilot group of 43 selec,t in-

:

'
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,

of the profit and the rate of its
grovvth will indicate'the contribution made by their
wotrkers to the national income,. to expanding production and impro.ving the people's well-being."st
ferpn'ses; The size

dustrial enterprises from 17 industries with a total
of 300,000 employees converted on January 1.
This group was followed by a second batch of 200
firms on April 1 and by a third group of 430 in August. ln addition, some communications and
transport networks were also operating under the
new co4ditiorrs by year's end. +e
ln the following years the pace of conversion
continued to be slow as illustrated in the table
below.
Commenting on the achievements of the first
704 enterprises during 1966, A. Bachurin, Deputy
Chairman of Gosplan, reported that sales had increased by 117gprof its by more lhan24/o and labor
productivity by 8% as compared to the 1965 plans.
These i.ncreases were substantially above growth
rates in the unconverted sectors of the economy.50
As the chart below indicates, however, such
f igures afe deceiving. Those enterprises,placed
under the "reform" represented the "cream" of
the Soviet economy. Thus, the 15o/o of _all .enterprises operating 0nder the new sys]em by 1967
earned 50% of all industrial profit, and employed
32o/o of all workers. More than half the 242 enterprises transferred to the new rules in the first
half of 1966 had previously registered a.rate of prof

it of over 407o.
Clearly, to get a more accurate assessment of

the

The decision

strlct cost-accounting procedures .lrad to be
followed. However, Stalin argued that it was
necessary to increasingly limit the sphere of

operation of pr.ofit and the law of value. This could
happen as the workqrs more and more seized
control of'the economy, breaking down the. inherited commod ity systgm.
To the revisionist economists, howeyer, it is the
law of value which must predominate over "administrative control." Let trs take, for example, the
arguments of Soviet economist A.,Birman in his
1967 article "Profit Today." Birman notes that
"The experience of recent decades has convincingty
shown that it is impossible to attain real centralization
of :economic planning withou.t freeing planning organs from regulating each of the millions of relafionshps among economic organizations and build'
ing these relationships on the basis of economic ac'
countabiltly. The more planning stnves to be
"concrete", scrupulous, encompassing, all details,
the nnre difficult it ls fo maintain genuine planned
developm6nt o,f the nationat e5onony as a whole."53
What Biiman is getting at here iri the sirnple fact
that the planning of a complex economy calls for
a multitude of administrative and political decisions. lf the planners rely only on themselves
theyxill become bogged down in such decisions,
with hopelessly entangled bureaucracy the pro-

:

"successes" were less outstanding.
Revision .of the price system also proceeded
slowly. New price lists were estallished for the
light and food industries as of October 1, 1966,
and on January 1, 1967 for products ol heavy industry effective.July 1, 1967. This sweeping revision resulted in a general increase.of .wholesale
p

r

i

ces of 8olo, 1 5"h i n h eavy

i

nd

ust ry.

F u rt h e r re v i s i o n

up even further

principal

backward toward regulation of the economy by
the blihd law of'v'alue. As we pointed out in a previous chapter, Stalin had stressed that the law of
value continues to apply under socialism. This is
true because under socialism there is still commodity production and the law of value is that law
regulating aMl commodity production. Socialism
marks.a transition period between capitalism, the
highest and most developed form of commodity
production, and communism which is the complete elimination of commodity produgtion.
Thus, Stalin argued that it was essential for Soviet planners to take into account the conti.nued
operation of the law of value. This meant that indicators such as "profit" were important and that

rdform's success", one would need to know
the figures for participati6g enterprises in 1964
and 1965. No such data has been made available,
a fact bemoaned even by revisionist econqmists,
What is kpown is that as-the "reform" spr'e'ao, lts

pushed wholesale prices

to make prof it the

measure of enterprise success marks a clear step

s

on

January 1, 1969 and JanuarV 1, 1970..it

, Key to the Kosygin "reform" is the expansion of
profit as an economic regulator. According to V.'
Garbuzov, USSR Minister of Finance,
'the role of profit as a stimulus becomes substantially greater under the new conditions . . . Along
with other plan indices, profit will become a major
'

economic criterion in the evaluatian of the woik of en-
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endol
1966
1967
1968
1959
1970

Bythe

no. converted'
704

7,2\8
26,850
36,049
44,300

total

ents.

t

output

1

I

15
54
72
90

37
72
84
92

Sriurce: Gertrude Schroeder, "So{riet Economic Reform at an lmpasse"

employees

prolits

8
32

16
50

71

81

81
91

(?)

95
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duct. Seeing this as inevitable, Birman proposes
the law of value ("economic accountability") as a
rescue from the administration of detail. /
What he fails to see, of course, is that socialism
is not based on administration of the economy by
a few experts and managers, but rather by the
masses of working people.
It is true that centralized planning calls for making millions of conscious decisiohs each daydecisions which under capitalism are made
"spontaneously" in the market. But under
socialism there are many more millions of conscious workers to help make such decisions. This
is why central planning can only be and must be a
rnass process. And this is also why the failure to
apply a correct proletarian political line must inevitably lead to the restoration of capitalist r.ela-

tions of production.
\
Not basing himself ori this crucial politicai principle, Birman must conclude that "there are no
groundd to deny the def inite regulating role of the
law of value under socialism.r" ln his view,
"it rs not the law of value b'ut the fbrms of its action,
its manrfestation, that are specifically capitalist in
nature. ..So fhe trouble is not the "regulating role'of
the law of value" in general, but the uncontrolled
ndture of this regulatbn, its economic,, social and
political consequences under capitalism and the
private ownership of the means of production."''l
This is a thoroughly ass-backwards approach.
The law of value is precisely the regulator of private
comnadity exchange whose highest form is the
priVate control of the means of production
themselves, marked by the complete separation
(al(enation) of the direct producers f rom the
mehns of production. To-say that the "trouble" is
the uncontrolled nature of this regulation is to accept such regulgtion and thus accept. in some"
f.orm or another the continuation of private cgmmodity production.
Tnis has nothing in common with the revolutionary approach of Karl Marx who foresaw the
complete elimination of commodity production. lt
is much more similar to the.reformist stand of J.M.
Keynes who sought to better "regulate" the

anarchy of capitalist production through

bourgeois government intervention designed to
keep under control the consequences of such

anarchy.

According to the revisionists, a principle function of profit under socialism is as "an important
synoptic index for evaluating an enterprise's costaccountin$ activity." By this they mean that enterprise success vis-a-vis the economy as a'whole
is most fruitfully measured through the profit index. This is because "the main virtue'of profit as
an index is its objectivity."
,
This gets right to the root of the matter. "Objectivityl" What does this mean? Precisely it means
the domination of objective reality (nature) over
man and not the domination of man over his
world. Yet the essence of socialism is not this "objectivity." lt is the growth of man's conscious
domination over his own. society and the conditions of human existence.

This is exactly the opposite of the revisionist approach. The revisionists'despair of increasing the
domination of humanity over society and nature
because as a class they do not represent the interests of all humanity. Only the working'class can
carry on its banner the liberation of all pdople, foiin liberating itseif the working class must make
everyone a proletarian ancl- thereby eliminate all
classes. The social-imperialists are eager to bow
down before the "oblective" Iaws of commo!ity
production since these are based precisely orl the,
continued subseqvience of humanity to nature,
and rnore important, on the subservience of the
masses of people to:a few exploiters.
Starting from the notion of profit as an index of
production eff iciency, it is but a brief journey
toward the notion of profit aF the very ,center of
production itselfl Thus, we read in Birman's arti- ,
cle: 'Profit is the source of expanded reproduction not only at the given enterprise, but in society
as a whole . . . " ':lemphasis in original) This clearly
meanS that the basis of economrc growth (expanded reproduction-that' is, not simply the
replacemgnt of the used up productive forces, but
their expansion) is not the continued efforts of living labor, b0t employment of 'living labo"r by accumulated labor, i.e., by ca'pital.
The revisionists now define profit as a percentage of invested capital. On this basis profit can
only mark the source of expanded reproduction
:

,

of capital over labor and
this means that profit must represent not just
through the primacy

surplus product but surplus value, too. We shall
have more tb say on this in section 7, when we'
discuss the Soviet drive for increased labor productivity.

With respect to the reform of prices, .Birman
hits the nail on -the head in defining its'source.
He says: "The practical conversion of profit into
one of the leading economic indices brings the
problem of improving price formation to the

forefront." i^
This was because previously, prices were not
set to reflec't the deriiands of ,the law of value,
although these were of necessity taken into account. As much as possible, prices were set according to conscious, politically determined
criteria; in other words, with the best interest of
the masses in mind, However, profit is a mean-

ingless indicator unless prices permit the determination of an average rate of profit; i.e., unless prices'reflect "values": socially necessary
labor time. Thus; according to Garbuzov, "Prices
must be as close ,as possible to the socially
necessary labor ex$endltures; they. must create
conditions for the operation of enterprises with
normal profits..."i:
This marks a repudiation of conscious collective control of the economy by the proletarian
state characteristic of socialist planning and instead puts forth the "regulated anarchy" of statecapitalist "planning." Under socialism the most
important coordinating agent between the interests of the individual enterpriqe and the
economy as a whole is political /lne. This means
that, increasingly, the development of production

:Fage
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...

i

'

is governed by the conscious will of the working
class: that the workers organize the economy
through planning and th4t in the process of doing this the lessons learned are sumrned up'by
the workers' own Communist Party on the basis

of

,

Marxism-Leninism. The pollticil line of the
Party represents this Summation which is then returned to the workers so that the whole process

'.can be strengthened, deepened and raisbd to

a

higher level.
However. under the. conditions of "reforml',
'"price
is the basic economic point of orientatibn
for the enterprise", and it is "the most important
instrument of coordination of the interests of the

'

'
.

national economy
and the individual'
58
enterprises . . . " This means that the conscious
Summing up of eiperience which places politics in
command has been abandoned. Thus, shortly after

thg enactment of the "reform" we find influential
economists like N. Fedorenko demanding thpt "only the prices of the most important products should
be set by the central authorities . . . Much wider
powers should be given to the enterprises to set
contract Pfices.":'
While the reintroduction of profit as the central
regulator,of the economy marks a decisive step
in the reinstitution of capitalist production relatiohs, its practical function was mainly to re,gulate the decentJalization of economic decisionmaking. However, as we shall explain'more fully
in section 8, the decentralizing thrust of the "reform" disguises ils reatty capnafist essence.
For Kosygin had 'no intention of reviving a
market econorny in the' Solet Unlon. Rather he
,. wBS interested in harnessing
market
' forces (commodity relations) spontaneous
to better serve the
. interests of the cpntralized state-finance
bourgeoisie. Thus, whi'le bringing the category of
, enterprise profit to center stage, at the,same time
he instituted measures which placed control of
' this profit-and, more important-control of the
lqbor power which produced it-in the hands of
the state.
' This was most clearly done through the institution of credi.t relationships,. ln the past, under
the Soviet state treated the capital un'. socialism,
der its control as a resource for the whole
population. Thus, when an enterprise needed
more capital to expand, it reoeived this in the
form of a lree grant. The distribution of such
grants was decrded by the- planning authorities
(funder Party direction) according to the overall
needs of the economy and of,the, working class.
This is very different from the capitalist irethoiJ
of seeking.the highest "return" on your "invest-

'

.
'

ment."

-

r

Under the "reform", this system was abandoned. Enterprises were now to finance' their
capital expansion either from their own profits or
by means of loan capital obtained at interest
from the state. Clearly under.this latter arrangement, the state represents the finance capitalist
while the enterprise management plays the part
of industrial capitalist. Moreover, under this
system the means of production come to be
treated as "income-producing" capital.

The reintroductiort of bank creoit acts to
restore to some extent the existence of a capital
"market" within the confines of the state. monopoly. By this we certainly do not mean thai the state
revisionists have reintroduced'a stock exchange
where trade in capital (and thus in'surptus value)
takes on an open, brazen form. This is hardly the

case.

I

However, to treat capital as a commodity it is
,not necessary to sell it in the marketplace. The
assignment of capital over to another in the ex-

pectation of , repeiving, a predetermined return,
generally in the form of interest, is also a type of
commodity exchange.

This can be seen most clearly when

a

U.S.

capitalist goes "shopping" on the money market
to different banks for a loan. Here he seeks to

, pay the lowest interest on his capital reqr"lirements. He wants to .share with the bank the
smallest portion he can of the surplus value
which the workers he hires will produce. This is
true as well for big firms enjoying a steady
monopoly relationshfp with a single banking
group. The ec,onomic essence of this procedure
is for all intents and purposes duplicated when a
Soviet firm goes to the state to negotiate credit.
ln both cases the industrial capitalist "bargains"
' for
a price-the interest rate-on the commodity:
capital (i.e., the right to exploit and control the
surplus value produced by wage laborers). Thus,
with the economic 'ireform" capital reappears as
a'comrnodity to be bought and sold, though this
. takes on a new and "hidden" form.
Yet we should also note that the instrtution of
credit mechanisms could, under- proper conditions--including, first and foremost, proletarian
rule---serve a certain useful function, and it is
this which the r'evisionists use when justifying
' this aspect of the "refor-rn." Specifically, under
the old system it was possible for a corrupt or inefficient manager to waste or otherwise improperly utilize gr,anted funds. ln fact, this was a
common occurrence in Soviet industry.
Managers Would pull strings to get capitai
gr'eater than their real needs so that little attention would havs to be paid to efficiency and
economy. After all, such funds came at no cost
to the enterprise! The most effective way to fight
, such abuses was to mobilize the vigilance of the'
workers and to wage vigorous and patient
ideological struggle against the kind of "me-first"
ideology which lay behind this. Hdwever, it is
clear that the institution of interest payments for
capital could also help.
_
It is for this reason that the Chinese rarely
grant funds freely. ln their economy the existence
of credit relationships between the state and the
enterprises is widespread. However, we must
point out that here credit plays a very different
role than in the Soviet Union today.
While the aggressive design! of the two
superpowers have forced China to divert significant production to strengthening the national defense, this has not placed quite the same kind of
burden on the economy as did imperialist encirclement in the Soviet Union. This is one re-
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ason why the pace of industrialization has not
seemed so forced in China and why economic
development has been somewhat more balanced
than in the Soviet Union.
Because the Chinese have been able to place
relatively more investment in agriculture and light

industry than

did the

Soviets,

the

Chinese

eionomy has a much larger collectrve-not stateowned-+ector. The Chinese population is still
80% peasants, while in the Soviet Union today
only 41o/" of the population is rural. This means
that the persistence of commodity relations is
greater in China than in the Soviet Union and
this was even true when ,the Soviet Union was at
a more comparable level of economic development.,l.n addition, investable resources are much
more searce in China than in the Soviet Union
today, and economy in their social use is a more
pressrng concern.
As we noted previously, in summing up both
their own ex.perience and the lessons of the Sov-

iet past, the Chinese have chosen to place
somewhat greater emphasis on the step-by-step
resolution of the mental 7 mahual

and

townTcountry contradictions than did the Soviet
Union under Stalin. ln connection with: this, they
have tended to proceed more slowly in restricting the sphere of operation of the law'of value.
Nevertheless, thb- Chinese have worked from
the beginning toward the gradual elimination of
all commodity relationships, including stateenterprise credit relationg. As progress is made
in this direction, the role , of credit in the

economy

is decreasing. lnterest rates

are

established to ensure that enterprises, both stateowned and collective, maintain the efficient and

economical use of invested funds. Such rates are
not set to ensure an effective return on investment, and in Eome cases funds may be freely
granted.
ln China the interest rate on state credit acts
as an additional check on enterprise managdment, supplepentary to the ideological and
political mobilization of the working class.. Today
these rates are very low and do not play a regulating role. Nonetheless, the continued existence of state-enterprise credit relations still
r represents an inheritance from capitalisnt which
must be (and is being) overcome in the course of
building socialism.
ln the Soviet Union, however, according to
spokesmen for the social-imperialists, "the role
of interest in assuring a system of planned proportions in socialist expanded reproduction is
growing."60ln other words, profit, including profit
in the form of interest for the state finance
capitalists, is the commanding principle of the
economy in deteimining where (in what area of prqduction) funds are invested. At this stage, after
several decades of the state granting free use of
funds, the new creidit policy is clearly a step
backward i nto capital ism.

According to a 1971 article in Finansy SSSB,
most Soviet economis-ts "adhere to the vieW that
the effectiveness of bank loans shbuld be up-

I ,-

permost in the economic substantiation of interest rates." 6' This means that the rate of interest will be established not according to how
effectively this will regulate the efficient use of
investment by enterprise management; but instead according to how effectively such loans
'will yield financial returns. One economist, S. Shteinshlgiger, went straight to 'rhe essence of
things when he declared that 'interest is a
planned measure for increasing the value of
sums loaned by the bank." ":Can there be a more
concise description of income earned by loan
capitaP

According to one Soviet source, "over 65Yo of
and
the circulating assets in trade are borrowed
'"r Under the
interest is paid for the use of them.
"reform", the relationship between the enterprise
and the state is not solely one of firm'to banker.
Thqre is also an element here of the relationship
between a monopoly capitalist corporation and
one of its subsidiaries. Despite decentralization,
the state r.emains the legal and actual o,wner ot
the enterprise.
Thus an additional financial link was created to
express this. lt is known as the capital charge,
whereby, according to a complicated scheme,
each firm must pay to the state a yearly charge
on its productive capital. The need to justify this
new category has forced Soviet economists into
some rev:ealing rationalizationi and it will be
useful to examine the debate which developed
'over this question.
One faction arnong Soviet economiSts views
the basic function of the charges on capital as
an economizing incentive. As such their "content
as an economic category lres in the fact that
(they) appear as an economic stimulus to the better use'of productive capital." hr This is' the view
of V. Sitnin, in charge of Soviet price policy.
However, as another economist succinctly noted:

"the advancement

of the stimulating function of

capital charges as a factor determining fhe essence

of the charges is tantamount to 'confusing cause
with effect. Capital charges stimulate expedient
utilization of fixed and working capital insofar .as

they express a certain objective economic content.
The interpretation of capital chargeS solely as an
economizing incentive is superficial, since it does
not.explain why capitaf should Qe saved nor provide substantial principles for calqulating the size of
the

charges."n;

\

ln other words, capital charges may' be introduced in part because they act as an
economi2ing incentive, but this does not adequately explain what this,particular form of rncentive means objectively for the economy.'
To get around this problem, Liberman and
others proposed that the charges be considered
as a gbveinment tax on productive frjnds. But
this, too, must be rejected becau5e "any tqx is
based on'some specific type of income. Taxes do
not produce income butr only redistribute it." 66
Since the state owns the enterprises it Would be
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absurd to view this payment as a tax. For how
canthe state tax itself?.
.True to forrp, members of the prices of production school proposed that capital charges be
considered as part of enterprise production costs
repreSenting in essence depreciation on investment. Unlike the. two previous definitions, this is
not just an attempt to fudge over the t'rue
economic content of the charges with sleight of
hand book-keeping methods. However, this definition presupposes the independence of the enterprise from the state, implying that oyvnership
ahd control rests with the individual firm.
This is fully in tune with the production price
school's apparent aim of making the Soviet plan
into a full reconstruction of Marx's model of a
competitive capitalist economy with the state
benignly supervising from above. But it is not in
line with the intentions of the social-imperialist
bosses or with the realities of the Soviet
econgmy at its actual stage of development.
Firms co4tinue to be controlled by the state and
this control is not just a paper thing.

lf the capital

Along these lines, the nature of capital charges
is further exposed when we find that the institution of capital charges inspired at least one
economist, B. Flakitskii, to propose a similar rental charge on manpower resources: Starting from
the premise, that the state as ownei of all capital
had a right'to charge its subordinate enterprises
"rent" on funds furnished, Rakitskii suggested
that the state could also rent out workers! Supposedly this would assure a mord "rational"
deployment of manpower. Whereas the institu.
tion of capital chargeb marked d decisive step in
capitalist restoration, Flakitskiirs proposal would
indicate a move toward "state-feudalism" or even
slavery, since it would actually deprive the
,worker qven of. ownership of his own labor

power.
Ftakitskii's proposal has not yet been serioysly
considered by the social-,imperialists. Howevek, it

does reflect in gross form the essential character
of the "reform." This has been to systematically
reintroduce and markedly increase the expl,oitation of the working class-the theft of surplus
value produced by the workers for the use of an
alien class. To better comprehend this fact, we
must analyze the social-imperialists' muchpublicized drive for increased "productivity."

r

charges .really represented the
costs of depreciation-and were not part of the
surplus value newly created in production-these
costs would ultimately have to be paid out in return for something concrete needed for production. ln other words, were thdy really deprecration
costs this.would mean that the enterprise had actually purchased the depreciating plant and
machinery from the state.
The only remaining explanation offered by Soviet economists is that "capital charges are the
rental assessment of equipment and other elements of productive capital." tzThis finally gets to
the heart of the matter. For what is precisely at
issue here is lhe employment of capital in order to
gain a financial return. ln this case it is a return on
capital invested by the state-monopoly capitalists.
This means that the goal of production has now
become the creation of surplus value and the ripping off of that value by the capitalist class. For
state income to reflect this change and for the
state-monopoly capitalists to get a cut of the
loot, reflecting their predominant role as owners
of the means of production, it is essential that
state income be based upon capital invbstm_ent
and on this alone.
And sure enough, Soviet economists admit
"that, in time, this irdyment will become the basic
form of payments to the budget"!oe ln the past, of
course, the state budget was financed mainly
through income obtained from state-owned pro'ductive enterprises. But this income did not take
the form of capitalist profit because'it 'did not
vary according to how such cirpital was invested.
The capital charge amounti in essence to a
rental-type form of distribution of s,urplus value
designed ,mainly to give the state its-share of the
surplus value produced in industry. Secondarily,
by means of a cornplex formula the capital
charge attempts to equalize the rate of profit in
different industries, without success, as this is not
possible under conditions of monopoly..

7) Exploitation of the Working Class

'

Under socialism the Soviet economy was developed mainly on the basis of "extensive" rather
than "intensive" investment. This is an important
distinction. Any economy, of course, must strive to
develop production to the fullest extent. And
within the 9um total of goods produced, a section-the surplus-must be reinvested in order to
maintain the dynamism of gr6wth. Under
socialism such reinVestment can serve the additional purpose of easing the burden of labor for'
the workers. Such socialist investment is termed
"extensiv6" because it extends production on the
basis.of the achievements of previous produetion
and not at the expense of the working class.
"lntensive" investment is instead based upon intensification of the labor process itself. Here reinvested product takes the form of surplus value
and it does not serve to ease the burden on the
wbrker bui to increase that burden. This means
that an increasingly substantial segment of growth
comes from speed-up and similar laborintensifying measures. The introduction of new i
capital is not an added resource for the worker
but is yet another mechanism for strengthening
the worker's subjugation by capital. Extensive development would mean the construction of new
plant and machinery. lntensive development might
,also mean thb improvement of machinery, but only insofar as this facilitates a faster production
line.
Since capitalism is based upon the extraction of
surplus value through the employment of living
labor by capital, it is obvious that intensive development must be primary ,under this system.
Socialism, of course, does not stand for anything
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less than the most efficient and productive use of
labor.' But under socialism such efficiency does
not stem from the need to maximize,the extraction
of surplus value. Flather, since the products of
work under socialism aie controlled by the
workers themselves through the proletarian state,
developing the efficiency and productivity of labor
becomes a social responsibility. This is because
production serves the people and, not the other.
way around.
Under socialism the creative initiative of the
workers themselves is liberated to devise new
methods and techniques. We have seen how this
can happen in our discussion of the Stakhanov
movement. While this serves to stimulate
ecohomic growth, it cannot provide th6 basis for
that growth since any retreat from extensive investment will result only in the workers losing ihe
motivation to improve efficiency. Thus, again, bxtensive development of production was the foundation of increased labor productivity under
socialism in the Soviet Union.
With the intioduction of the "reform", the
social-imperialists turned from extensive to intensive developmertt of the economy. According
to Birman, 'ithe growth of social production
should proceed not on an extensive, but on an intensive basis, that is, in such a way that the expenditures of social labor per unit of output decrease
and the additional return from the application of
this labor increases." neAnd in Brezhnev's announcetnent of the 1971-75 Five Year Plan, it was revealed that over 807" of all industrial growth would
come from increases in labor productivity. 70
We have seen how in agriculture the decentralizing aspect of the zveno system masked an increased intensrfication of agricultural labor (see
section 3 above). Similarly, in industry the decentralizing thrust of the "reform" worked to facilitate
greater exploitation of the industrial workers.
Specifically, the main vehicle for achieving this
was the wage and bonus system.
Before the "reform" all wages were set according to plan. However, under the "reform" only the
total size of the enterprise wage fund. was predetermined. Managers were given free rein to
establish€ wage hierarchy according to their own
desires.

Under socialism where the general principle is,
'"from each according to his ability, to each according to his work", some equalization of wages
did occur but full equality was not yet possible.
This was because with the limited technical base
of the economy, jobs were not equally productive.
For example, a steelworker at Magnitogorsk
might produce far more actual value than did a
textile worker sewing garments at a single
machine.
Wages under socialism

did not fully reflect this
discrepancy, however, because the proletarian
policy was to push forward toward greater unity
and equality wherever this was possible. Hence,
though differences-sometimes quite large-did
exist, in general skilled, productive work was, in
effect, underpaid while wages for less productive

jobs were supplemented, Similarly some skilled
positions were better paid as an incentive to advancement, but at the same time political motiva:
tion was also used.
The transfer of wage determination to the en.
terprise management changed all this. Now
motivated by the need to achieve ever higher profits, the managers abandoned all political considerations in wage policy. The new practice was
to set the wages of highly productive, skilled positions higher, and unskilled, lgss productive work
lowelr. This reflected the fact that once agai7, as
under capitalism before, labor power had become
a commodity bought and sold according to its
value.
Even more important than \he change in wage
determination was the incentive system adopted
under the "'reform." This was designed to get the
workers to work harder and to increase labor pro:
ductivity.
ln theory the system resembles a corporate
"profit-sharing'' plan. For the first time profits
originating with the enterprise were placed at the
disposal of enterprise management. A good chUnk
of this was to be plowed back into productive investment througI a "production development"
fund controlled by enterprise management (and
thus representing totally unplanned growth.)
However. another-of ten larger-portion was
placed in incentive funds designed to reward productive workers, technicians and management
with bonuses. These are mainly keyed'to fulfill,

ment and overfulfillment of the profit plan. By
1970 such incentive funds amounted to an
average of 1O/oof the total Soviet wage f und.

7r

It is beyond our scope here to

attempt an
analysis of the complete workings of the incentive
system, as this is extremely complex. According to
the bourgeois economist Gertrude Schroeder,
"The ministries establish nprms for the formation
of these funds based on a complicated set of
formulas. Although standard and stable norms
were supposed to be fixed for various categories
of enterprises, the ministries have in the main
fixed separate norms for each enterprise and
changed them at least annually.";: Moreover, in
1968 for example, at least 30 additional special
bonus plans existed as supplemeirts to the basic
incentive program..'
Such complexity is not accidental. lt exi5ts to
cover up the fact that the inbentive system is dp'into harder'work. lts
signed to fool the workers
more important goal, as a study of the system's
operation in Kiev revealed, is "chiefly to improve
the earnings of engineering and technical staff
and white-collar employees." ;r

For the social-imperialists to be successful in
establishing profit as the qoal of production, it
was necessary for them to cut the enterprise
managers in on the action. And this had to be
done in a way'which tied the growth of managerial
income to enterprise profit success. As much as
anything else, the "reform" aimed'at spreading the
capitalist outlook of the social-imperialist
lqadership throughout lower and intermediate

.
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levels of economic management.

"not infrequently there arc many people employed at
enterprlses who are not needed at all. They do not
have an adequate work load and often perform functions that have nothing to do with production. A sur.plus of workers at industrial enterprises is not conducive to the strengthening of labor discipline and to
the rational use of labor time."iu

The incentive system really involves only the
state and itS managerial staff in the prof it-sharing.
For instance, within one month the manager of
the Lipetsk lndustrial Engineering Trust got
. bonuses (amounting to 1,300 rubles) seven times
rnore than an ordinary worker's wage for two
years. 75 ln enterprises placed under the new
system in 1966, white-collar managerial employ'ees
increased their ihcome by 10.3%, engineeringtechnical personnel by 8.2'/" but workers by only
4'17". Bonuses paid out of profits for the fourth
quarter of 1967 amounted to more than 20"h of'
average wages of two privileged groups, but to
only 3.3% of the average wage of workers.

The "reform" acted to "solve" tnis pro6lem. As
N. Fedorenko notes:
"Arnong the other factors making for higher profit is
improved employment of manpower .. . This was
facilitated in many ways by the fact that the enterpnses have been relieved of the duty to plan the
'number of workers and their distribution by functions
as directed from above. For the first time in many
years of economic activity, employment in the enterprses working under the new s'ystem was 0.8o/"
below the planned figure. ln some of the enterprises
the absolute number of people employed f,as actually decreased., although up to 1966 it invariably increased. The redundant workers have fourtd employment'at enterprises continuing to work under the old

7^

ln three Kiev enterprises bonuses as a percentage of earnings rose for workers from 4.2"h to
6.4%. But for engineers and technicians they increased trom 20.3k to 28.1o/", and for white collar
staff from 2O.8"h lo 23/" following introduction of
the "reform." ln the words of this study, "Not very
much was disbursed to workers from ihe Material
lngentive Fund in the form of bonuses." 7z
tsut this should not be taken to indicate that the
incentive scheme was merely a managerial ripjoff
Of course, this it was. Yet it was still also aimed at
solving the problem of increasing productivity on
the basis of intensive investment. ln doing thia the
main goal was to tie the managers -into the
system, creating in them the "need" to maximize
productivity and thus profits and bonuses. The
workers'shqre of the bonuses existed mainly as a
disguise. The real way the system gets the workers
to work harder is by encouraging management to
force them to.
All this means that with the reform's introduction, conditions in the factories changed drastically for the worse. With the maximization ol profit as
the goal of production, intensive deveiopment
came to the fore. On the basis of its capital investment, the state extracted its share of ine surplus
value produced by means of interest and capital
charges. On the basis of their success in fulfilling
the profit plan, the managers and technicians gel
bonuses. (They can also act as, junior independent
capitalists.in their own right through their control
of reinvested p,rofit in the production Development Fund.) As'for the workers who produce all
this wealth, the "reform" gave them nothing but
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trouble.

We have already spoken briefly of speed-up,
which now characierizes Soviet industry as muih
as it does industry in the U.S. ln addition, the need,
to exploit cheap labor has led some firms to
employ children at long hours and low wages.
This was the case, for example, at the ,,MjtalWorker" Factory and the Aurora State Farm in
Sverdlovsk.:E

However, one of the most important methods of
increasingj prod,uctivity, iptensifying labor and
thus raising profits is the outright satt<ing of sup. posedly "extraneous" workers, accompanied by
speed-up of those left, According to the Soviei
economist,E. Manevitch,

.

We can only ask here what has happened now
when there are no longer any enterprises left "under the old system"l Of course, under socialism it
was also sometimes necessary to "lay off "
workers, and it is probably also to some extent
true that Soviet enterprises today have more than
their fair share of extraneous employees. The latter is not surprising considering that since 1956,
managers have been increasingly encouraged to
look for the easy way out. However, under
socialism such abuses were lought ideologically,
and managers found that padding the payroll could
be severely punished. Moreover, workers who
were no'longer needed in one enterprise, construction project, etc. were shifted in a planned
way to new endeavors which were the product of
extensive development. So the term "lay off" in
the capitalist sense-workers cut loose with no
guarantee,of other employment, able to find work
only if they can sell their labor power to a different
capitalist to make profit for
! himithis does not exist under

socialism.

Under the "reform", the Soviet workers are re-

duced exactly to the position of sellers of their
labor power to capitalist exploiters. lncreasingly
investible surplus is derived from intensive exploitation of fne workers. And as Federenko indicates, this means a decrease in the work force.
Hence, for example, to increase their rate of profit
five truck and auto companies in Moscow and
Leningrad discharged 239 workers, 4h of total
staff, in five months. And the Fled October lron
and Steel Works implemented the "reform" by
closing down two of its older workshops, throiving 730 workers.onto the streets. sL
But one hitch was quickly found in the reform
mechanism, The size of the incentive fund is tied
somewhat to the size of the wage fund which is in
turn dependent on the number of employees. The

, ..,,.,
$roOferi was that there was little incentive to inby laying off workers, as'this .
only debreased the fundb avail'able to management from the inoentive furnd. And in fact "the tendency to'overstate the planned wage funds leads
to the employment of excessive manpower." ll
A "brilliant' solution--one which was not a[ all
original, but a tried and true capitalist,answerhas been foundi however. l.n 1969 the management of the Shchekino Chemical'Combine came'
up with a plan to increase the bonus fund for

'

crease. productivity

.

Shchekino "experiment" was formalized with a
'decree on tlle matter issued by the Council of
Ministers. This included,detailed regulations for
systematically applying the program elsewhere. By
Januaiy 1921, 121 enterprises with a total work
force of nearly 3/t of a million workers were reported to be trying the scheme. The plan was to re-duce the work force of thes'e firms by some 65,000
within two or three years.'1
After a yearof such experimentation. throughout
- the economy,'labor productivity,increases-were
double the average for the econorny as'a whole.
"While. the volume of production grew considerably, the perionhel at these enterpris'es was
reduced by 23 thous?nd .. ."tr't
The social-imperialists pose the Shchekino plan

a model to be emulated throughout the
economy and they trumpet its results in atl their
propaganda. The booklet, "Labor Remuneration,
Labor lncentive Funds. and Soviet Trade Unions'.'
by l. Lazarenko, brags that "the 3-year experierlce
of the Shbhekino Chemical Combine has yielded
good results." Such results include a 108,'16/o increase in labor productivity with only a 30.7"/" increase in average wages (for those lucky enough
to still have work). "
At the Shchekino'Combine itself, where the
number of workers so far has been cut by a
thousand, management is still trying to work out
provisions for those unfortunate enoigh to be
"displaced by:technical progress." Letters lo Pravda and lzvestia have indicated "a popular uneasiness about the prospects of unemployment." s"
'Such uneasiness is indeed welI Erounded; for
unemploym.qnt is the only pgssible result as this
plan is extended to all enterprises: Even Soviet
economists admit that "With the growth of the
.number of enterprises adopting the new systerri,
the scope of dismissals in the labor foyce will also
grow . . . "':This has led to the necessity of opening 80 unemployment offrces with the task of

::i
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replacing discharged workers. (We will deal more
with the problem of unemployment and how i! af-

.

This made intensive development of the
economy essential because profit on capital can
only come from the labor of. wonking people.
When these workers do not control the product of
their work, collectively tlirough a proletarian state,
that section of the product they produce whrch
goes beyond what they need to.live and reproduce
confronts them as surplus valqe in the hands of
the capitalists. This is the fundamental law of
capitalist society and it is therefore the fundarnental law of social-imperialis6n, too.,
l

8)

Willth6 Reat Bourgeoisie Please Stand Up?

'

' So far we hdve spoken e"x,tensively of the increased role played by managers and technicians
under the "reform." But though they have always

' as

i
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The basis for unemployment under capitalism iS
private ownership and controi of the means of
production and the need of the capitalist to extract increasing amounts of 'surplus value frory! the
workers. This is true in the Soviet Union today.
Since the triumph of the bourgeois'political line in
1956, the problems bf the Soviet economy could
only, be isolved on a "self.regulating", profitorient€d basis. This has forced the sdcialimperialists, led by Brezhnev and Kosygin, to
ddopt the economic "'reform." As we have seen,
this "reform" returned profit to center stage andrestored to the means of production'the ch,Eracter
oI capital. This in turn meant that labor power was
once again reduced to a commodity to be bought
i
and gold by the capitalist class.

those workers retained by transferring mciney,.
saved from the wage fund by laying off other'
worl<ers. This'could be done because the wage
fund. unlike the bonus fund. is set for several
years in advance by Jhe central planners. lnitially
. the sbheme met" witn tremendous resistanoe,
mainly from the 'Shchekino workers. Several
workers protested theii firing.s and appealed to
the highest court in the land. One worker sumr.ned
things up when he declared: "What?! My cop-

rades fired so I can get higher wages?!1"
Nonetheless, in October 1969, the Party Centr:al
Committee endorsed the scheme. ln late 1970 the'

I
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been and remain today an im,portant segment of
the Soviet bourgeoisie, these managers and experts are not the real power holders. The redl
state-finance capitalists are those high
bureaucrats and Party officials who controi tfre
central state apparatui. For purposes of clarity, it
is useful to view the lower level managers as industrial capitalists subordinate to the state
bureaucrats and high Party officials. the top dogs
of the Soviet ruling class whose power is based
upon state-mon<.,poly control of the econorny.
The introduction of a coriipetitive market
economy is,'not the m.eans through, which
capitalism has been restored in the Soviet Union.
Under the "reform", central planning was retained
and control of the economy continues to .rest in
the hands of the Party and state leaders who, in
the final analysis, direct the pf anning process. Of
course, as we have noted, the r'reform"-did initiate
certain concessions to managerial control and en!erprise independence, arid, financidlly,'thq,
managers wgre among the chief beneficiaries of
the changes. But we cannot stress enough that
such "decentralizing" aspects of the reform were
only intended to firm up the alliance between the
cerltral state capitalists and their underlings.
All this was clearly indicated by Kosygin in his
speech announcing the "reform". Here he stated.
that

t
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"The proposals'put forward for consideration at the
plenary meeting have as their point of departure the
leading role played by centralized planned management in developing our economy. Deviation from this
principle would inevitably lead to the /oss of the advantagqs offered by a planned sociallst economy."sl

By this Kosygin meant that any independence
granted to the individual enterprises was designed
only to strengthen the overall position of the state.
Though in many respects formally "set loose"
from the restrictions of planning, the "reformed"
enterprises continued to be subordinate to central
authority.
This was stressed also by A. Bachurin, head of
Gosplan, in a 1968 article In the authoritative
economic journal Planovoe Khoziastvo (Ptanned
Economy). He states:
;'The question
comes to esfab/lsh ing an optima! retationship between planning and initiative, under which
there will be a maximurn coordination of the interests
of each enterprise and its.cqllective with those of
society as a whole, /t ls fhrs ihat constitutep one of
the principal tasks of the reform, and by no means
abandonment of the methods of planned economy
with conversion to the techniques of a'free market

mechanism

as the

principal regulator

,

of

the

economy.

This was very quickly recognized by those few
managers who were under the illusion that power
had passed to.them. Complaints by managers df
"petty tutelage" by the central ministries have
-bben quite common since the "reform's" enactment. ln a 1970 survey ol 241 directors of enterprises in Siberia and the Far Eqst, 56% oI those

polled stated that the reform was insignificant in
expanding enterprise . independence .and the
p.owqr of the factory director; 34% com6ilained

that ihsufficient enterprise indepe_ndence was the
main difficulty faced by their firm under conditionsof "reform.",',
it is necessary, then, to stress once nrore that
the Soviet Union is not in the stage of competitive
capitalism, but is an imperialist country. Moreover,
the development.of competitive capitalism, that is,
of an unregulatqd market bconomy, wguld not
mark a further degeneration into capitalism' as
some would have it. ln fact; the kind of "planned"
state capitalism which characterizes the Soviet
economy today is a higher stage of capita{ist development than pure competition on the market.
This is why we have not placed much emphasis
on certain aspects of the "reforml' which do introduce elements of the market, even though
'some analysts have seen in these key links in the
re-establishment of a fully capitalist economy in
the Soviet Union. For example, we'have not
stressed the introduction of the Production
Development Fund whereby enterprises can invest
profit independently of the plan. Jhough of some
significance, this fund in most firms amounts to
onfy between 2k and 5% of the value of fixed
eapital. This is not enough for the enterprise to

'

make any sighificant investment on its own. ln
1969,an average of only 15o/o of all profit was retdined at the enterprise for investment and incbntive payment purposes.

"r

To a certiin extent, the "ieforml'also

established free trade i6 producer goods which
mmnt in effect the establishntent of a wholesale
market for the means of producJion. Some have
seen in this the key to capitalist restoration and
the're-emergenbe of the anarchy of production.
Horivever, in reality this was a relatively insignifi.c_ant development. ln late 1969 only 460 small
wholesale stores were in ope;'ation with a total
Itu.rnover of'800 million rubles. T[is amounted to
less than 1o/o of total exchanEe in producer goods.
The remaining 99% was allocated and paid for
centrally, according to plan.'l
ln our view, the key aspects of the "reform" are
,those we discussed in section 6 of this chapter.
These are the intrbduction of profit maximizatio as
the goal of production and th6 consequent realignment of the economy according to the dictates of the law of value, and also the institution of
capital charges and interest leading to the treatment of the means of production as capital. While
certainly restoring market categories to a place of
prominence, these measures are not dependent
upon or even indicative of the abandonment of
planning and central state control. They indicate
only that such conirol is no longer "conscioris" in
the sense of the working class taking the
economy in hand and running it for the benefit of
the broad masses.
Thus, the position whiqh stateg that "whatever
strengthens the market strengthens capitalism"
really misses the point. The Soviet Union as an imperialist country haS a state-monopoly economy.
Within this' economy, anarch! of production
r_eigns because the'production of gooQs is subordinate to the production of profit. Thi5, in turn,
stems directly from the loss of state qgwer by the
proletariat. However,this economy is of a different
type than, 'for example, the so-called.. "market
qocialism" which characterizes the Yugoslav
economy.
Yuloslavia abandoned the construction of
socialism almost immediately after the seizure of
, state power by Tito's "COmmunists." Thus a'real r
socialist economy had no chance to develop
there. lnsteatJ, the Yugoslavs have built up a competitive capitalist economy which may be one of
the last examples of such an economy left. Under
state supgrvision, monopoly, both foreign and
domestic, has been kept under control and a
of small to medium-size businesses, sup.
[yriad
posedly managed under "workers' control", com' pete in relative freedom (and absolute anarchy) on
the open market. The regulating roles of both
state and'Party are minimal hnd the plan means
verv little.
,This is not, as some - would have it, more
capftalist than the kind . oJ centralized state-'
monopoly found in the Soviet Union. lt is a differeht form of capitalism indicating Yugoslavia
is at a much lower stage of development than.is
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the Soviet Union. And the Yugoslavs have been
"successful" only because' ihey have so tar
mahaged to skillfully maintain a degree of independence vis-a-vis the two superpowers.
ln fact, the Soviet economy bears a lot stronger
resemblance to the fas'bist economy of Ndzi

centralization of power which state-monopoly implies stands in direct contradiction to the
"natural" gravitation of restored capitalism toward
spontaneity, anarchy of production and ultimately
the market.
This contradiction is what lies behind the continuing flip-flop which the social-imperialists are
forced to execute as they switch'back and forth
from decentralizing to'centralizing measures. For
if the 1965 "r-eform" can be viewed as a partial
concessioh to centrifugal forces, policy since then
has been marked'by re-irpposition of central control on the now Supposedly "independent" enterprises.

Germany.-And thjs is why Marxist-Leninists like the

Chinese'and Albanians often label the Soviet
Union "social fascist." Under the Nazis all sec-

tions of German imperialism were subordinated to
the state bureaucracy run by the Nazi party. ln return for abandoning a certain amount. of "in.dependence", the big'corporations were, rewaided
in a number of ways. Primary, of cours6, was the
vicious repression directed against the working
class and other mass movements. But also important was the "corporatization" of the econqmy
which saw tlre destrubtion of tens of thousands of
smaller competitive firms. e:
' ln the Nazi
competition - Aetween
monopolies was ""ono*V,
held in check by the state which
used its control over military spending as one key
level of authority and influence. The economy, of
course, remained thoroughly capitalist but the

This all came to a head with the 1973 reorganization of industry. This latest measure
marks an attempt by the social-imperialists to organizationally deal With the problem. Their solution is to make the "Produ6tion Association", an'
entity fundamentally similar to the traditional
capitalist corporation, the basic unit of the
economy. This Only more openly reveals the true
monopoly capitalist nature of the Soviet econorny.

The merging of several enterprises into larger
conglomerates began tentatively in the Soviet
Union in 1961. The first two firms were formed inthe shoe and leather industry in Lvov in the
western Ukraine on the initiative of the merging
enterprises. By 1965 there were 592 such conglomerates throughout the country, and though

But this situation was fraught with contradiction
apd within 12 years led to disaster for German im-

perialisrn. These same contradictions wrack the
Soviet economy today and no "reform" can ever
alter the situation.
ln any capitalist economy, the fundamental contradiction is between the social nature of production and the private nature of appropriation. This
must lead to a "tension".between centrifugal (decentralizing) and centrlpdtat (centralizingl lories:
On the one hand, the anarchy of production and
the spontaneity of the market, on the other hand,
the tendency toward concentration and mpnopoly.
, These two tendencies exist together and the development of one does not mean the elimir'rdtion of
the other. ln fact, as Lenin noted, the development
of monopoly increases competition; and exi5ts
together with it.
The social-imperialists are faced with this contradiction as are all capitalists. ln pursuit of profit
they have become increasingly enslaved to the
spontaneous law of value. This means that their
economy develops unevenly and anarchically and
that competition between different groupings
within the economy is inevitable. Unable arid unwilling tb rely on"ihe masses, the Soviet rulers
must turn to the law of value to regulate production. But this implies the unshackling of markbt
forces and, to a certain degree, restoration of "independence" to the individual enterprises. ln one
sense, the 1965 "reform" marked a concession to
the demands of this centrif ugal tendency.
On the other hand, however, stands the centralizing force of sta(e power-the concentration
of economic and political power in the hands of
the boqrgeois state and its monopoly P.arty. This
centripetal force is the force of monopoly, but
monopoly far more highly developed than under
"traditional" imperialism because it is the inheritor of socialist
state ownership. The extreme
,.,
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the

movement slowed as enterprises were
transferred under the "reform" after 1965, by 1971
approximately 650 associations were in operation
merQing2,700 enterprises, or 5.5% of all industrial
enterprises. 'r
' Experience gained in such firms quickly revealed to the Soviet leadership that such combined corporate units were far more managehnte
under the new conditions. When small and middle
size firms were eliminated through .merger, it was
found that a tighter r:ein could be kept on things
while still operating on/a profit-oriented basis. For
example, Fedoren.ko argued as early as 1967 that
t

"'Big amalgamations are in a better position than
small enterprlses to keep track of public-demand;
concentrate funds for the estab/ishme nt of new
shops, enterprises, and industrie9; redistribute expenditures connected with the production of new
types of output; summarize advan'ced know-how;
technology, alnd the introduction of new techniques
within the framework of this combine; maneuver re-

serves; set internat (transfer) prices; centralize'part ot
the supply and sales operations."es.

This was really'quite logical and reflects the fact
enterprise as the basis". notion was only a veneer
and was out of line with and impossible under the

that the competitive capitalist "individual

actual condjtions,,and level of development of the
Soviet economy. As^ the British economist, Alec
Nove, pointed out: - "

"tt stwutd be absurd to expect the necess ary declslons to be made at .the level of qn enterprise,
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which corresponds to

a

dicates clearly, however, that the socialimperialists have not solved the contradietions

Weltern plant. What de-

clsrbns are made by the manager of a plant which is
pari of Dupont, U.S: Stee/ or General Etectric? ihese

giants are bigggr than many

a Sovlet

p.erhaps no /ess centralized. "?6

they face. This, of course, they can never do. As
the Chinese stress, "The economic base of sobialimper,ialism is monopoly 'capitalism", which is
"sub.iect to the. same objective laws of imperialism."

ministry and

.

Once they r1.'cognized the situation, the sociallmperialists wer,e quick to pick up on this crucial
point. On April 2,1973 they announced that all industrial enterprises would be combined into associations. The,powers given to the enterprises by
the 1965 "reform" were now handed over to the
associations. Amalgamat'ions are to be formed on
nation-wid'e, regional and local bases depending
up,on.conditions. According to the announcement
the new scheme is to be operative by the end of
1

Map Symbols indicating foreign gas fields supplying the Soviet Unibn (c), pipeline routes (-).
and countries receiuinq
or destined to receive Soviet natural gas exports ( * ) ,
represent general rather than exact locations. The actual route

of the pipeline into France has not yet been announced.
(France was originally insisting that the line bypass West

975.

Germany.) Most of the extensive natural gas pipeline network
inside the Soviet Union iqnot indicated.

lt r6mains to be seen how this manbuvelwill af;
' fect
the workings of.the Soviet economy. lt in-
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9) Summary: The Soviet Economy as a StateCapitalist Economy

ln the preceding sections we have gone to
considerable detail in explaining how the socialimperialists sections we have gone to considerable detail in explaining how the socialimperialists have restored capitalism in the Soviet
Union. At times this account has been necessarily
quite complicated, ref lecting the complex process
of class struggle and capitalist restoration, and
sornereaders may have found parts a bit.confusing.
ln the course of examining all this, it is easy to lose
sight of the forest for the trees.
To summarize briefly what we have described
up to this point: The restoration of capitalism in
the Soviet Union had its roots in the class strruggle waged between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie under socialism. With the ris-e to
power of Khrushchev, the bourgeoisie managed
to,seize control of the pommunist Party,,the:,
political vanguard of the working class, and from
this position turn the state into an Instrument of
bourgeois dictatorship and begin the restoration
of,capitalism. Ihis was the crucial turning point in
th e restoration process.
Under Khrushchev's ldadership, the Soviet
bourgeoisie proceeded f irst to negate the
achievements of socialism by breaking up the
centralized rule of the working class and dismantling socialist institutions. Centrali.zed direction of collective agriculture was babotdged when
Khrushchev sold the Machine Tractor Stations to
the collective farms. ln the industrial sector the
,

.

planning administration was broken up into

a

series of regional economic Councils. Discussion
centeri-ng around reintroduction of the prof it
motive and reorganization. of the economy ac-

cording to the fundqmental law gf commodity
production, the law of value, was begun with
open encouragement by'the Comrnunist Party
leadership. Exper:iments in this direction were

also initiated.
Politically, too, Khnushchev worked to destroy
the centratized power of the proletarian state. He
launctred a systematic attack on the most fun.',
damental principles of Marxism-Leninism and his
diatribes against - Stalin served only as 'a
smokescreen for attacks on the dictatorship of
the p;oletariat. Under his leadership bourgeots
liberal forces emerged in all areas of social life.
By expelling large numbers of tested proletarian fighters from the Communist Party,
Khrushchev further weakened the working class.
These fighters were then replaced by boqrrgeois

anq petty bourgeois elements at all levels.
Khrushchev finally went so far as to divide the

Party into "industrial" and "agricultural" sections
which immobilized ahd demoralized honest Party
cadres, effectively limiting their political role by
saddling them with administrative chores.
Khrushchev's role was to launch the attack on
the proletariat, carry out the wrecking of
socialism, and thereby unleash the spontaneous

forces of capitalism.
But Khrushchev's negation of socialism in turn
called forth its dialectical o_pposite-the negation
of the negation. This can be seen in the
thoroughgoing reordering of the economy along
state-capitalist lines carried out undet the
leadership of Brezhnev and Kosygin,
This, too, had its political aird econorhic
aspects. ln the pbtiticat sphere Brezhnev and
Kosygin moved to reassert centralized state and
Party control-but this time on a new basis: on
the basis of consolidating the political power of a
new state-finance bourgeoisie consisting of high
Party and state officials. Here the suppo$ed "return to Leninism" provided a convenient cover.
The Party was pieced back together 'and even
strengthened as the organized reipresentative of
the new ruling class.
With respect. to the economy, decentralization
appeared to continue,'as the economic "reform"
!granted wide leeway to individual enterpirises.
However, the "reform's" real purpose was to
systematize control by the state monopoly clique
along well-ordered capitalist lines. ln practice it
only strengthened the hand of the central state
capitalists, This can be seen quite clearly from
the fact that after remaining essentially stable in
numbers during the KhrushLhev period, employment in the state administration grew each year
during 1964-1970. with a total increaSe of
516,000, or38.3%l?Decentralizationhas since been
further strengthened with the introduction of the
Production Associations in 1973.
Where Khrushchev's negation of socialism
brought.only chaos to the economy, Brezhnev
and Kosygin's systematic "reform" succeededas much as is possible under the capitalist
sytern-in stabilizing and restructuring the
economy according to consistent monopoly
capitalist pri nciples.
This negation of the negation must be firmly
grasped. There is the first negation: Under
. Khrushchev's leadership the bourgeoisie attacks
Marxism-Leninism, begins the wrecking of
socialism. Chaos reigns in the economy and
liberalism is dominant in politics. But then there
is a second negation, in a sense symbolized by
the coming to power of Brezhnev and Kosygin
(though there is no brick wall politically dividing
their reign from that of Khrushchev). Khrushchev
and Khrushchevism come under attack. "Discipline" and "control" r1e-emerge as watchwords
of the day. The economy is systematically
restored to working capitalist order.
l

But all this takes place on an entirely

new

asis, under completely transfornlgd conditions..
Negating the negation of socialism does not return us to socialism once more but marks in;tdbd tne systematic restructuring of a functioning capita[ist society, a capitalist society based
on an historical foundation heletofore completely
unprecedented.
-to reCombining "two into one" and failing
cognize the two stages in the restoration pro-

i'
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cess, failing to see tIis dialectical process as not
just the negation of socialism but as the negation
of the negation, can lead to at least two seribus
errors. One would be the error of mistaking
Brezhnev and Kosygin's show of centralism for a
return to socialist principles. This line is put out
by those bourgeois and petty bourgeois corirmentators who label the present Soviet rulers
"Stalinists."
A second error is to see Khrushchevism as a//
there is to'ihe process of capitalist restoration.
From this point of view, capitalist restoration
becomes only the breaking apart'ot socialist
'society and not also the reconstruction ol
capitalism. Such a.n analysis views the market as
the key factor in capitalist restoration and fails to
recognize that capitalism can also exist in conjunction with centralism (as shown in the past by
the example of Nazi Germany).
This view implies that a country like,Yugoslavia
is more capitalist than the Soviet Union. lt implies also that under Dubcek's "Market
Socialism", Czechoslovakia was attempting to
break loose of Soviet domination in order to

move more rapidly down the capitalist road.
Taken to its logical conclusion, such a view sees
the rise of capitalism in the Soviet Union as a
simple reversal of historical motion. One might
as well argue that the Soviet Union has simply
turned around in history and is now heading
f rom socialism through monopoly capitalisrn
ba'ct< to competitive capitalism and thence,
perhaps, to feudalism. While this may be what is
desired by some idealistic, "dissident" Soviet in.tellectuals, the absurdity of such reasoning is
certainly obvious.
How are we to explain the restoration of
capitalism in the Soviet Union?
Any society is basically an organized way that
its members produce and distribute the material
requirements of life. At every level of social development, people enter into definite relations
with each other and with the productive forces to
carry out this task.
ln all societies a surplus, above and beyond
what people need to live and reproduce, must be
and is produced; accumulated and utilized to expand future production as well as provide for the
educatiohal, 'cultural and other social requirements of life. For this to .happen some "lever"
must operate in society, some force or law must
regulate the process whereby this surplus is appropriated, distributed and re-invested in society.
Under slavery this "lever" was the whip which
forced the slave to produce a surplus which was
then appropriated by the slave-owner. Under
feudalism the landlord's control of the land
enabled him to extract a surplus, generally in the
form of a share of the crop, from the peasant. ln
both these societies the actual producers-the
slaves and the peasantS-did not themselves
participate in the commodity (exhange) economy
to any great degree. Their minimum needs were
provided mainly through natural production.

However, under capitalism the "lever" which
regulates the appropriation and distribution of
the surplus is the system of commodity production and eirculation, regulated by the law of
value. ln this system workers must a/ienate their
labor power-give it over to another, a capitalist,
in exchange for another commodity, moneywages-because, under capitalism, labor power
is itself a commodity anfl the means of production are monopolized by the capitalist class. Only
by selling their labor power can the workers gain
even the barest means of subsistence. ln short,
the way people are mobilized to produce
plus under capitalism is expressed succinctly by
the slogan "work for me or starve", which might
well be the motto of the'bourgeoisie.
. Under capitalism the distribution of goods and
services, too, can only take place with the "lever"
of commodity exchange and the law of value.
The capitalists, who appropriate to themselves
the products of production, will only alienate
these products on the basis of receiving
something of equal value in returh. The surplus
(in the form of surp/us .value-value exiracted
from the unpaid labor of others) that is created in
the process of production, is realized by the
capitalist in the sale of commodities. By selling
comniodities produced by the workers, the
capitalist ends up witl; more money than he
spent in his original investment, reflecting his
control of the surplus created by the workers and
appropriated by him in the process of commodity

produqlion. ln this way each capitalist accumulates the surplus and decides, on the basis
of how .to repeat the process on an extended
scale, how to invest this new sum of money once
again to end up with still mor+-how and where
the surplus will be distributed and utilized.
Thus, under capitalism, -the sumi total of
society;s surplus is accumlated ''in fieces" Oy
various capitalists, who not only (tand above the
working class, but are isolated from and in competition with each other. As a result, it is impossible for capitalist society as a whole to collectively
appropriate and utilize the surplus, and it is impossible for society lo conscious/y undertake the

struggle to produce and distribute the material requirements of life. As Marx put it, under capitalism
the relations between man and man, and between
man and nature, are disguised as the relations
between things, between the various commodities
that different individuals and groups in society
OWn.
'i
What is more, there is no way under capitalism
for the capitalists to get togethei, sit down and rationally and peacefully divide up the take. The.internal logic of the capitalist syslem forces eac,h
capitalist to re-invest his own share of the surplus
in order that this share will increase in size relative
to the ,shares of all the other capitalists. lf the
capitalist d,oes not do this he will perish as, a
capitalist.
The entire.development of commodity production takes'pta'ie spontaneously, independ-ent of the

\

Consciousnbss and

I

will of man. But as the com-

its laws are also revealed.
ln the highest stage of commodity productionunder capitalism-the laws governing the system
can be fully comptehended. With this knowledge
the proletariat can set out-for the first time in the
history of class society-to consciously reshape
and remold the World. This is precisely what Marx
ineant in his famous thesis: "Tne phitosophers
have only interpreted the world differenily, the
point, however, is to change it." "u
. The struggle for socialism must be and is a
struggle for the consclous control of society by the
working class. This is why socialism can never
grow up spontaneously within capitalism as did
capitalism within the bowels of feudal society. This
is why socialism is a radically different form of revolution from all previous upheavals in society
which simply brought forward a new system of exploitation.
Io build socialism and advance to communisrn,
the "lever" that makes possible the production,
accumulation and utilization of the surplus cannot
be commodit! production and the law of value,
but can only be ideological and political line. Thal
is, socialism, and even more fully cornmunism,
can only be built by the workers in society (under
socialism the working class through its state
power and under co'mmunism the whole population, no longer, divided in.!o classes, and all acting
as both workers and administrators) consciously
and collectively determining a plan tor producing
and distributing the material requirements of life.
This in turn can only be accomplished by first
drawing on the'experience and collectiye wisdom
of the masses of people, and applying the scientific principles of Marxism-Leninism to summing
these up. Under socialism this is accomplished by
the Party, through the applicatio.n of the mass line.
Under communism it is done by the whole of
society,'since by then everyone will have reached
the stage of consciously striving to apply communist principles to all phases of life.
Even under socialism, the dictatorship of the
proletariat, commodity production continues and
there is some scope for the law of value. As
Lenin pointed out, this provides the material
basis for capitalist relations, even in socialism,
and provides the material basis for capitalist
restoration. Class struggle in socialism continues
between those who want the law of value and
blind market forces to regulate production, and
those who'want to subjelt production to class
conscious control of the proletariat. lncreasing the
power of subjective class conscious forces over
production, narrowing and finally eliminating the
law of value, is the ,task- of socialism as the
transition from capitalism to communism. This is
why it is not idealist to stress the importance of
proletarian ideology as the leading blow against
capitalism, and why it was essential that Stalin's
and Lenin's proletarian line be smashed f,rst to
disarm the working class and make possible the
extension of the law of value instead of its constric:
tion.
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This is why we emphasize that the struggle of

the working class must be based upon mass
mobilization and education of the workers. To
wrest control of society from the spontaneous

,.qoOity system develops

forces of commodity production, the collective efforts of the whole c/ass are necessary. As Marx
said "the liberation of the working class must be
the work of the working class itself."'eThis is not
merely a moral stricture, but a fundamental law of
socialism. Without the growing partic.ipation and
mobilization of the masses of workers there can be
no socialism.
''Once the leadership of thq working c/ass strugg/e
abandons lhe mass line and fails to mobilize and rely

masses in the consclous struggle -to
strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat and
build socialism; in other words, onc,e the leadership
of the Communist Pafty abandons Marxism-Leninism
and consolldafes revisionism, no matter what their
subjective intentions or desires rnay be, capitalist
restoration is then inevitable. As the Chinese comrades slate: "The rise to power of revisionism means
the rise to power of the bourgeoisie. " r00

on the

lf

,

\

under socialism the production plan is not
based on the experience and felt needs of the
masses--on what they collectively and ever-more
consciously see as necessary and possible to produce, not in their individual interests but in the interests of society as a whole (and ultimately the
world struggle for communi$m|-and if, in turn,
this plan is not taken back to'the masses, as a
concentrated expression of their collective
wisdom (through the application of MarxismLeninism); and if they are not, on this basis,
mobilized to carry out this plan, taking the intiative into their own hands, to fulf ill and even
overfulfill this plan; then some other way must be
found lo induce, an(. ultimately to force, the
nlasses into production of a surplus.
It is impossible for some classless group of
"bureaucrats" to rule society in the name of the
proletariat, because in order to maintain such rule
these "bureaucrats" must organize the production

and distribution of goods and services. lf
bureaucratic methods of doing this prevail and
come to potiticalty characterize'the planning process under socialism; and if a group of

bureaucrats, divorced from and not relying upon
the masses, makes the decisions on how to carry
out this process, then inevitably this will be done
along capitalist lines.
ln the final analysis, the revisionsts can only fall
back on the law of value as the "lever" which organize's production. They must reduce the
workers to propertyless proletarians, competing in
the sale of their single commcdity-fheir labor
power-to live. They must appeal to the narrow
self-interest of the worker in this competition,
backing this up with the power of the state, as a
force standing above and oppressing the workers,
a weapon in the hands of the owners of the means
of production. They must do this because they
must find some way to organize production which
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they cannot do consciously in a planned way by
themselves. They have no choice but to become a
new bourgeoisle. (The law of value is modified by
monopoly in the sense that monopolies can raise
the prices of their commodities above their actuatr
value. Bu{ this does not eliminate the regulating
rule of the law of value; in fact it intensifies the
contradictions of capitalism.)
Once this road is taken, the ptanned relationship between various sectors of the economy,
according to the socialist principle of subordinat-

ing profitability-at the enterprise level, and in
society generally-to the objectiVe of alFround
and constantly rising development must also
come under the regulation of the, law of value.
And this means that profit must be put in corn.
'mand. Profit must act as the regulator of relationships between different enterprises and
spheres of the economy and determine the'basis
on which they exchange their products, as commodities, with each other. Moreover, profit, for different individual capitalists, or groups of
capitalists, must act as. the regulator of how the
surplus of sbciety is appropriated and utilized (reinvested).

n

'

, Once production is no longer regulated by a
true socialist plan based upon the summation of
the needs and desires of the masses of working
people determined by a revolutionary Mar.xistLeninist party with close ties to the masses, then it
can only be regulated by a capitalist market-by
what will bring the most profit. Even where a
capitalist "plan":for development exists, including
a state "'plan" designed to ensure the pr.of itability
gf key.monopolized industries, the laws of commodity production /exchange, including especially
the law of value*the blind force of the market*
will still remain dominant. This means that competition between various capitalists, controlling
different sectors of the economy and different
"pieces" of the surplus will inevitably develop,
too.
Thi6 is what is happening in.the Soviet Union to-

day. Competition takes place not

primarily
between the industrial capitalists-enterprise and
farm directors and managers, etc. (although it certainly does take place on this level also|-but principally'"between different high Party and state officials who control different ministries, regions, industries, etc.
'b"
As we have noted, the soviet economy-ot

compared

in rnany ways with inat ""nNazi

Germany, and under the Nazis different sectors of

the economy-steel, coal, etc.-were organized
into trusts or syndicates under the control of the
state which used credit as a key regulator.,But
there was also very fierce competition between

conflicting capitalists within these various trusts
aqp syndicates, and between capitalists'whose
wealth and power was concentrated in one or
several different trusts and syndicates. And there
was fierce competition within the ministries con-

trolling credit between capitalists mirre closely involved in or aligned with these various different
trusts; syndicates, etc.

Basically similar things are going on within the
Soviet Union, although the particular forms'this is
taking, and the specific individuals and firms involved, have ncit as yet been clearly exposed. But
once profit comes to regulate the relationship
between different areas of the' ebonomy, and
between them and the state credit institutions, it is
inevitable that, for example, those whose profit
comes from steel production primarily will battle it
ou.trwith those who supply means of productioncoal, oil, iron ore-for the production of steel; as
well as with those who purchase steel products.
The creation of . the large-scale Production Associations reveals that this is der,reloping rapidly in
the,Soviet Union. These Production Associations
will.inevitably compete with'each' other in pursuit
of protit. An association centered around the production of steel, for example, will attempt to
branch into coal mining. Soon the Production Associations will not only be set up according to industry 6ut wilt-and to some degree, no doubt,
they already do-come to represent competing
groups of capitalists whose interests are quire
varied; equivalent, say, to the Morgan or
Rockefeller groups in the U.S. These competing
groups, will in turn fight it out for political influence and control in the Communist Party.
It will be impossible for these competing
capitalists to peacefully divide the wealth. They
will try, but their eternal guest for ever-greater
profit. will always create new contradictions for
them. lt will always smash' to smithereens
whatever agreements they succeed in reaching
among themselves. This is directly due to the fundamental contradiction of capitalism and imperialism everywhere-the contrbdiction between
private appropriation and social production of
wealth.
I lt is this contradiction which is already wreaking
havoc in the Soviet economy. With profit in command, the Soviet bourgeoisie, like the bourgeoisie
everywhere, cannot possibly develop the Soviet
economy efficiently, rapidly and in a balanced, allround way. One example of this is revealing: ln
1972, when poor planning: and bad weather combined to create.one of the worst agricultur:al disasters in Soviet history, the SOviet Union urgently
needed large numbers of harvesters,'trrjcks and
driers for an emergency harvest. Howevbr, many
were out cif use due to a shortage of spare parts.
This Was because the production of spare parts is
not as profitable as the production of machines.
The same problem reappeaied in 1973 when the
Soviet authorities bragged of an "unprecedented
bumper harvest" amounting lo 222,5 million tons
of grain. At the December 1973 plenum of the
Central Committeel Brezhnev adm!tted that the
shortage of farm equipment caused large quantities of this "bumper crop" to rot in the fields.
Some Western observers estimate that the usable
crop amounted to only about 165 million tons. rtrr
Because under capitalism there is no way for
the overall needs of the ecoriomy to be fully taken
into account, such anarchy is inevitable.

Moreover, capitalism cannot succeed-

:\'

'

partlcularly as it develops into the stage of ifnperialisrn-iri developing the productive forces to
' their,maximum. The anarchic, disorganized competitiv6 appropriation of the surplus, and its relnvestment accor:ding to the profit motive, ;rot only
distorts what is produced but affects also how
much is'produced, This is what Marxists mean
when we say that capital becombs a felter on the
development of production.
-Since 1928, the Soviet Union has ca'rried out
nine Five Year Plans for. economic development,
jncluding the current 1971-75 Plan. Up to,the Sth
Five Year Plan (1951-55), the gross value of,'industrial output grew at.an average annual.tate of
more than 13ol", tne highest growth rate in.the
world. rtrs flevygvsr', in the period 1966-70, output
grew by only 8.4% a slight decline from the 8.6/"
growth rate of 1961-65:r03 Moreover, according to
U.S. government estimates, there has been a
somewhat steeper decline in non-military production growth-during 1966-69 this grew at' an
estimated rate of 6.2% compared with 6.87" in
1961-65 and nearly 10% in the 1950:s.,ro+ According
to statistics released by the Soviet. Central
'Statistical Board, growth of total industrial production in the first three years of the 9th Fivb Year
Plan slid further to only 7,.8o/o in 1971,6.5o/o in 1972
afid7.4o/o in 1973. ros
Bbcause the Sor4iet Union is a state-capitalist
society, the effects of capitalist anarehy can be! "
ameliorated to some degree through the working
out of the central state plan: This plan is designed
to balance out the needs of different industries,
guhranteeing a "fair" profit to each,'But the plan
cannot resolve the contradictions of the systbrn,
and in fact lhese contradiotions are no doubt expressed in vieious in-fighling when the plan is
drawn up..As a result, the plan itself has become
increasingly divorc.ed- from ,h? realities of

ec,onomic life.
n

Whereas under socialism, Soviet plan quotas
were nearly always fulfilled and even overfulfilled,
today these are, more often revised,and marked
down in 'mid-plan. Even so, many important
economic ddpartments do not even meet the revised quotas. The sorry, crisis-ridden state of the
Soviet economy today is'illustrated most clearly in'
the followinE statistics which describe the results' ,
of the 8th Five Year Plan which was concluded in
1970. (See Table Below.)
This'stagnant economy ref lects the moribund,
dying nature of Soviet social-imperialism and all
imperialism. lmper:iatism cannot fully develop the
productive forces becauss as more and more surplus value is ripped off f rom the working class and
is transfor'med into capital, subjuEating and op
pressing the.Workers, it becomes increasingly difficult for the imperialists togain maximum profit
in their own'market. Profit must be realized in the
sale of commo.dities produced, and the principal '
market for all commodities is the working'cfass,
which makes up the maloiity of the,populatlon.
Moreover, the anar:chic development of prgduc. tion under capitalism means that s-ome products
are always, i,n effect, overproduced while others
are shortohanged. Not only do these factors produce the periodic crises of capitalism, they also
tend to perrnanently depress the rate of profit,
stagnating economic development. Thus,.all imperialists are driven by the internal logic-the fundatnental laws 'of their systemr-to seek new
markets for their commodities, ;put, more impor.
tant, for the investment of their capital.
The drive for t}re highest profit forces the competing Soviet capitalist-s to invest increasing
:,am'ounts of the surplus whereler it wilt bring the '
highest return (rate ot. prof it). ln other'words, the
social-imperialists, like imperialistS everlwhere;
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must export capitat.lo other countries-and along
with this they must station armies abroad and do
other things to "guarantee" a pr.ofitable return on
these investments. They are forced to enter into
competition with rival imperialists, to fight for a re-.
division of the world and of the markets for

perialist countrieS.
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lv. SOVI ET soctAL-tMPEBIALtSM
AROUND THE WORLD

1) Soviet Social-lmperialism and the Third World

capitalism has become 'overripb' and (owing to
backward state of agriculture and the impoverished state of the masses) capital cannot
find a field for 'prof itable' investment."
Under socialism the Soviet Union gould productively employ its. entire surplus domestically,
though in the spirit of proletarian internationalism
it often did employ some of this ,surplus in real
foreign aid to developing nations. But today the
goal of production iq not the improvement of life
for the Soviet masses through all-rround economic
development, but the blind increase of accumulated capital. And like other imperialist powers
before them, th'e Soviets in purbuing more capital,
export their capital and invest it abroad where the
rate of prof it is much higher.
. Lenin summed this up as {ollows:

,

'the

Even the most superficial look makes it painfully
obvious that something other than proletarian inl
ternationalism is the driving force behind the Soviet Union's relationship with the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, ln lndia, the
USSR's main Asian ally and recipient of billions in
Soviet "aid", the carts still go through the strebts
of Calcutta each morning to pick up the bodies of
those who died of star.vation and exposure the
light Qefore. ln recent meetings of the UN, the
Soviet Union has isolated itself from the vast ma-,
jority of the world's countries when it has united
. with U.S. imperialism and a handful of other imperialist states to oipose the right of Third World
countrres to control their own natural resources.
' All over the world the Soviet Unio4 is interfering
. in, the affair,s of other nations: sometimes through
activities aimed at bringing pro-soviet
,clandeqtine
'cliques,to power, other tin'res through economic

blackmail. Souiet troops

stiil slationed

r

in

Czechoslovakia serve as a constant reminder of
'the willingness of the USSR to resort to nateJ
aggression. ln every sphere the Soviet Union ;eveals itself as a Superpower willing to trample the
interests of the peoples of the Third World into the
d irt.
, , ,ln this chapter, and based on what we have
established in Chapter lll, we wilt show that the
USSR is governed not by any desire to see the
Third World countries ernbark on the' so-called
"non-capitalist road of development," but is in
, fact driyen by its imperialist nature ;to rob and
plunder every corner of the globe where it can
stretch its tentacles
ln Chapter lll we have seen how the Soviet
economy is developing according to regulation by
the blind law of value. We have seen that the Soviet ruling class will invest only in those industries
. which yield the most profit. And, as we have also
seen; such maximum profit can only.arise on the
basis of exploitation and thus the Soviet ,socialimperialists are forced to increasingly intensify the
exploitation of the Soviet working class..
But as the social-imperialists search frantically
for the most prbf(table investments, like all imperialists they eventual,ly run into a bridk wall. ln
Lenin's words, "The necessity for exporting
capital arises from the fact that in a few countrieJ

.
.
.

'

,

"As long as capitallsm remains what it is, surplus
capital will be utilized not for the purpose bf raising
the stadard of living of the masses ih a given couitry, for,this would mean'a dectipe in prqfits for. the
capitalists, but for the purpose of increasing profits
by e,xpprting capital abroad to the backwaid countries. ln these backward countries proflts are us,ually
high; for capitat is scaice, t\e piice df tand i's relatively low, ,wages are 'low, raw'mbterials are
cheap."t

Along with itte need to export capital
throughout the world, tl_re Soviet Union must try to
monopolize sources of 'raw material5 wherever
they can Qe found, and is forced into competition
with other imperialist powers for "spheres of in'fluence." As the' "new" and rising imperialist
power, the Soviet Union is today-forced to push
for a new and more favorable division of the
world.
ln pushing for this, the Soviet Union has run
head-on into the established power of the U.S. imperialists. While the whole capitalist world is increasingly in severe crisis-affecting the Soviet
Union as 'well as the.U.S.-the Soviet Union is
generally on the ascendancy relative to declining
U.S. strength. Thus, everywhere, in the developing
countries of ASia; Africh and Latin America and
also in Europe, which ls the main area of conten-tion
between the two superpowers, u.s. imperialispn finds itself in the position of attempting
to hold on to its empire while the Soviet Union
t...
|
.ii

'::
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rose "to the top'' can throw some light on what
This rivalry between the two superpowers is
the USSR has been doing in recent y'ears.
largely responsible for the turmoil existing in the
The U.S. has been an imperialist power since
world today. While this turmoil'creates extremely
the turn of th,e century, but it has only been since
favorable conditions for the struggte of th6
World War ll that it was temporarily able to
peoples of the world for national liberation and
,dominate virually th+entire capitalist world. As far
socialism, the rivalry between the USSR and the
qs the imperialist powers were concerned, WWlt
U.S. is also fraught with danger. For it is precisely -Was essentially a fight to determine which .iminter-imperialist rivalyy which led to both world
perialist powers would control the lion's share of
wars, and which threatens the world's people with
the world's resources-raw materials, sources of
' the possibility of a third world war. We will have cheap labor, matkets for the export of capital, etc.
more to say on this subiect in a later chapter.
The war developed principally from the rivalry
Soviet social-imperialism is a new and rising
between British, French and U.S. imperialism on
imperialist force in the world, trying to take the' the one hand, and German, ltalian and Japanese
place of the United States in dominating other
imperialism on the other. Throughout the -l9th
countries. Just as Britain shoved out the Dutch
century. Britain had been the kingpin imperialist
or Portuguese, agb just as. the U.S. shoved out
power. But imperialism develops unevenly, with
Britain and France, now the Soviet Union is dosome imperialist nations growing stronger and
others growing weaker through inter-imperialist
Irg.sgme shoving of its own: And just as the
British.sometimes appeared "anii-imperialist" by
competition, and soon Germany was in a position
siding with some "natives" against the to challenge this supremacy. This challenge was
Portuguese and Spanish in the West lndies, just
defeated in WW l, which shackled German imas the U.S. tried to appear 'iprogressive" in. peridlism with chains of debt and war reparations.
pushing.Britain out of lndia, so the USSR tries to
Attempting to keep the Germans in this weak
look "progressive" and "anti-imperialist" in conposition, the British and French imperialists, along
testing U.S. imperialism in lndia, Latin America,
with their rapidly developing U.S. allies, set the
the Middle East, etc. But the appearance of antistage for a second conflidt. Allied with the rising
imperialism, covered by talk of democracy, inbut also dissatisf ied power of Japanese imperialism in the East, the German imperialists undependence, development, or even socialism,
must not be allowed to hide the reality oI interder Nazi leadership aggressively challenged all atimperialist rivalries and a continuing redivision of
tempts of their rivals to maintain the old division
the world as Lenin described almost 60 years
of the world. The result of World War ll is, of
ago.
course, well known. The fascist po\lers were cQmNo imperialist powef likes to come out and admit
pletely defeated and Britairi and France emerged
what its true nature is. Even U.S. imperialism,
from the war considerably weakened-certainly in
which has long ago been e,xposed throughout the
no position to maintain their vast colonial holdworld, continues to try to mask itself as a "deings. Among the imperialist powers'only the U.S.
mocracy." The Soviet Union also has a mask it
emerged with its productive forces intact, ready to
tries to hide behind. The social-imperialists have
step into the vacuum created by the demise of its
'hired scores of "theoreticians", well versed in disrivals.
torting the writings of Marx and Lenin, to try to
World War ll also gave r,ise to a tremenportray Soviet imperialism as "socialism" and
dous upsurge in the struggle of the world's people
Soviet foreign policy as "proletarian. internafor socialism and national liberation; especially in
tionalism."
the colonial and semi-cotonial world. No force on
As the home of the October Flevolution and the
earth, including U.S. imperialism, could save the
first workers' state, which under Lenin and Stalin
colonial system in its old, open form. Shortly after
consistently' supported the struggles of the
the war, the Chinese people succeeded in winning
peoples of the colqriial and semi-colonial world
their liberation, a tremendous blow. to the whole
tor national liberation, the Soviet Union enjoyed
imperialist system. Within a relatively short period
immense prestige. The present day rulers of the
of time, most former colonies achieved at least
USSR have tried to capitalize on the internaformal political independence. But we know that
tionalist stand of the SoViet Union before
political independdnce by itself does not mean an
Khrushchev's coup, maskinq their policies of dgend to imperialist plunder. ln lmperialisrn, the
gression and plunder. For this reason also, it is
Highest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin writes:
important to rip the facade of socialism off the
hideous features of Sovlet social-impenalism.
"Finance capitat rs such a great, it may be sald,,
The transformation of the Soviet Union into an.
decisive force in all economic and in all international
imperialist power has taken place during a period
relations, that it is capable of subjecting, and actually
of tremendous growth of national liberation struggles in the Third World and during a period of dedoes subiect to itself even those sfates enjoying the
fullest political independence . . . . of coutse finance
terioration of the U.S. as the unchallenged
capitalfinds most 'convenierlt', and is able to extract
superpower. 'These two condrtions have dethe greatest"profit from such a subjugation as intermined the form.and method used by the social.
volves fhe /oss of political independence ol the subimperialists to seek control of Third World counjected countries and peoples."z
tries. Hence, a look at how the U.S. imperialists
seeks to challenge U.S. imperialism's control.

.
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U.S. imperialism was not strong enough to
establish colonies in the traditional sense and fly
the stars and stripes over the parliaments of the
newly independent African and Asian nations.
lnstead, U.S. imperialism had to adapt itself to
political realities and seek forms of exploitation
based on the changing world situation. ln fact, in
some cases the U.S. supported the .independence
of the former colonial countries sincq it didn't
want the special privileges of the former colonial
powers to restrict the flow of U.S. finance capital

into those countries. (This was not the case,
howevei, in those colonies like Vietnam where
movements for independence were led by Communists who were determined to go beyond simple political independence and drive all' imperialism out of th.e nation.)
U.S. imperialism banked its strategy on indirect
rule through puppets representing the reactionary
classes in the Third World countries who would
keep the workers and peasants suppressed while
allowing an open door to U.S. penetration. This
penetration took many forms-direct loans to reactionary governments, arms sales, and most importantly,

J

direct investments by the

U.S.

monopolies. Thus, the form of U.S. domination
over many Third World countries differed considerably from the previous outright colonialism of
Britain and France, yet the iontent-export of
capital, seizure of raw materials, etc.-remained
the same. This distinction between form and content is especially crucial in examining how the
Soviet Union hab adapted its imperialist plunder to
the political reality of the 60s and 70s.
The outright"plunder of Third World countries
by the U.S. monopolies, and the maintenance of
backward social systems that retarded the productive forces in those countries, kept the masses of
people in starvation conditions. There was no way
the people of the exploitdd countries would
tolerate such a situation fqr long. ln the decades
since WW ll, the struggles of the peoples in the
Third World have grown. Everywhere the cry
"Yankee go home!" has been raised and in a
number of countries'the people have risen in
armed revolution against the robbery of their
horneland by U.S. imperialism. Not only have the
workers and peasants of the oppressed countries
resisted U.S. imperialism, but even sections of the
exploiting classes in the underdeveloped world are
driven to resist imperialism
That section <it tne capitalist class in these
countries which opposes imperialism because it

cannot compete with the monopolies,

and
because imperialist domination maintains feudal
and semi-feudal relations in the countryside, thus
preventing the development of' an adequate national market, is known as the national bourgeoisie.
This is to distinguish it from that section of the
bourgeoisie that is tied in with the old relations of
prodyction-that is, with feudalism-therefore an
.ally and prop of the imperialists-known as the
comprador bourgeoisie.

Throughout

thg Third World the

national

bourgeoisie is stunted and dwarfed by imperialism. The history of the struggle for national
liberation has shown'that the national bourgeoisie
is incapable of leading the masses of people in
completely freeing Third World countrieg from
foreign domination. This is due to the incomplete
development and economic flabbiness of the national bourgeoisie and also because, while it opposes imperialism, the national bourgeoisie also
fears the workers and peasants, whose interests
lie in eliminating all forms of exploitation.
The usual 'method of struggle of the .national
bourgeoisie is military coups and similar forms
that do not rely on and arouse the strength of the
workers''and peasants. Once in power, the national bourgeoisie is in quite a. bind. On the,one
hand, it faces sabotage and economic blackmail
from imperiaiism which seeks a return to the old
wgys. lt lackS sufficient capital to adequately dev'elop the productive forces in a capitalist way.
And because of its nature as an exploiting class,
the national bourgeoisie., cannot mobilize ' the
workers and peasants to f ully practice selfreliance and take the destiny of the couRtry into
their own hands. This can only be done in . a
socialist system where the working class rules.
While the national bourgeoisie is a vacillating
class caught between imperialism and the masses
of the oppressed people, it can stitl play a progressive, anti-imperialist role. Where the national
liberation struggle is led by the proletariat, the national bourgeoisie can be won to participate in an
anti-imperialist, new democratic united f ront.
Within such a united front, representatives oJ the
national bourgeoisie can play an important role in
making revolution.
Where the national bourgeoisie comes to power

on its own, it has often continued to stand up to
imperialism-winning concessions which at times
are even of benefit to the masses of oppressed
people and which strike real blows at imperialist
power. When the national bourgeoisie in a given
country does stand up to . imperialism, it is
strengthened by the support and encouragement
of socialist countries like China and by the growing unity among the Third World peoples.
However, history has also\ shown that once in
power, the national bourgeoisie may often fall under the sway of one or another imperialist power
and.sections of it can be transformed into a comprador bourgeoisie dependent on imperialism.

This can occur even where the

national

bourgeoisie has played an independent antiimperialist role for some time. Only a revolution
led by the working class and the establishment of
a socialist society can finally and fuJly free Third
World countries from the rule of foreign imperialism.
It is iJnportant to discuss the role of the national
bourgeoisie because this class has played an important p4rt in determining the form of Soviet

social-imperialism's strategy in competing with
the U.S. for domination of the Third World. Usually
the national bourgeoisie in power attempts to limit
the control of the country by the foreign
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r''rnonopolies thror4gh attemits

'lpublic sector", that

is, the

to build vp \he

state-owned in-

dustries, etc. The strategy of social-imperialism is
tO encourage such development of the public sector, while at the same time maneuvering the countries of the Third World into dependence on the
USSB for loans, military shipments, etc. The Soviets try to justify their imperialist poJicies by claiming that they are only helping Third World coun-

,

tries embaik on the "non-capitalist road of de-

velopment.''

'

The sqcial-imperialists have written that
"(nationalization) in seme"lnstances is a vigorous
measure for accelerating the transition to the immediate construction of the basis of socialisrn,
because the state sectgr itself is an'ti-capitalist and
transitional to socialism," 'The fact of the matter
is that the "state sector" is not necessarily "anticapitalist", as any worker in the post off ice can readily testify. We saw in examining the Soviet
Union itself that state o'inership does not have
anything to do with socialism, if \the bourgeoisie
has power.
Examining a few countries in which Soviet
social-imperialism has concentrated its efforts
should help illustrate the point,
2) Soviet Satellite

With a population of 400 million, lndia is the
second most populous country in the world. Yet
for centuries the lndian people have sulfereb incredibly under the burden of colonialism and imperialism. The subjugation of lndia by Great Britain arose with the development of capitalism and
was crucial in the development of Britain as the
world's first major capitalist power. ln the era of
rising capitalism, lndia was used by the British
capitalists as a source of raw materjals and most
importantly, as a market for the export of finished
goods, principally cloth.
The flooding of lndia with cheap cloth, pro. duced in the sweat shops of planchester and spun
out of the blood-soaked cotton picked by slaves in
the U.S. and by lndian 'peasants themselves,
wreaked havoc in lndia, undermining the handicraft system anf, leaving millions of people with
no means of support. The dravuing of lndia into
the world capitalist system .intensified the exploitation of the peasantry by forcing the peasants
to pay land rent in cash rather than the old rent-inkipd which had meant turning over a section of

As capitalism developed into its moribund,
monopoly stage-imperialis'm-the exploitation of
.the lndian people was further intensified. The export of commodities (finished goods) gave way to
the'export of capital as the principal form of exploitation. The British built railroads, factories and
other enterprises. None of this went to "lighten
the labor" of the lndian people, but only led to entombment of millions of lndian workers in foreignowned factories.
' But with the development of imperialism and

the export of capitql came the significant development of a modern proletariat in lndia and the rudiments of an tndian bourgeoisie. Coupled with thd
development of the geneial crisis of capitalism
that began with the outbreak of WW 1, this produced a tremqn.dous movement among the lndian
people for national liberation. Strikes developedl
and in places armed struggle broke'out. A CommUnist Party was formed, but the communists'
never developed the correct lirie for revolution in
the crolonial and sel'ni-colonial world. They did not
lead the lndian people in waging people's war
,(surroundrng the cities from the countryside, relying on the peasants as the main force and the
workers as the vanguard, etc.).
It was the lndian bourgeoisie that was able to
gain control of the people's struggle again3t
British imperialism. ln particular, it was Mahatma
Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru.who, through the
Congregs Party, were to assu're that "independehce" would not mean liberation and that lndia
would remain a victim of imperialist plunder.
Congress
Party members were drawn from
,
'diverse sections of the lndihn people, but the'
party's leadership ' always represented the
bourgeoisie, both those sections who were
. directly tied to British imperialism, the compradors, and those capitalists that sought an independent lndia in which they might reap profjt
off the lndian masses. The Congress Paity always
sought to shackle the people's struggle and
never seriously challenged impgrialism or the
semi-feudal system in the countryside. Gandhi's
philosophy of "non-violencei' was a philosophy
of subservience to imperialism and opposition to

revolution.

\

Following WW ll, Britain was unable to maintain its colonial rule in lndia. lndia became "independent" an( divided into two states-present
day lndia and Pakistan-and political power in lndia passed to the hands of the Congress Party
where it has remained ever since. U.S. imperialism began to edge out British interests in
lndia through iarge scale investment by U.S.
monopolies and private , and U.S. government
loans to the lndian government. U.S.'imperialism,
then in its heyday, became the principal overlord
of lndia.
The Congress,Party did nothing to try to wrest
lndia from imperialist domination. ln fact, the
following quote from B. K. Nehru, former lndian
ambassador to Washington, demonsti'ates quite
clearly where they were coming from: "lndia is
unwilling to generate all the necessary capital to
reach the' take off point by the most obvious
means: viz. by changing the institutional
framewdrk of lndian society through restrictions
of individual liberties and democratic freedoms
(sic) . .. the alternative is to receive, temporarily,
greater assistance from other nations." i ln other
words, the tndian capitalists and landlords were
'"unwilling" to take any steps that might lessen
their "democratic" right to exploit the lndian

people.

i

Nehru and the other government leaders
alwavs masked their subserylence to imperialism
with vague talk of "socialism." ln international affairs tney tneo Io present themselves as champions of peace, neutrality and independence
from imperialism:and from the actual socialist
countries as well.
From the tlme of independence to the middle
50s, lndia's trade and financial dealings were
almost entirely with the West. U.S. imperialisnl
dominated the world money market at that time,
partly through control of the World Bank. These
imperialists extorted a whopping 6.57" interest rate
on all loans to Third Wortd countries.
When the Khrushchev clique seized power in
the Soviet Union, they began looking for ways to
challenge U.S. imperialism's control of lndia.
They initiated trade that actually gave lndia
favorable terms for a few years.
ln 1959 and 1960, events took place that provided the Soviets an opportunity for - further
penetration into lndia, and at'the same time
helped expose the face of the Soviet revisionists
to the world's people. ln 1959, lndia began to
provoke border incidents with the People's
ffepublic of China. The Khrushchev clique rushed
to the "defense" of lndia and tried to pressure
Chila into giving up huge sections of territory to
lndia. This was the beginning of the Soviet-lndian
alliance agaiinst China.
lndia also became involved in a war with
neighboring Pakistan over lndia's rr.ipoff of
Kashmir, a Moslem area which, as part of the
partition of British lndia, was supposed to be
able to choose which state it wished to affiliate
with. The lndian reactionaries consistently fought
against self-determination for 'the people of
Kashmir. The Soviet Union backed lndia in this
war of aggression also, and began sending
weapons to lndia.
As the revisiohists who'-seized power in the
Sov[et Union began to transform that country into a full-blown imperialist nation, Soviet penetration of lndia grew rapidly. ln particular, the Soviet Union began making long-term loans to the
lndian government to build up the "public sector" 6f the lndian econorny. Previously, U.S. imperialism had refused to loan money to lndia for
the development of state-owned enterprises. The
Clay Commission, which was set up under President Kennedy, recommended that the U.S. attempt to blackmail lndia into abandoning plans
to establish and strengthen the public sector.
The excuse given for this was that loans to stateowned enterprises would be tantamount to aiding socialism.
Of cdurse, the U.S. imperialists were not so
naive as to believe this. l-.1ad some sections of the
U.S. bourgeoisie that didn't already havq a strong
foothold in lndia been more influential iry the U.S.
governrnent at the time, things could lihve been
very different. But as it was, it seems that the
most powerful and pol.itically influential sections
of the U.S. ruling class were those already en-

trenched in the lndian private sector, which they
apparently believed to be the most\ profitable
method of exploitation in that country.
' lt would appear that these forces were ,afraid
that development of the lndian pub[ic sector
could create openings, for'rival corporations to
move in. The'social-imperialists were more than
glad to step in where the U.S. would not.'And on
the surface, Soviet loans seemed quitg .different
from the tbrms offered by Western imperlalists.
Soviet loans had the relatively low interest rate of
2.5/oand could-be repayed over a 1?-year period.
Furthermore, thb Soviets agreed to accept payment in rupees, lndia's currency, instead of insisting. on payment in dollars or a similar "hard"
currency. And, of course, Soviet aid could be
used to develop state-owned enterprises.
However, it soon became clear that there was
more to Soviet r'aid" than met the eye. First of
all, Soviet aid, unlike loans from'the West, came
"tied." That is, lndia was required to spend all
the money it received from the Soviets on goods
from the Soviet Union. And prices of the imported. goods were determined,by tradb agreemeqts
and not according to the free market price for
such goods. So the Soviets were able to charge
exorbitant prices lor outmoded machinery, thus
disguising the real rate of interest on the loqns.
As Soviet domination of the lndian economy increased, the difference between what the Soviets
charged lndia for industrial goods and their free
market value grew. The lndian Economic Review
hit the nail on the head when it wrote, "Though
the rate of interest on Soviet loans appears to be
a mere 2 and a half per cent, the actual rate
(loan in kind) which is quite high lies concealed
in the exorbitant prices of the goods"supplied by
the Soviet Union." n
ln the ten years fiom 1955 to 1966, Soviet
loans'to lndia amounted to the enormous figure
ol 1.2 billion U.S. dollars. Nearly 70'h of Soviet
goods sold 20 to 30%higher than world market
prices. ln some cases the price discrepancy was
even more outrageoug. ln 1969, the Soviet Union
sold spare tractor parts to lndia at three times the
price at which the same parts were sold to East
European countries. ln the same year, the USSR
sold nickel to lndia at 30,000 rupees per ton as
against only 15,000 rupqes per ton on the European markets. i
But the price charged by the Soviets for exported goods is only half th.e story. lndia must
pay for these goods, and for iriterest on loans, by
exporting numerous goods to the Soviet Union.
Once again there is a price discrepancy in favor
ol the social-imperialists. lt is estimated that
prices fixed by trade agreements for $oviet imports from lndia are in most cases 20 to 3O/" lower
than world market prices. lh short, the Soviet
Union io able to extract surplus value from lndia
through huge price gouging as well as the 2.So/o'interest rate charged. lt is only because ln(ia is
mortghged to ttie Soviet Union that the $cial-
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As'early as 1971, lndian Defense Minister
Jagivan Ram conceded that Soviet-built enterprises control 30% of the steel production. 207o
of electric power, 35% of oil ref ining, 607" of the
electrical equipment, 75'/.'of thre production of
electric motors, and 25o/" of aluminum output in lndia.u Undoubtedly, these figures are outdated by
now. Most of the Soviet economic "aid" goes to
build entire industrial enterprises that .are constructed under the direction of Soviet engineers
and bosses. Even an'lndian parliamentary committee was forced to criticize the Soviets' "overbearing
attitudes in much the same way as the government

found fault.with Americans in the past."'qBy keeping the blueprints and the engineers f irmly in Soviet
hands, the social-imperialists further maintain the
dependence of lndia on the USSR. lt should be remembered that in '1960, the Soviets took their
engineers and blueprints with them when they tried
to blackmail the People's Republic of China.

ln addition to loans to state-owned enterprises,
the USSR has found lndia a ready market for armaments. No official 'statistics ars available on
the exact size of Soviet arms,shipments to lndia,
but all estimates put it in the billions, further increasing lndia's indebtedness to the $oviet
Union.

This Soviet strangelhold on lndia has grown
stronger with every passing year. ln fiscal 1971 to
1972, lndia asked Moscow for a new loan of 200
million rupees while tt still owed 400 miilionl By
1968 the "debt service ration" reached 28/o of lndia's export earnings. r0This rneans that 28% of all
the money lndia takes in from the sale of commodities around the world goes simply to make
payments on Soviet loans. The situation is so
so Oad that even an lndian writer sympathetic to
the Soviet Union writes, "lt is not unlikely that in
coming years tl-le credits from the USSR will be
used for repaying old debts and credit receipts
will only mean that lndia's export earnings will
be available mostly for importing goods and
services." rr This is the same as re-financing your
home-ryou borrow more money to pay the bank
you borrowed from in the first place. This is
further proof of the subservience of lndia to Sov,
iet social-imperial ism.

Until the last few years, the Soviets were
ied with extracting raw materials and
agricultural goods from lndia. ln recent years,

satisf

though, the Soviet Union has taken a cue from the
U.S. imperialists and begun to set up runaway
shops to produce manufactured goods for the
USSR.

ln 1972, Mishra, the lndian Minister of Foreign
Trade, said, "lndia was ready to undertake production of labor intensive items for the Soviet
Union", and that "lndia could specialize in certain
fields and items and produce them to meet Soviet
requirements as well." 12 On June 9, 1972, lhe
Journal of Commerce reported that lndia and the
Soviet Union were negotiating four conversion deals under which lndian plants will actually process

Soviet raw materials an'd then re-export the
finished products back to the Soviet Union. This is
nothing other than the runaway shop! lt bears a
striking resemblance to the kind of blood-sucking
arrangement U.S. textile-and electronics f irrns have
going on the U.S.-Mexican border. ln addition,
many other factori"es the Soviets have built in lndia
produce goods that are sold back to the Soviet
Union, including steel from "model" Soviet-funded
steel mills and also surgical equipment.
ln February 1972, the Far East Economic Review
reported thai tne Soviet Union was preparirig to
sell industrial goods to the private sector in lndia
as well. rr Then, in 1973, the CPSU journal Kommunlstwrote that "running joint stock enterprises"
has "taken priority" for the Soviet Union. r{ Such
enterprises are Soviet social imperialism's answer
to, the U.S. multinational corporation.'These firms
enable the Soviets to share in the direct ownership
of capitalist enterprises in lndia. and permits the
social-imperialists to directly rip olf the surplus
value produced by lndian workers. lndeed, there is'
no limit to the appetite of imperialism, includrng
Soviet social-imperial ism.
Soviet domination of lndia goes way beyond the
simple extraction o'f wealth. The fact that lndia is
mortgaged to the USSR has many other ramifica.!ions. ln his work, lmperialism, the Highest Sfage ol
Capitalism,, Lenin quotes a German bourgeois
publication as saying, "ln these international
transactions the creditor nearly.always manages
'to
secure some extra benef it; a favorable clause in
a commercial treaty, a coalipg station, a contract
to construct a harbor, a fat concession or an order
for 'guns."'5 ln partibular, the Soviets have obtained an "extra benefit" by turnin$ lndia into its
main military ally in Asia. While both lndia and the
Soviet Union try to present themselves as great
champions of world peace, events have proven
otherwise. This is demonstrated most dramatically
by the "Bangla Desh" atfair.
Seizing advantage of the discontent of the
masses ih East Pakistan, the lndian reactionaries,
backed to the hilt'by the Soviets, stirred up a
phony "national liberation" movement. They sent
armed infiltrators into East Pakistan as well,as
starting border incidents. Having set the stage, lndia launched a full-scale attack on East Pakistan
which resulted in a quick defeat for the Pakistani
army. Only days before the invasion, lndia and the
Soviet Union signed a "friendship" treaty which
was really nothing less than a military pact. .One
-provision
called for each country to come to the
aid of the other if they were "attacked." The Times
of lndia, a leading spokesman of lndia reaction,
wrote that, "lt is obvious that lnd.ia would not have
liberated Bangla Desh (without) the treaty of
friendship with the Soviet Union." rn After lndia
"liberated" Bangla Desh, the Soviets were quick
to rush in and offer "aid" to that corrntry as well.
The lndian subcontinent-and the lndian Ocean
are both extremely important in-the plans of the
social-imperialists, and the new tsars are trying to
resqrrect the dream of the orlginal tsars who,
sought to expand the boUndaries of tsarist Russia
.
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to the ocean's shores. Already the Soviets

have

supported a military coup in Afghanistan by some
pro-Soviet sections of the army. Standing in the
way between Afghanistan and the lndian Ocean is
Pakistan, and the Soviets are continually plotting
to further dismember that state.
As in the Bangla Desh affair, the social-imperialists are trying to mask their imperialist expansion under the sign board of national liberation. The plan calls for the establishment of a
"Pushtunistan state" in the area near Pakistan's
border with lran, a "great Baluchistan state" near
the Afghanistan line. ln February '1973, the government oI Pakistan discovered large quantities of
Soviet-made weapons and equipment destined for
the Soviet trained "guerrilla warfare experts" now
at work in Pakistan.
One might think that Soviet penetration into lndia and their aggressive policies toward other
countries in the region would be so obvious that
the social-imperialists might try to avoid.the subject. On the contrary, they havb written endless
articles claiming how they are helping lndia "develop a well-rounded economy," etc. ln 1967, in
the Soviet journal lnternational Affairs, they did say'
that, "ln lndia the national bourgeoisie and the
landlord's are in power."r: Yet in 1971, when in
the middle of the aggression against Pakistan lndira Gandhi nationalized the lndian banks, the
Soviets praised it as a step toward socialism!
The masses of the lndian people are beginning
to see through the sugar-coated phrases of the
Soviet Union. This year, 1974, huge strikes developed among lndian workers on the railways. lndira Gandhi, who is supposedly taking "steps
toward,socialism", called out tlie Soviet equipped
army to crush this strike. Over 7,000 militant
workers were arrested. The lndian ruling class has
also viciously oppressed the peasants who are
facing mass starvation as a result of imperialist
plunder.
ln June 1974, the lndian reactionaries exploded
an atomic bomb for "peaceful purposes." A few
days later they threatened to develop an H-bomb
(for peaceful purposes?)Now that lndia has nuclear
weapons, the social-imperialists are increasingly
likely to use lndia to f urther their ipperialist aims.
While the social-imperialists have gained increasing power and influence in lndia, the U.S. imperialisG have not remained idle. The emergence
of a Soviet stronghold in lndia represents a direct
challenge to U.S. strength in South Asia. As we
noted before, the U.S. initially attempted. to prevent Soviet intrusion through economic blackmail
of the lndian government. This policy failed as the

internal contradictions

of U.S. imperialism-

specifically, the contradiction between the overall
interests of U.S. policy vis-a-vis other imperialist
powers and the particularities of competition
between rival U.S. firms in relation to lndiacreated an opportunity for the Soviets to step in
and pose as the saviors of lndian "independence."
Then, during the 60s and ear.ly 70s, the socialimperialists were able to make great inroads while
the U.S. was "distracted" and bogged down

militarily in Vietnam,- Laos and Canibodia.
Tciday U.S. oorporations still maintain a strong
interest in the private sector of the lndian
economy, but overall U.S. influence is on the
wane. Thus, U.S. policy makers have sought to
gain a foothold in Pakistan as a counterweight to
Soviet control in lndia.
This policy has only been partially successful,
however. ln the Bangla Desh war, for example, the
then dominant Nixon-Kissinger policy was to
cautiously back Pakistan even though it was clear

quite early that the balance of power lay
f rom other bourgeois spokesmen 'like Ted Ken-

elsewhere. This produced a good deal of criticism

nedy. Perhaps representing those U.S. corporations with important interests remaining tn lndia,
Kennedy's plan would seem to be to -support lndia
and ther.eby challenge Soviet inf luence lrom
within, appealing possibly to pro-American compradors and--in a new twist for U.S. policy,
possibly picked up from the Soviets-even sections of the national bourgeoisie.
The Soviet Union has been able to use lndra as
a base fbr increased military activity, particularly
naval action in the lndian Ocean where the Soviet
navy is the dominant force in the area, with access
to lndian ports for refueling and repairs. The lndian Ocean is one of the.most strategic waterways

in the world, as all sea traffic (including the.

oil tankers) from Europe to Asia must
pass here. lt was formerly a U S. stronghold inherited by the U.S. from Britain. However, the U.S.
has now been forced to take up the growing Soviet challenge. The U.S. imperialists have thus
made great efforts to win over the government of
Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon), as have the Soviets.
More important, the U.S. is now planning to build
a huge and extremely important strategic naval
base on the small, uninhabited island of Diego
Garcia in the center of the lndian Ocean. This
base could be linked to and also help protect U.S.
strongholds in the oil sheikdoms of Saudi Arabia
and in lran.
Yet even.as the U.S. and Soviet imperialists contend for influence and control in lndia and the lndian Ocean, they join together in collusion against
the revolutionary upsurge of the people in that region. The Soviets as well as the U;S. haye encouraged and aided the lndian reactionaribs in
their suppression of mass struggle. And both
superpowers have no intention of even letting
some junior imperialists, the Japanese, lor example, in on the action.
But in lndia,'as in the world as a whole, contention between the two superpowers is primary. ln a
sense, lndia is a microcosm of this contention. All
over the world the Soviet social"imperiatists,
passage of

today's most "hungry" imperialist power, are
challenging U.S. imperialism, employing the very
techniques we have seen them use in lndia. And
everywhere in the world U.S. imperialism is resisting this challenge, economically, politically and
militarily.

' The econqmic ties between lndia and the Soviet Union are reflected in the political maneuvers

of the Soviet revisionists in lndia. Within the ruling'Congress Party, the Soviet Union supports its
Although
most Soviet "aid" is for state enterprise, some industrial projects f inanced .by the USSR are 25o/o
owned by private lndian eapital; so that there are
diiect private ties between social imperialism and
the lndian comprador bourgeoisie under the Soviet wing. Within the ruling Congress Party, the
Soviet Uniqn supports its own comprador
bourgeois faction, including both priva-te and
State capitalist powers in lndia.
i
Within the workers movement, social impe.rialism also plays an important role in support-

own comprador-bourgeois f action.

ing Soviet penetration and the continued exploitation and oppression of the lndian people.
Soviet influence in the Communist Party of lndia
(CPl) has solioifieo the CPI in the ievisionist
camp. The leadership of the CPI pushes social
pacifism, sabotages strikes spch as the recent
railroad strike in which 7,000 workers, including
many communists, were arrested, and holds back
the development of a revolutionary antiimperialist movement in india.

.3)The Soviet and the Middle East
The Middle East is an extremely strategic area id

the struggle between the two su-perpowers for
world-dominance. Of utmost importance is that

I

l
I
I
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the Middle Eastern countries are the world's leading suppliers of oil, fulfilling nearly all the oit requirements of both Europe and Japan. Thus, control of Middle East oil can ,be an important
weapon for economic blackmail of the imperialists
_from Europe and Japan and would be of decisiver
importancb in the event of war. The Middle East is
also important because of its strategic geographic
location, lying at,the crossroads of three continents-Asia, Af rica and Europe.
Due to these and other reqsons, the Middle East
has always been a hotly contested area in the
rivalries between the various imperialist powers.
Since its transformation into an imperialist power,
the Soviet Uhion has gone all o.ut to challenge
U.S. imper.ialism in the Middle East and to try to
achieve hegemony there. Egypt, lraq, and Syria
have received over half of all Soviet military "aid"
and oie quarter of the economic "aid" that the
USSR loans to Third World countries.
The iast tivo wars between the Arab states and
lsrael, the 1967 war and the October 1973 war,
were in large degree a reflection of the competition hetween the two superpowers for control of
the Middle East.
Soviet penetration of the Middle East began in
Egypt, which for decades had been an English
vassal ruled by a feudal monarch. h primarily pro.
vided the old imperialist powers with two thingscotton and the Suez canal. British imperialism
kept Egypt stunted and backward-essentially a
one crop society. After WW ll and the weakening
of British imperialism, a national awakening took
place in Egypt which resulted in a group'of Egyptian military officers led by Nasser seizing power
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in 1952 and establishing the first "radical" state in
the Arab world. Nasser was one of the most

dynamic leaders the nStional bourgeoisie has produced, and for a time he had a great deal of suc-

cess

in his efforts to break the _imper.ialist

stranglehold on Egypt. As a result, he won a good
deal of popularity among the. Arab peoples
although he was in no way a true mass leader.
ln '1956 two events took place that were to
change the history of modern Egypt. Khrushchev
made his famous "secret speech" and began turning the Soviet Union back to capitalism; and Britain, France and lsrael launched an invasion of
Egypt aimed at seizing back the Suez Canal which
Nasser had nationalized the yeai before. After the
intervention of the Western powers, and their puppet state lsrael, Nasser began to search more
desperately ,for a way to break the Western imperialist stranglehold on Egypt and thus find a
way to develop Egypt's backward, one cfop
economy:
The traditional bourgeoisie in Egypt, those

capitqlists'who owned the few industrial enterprises, were unwilling and unable to provide

the capital necessary for rapid development of the
economy. This is largely because they were more
interested in gaining a rapid turnover on invested
capital rather than in any long-range plan to build
up the country. _So Nasser, like Nehru, in lndia, decided to try to build up the public sector of the
economy, and after toying with'the idea of seeking
loans from some second-rate Western imperialist
powers (like W. Germany), he decided to nibble at
the Soviet's bait. ln particular, the Soviet Union offered to finance building of the huge Aswan Dam
which would enable Egypt to increase its arable
land by one third.
The building of the dam and other Sovietfinanced projects did give a temporary spurt to

the

development

of capitalism in Egypt*

especially to the developing state bourgeoisiebut in no way did it eliminate Egypt's dependence
on foreign powers. During the late 50s and early
60s, in order to emerEe on the world scene as an
imperialist superpower, the Soviet Union was willing to mainly extort a politicalpribe for its aid. The
Aswan Dam became the "living proof" of the Soviet Union's friendship for the developing Third
World naiions. But even in these early years the
Soviets benefited economically by monopolizing
Egypt's cotton crop.
The state bourgeoisie in Egypt has always tried
to keep a foot in both doors by trying to play the
various imperialist powers off against each other
loans, wheat sales, etc. But gradually the Sov-for
'iet Union clearly got the upper hand and brought
Egypt into its "sphere of influence."
ln particular, it was arms sales that really put the
squeeze on Egypt. The Egyptian army became
completely equipped, trained and organized by
the Soviet Union. Thousands of "advisors" from
the USSR flooded Egypt and took command of
the armed {orces. Along with increasing arms
sales the Egyptian debt to the Soviet Union grew
by leaps and bounds. By 1967 the Egyptian debt
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to the Soviet Union reached 500 million Egyptian
poundsts.While cotton production remained Static;

throughout the Nasser years, imports of food
grains grew steadily from 300,p00 tons in 1956 to
three million tons in 1967, a ten-fold increase in
little.over ten years. ts The annual cost of this imported Soviet grain was equivalent to the value of
the entire Egyptian cotton Crop! This is the kind of
"well-rounded" economy Soviet "aid" .has pro-

duced in Egypt.
But the: social-imperialists were not satisfied
with even this. ln the Soviet journal Foreign Trade,
, someone writes, "lt is widely known that the U$SR
has beep the main purchaser of Egyptian cotton
for several years. But the most important
feature . .. is the radical oxpansion of the list of
Egyptian commodities purchased by,{he USSR,
The present list... includes... cotton yarn and
fabrics, knitted goods, rice, sesame, ground nuts,
vegetables, fruit, etc." 20 Soviet "purchdses" com,prise part of the economic relations of dominance
and exploitation enf orced by the socialimperialists on Egypt. Not only do the social:
imperialists rob the Egyptian people.of the,ir cotton; th'ey are snatching everything else in sight!
The very nature of Soviet arms shipments to
Egypt and other countries helps guarantee Soviet
control. These arms shipments consist in large
part of highly technical weapons systems which
force the recipient countries to fight conventional
wars and hinder real mobilization of the masses
for defense. Also, they ensure that-only the Soviet
Union will be able to re-equip the army with spare
parts.
After the military disaster of 'the June 1967 war,
Egypt's dependence on the Soviet Union deepened as the Soviets were called upon to replace
weapons lost in the fighting. They made the
stipulation that Soviet-supplied weapons could
only be used in the case of another lsraeli surprise
attack and not to fight to regain the occupied te!rritories. Under pressure from the Egyptian people
and the Arab masses throughout the Middle East,
Anwar Sadat,'Nasser's successor, was forced to
throw out the Soviet "advisors" and prepare for
war with lsrael to regain thesg territories.
Egypt is not the only country in the Middle East
that has been singled out for Soviet penetration'
ln addition to Syria, another "front line" country
facinq lsraeli aggression, they have concentrated
on lraq, important mainly as one of the region's
oil-producing nations. The USSR, like the U.S., is
rich in natural resources, especially in abundant
supplies of oil and natural gas. lt is estimated, for
example, that the Soviet Union has seven tirnes
the natural gas reserves of the U.S. However,
abundant supplies of oil in the ground haven't
eliminated the need for U.S. imperialism, driven by
the,law of maximizing profit, to continually seek to

exploit cheaper sources elsewhere (like

'

in

Venezuela and the Middle East), and the same applies to the Soviet social-imper,ialists.
ln the late 1960s, when lraq nationalized foreign
oil interests, all Western technical personnel were

withdrawn from that country. The lraqi govern-

rnent found itself in a difficult situation. But the
Soviet'Union quickly stepped in to the "rescue."
They offered to provide. lraq with needed
technical assistance in return , for trdde agreements providing for sale of lraqi oil at f ixed prices.
Today nearly all of lraq's oil is Sold to the Soviet
Union at a price way.below the world market
price.
Starting from this position, the Soviet Union has
gradudlly gtrengthened its hold in lraq, once again
largely through military "aid" which in lraq is used
for defense ,against neighboring lran, a close ally
of the.U.S. imperialists,
While the fundamental nature of the relationship
between the U.S. and the USSR in the Middle East
is one of competitors seeking hegemony, they
also conspire with each other to suppress revoluti0n. The two superpowers have also tried to enforce a "no ,war, no peace" which diverts the attention of the masses from making revolution, and
which ensures the dependence of the Middle East
states on arms shipments from one or another of
them. Finally, in October 1973, after six years'of
such a State of affairs, a number of Arab states, including Egypt, Syria and lraq, went to war with
lsrael in an attempt to'regain the territories occupied by lsrael since the 1967 war.
' fne Soviet Union reaped huge benefits from this
war. Unlike the 1967 war, the Soviet Union demarided hard cash for the arinaments it supplied.
The Soviets were paid in U.S. dollars, which they
insisted upon, and these dollars came from some
of the majgr Arab oil-exporting countries who
gave the money to the "front line ceuntries" as
their contributions to the Arab cause. Money
' Manager magazine reported that the Soviets had
in turn dumped these dollars on the Eur,odollar
market and were making loans to European and
u,nderdeveloped countries for the high interest
rates of 1Oo/" or more. The magazine pointed out
how medium term Eurodollar lending by international banks in the fiist quarter ot 1974 hit a record $t0.5 bittlon,'up four times from the amount
lent in'the first quarter of 1973.21This. is a clear indication of the incredible volume of arms shipments to the Arab nations in the last war, and also
of the incredible gall of the social-imperia'lists who
used payrnents for these arms to turn a quick
f inancialprofit.
lmmediately after the October war,'the Arab oilproducing states banded together to use the
weapon' of the oil' boycott against U.S. imperialism. However, the Soviet Union tried to take
advantage of this to further penetrate markets for
oil in Western Europe. According to the British
:Daily,Express, the Soviet Union forced lraq to sell
a quantity of oil for six million pounds to the
USSR as part payment for arms shipments. This oil
was quickly sold to West Germany during the
months of the Arab oil boycott, for 18 million
pounds-a profit of '300% which would make a
Roekefeller proud.22
ln the period since lhe October war, the Arab
. oil-producing nations, as well as other ojl-producing nations from the Third World, have also

-,
try to force a rise in the price
of oil sold to the imperialist powers. Most of the
banded tcigether,,to

oil sold to the Soviet Union, however, was f ixed in
price by trade agreements signed when the price
of oil was much lower. According to Pacific Basin
Reports, "Under some contracJs the Soviet Union
paid the equivalent of $3 a barrel for the oil, and
promptly sold an equal quantity of oil in Europe
for more lhan three times that arnount.":-:Thus, instead of supporting the just struggle of the oilproducing nations for higher prices for oil, the
Soviet Union held these cguntries previously eontracted to low prices and then took advantage of
the higher prices in Europe which were created by
the concerted action of the oil-producing nations.
Al Raiat Amm newspaper in Kuwait decl'ared simply that the-soviet Union had "once again tried to
enter Europe via the oil bridge at a time when
Arab countries had been using the oil weapon to
support the Arab cBUSe:" r-r
Finally, since the October war, competition
between the two superpowers has been,developing rapidly in the Middle East. The "Kissinger
diplomacy" eonducted on behalf of U.S. imperialism in gengral' and Rockefeller interests in
particular, has been an attempt to challehge the
dominance of the Soviet Unio.n in several Arab
countries, particularly Egypt. ln his J'une 1974
"mission" to the Middle East, Nixon even went so
far as to promise Egypt nuclear technoloqy, allegedly for "peacef ul purposes" (and though
Nixon is gone now, this kind of policy remains in
force).

On its part, the Soviet Union has attempted to
hake inroads into lsrael, the chief puppet of U.S.
imperidlism in the area. At the height of the October war, the Soviet Union cohtinued to allow
large numbers of Jews, especially those .with
"higher education" and technical s[ills, to emigrate to lsrael, thus providing lsiael with its
greatest need:more soldiers and .highly trained

personnel.
At the time of this writing, it is impossible to predict exactly what the result will be of the increasin$ly frenzied contention between U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism for control
of the Middle East. Already it is clear that the Soviet Union will benefit greatly from the peace agreem,ent between Egypt and lsrael which provides for

re-opening the Suez Canal, cutting the trip from
Soviet ports on the Black Sea to the lndian Ocean
Uy SOOO miles. What is cdrtain is that the intensified contradictions between the superpowers
'can on the one hand only increase the danger of
further war, not "guarantee peace", while on the
other hand this-does create a situation of turmoil
that can be turned to the advantage ol the revolutionary struggle of the peoples of the area.
' As in the case of lndia, the Soviet socialimperialists go to great efforts lo try to
sweeten their plUnder with honeyed phrases
about "socialism", "peace'u, and "national in;dependence." The social-imperidlist "theoreticians" constantly talk about the "international

division

of labor." What this theory means is

I
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that some countries' role in the "division of
labor" is to grow cotton and produce oil, while
the so-called "advanced'r countries (read imperialists, especially Soviet social-impe.rialists)
concentrate on heavy industry, etc. This is
nothing.more than the old theory of the Brifish
imperialists that "Britain is the workshop of the
world," used to justify keeping vast areas of the
world in poverty and backwardness.
The Soviet Journal Problems of Economics says,
"The possibility exists Jor the formation and intensification of the division of labor in the fuel and
raw niaterial branches between the socialist and
the developing natiois." 25Later in the same article,'
they admit, "A rough eomparison of expenditures
on ihe extraction of'oil and gas in the Soviet Union
and on oiland gas imports from certain developing
countries. shows that under certain conditions,
these'imports may prove advantageous even for the
USSR." Thus, the Soviet Union is trying Qesperately
to come up with a justification for doing preCisEly
the same thing as the traditional imperialist
powers--€oing all over the world with the aim of
monopolizing sources of raw materials and extrac\ing super-profits f rom Third World nations.
What is tiue for oil holds true for Soviet dealings in natural gas. As pointed out earlier, the

Soviet Union has incredible gas

reservEs.

an imperialist power the Soviet
Union is forced to seek profits, not just gas.
Already the USSR- has entered into agreement
with Afghanistan and lran for the purchase of
natural gas, and is in the process of building
Nevertheless, as

pipelines to get the gas into Western and Eastern
is what the Soviet Union means by
the 'i'international division of labor" in the "fuel
branches."
The military implicatioris of Soviet penetration
of the Middle East are also quite imp&tant.
Already the Soviet fleet, rarely seen, in- the
Mediterranean prior to the 1967 war, is clearly
the dominant naval force in the area. The fJ.q
6ih Fleet is now welcome only in Greece and ltaly; its appearance in Turkey is cause for,demonstrations of tens of thousands. And after the
recent war on Cyprus-another example of the
frenzied contention goihg on between the two
superpowers in .the Mediterranean-it appears
that the U.S. may have lost much of its lnftUence
in Greece, too. ln 'contrast, today the Soviet
fleet has access to a large number of
ports in the lrrleUiterranean, the Fersian Gulf and
the Red Sea. And the re-opening of the Suez
Canal will tremendously strengthen Soviet
- military
strength in the area, linking the Soviet
fleet in the Mediterranean with their strpng naval
forces in the lndian Ocean.
ln any war for domination of Europe or for
world domination in general, control of the oil resources of the Middle East would be cruqial. The
Soviet plan to build pipelines to bring oil and gas
from the Middle East directly into Europe via the
Soviet Union will be an important weapon in the
E.urope. This

il;:,
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contention :with U.S. inlperialism for control of
Europe, as well as ensuring huge profits for the
social-imperialists. ln fact, this contention over
Europe is at present the key area of contention
between the'two superpowers and adds an additional and very important dimension to their
rivalry in the Middle East. Already it is estimated
that by 1980, 10% of West Germany's gas consumption will come from the Soviet Union, much

the

g_as

needs.
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masses of Arab Pp9P,le9
arid other peoples of the MiUdle East are coming
to realize that they must fight both superpowersthat the Soviet Union which parades about as a
friend of the Arab peoples is in fact'a vicious imIncreasingly,

perialist exploiter.

World Countries
'We
have concentrated on examining the role of
the Soviet Union in lndia and the Middle East
because these provide the clearest examples of
$ocial-imperialism's exploitation and plunder of
Third World countries. However, the Soviet Union
is,not content to limit its imperialist penetration to
those areas. ln every corner of the globe the Soviet
Union is attempting to conten( with U.S. imperialism for markets for the export of capital,
sourpes of raw materials and to turn other countries inlo "spheres of influence" of the USSR.
Throughout the Third World the Soviet Union has
been functioning as an arms merchant. According
to figures compiled by the government of Sweden,
the Soviet Union increased its arms saleq from an,
average of 95 million dollars a year, 11.3b/" of the
woild's.total in the late 50s, to some 37.5o/o in the
early 70s. ln 1972 alone, the USSR sold 2.2
bllli6n dollars worth of armaments.'27 ln recerit
years the Soviet Union has shifted some'o'f its
heans of plundgr in the Third World from
'ieconomic aid" to "aid" devoted to arms. For
example, in 1966 "economic aid" amounted to
three or four times the amount of military "aid." But
in 197O arms exports came to four times the quanti-

AS previous examples have shown, Soviet
"economic" and "military" aid do not serve to
dbvelgp the recipient eountries. Such socialimperialist "aid" serves only lto hold back the
self-rbliant devdlopment qf these coun.tries and to
shackle them to the Sbviet rulers' never-ending
search for profit. Even as the Soviet Union ,is
amassing fortunes out of war they talk
hypocritically of "peace," and at the 28th UN

General Assembly they proposed a

in the world, complete With huge trawlers'that
are capable of hauling in several limes the tonnage of fish as the largest U.S. vessels. The'ex:
ploitation'of the fisheries off the South American
coast has caused severe difficu.lties for these
countries and has led to the impoverishrnent of
many of the local fishermen who are completely
unable tq cOmpete with the modern, large-scale
fishing fleets of the imperialist powers,' and
especially those of the Soviet Union.
As a result, the peoples and governments,of .
Latin America have demanded a 200-mile ex.
tensiorl of their territorial sovereignty into the
sea. This just demand has been supported by the
vast majority of Third World countries and hds
received powerf ul support froiir the Pe'ople's
Republic of China and the other socialist nationsThe Soviet Union, however, has united with U.-S-.
imperialibm and a handful of other. maritime
powers to try ,to block. the 200-mile limit and
force instead a 12-mile territorial limit on the Third
.

4) other lnstances of Soviet Pltinder of Third

10olo

reduction,

in the military .budgets of all nations. This was
widely rejected as an obvious propaganda
gimmick.

,,

stepping up its contention with the U.S. The Soviets have actively made "loans" in a number of
Latin American countries, almost dlways the first
step by the social-imperialists in their pttempts to
move in on their U.S. rivals' turf. Paiticularly
gross has been the Soviet Union's plunder of the
fisheries off the coast of South America. The
Soviet Union has thg most modern fishing fleet

of which in turn originates in the Middle East.
Italy has signed an agreement with the Soviet
Union that will provide 25/" of ltaly's

';

I

Even in Latin America, the traditional "base
area" of-U.S. imper,ialism, the Soviet Union is

'

World countries.

The Soviet Union fras also proposed the "internationalization" of the Panama Canal., This,
too, is in direct opposition to the demands of the
Panamanian people, who insist on regaining sovereignty over the canal, not "internationaliza.
tion." Various straits in Asia, important to Soviet
commercial vessels and- the Soviet Navy, have

also been targeted for "inteinationalizatiOn,.,"
Because of its opposition to the Third World

countries' demand to control their own sea bed
resources and straits, the Soviet Union has found.
itself increasingly isolated. At rrecent UN con::
ferences on control of the sea, both superpowers
have been roundly condemned by the majority ot
Third World
-U.5.nations.
Like
ffieiiarism,

tne sociar-imperiarists
have tried to . blackmail other countries

economically and have practiced the ugly policy
of 'ldumping" commodities on the world market
with utter disregard for the often fragile
economies of Third, World coqntries which can'
be seriously hurt by a fall in {he price of their ex.
ports. A clear example of this blackmail is the Sov.
iet relationship with Malaysia. The Far Easfern
Economic Review reported in 1972 that ':When
talks began this year for a technical cooperation
pact, the Russians attempted to blackmail the
Malaysians by threatdning to use more synthetic.
rubber. With the Soviet Union alleady the largest
purchaser of Malaysian natural rubber-buying
about 25/" of total production annually-the im'
plications were obvious." 28The Soviet vassal lndia
hab also been similarly stabbed in the back by the
Soviet Union. lt is reported that "lndian products

r:

.
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boughl at liberal prices with the rupee are resold at
discount prices in lndia's traditional markets for
hard currency" by the Soviet Union. ze
, 'The social-imperialists have also made use:'df
the revisionist parties in a number of Third World
countries to further their imperialist ends. tt is
well known that the attempted coup in Sudan in
1971 was precisely an effort to eetablish another
pro-Soviet regime throuqh the auspices of the
Sudanese:,CP. ln other countries,' for example

Egypt, the Soviets have ordered the
'l0ommunistl' Parties disbanded if this furthers

their imperialist designs. ln Chile, the p,ro-Soviet
,"Gommunist'l Party chimed in with the spciallmperialists in preaching the fatlacy of the
'l'peaceful road to socialism." Actually what th€
leaders of the Chilean 'CP and the socialimperialists sought was the 'peacefut transition"
of Chile from a puppet of U.S. imperialism to a
puppet of Soviet social-imperialism. The tragic
results of the sabotage by the "Communist'r Party
of Chile of the revolu'tionary movement there are
of course well known
As already noted, while contention between the
two superpowers is primary overall, the Soviet
social-imperialists are not above colluding with
U.S. imperialism in a number of forms, including
actually insuring U.S. corporations againbt expropriation by Third World governments. After all,
by getting into the "re-insurance" business, the
Soviets can manage to turn d few extra bucks at
relatively tittle risk and at the same time help to
suppress real revolutionary struggles, an interest
,the social-imperialists share with their U.S. rivals.
-,The U.S. government's Overseas Private lnvestment Corporation (OPIC), set up to protect U.S.
mOnopolies against the danger of expropriation,
revealed in April 1972 that the Soviets are hetping
insure U.S. companies against expropriation in 70
developing countries. The OPIC said that Btack
Sea and.Baltic lnsurance Co. of London, a subsidiar,y of the soviet state insurance agency,
GOSSTBAKH, is underwriting part of $26 miilion
in re-in5urance contracts the OPIC has placed
with Lloyd's of London.:o Thus the USSR has a
direct financial interest in preventing expropriation of U.S. compahres by Third World countries. lf
in any of these countries the Soviet U,nion does
manage to gain the uppbr hand, forcing the U.S.
out, any losses they pay out in insurance coverage
will surely be more than covered by other gains.
Thus the social-imperialists protect their interests
trom two directions.
,r The subject of Soviet re-insurance brings us to
perhaps the grossest single exposure of Soviet
social-imperialism-soviet support fbr the coun:
ter-revolutionary Lon Nol regime in Cambodia. I
j,:Since the U.S.-backed coup in Cambodia which
deposed the legitimate head of state, Npr.odom
Sihanouk, the people of Cambodia, in close unity
with the Vietnamese and Laotian people, 'have
been waging an heroic war of national liberation.
Yet for three long years the Soviet Union retused
to recognize the legitimate government (the Royal

Government of National Union) led by Sihanouk.
This is despite the fact'that thd Sihanouk govein-l
ment controls over 90% of the territory,,has liberat-,
ed two thtrds of the population, and has lfor
several years been recognized by a majority of
world governments.
Instead, the USSFI gave diptomatic recognition
to the Lon Nol clique holed rip'in Phnomn Penh,
and a few other Cambodian cities. lt wasn't until
the autumn of 1973, following a conference qf
non-aligned nations in which al 7A governments
represented unanimously called for the recognition of Sihanouk as-the only legitimate government in Cambodia-Quite an em6arrassin[ situation for the SovietS-that the social-imp6rialists
made a tactical retreat. They then sent a note to,
Sihanouk that still fell far short of a clear state- ]
ment of recognition of the Royal Government of
National Union. And the Soviet Union still'continues to portray the struggle of lhe Cambodian
people as a "fratricidal" war. ln this way they try, to
obscure the true. nature of the liberation stru.ggle
in Cambodia, which is a people's war suppoitLO
by the huge malority of the Cambo(ian people
against U.S. irnperialism and a handful of traitors.
_ But the Soviet Union's treachery in Cambodia
goes far beyond its mere political and diplomatic
support for Lon Nol. lnvestigations by a U.S.
Senate sub-committee and Jhe Australian journal
Financial Review, have exposed the fact that the
Lon Nol clique's insurance company, Societe Nationale Assurance, has been re"insured by the
Soviet's GOSSTRACKH as well as by six other
foreign insurance companies. I Thus, the Soviet
Union has been insuring the ver:y same shipments
of petroleum, military supplies and other goods
that the heroic Cambodian people have spilled
blood trying to stop fiom sailing up the Mekong
Fliver from south Vietnaml Sickening.
^

5) How the Social-lmperialists Extract Surplus
Value From Third World Countries

Our point in discussing'these examples of Sov-

iet plunder and interference in various Third
World countries is to prove that Soviet foreign

.

policy flows directly from the fact that the Soviet
Union has been transformed ,into an imperialist
power governed by the same laws of imperialism
that Lenin analyzes in his classic work, lmperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism. While
many of the features of imperialism described .by
Lenin affect the relationship between the im.
. perialiit powers and the Third World (the need to
monopolize markets, the struggle for a re-divisiop
,of the world, etc.), the principal feature of all imperialism that forces it to follow a policy of aggression and plunder is, the driving necessity of
imperialism lo export capital to all corners of the
world, and extract superprofits from wherever it

,

L'enin pointed out that in the advanced capitalist

,

,

countries, "dtr, enormous growth of 'surplus
capitall has arisen . . . " He f urther pointed out thht
under imperialism, lhe export pf capital in the

;;

,""
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form of loans, industri.al equipment, railroad\, etc.,
replaces the old tlpe of international capitalist exploitation in which the capitalists made their profit,
1 primarily through trade, .exporting finished goods
to the colonial and semi-colonial world in exchange for raw materials.
The imperialist drive to subjugate nations in order to export capital and extract the blood.soaked
wealth of those countries has nothing to do with
the desire of this or that government or businessrnan to'gain petty economic privileges. lt is
lhe. driving force shaping the foreign and military
policy of all imperialist powers, including the Soviet Union.
Of ioUrse, the new tsars of the Soviet Union are
not ready to declare themselves imperialists: they
' go to great lengths to "prove" that they can't be.
For exarnple, a piece of Soviet propaganda entitled Economic Co-operation Between fhe USSR
and the Developing Coyntries attempts to provd this
point. ln it the Soviet apologist, V. Rimalov, writes:

"The Soviet Union atlocqtes consi6lerable sums of
money and material means in the form of credits.for

the economic development of countries in Asia,
Africa and Latin America not because it has a surptus,of 'such means, which (does not) find, as in the
developed capitalist countries'profitable' employment within the country .. . The Soviet Union does
not, and cannot, have'any finapcial surp/uses that
must be exparted abroad . . . ln the planned socra/isf
eponomy, every ruble can be very. effectively
employed for the needs of the domestic economic
deiet6pment and for the greater, safisfaction of the
people ... Sovlef credits to the underdeveloped
countries basically differ trom those granted by the
imperialist poweirs . . . The Sovr'ef credits are not the
, export of -capital but the mdans of fraternal asslstance from.the people of the socra/lst country to
other peoples,- As a result, the terms on which they
are rssued are essentlally different trom those of the
. capifal,'St world market. The maior difference is that
Soviet credits facilitate the.creation of an independent national economy in the former colonial and dependent countries, while the tinancial 'aid' of the
capitalist powers entails the maintenance of
econdmic and, in the final analysis, political dependence of those countries on imperialism."tr

'

The author then goels on to point out"how the
Soviet loans are only at 2.5olo interest, how they are
repayable'over 12 years, etc. Aside from asserting

that the USSR is "socialist" and not imperialist,
the only real proof Rimalov offers for his contentions is that the Soviet Union indeed charges less
for loans than was the practice of the Western imperialists prior to the en(rance of the USSR into
the capital export market. But Rimalov hardly
giries us the entire picture of Soviet "aid." lt is precisely in what he leaves out that the true imperialist nature of such "aid" js revealed.
First of all he neglects to inform us that all Soviet "aid", as we noted barlier in this chapter, is
tre4 that it can be used only to purchase goods
manufactured in the Soviet Union (sometimes this
'is stretched to include purchase of goods from

the USSR's East'European puppets). These goods,
which are piimarilv caoital ooods--whole'factories,
.heavy machinery, etc.-are sold by trade agreement and not at world market prices.
Numerous studies have revealed the exorbitant
prices charged by the Soviet Union. One such study
showed that in 1965, of 65 commodities exported
by the Soviet Union to both industrial nations as
wellas developing countries, 53 commodities were
sold at a higher price to those countries "lucky"
enough to be receiving Soviet "aid." 33 On the
average, the developing countries paid 13olo more
for the same goods than did the industrial countr.ies. More recent f igures published by th6 Chinese
indieate that the figure has grown to 20-30%. Clearly'this unequal exchange is a vast source of profit
for the Soviet Union.

Some people are quick to point out that imperialist profit in the developing countries is obtained from the export of capital and not from unequal trade, and on this basis challenge the apsertion that the USSR is, in fact, exporting capital
and extracting surplus value from the Third World
other countrles.'
'andHowever,
this argument is actually quite hollow.
Mao Tsetung wrote, "When we look at a thing, we
must examine its essence and treat its appearance
merely as an usher at the threshold, and once we
cross the threshold, we must grasp the essence of
the thing; this is the only reliable and scientific
method of analysis.\t 3+ While the appearance is
that the Soviet Union gets a very low rate of return
on its investment, even if they do rake it in
through unequal trade, the essence of the matter
is that it is through unequal trade that fhe Sovlet.\
Union realizes the iurplus value generated by the export of capital. ln essence, it is little moretthan a
book-keeping arrangement as to whether the profit comes back to the USSR,in the form of interest
or in the form of superprofits from sales uvhen the
sa/es are tied by trade agreement to the export of

capital,

,

ferhaps the following example will help clarify
the point. lmagine a coal mine where all the
workers are forced to live in a company town in
which the company sets prices for all food, renl
hnd other necessities of life at, say, twice the
market val0e of these goods: Clearly it would be
super:ficial to simply look at the wages the miners
receive to determine how much surplus value is
extracted from their labor. lnstead one would have
to look at the real wages, that is, the value of the
goods and services the miners were able to
purchase with'their paychecks. rt
This is not to say that the miners aie exploited
both as workers and as "consumers." The point is
that the profit made by selling commodjties at
twice their value is a mere book:keeping arrangem'ent on the part of the niine owners hiding the
fact that the surplus value they rip off comes frQm
lhe labor of the miners, since "the rniners are
forced to purchase their goods at company stores
wherb prices can be hiked up wolrabgve actual
values due to the company's utter and complete
il
_,

- ...1

'
monopoly.
Essentially

l'l'

.

.','r-

this is the same method the Soviel

Union uses to mask the amount of surplus value il
extracts from those countries, especially Third
World countries, to which it exports capital. This
is because, to repeat, Soviet trade with .,,aid,,

(capitalpreceiving countries is tinked direcily4,'
through treaty. with the terms for repayment ol
loans and is predicated on the relationship which
exists between the Soviet Union as an imperialist
power and the "aided" countries as exploited

states.

Now let's examine some of Himalov's other
arguments which are supposed to ',prove,, that
the Soviet Union is not an imperialist state. He
says thht in the Soviet Union, "every ruble can be
used effectively for the. needs of the dome6iic
economy and for .the greater satisfaction of the
peoplss.",-.rrWe have already seen evidence of the
sorry state of affairs of the Soviet economy a,nd
we shall see more in the next chapter.
It is clear that production in the USSR itself is
not geared to the "satisfaction of the people" or
we wouldn't be seeing the tremendous shift in
production away from the basic needs of Soviet
working people into more lucrative fields like
vodka and the fashion industry. The argumgnt
that the Soviets are making a "sacrifice't in the
interests of proletarian inteinationalism, and that
capital exported by the Soviet Union could be
productively employed in the Soviet Union, is no

more true than the argument pushed

by

bourgeois liberals and the revisionist "Coml
munist" Party in this country who say that if only
we could "divert" expenditures from war and
overseas investment there would be no unemployment at home. Such an argument imp{ies
that the imperialists choose to export capital, that
they choose to carve up the world into co'mpeting
spheres of influence. But the imperialists are no1
just evil or foolish men. They are forced to do
these things. For if they did not they would not
be imperialists.
ln response to just this kind of thinking, Lenin

wrote the following:

"This argument is very often advanced by the petty
bourgeois critics of capitalism. But if capitalism did
these things (eliminate unevenness between industry
and agriculture and raise the tiving standard of the
masses-FU) it would not be capitalism; for both
uneven development and a semi-starvation level of
the masses are fundamental and inevitable'conditions and constitute premr'Ses of this mode of pro.
duction. As long as capitalrsm remains what it is,
surp/us production will not be utilized for the
purpose of raising the living standard of the masses
in a given country, for this could mean b dectine in
profits for the capifallsts, but for the purpose of ex*
porting capital abroad to the backward countries. "r"

What Lenin wrote about the old Western imperialist powers also holds true for the socialimperialists. Why is it that the Soviet Union
purchases natural gas from lran instead of de-

.
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veloping its own vast gas reserves in Siberia?
Why is it that the Soviet Unisn'sets up factories
in lndia, where the wages are as low as 160 a
day, and imports the product of these factories
back to the Soviet Union instead of setting up
the factories in Moscow? lt is exaCtly becluse
"capital cannot find a field for 'profitable' investment" and not, as Flimalov writes, "to develop
the economies" of other nations. Do the socialimperialists really expect people to believe that

their pluqder is nothing but "f raternal assistance"? Certainly they will never be able to

convince the masses.of the Soviet people, or the
people of other countries exploited by the socialimperialists, tha[ the reason for the backward
state of agriculture in the Soviet Union and the
stagnant economy in general is because the Soviet Union is,making "sacrifices" out of its "love"
for the peoples of the developing nations!
ln the Soviet journal Probtems of Economics, l.
Zevin expands on how the USSR helps "develop
,

the economies" of Third World"countries.

He

writes that

"Collaborattion with socla/ist countries promotes the

of a rational national economic complex
based on modern technotogy in developing countrles, leads to the etiminiiion of the impertect
economic structure inherited from the past and of
the one-sided dependence on the external factors,
genetates potential resources, promotes dynamic
economic development and enables developing.
countries to pay off foreign debts ,through part of
their increased national income without detriment to
their economic progress. " i;
formation

But facts speak

to, tf'"rnrelves. ln the real

wor,ld and not the fentasy, propaganda world of
Soviet apologists, lndia, the larg.est recipient of
Soviet "aid," has only gone deeper and deeper
into debt to the Soviet Union add can hardly
i'pay oft foreign debts . . . without detriment to
economic progress." Egypt, another beneficiary
of Soviet "aid", still has to import millions of
tons of grain while concentrating on Qrowing
cotton to pay off the Soviet Union for this grain
and for the Aswan Dam. ls this the "elimination
of the imperfect ecolromic structure inherited
from the past" which Zevin writes of? As far as
we can see, the only "dynamic economic development" . to take place in the Third World
countries receiving Soviet "aid'r is the rapid development of more exploitation.
ln the same article, Zevin has the nerve to
quote Lenin who wrote that after achieving victory,-the proletariat of the West w6uld help the
oppressed peoples of the East make the "transitjon to machines, to lighter work, to democracy,
and to socialism." However, the socialimperialists hardly practice what Lenih preached.
Aid from a socialist country can in fact help dev6loping nations strengthen their economic independence, though it cannot substitute for revolutionary struggle of the people themselves to
liberate their countries and their productive
forces. But Soviet export of capital has nothing

in common with'true socialist aid. The factories
the USSR builds in lndia do not mean lighter
labor for the lndian wonkers. Far from it-along
with the export of capital goes the export of
capitalist exploitation and misery.

While all imperialism "develops the
ecohomies" of its victims in the sense that it
does build factories, railroads, etc., imperialism
prevents real development of the productive
forces. ln particular, imperialism maintains semifeudal relations of production in the countrysi.de
which prevents the real development of a national market, keeps millions of peasants in
starvation, and provides an endless supply of
workers who can be worked to death as rapidly
as the machinery will allow.

"The rich nations of the world talk aboui aid to the
poor nations. A few al them give it, but many at'
tempt to use fhe concept of aid. as a cover for
further exploitation. China, which is nof a rich coun'
try, has talked about nothing. lt has simply made it
possib/e for us to have a railway linking our two independent African frontier states, without profiting
out of our need or even making great propaganda
out of it-which you would have every iustification
for doing. . . This railway will be of tremendous
value to myicountry and to free Africa. But the example of hard work, and se/f/ess service, which is
being provided by the Chiaese comrades who are
acting as technicians and teachers on the railway
may be of equal importance to Tanzania's future
development. . . I betieve that you are helping
Tanzania, and the African liberation mcivements, as
contribution towards the cause of world revolu-

of how
social-imperialism does not "develop the
economy" but simply combines capitalist exploitation with a semi-feudal, semi-colonial

a

ing the essential relations of production. To point

Ohina's policy of providing real aid as opposed
to thp Soviet Union's use of "aid" as a.means of

Starving lndia is the clearest example

economy, without in any way fundamentally alter-

to a rise in the rate of steel production in lndia
(much of which is exported to the USSR anyway)
as proof of a "developing economy" while hundreds of thousands die of starvation and exposure is obscene. But that is what the.revisionists are tryilg to sell the people of the
world.

ln contrast to soeial-imperialist plunder under
the cover of "aid", genuine socialist countries

give real aid, which assists countries of the Third
World in the struggle against domination by the
superpowers and all imperialist powers and their
reactionary accomplices. An outstanding example
of this is China's assistance to Tanzania and
Zambia in building a railroad which will link the
two countries and enable, them to increase trade
with each other and make it possible lor Zambia
in particular to transport its maior products,
especially copper, to the sea without having to
depend on the racist regime of flhodesia.
When these two countries approached the impgrialist powers for.help the response was that a
railroad would be uneconomical and unnecessary. lt was clear that a rail link between
Tanzania and Zambia would compete with the
older railroads built by and run i'n the interests of
the ,imperialists. China, however, undertopk to.
aid in the task. The Chinese have supplied
economic assistance and on-the-spot technicians
who live together with the people of Tanzania
and are giving inval-uable aid in constructing the
railroad. ln addition, Tanzanian and Zambian students have come to Peking to study railway
technology and management.

The completion of this railroad which is
scheduled lor late 1976 will " not only help
Tanzania and Zambia in their struggles for selfreliance and independence, but will also
strengthen support for the various liberatron
movements in Africa. Commenting on this aid,
President Julius K. Nyerere of Tanzania said during a trip to China in March 1974:

tion. Qur best thanks to you. will be to carry that
cause to success in our owh areas. I promise that
we shall do our best l'r8

exploitation flows from the diametrically opposite
role the two cOuntries play in the world today.
This in turn stems directly from the nature of the
social systems in the two countries-China is a

socialist country ruled by the working class,
while the Soviet rulers have restored capitalism
and turned the first socialist state into a sociali

mperial ist superpower.

ln recent years a united front against the two
superpowers is being forged with the People's
Flepublic of China at its head. Throughout the
Third World, the people are learning from bitter
experience that only by struggling against both
'superpowers will it be possible for countries'to
win national liberation and embark on the road
to socialism. From country to country the main
enemy is different-it is correct, for example, for
the people of lndochina to concentrate their
main fire on the U.S. imperialists, while in recent
years the social-imperialists have been the main
/
enemy in lndia.
ln certain conditions it is even necessary and
appropriate to take advantage of the contradictions between the superpowers to defeat the
enemy one by one. But'at all times it is crucial to
see that strategically, both the U.S. and the
USSR are enemies of the people of the world. To fail
to. make such a correct appraisal is fraught with
danger and can lead to the replacement of .the
domination of one superpower by the domination
of the other rather than achieving real liberation.
Some people, including many sincere revolutionaries, point to the fact that the Soviet Union
supports liberation movements in various parts of
the world and argue therefore that the Soviet
Union's actions are not those of an imperialist.
Besides instigating and backing reactionary "insurgent" movements-as in Bangla Desh and
other instances already mentioned-the Soviet
Union does support certain genuine liberation
struggles. But this does not change the fact--.
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which we believe we have clearly demonstratedthat the Soviet Union is a state monopoty

capitalist-imperialist-power; nor is it at ail
times inconsistent for an imperialist power to
support liberation movements. ln particular, the
Soviet social-imperialists have provided some
military and economic assistance to liberation
movemefits aimed at U.S. imperialism because
the Soviets hope in this way to gain some advantage in their contention with the U.S.
U.S. imperialism, too, has on a number of occasions done the same thing in pursuing its imperialist rivalries with other major powers. For
example, during WW 2 the U.S. to a certain
degree cooperated with and'even aided liberation
movements in lndochina, the Philippines and
other places because these movements were
directing their fire at the Japanese. But the example of the Philippines shows the danger of
failing to firmly grasp and educate the masles of
people to the nature of imperialism even under
conditions which may make a degree of cooperation with an imperialist power necessary and correct.

The Philippine's Communist Party during and
immediately after WW 2 tailed to arm its own
ranks and the Philippine people ,with the understanding that once Japan was defeated, the
U.S. would turn from a temporary ally to the major oppressor of the Philippines and would move
to re-establish its rulq there. The result was that
the Philippine revolutionary movement suffered a
serious setback.
Of course, like the U.S) imperialists, the Soviet
social-imperialists don't always succeed in their
efforts to take over and use these struggles for
their own _imperialist aims. The intentions of the
imperialists, including the social-imperialists, are
one thing, but their success in carrying out these
intentions is quite another. ln today's world, with
the contention between the two imperialist
superpowers playing such a decisive role in conditioning world affairs-creating a complex
situation of great turmoil marked by both great
opportunity and great danger for the people's
struggle-it is crucial, in order to seize that opportunity and advance in the face of the danger,
to have a fir:m grasp of the imperialist nature of
the Soviet Union and to understand that the laws
of imperialism determine, in the final analysis,
the actions of the Soviet Union in the world.
6) The Soviet Union and lts Colonies in Eastern
Europe

While the Soviet social-imperialists increasingly
seek hegemony throughout the world, they have
also moved to solidify their hold on Eastern
Europe, the "back yard" of social'-imperialism.
Most of the East European countries, with the
exception of Albania, did not originally develop
socialism on the strength of their own
revolutionary movements. These countries were
liberated from the Nazi yoke in the closing stages
of V/\rV 2 by the heroic advances of the Sovtet

Red Army. ln all these countries the Soviet
armies were greeted as liberator:s, and, following
the war,'the friendship of the Soviet Union and
the advent of socialism were welbomed with
great enthusiasm by the peoples of the region. ln
these countries the reactionary classes, the
landlords and big capiialists, had in the main
allied with or were completely subservient to the
Nazis. With the'Allied victory these forces lost all
semblance of legitimacy and power.
Thus, it was possible after 1945 for these
countries to begin the construction of socialism.
The form of workers' state adopted by most of
the countries was called "people's democracy"
because, due to the particular conditions at the
time, the dictatorshlp of the proletariat was
based .upon a democratic alliance between the
working class, the peasantry and sections of the
petty bourgeoisie under the Ieadership of the
proletariat. Though these countries, like the
Soviet Union, had suffered severely in the war,
they began to rebuild their shattered economies
on an independent and self-reliant basis with the
f raternal cooperation and aid of the Soviet
Union.
During the war, the U.S. had pledged to help
these countries and the Soviet Union rebuild in
"gratitude" for the great sacrifices the peoples
there had made rn the anti-fascist cause.
However, when the Marshall Plan was proposed
the political strings attached to such aid were
unacceptable. The East European nations were in
a bind and, though the Soviet Union also faced
tremendously difficult tasks of recovery, Stalin
encouraged a policy of cooperation, aid and
mutual exchange. Stalin's overall goal was to
'promote the ,independent development of the
economies of the East European countries, but
at the same time he proposed that the socialist
nations, as much as possible, cooperate and
integrate their economies on the general basis of
equality and mutual benefit. Thus, the Council of
Mutual Economic Aid (COMECON) was formed.
From the beginning, however, COMECON was
sabotaged by the actions of Voznesensky (he
rears his ugly head againl), who as the leading
Soviet economic official was placed in charge of
the organization's development. While it is not
completely clear what happened, it appears that
Voznesensky to some extent distorted COMECON
in the direction of encouraging Soviet
dominance. While such dominance never
chaiacterized the workings of COMECON before
1956,.it apparently continued to exist as a real
weakness even after Voznesensky's death.3'
Such dominance was also in part encouraged
by Stalin's decision at the war's end to temporarily
subordinate the overall development of the
socialist camp to the recovery of the Soviet Union.
With the increasing threat posed by U.S. im-

perialism's aggressive and expansionist
rpaneuvering-rn Greece, for example, and its

flaunting of the atomic bomb, it was crucial that

the Soviet Union build up its economic

and

military strength as swiftly as possible. This was
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important for the secunty of the people's democracies, too. But Stalin's policy did not aim at
establishing any long-term structural dependency.
Flather, his policy was for' the,time being to put
some priority on Soviet needs. This was a necessity at the time and, overall, a correct,policy.
Because the East 'Eufopean countries were
mainly liberated from the outside, the Communist
Parties in these countries were not particularly
strong. While rrBol,corTlrrlunists had been heroic
underground fighters against the Nazis, and while
the Party was extrernely popular in most c'ountries, the East European Parties did not sink deep
and firm roots among the masses and their revolutioniry expqrience wis in many respects limited. lt
is not surplising,'then, that these Parties at time
made serious, errors, even when they were still
generally upholding Marxism-Leninism. For example, such errors made it easier for the U.S. and
West European imperialists to stir up reactionary
revolts in East Germany and Poland in the early
50s.

ln 1956 the imperialists managed to take advantage of the mistakes of the Hungarian Communist
Party to incite a counter-revolutionary revolt in
that country. This was arded by certain revisionist
,elements in the Hungarian CP. At the time all true
communists recognized that many honest people
had been duped in Hungary, but they were resolved not to Iet the imperialists break'the unity of
what at the time was still the "socialist camp",
despite the fact that Khrushchev had already begun
to lead the Soviet Partv onto the revisionist road.
On the recor,nmendation of Communist Parties
throughout the world, including the Chinese Communist Partv, Khrushchev sent troops into
Hungary. l-lad Khrushchev been more decisive and
moved earlier, before the imperialist agents had
the time to mobilize the more reactionary and'
backward forces in Hungary, a great deal of blood
could have been spared.
Thd Hungarian revolt does not only illustrate the
weakness of the East European Parties. lts occur-

rence was in reality really encouraged

by

Khrushchev's speech, and especially his attack on
Stalin at the 20th Congress some months before.

This counter-revolutionary attack threw the whole
world communist movement into turmoil, weakening the position of many Parties in and out of
power. The Hungarian Party was, it would appear,
particularly torn and the imperialists wasted little
time in takinq advantaoe of the situation.
Had Khrushchev not launched his attack on
Stalin, on Marxism-Leninism and the dictatorship
of the proletarlat; had he not led the Soviet Party
and many other Communist Parties down the revisionist path, the Hungarian communists might
have corected their errorS. They might not have
moved-,hs they did-further down thl road to revisionrsm, restoring capitalism in Hungary. The
Hungarian events might have been resolved on
the basis of strengthening the dictatorship of the
proletariat by relying on the ffiasSBS: This,
however, did not take place. lnstead Khrushchev,

through force and iqducement, dragged

the
already somewhat weak and vacillating parties of
East Europe'completely into the revisionistswamp, and tfrese Parties have followed the lead
of the Soviet social-imperialjsts in restoring the
capitalist system.
Because most of the East European Parties,
with the notable and world-inspiring exception of
the Albanian commun'ists, were in fact inadequately steeled and tempered by the mass strugqle of the working class, they were easy prey to
Khrushchev's revisionism. The Hungarian invasion,
which was,in general correct at the time because
it did prevent an imperialist takeover of what was
then a socialist.country, also had the negative
aspect of frightening the EasI European leaders
into submission. Nearly all the Parties of East
Europe endorsed the revisionist theses of the 20th
Congress. Among the East European parties the
Albanian Paity of Labor led by comrade Enver
Hoxha distinguished itself by resisting and repudiating these theses.
But while revisionism has transformed the Soviet Union. from a socialist country into an imperialist superpower, revisionism has led the East
European states into subservience and vassdlage
to Soviet imperialism. These countries today are
indeed the Soviet Union's colonies. They include
Bulgaria,,Hungary, Czechoslovakia, East Germany
and Poland.
Some people argue that this is not possible'
They point out that some of the East European
states-for example, Czechoslovakia-are in some
respects more advanced industrially than the Soviet Union. This is true. lt was also true of the old
tsarist empire, too. As Mao puts it: "Political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun." None of
the East E'uropean states could ever hope to stand
up to the Soviet Union militarily no matter how deVeloped its industry. Nor have these countries a
broad enough economic base to even equal the
overallindustrial capacity of the Soviet Union even
if all were added togethqr. Thus, on a capitalist
basis, these countries can only choose either to
remain vassals of the Soviets or they can try to
escape to the protection and domination of the
U.S. imperialists and tneir West European
partners, as Czechoslovakia attempted in 1968.
Of course, there is a third path. lt is conceivable
that the countries of East Europe might at times
be capable of winning a certain degree of national
independence either by. carefully playing off the
two superpowers against each other or by asserting themselves in some other way. Yugoslavia has
had some success with this policy and the socialist
nations have encouraged such independence, just
as they encourage many U.S. puppets to win concessions from and stand up to their masters.
But a long-term policy of real self-reliance and
true independence, followed successfully in East
Europe by Albania, can only be maintained by a
socialist country where the proletariat is in power
and where the leadership, guided by the science
of revolution, Marxism-Leninism, is not afraid to

mobilize the broad masses in the struggle for independence and socialism. Complete national independence is possible only where the working
class is free to exert full effort toward all-round,
balanced development of the economy and where
the masses and the Party are closely u.nited, gaining strength one f rom the other. Capitalists
themselves, the East European Soviet puppet
leaders would never even dream of such a thing.
And if they did, they'd call it a nightmare.
Today, as we have noted, the Soviet revisionists
have cooked up the half-baked "theory" of the
"international division of labor" to justify their
plunder of East Europe, as well as other areas. According to this theofy, each of the East European
countries has a special "contribution" to make in
the intergsts of the new Soviet tsars. As th€
Bulgarian journal lnternational Relations, pointed

out, the "international division

of labor" "will

spawn one-sidedness and dependence in the development of various countries" and will "aggravate inequality among countries." rr;
The main vehicle for Soviet economic domination of East Europe is COMECON. Voznesensky
would indeed be proud to know that his prize
pupil, Kosygin, has learned his revisionist lessons
here as well. The Soviet social-imperialists argue
that. all COMECON countries must recognize the.
"leading role" of the Soviet Union. They declare
that certain countries, for example, Bulgaria and
Mongolia (a non-European member of COMECON,
also under the heel of Eoviet domination), needn't
"develop certain industrial departments" because
the Soviet Union already "has built up such rndustrial departments." These countries are instead ordered to supply the Soviet Union with raw
materials or even, in the case of Bulgaria, cheap
imported labor.
Each year tens of thousands of Bulgarian woodcutters migrate to the Soviet Union to cut wood in
the forests of Kom. And this year it is reported that
about 20,000 Bulgarians are working on ionstruc'
tion of a huge paper and cellulose factory near
Archangel in the.So.viet Union. Couldn't these
workers be making a greater contribution to the
development of the Bulgarian economy? r:
Of course, in tsulgaria the Soviet socialirnperialists have encouraged the development of
Black Sea resolts at such places as Varna. For the
workers? Hardly. These beaches have become the
exclusive holiday preserve of Soviet and Edst
European officialdom and are increasingly being
opened up to West European anf, U.S. tourists,
too.
ln the more industrialized centers of COMECON,
the economies are also distorted. Czechoslovakia,
for example, has built up an advanced machjne
tool industyy tar more extensive than would be
called for at this point were the economy being
developed in an all-round way. This industry is
oriented toward satisfying the needs of the Soviet
Union. The Czechoslovak economy has become
lopsided and totally dependent on foreign (mainly
Soviet) tr:ade. ln Poland specialization in the interests of Soviet dominance has caused a reducI
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tion in thb variety of Polish products. Critics there
point out how this'is "unfavorable in terms of
technrcal progress, raw materials and investt

ments." {l

Further, under the pretext of ''fraternal cooperation", the Soviet Union has monopolized the
supply of fuel and raw materials to East Europe.
This is an extremely important method of control.
According to statistics, East European COMECON
members "now import from the Soviet Union
alrnost alI their oil, 80-90 per cent of their iron-ore
and timber, three quarters of their oil products,
rolled metal and phosphate fertilizer and over
three-fifths of theil cotton, coal and manganese
org." lr
As we noted previously, the Soviets often sell
such raw materials at a'substantial rnarkup, havrng obtained these cheaply in return for credit
from Third World nations like lndia, Egypt or lraq.
This markup enables the social-imperialists to also
place the East European nations in a financial'
squeeze. Between 1960 and 197p, Czechsolovakia
alone was for,ced to provide the Soviet Union with
two billion rubles in loans and investment.
Bulgaria has complained that "the redistribution
of its agricullural investment to the raw materials
departments of other countries will domestically
slow down its own agricultural development." ri
ln the course of restoring capitalism, the East
European states have . also served .as stalking
horses for the social-imperialists. Many of the "reforms" initiated in the Soviet Union in the course
of capitalist restoration were previously tried out
in "experimental" form in some of the East Euro-

pean countries, especially Hungary and

East

Germany.

We in the FIU have not yet completed our research on the question of East Europe and we do

not as yet fully understand the particularities of
capitalist restoration in thEse countries. Nor are
we yet'aware of a// the mechanisms by which the
Soviet Union dominates, the region. We .do,
however, know enough to be_convinced that these
countries have become colonies of the socialimperialists. For further information we are run:
ning as an appendix to this book an informative
article by two Albanian authors which appeared in
the May-June 1974 Albania Today. This article goes
more deeply into the methods and forms of Soviet
economic exploitation and control of East Europe.
It is also important to note that the East'European countries are resisting Soviet control. ln
was tem1968 the Czechoslovak Communist Party'clique
of
porarily taken ever by. a different
capitalists who were convinced that a more profitable future for the Czech bourgeoisie could be
found outside the Soviet orbit. Headed by the revisionist Dubcek, they initiated certain ,"reforms"
in the Czechoslovak economy. While covering
themselves with talk of democracy and making
some small concessions to the masses (almost exclusively, however, to the petty bourgeoisie),
Dubcek and his followers attempted to reorder th''e
economy along the lines of what they called
"rnarket soiialism." ln theory this was really only
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an extreme, competitive, capitalist version of the
Kosygin "rdforms." But its real purpose was to
"open the economy to Western investment. One indibation of this was that the Czechs were making
moves to transfer their currency from a standard
based on the Soviet ruble to one of direct con:
vertibility with the dollar.
The Soviet Union, however, would not stand for
this. The Soviet rulers were not really concerned
about whether the Czechs tried out some new
capitalist economic "reforms" or not. ln fact they
weie happy to have the Czechs experiment with
whatever capitalist methods rnight produce, the,
most profit for the Soviet Union. And in matters of
"theory", the Soviet revisionists were not too concerned about the Czechs' attempts to more openly
promote bourgebis liberalism under the cover of
Marxism, though here we should emphasize that
the political loyalti of the East European puppet
Parties to Soviet policy is an important benefit the
Soviet leaders do not care to lose. But what the
social-imperialists were mainly worried about in
Czechoslovakia was the possible "loss" of that
country to U.S. and West European imperialism.
This Bre3hnev and Co. could not stand for. They
. thus launched a Qrutal invasion of Czechoslovakia
' in August 1968.
This invasion -was 'not like the intervention in
, Hungary in 1956, because the Soviet Union by
1908 had been transformed into a full-fledged imperialist,superpower. Alth6ugh the Dubcek government did not represent the interests of the
Czechoslovak people, the social-imperialist tanks
represented an even more powerful enemy. And
the people certainly recognized this. lndeed,
despite the fact that Dubcek's government
capitulated at once and urged the masses to
passively lay down their arm-s, the people of
Czechoslovakia fought back, spontaneously with
great courage. Communists have soundly condemned the Soviet irivasion of Czechoslovakia as
an act of imperialist thuggery. We are convinced
'thaf one day the Czechoslovak people will rise up
ragoin and eventuatly free themselves from the interference and dominatjon of Soviet socialimperialism and all imperiili'sm.
Suffering under the jackboot of Soviet socialimperialism, the countries of East Europe have
been increasingly torn apart by sharp and worsening contradictions. This has also called forth
growing mass resistance. The greatest such
episode so far took place in Poland in 1970-71.
On December 13, faced with severe economic difficulties attributable directly to distortions'of the
ecohomy created by social-imperialist domination,
the Polish governmedt drastically increased prices
on a wide range of basic consumer necessities.
This detonated a tremendous revolt by the Polish
workers. ln Gdansk on December 14, a general
strike took place and the local Party headquarters
was sack6d. On December 17, the revolt spread to
'Szcecin and on the 19th to Elblag. The governrrqnt response was to bring in tairks and shoot
{own the workers. But this failed ,to stop the re.
volt. Finally, the government and Party leadership
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headed by the bloo(:stained dog Gomulka'was
forced to resiglr. Gomulka hnd his coterie were
replaced by a nbw Politbureau headed by Edward
Gierek. The troops were withdrawn but ine price
hikes remained in force.
At last, on January 25, 1971, Gierek agreed to
meet with the still striking workers. As a good
lackey, one of his first demands of the .workers
was "to cease th6 attacks (l know that they are
:irculating) against the Soviet Union." rr,This really
reveals where things were at!
Gierek eventually managed, after many concessions, to get the workeri to return to work. Excerpts from his diScussions with workers at the
Warski Shipyards in Szcecin were published in
1972by the British journal New Left Review. rzThese
are quite enlightening and reveal very clearly that
the Polish working class is becoming more determined in'its struggle against revisionists like
Gierek and his bosses in Moscow.
The Polish people and the peoples of all the
East European countries have a rich tradition, of
struggle. Theyl will .surely unite to overthrow the
rule"of the new tsars.
7) Western Capital Exploits Russian

Workers

l

One result of the rebuilding of capitalism in the
USSR is that Western capitalists are welcome to

exploit Russian workers and raw materials. This
is an especially ugly feature of Soviet socia[ imperialism.

With the October revolution, the Rqssian people rid therr country of the imperialism of the tsar
and the Russian ruling class and put an end to
imperialist penetration of their country. Now with
the restoration of capitalism, Russia under the
new tsars is once against imperialist and open to
exploitation by other i mperial ists
How exactly does this work? Since the USSR
supposedly has "ownership of the means of production by the whole people", how can,we maintain that the Soviet working class igbeing exploit-

ed by foreign capital? lsn't it just trade on

an

equal basis, as the revisionists claim? Let's look
at the facts and listen to some people who know
better.
As the revisionists become more and more am-

bitious in their f orced march to rebuild

capitalism, they are not satisfied with the tempo
and scope. of development. Furthermore, the revisionists have been wrecking the Soviet
economy and cannot supply people with b2sic
necessities. They lack capital, especially since a
lot of it is tied up in the armaments industry. So
they turn to the West where they find eager competing capitalists in search of new markets and
investment opportunities for their capital exports.
U.S. papers are full of thdse deals. The building
of an auto plant by Fiat, the Occidental natural
gas deal, the plans for joint ventures to extract
raw rnaterials in Sibeiia (oil, timber, uranium) etc.
But isn't it a contradiction that' Western impierialists, always looking for superprofits and

'cgntrol over their investments
should invest tneir
money in countries where th6y are legally barred
from traditional forms of capitalist ownership?

This was indeed one of the worries the
capitalists had before they started to make big
deals with the USSR and the East European
countries. But they soon found that reality is
quite different. ln a revealing and unique
roundtable discussion organized by The New York
Ilmes with experts on East-West trade, the
lollowing discussion developed which is excerptec here:

.

Times: "How do you' do business and at the
same time satlsfy both the desire of the multinational ,corporation to have full control of an enterpise and the doctrine of the communist system
of awnership of its gwn assets?"
. Hendricks (representing 145 companiesl: "By
changing the psychological approach. Mr. Fakete
(Depdy Governor of the Hungarian National Bank)
once made a joke by Suggestlng that Eastern
Europe was the most se.cure place in the world for
an investment because everything was already nationalized. ln other words we just have to change
our approach. Our partner lg the government.' You
negotiate transactions in which control does not depend on awnership."

fhe discussion goes on to point gut that many

East European countries (Hungary, Bumanra,
Yugoslavia) have changed their laws to make it
legal for foreign comp-anies to invest money- iri
factories, mines, etc. The USSR has not gotten
around to this. However, it doesn't really matter,
as shown by the follqwing statement from
Samuel Pisar, an internati6nal lawyer specializing
in East:West trade who was in on the Occidenta-l
deal:.

"Theoretically, foreign equity ownership

ls

agarnsf

Marxism' and Lenfnipm. Capitalists are not'atlowdd
to exploit production in Communist countries. But let
us see'ff there are any ways of getting around this.
What does an American company look for? Number
.one it looks for control. Does that mean they could

get control of a board of directors in the Soviet

Union or in Hungary or in Poland? Out of the questian..Not for many years anyway. But this is not really necessary. lf you do a joint project with,a Comryqnist $tate company, it is not ,rnpossible to write
into the contract a provision for a ioint management

cornrnittee. The Commlihist board of directors
,t
doesn't exercrse much powear anyway and it doesn
. know anything about international selling and
ntarketing. Bui the management commiftee,- which
ntay consist of several Americans and seyera/
Easterners, rs nof ruled gut by Marxism-Leninism.
Such a management coinmittee could design the
plant, put it into. production, exercise quality
supervision, develop the marketing aspects, without
offending the Communist dogma and laws. One
day, equity in the true sense may also be possib/e. "
This was put very well, but how about profits?

i.

P?s9 7s

How are they s)(1,..t.a, Let's listen to/ Pisar
agarn:

"l remember a major deal where the American company woutd have accepted a piece of equity of the
deal and it equity could not be given a piece of the
profits defined by contract. But the Communist'
philosophy did not permit that. The company ended
up getting something superior to equity and to pr6-.
fit.. lt got a royalty, a pafticipation in fhe gross
turnover of the venture; paid in hard currency."
ln the case of Fiat, which built a complete auto
plant in the Soviet Union, that means that for
every car the Russian workers build the ltalian
firm is getting a cut. ln other words, the profits
are split between the Soviet state-monopoly
capitalists and the foreign capitalists. The exampfe of Fiat makes particularly obvious what the
introduction of capitalist plants means to the
Russian workinq class, because Fiat copied the
plant exactly from the plant they run in ltaly,
wnere tens of thousands of Fiat workers have for
years been waging a f ierce strug.gle against
speed'up and [nhuman working conditions.
(Once during one of the many wildcat strikes at
Fiat, management argued: "We don't know what
our workers are cornplaining about. We work
here thg same way as,,in the plant we'built in the
Soviet Union.") Now the revisionists have blgssed
the Russian working class with the same, which
only shows thdt they are digging their own grave,
because the Russian working class is bound to
rise up against this oppression and overthrow
this whole new capitalist system altogether.
ln addition to the form of investment typified
by Fiat; where the profit comes in the fdrm of
r6yalties, another form . is becoming more important-loans tq the USSR by Western banks.
The rate of interest paid is around 6/". As The
Iimes reported (12-9-1972), Western bankers are
very happy that the USSR and the East European
countries "are coming back into the debt market"
this represents another way for them
tb-because
extract profits ireated by the Soviei working
clabs.
,As analyzed elsewhere

in this Red Papers,'the
fact of state ownership alone does not determine
that the benefit of production goes to the working class. The real question is, who has the
political power? What class of people runs the
state? Let's listen once more to Pisar, who really
knows the ropes:
"Now obvioubly controt over the means of producownership,
because as we hau9 all agreed, ownership rs nol
allowed. But why can't we do this? Why canT we
say to the Easiern side, your state will be the owner
of the initaltation, the'owner of the equipment.'We
will take a lease on it for say tive years, 10 years;
15 years. Now you are the owner. We are not holding title to these means of production in a soclalist
country as Lenin and all the others said we could

tion cannot be obtained through,

not. But while we are'renting the facilities we are

.:
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controlling all the practical things that go with being
in charge, producing and shipping, measuring and

so forth.

This shows how things work. While

the

Western imperialists don't give a damn what
legal'form the ownership of thb means of production takes, they are very much interested jn
"controlling the practical things", like production, profit, market, etc. Part of the "practical
things" in this case is the Russian working class,

is being "leased" for exploitation by
foreign iapital, and this of course is the only
source of profit, as was explained in the first
which

chapter.
The Soviet revisionists try to justify this by saying that Lenin did the same thing when he introduced his New Economic Policy. As analyzed
in Chapter 2, 'however, this only serves as,a cov-

er-up of the real tendencies of the Soviet revisionists, because the USSR of '1920 is not the
same as that of 1974. What was done then, in a
lifiited degree and controlled by a real Communist party and proletarian state was intended
to serve the reconstruction of the destroyed Soviet economy and to help build socialism. What is
being done today serves the ambitions of the
new rullng class in the USSR and does not aid
communism, as I claimed by some Senators,
George Meany of the AFL-CIO, and the "Comm.unist" Parties of the USSR and the U.S.
Another argument being used by the Soviet revisionists boils down to the accusation that the
"Maoist forces" are against foreign trade and
pursue a "closed door" policy: Nothing could be
further from the truth.
Today China has trade relations with over 150
countries, but these are quite differ'ent from the
trade relations established by the Soviet Union.
China's tnade'with other countries is based gn
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V.

EVERYDAY LIFE UNDER SOVIET
SOCIAL-IMPERIALISM

Marxist-Leninists have only begun the kind of
thorough investigation of the actual workings of
Soviet social-iniperialism that is needed. We otter
the preceding analysis of the social-imperialist
economy and the role of the Soviet Union as an imperialist power as a contribution to this irivestigation, but we recognize much remains that is difficult to explain. We also recognize that this kind of
basic analysis, while essential, and while clearly indicating that the Soviet Union is a capitalistimperialist and no longer a socialist country, is
itself limited. We must also know more vividly what
the restoration of capitalisnl has meant to the Soviet people in their everyday lives.

Living?
ln confronting this question, we must hold no
illusions about what socialism was like in the
Soviet Union. While it brought tremendous progress and benefits to Soviet working people, and
qualitatlvely changed the nature of work and life
in society generally, socialism is not a utopia.
Class struggle continues, and in the conditions
of the Soviet Union great sacrifices were called
for, especially at crucial points, in order for the
working class to hold state power, maintain its
alliance with the peasantry as the basis of that
power and build the foundations of a rational,
planned economy in the service of the people.
Under Stalin's leadership most of the resources
of the society were invested in two areas-defense
and the f uture. The production of the means of production, that is, of factories, machines, tractors,
etc., took priority over the productiOn of immediate
necessities, and the diversion of vital resources to
the production of defensive weaponry-but not of a
grand imperial navy like today-was necessitated
by the harsh realities of imperialist encirclement,
Nazi invasion and "Cold War." Thus, the Soviet
people often had to do without many of the things
Americans, including many American workers, take
for granted.*
1) A Rising Standard of

,Today, while it is
clear that this policy was in the main
necessary and correct, perhaps too much emphasis was
placed on the development of "heavy" industry to the unecessary detriment of consumer production and agricutture.
ln present day China drversified light industry is being developed alongside the more dynamic sector of heavy industry.
Yet here. too, Sacrifices must be made in the interests of defense and balanced future development.

,lt would be a bit dishonest, then, for us to
point an accusing finger at the'social-imperialists
and call attention to thd present lack of adequate
housing and shortages of foodstuf{s or consumer
durables which do exist in the Soviet Union without
recognizing that these problems also existed
before 1956. But it must be recognized that today
these problems arise in a completely different context.

We certainly do not resent the somewhat
higher material standards enjoyed by many Soviet citizens today, nor do we look down upon
needed improvements from the high horse of
petty bourgeois moralism as "depadent" and
i'corrupting" in themselves. We do, however, recognize and stress that insofar as economic advances have benefitted the working people, they
are the result not of the social-imperialists'
generosity, but of the legacy of hard struggle and
selfless labor for the f uture bequeathed to
today's citizenry by a generation of Soviet workers
and peasants led by the Communist Party and
Lenin and Stalin.

Moreover, we are fully convinced that any improvement in the general standard of living of
the laboring masses can only be temporary under social-imperialist rule. Back in 1927, when
bourgeois econgmists were. jumping up and
down with excitement about the "wonders" of
post-war capitalist stabilization and the rising
standard of living of the people, it was none
other than Stalin who pointed to the illusory
nature of these gains. Accurately predicting the
onset of the "Great Depression" and of a new
imperialist war, Stalin' pointed out: "Partial
stabilization is giving rise to an intensification
of the crisis of capitalism, and the growing crisiS
is upsetting stabilization-such are the dialectics
of the development of capitalism in the present
period of history."rThe same could be said today
of social-imperialism and the "successes" it trumpets to the world.
Furthermore, the kind of "improvement" which
has taken place in the standard bf living of the
Soviet people is'extremely uneven and in most
important respects represents, in fact, a step
backward. Under Stalin inequalities did exist and
Marxist-Leninists have concluded that these were
too extensive. Such inequalities include$ wide
wage differentials between skilled and unskilled
labor and higher compensation for managerial
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and technical personnel. Yet overall economic
development u/as. carried out in the interest of the
broad masses, and basic necessities were priced as
low as possible. Where shortages did exist, rationing ensured that thepoorest would not suffer most.
The development of collective, social institutions was stressed over the production of private
consumption goods. Standard of living cannot be
measured in gross quantitative terms like GNP or
other capitalist-type production indices. The
quality of life must also be assessed, as must the
pattern of distribution of socially produce.d goods

and serviees.

ln the Soviet Union today, the distribution of

wealth has grown increasingly uneven and the rul.
ing class is in every respect a privileged elite. Expanding differentials in income are coupled with
cutbacks in social services. While material stan'
dards may have,improved somewhat for some, it is
the bourgeoisre whose living standards have really
risen. At best, the workers have managed to retain a
few crumbs.
2) The Growth

.,n.

r

of lnequality

ln the past Soviet production strongly leaned
toward the creation of improvements which

could be collectively enjoyed by large numbers of
people (like theatres, public transportation, etc.),
but today the production of individual luxuries,
available mainly to a few, is stressed. While this
may contribute to the maintenance of a rising
production chart, it does little for the Soviet
masses and reflects their lack of mastery over
production. To produce more luxury goods,
prices of consumer necessities have been raised
drastically. As we noted before, between 1959
and 1965 prices of 15 major consumer items rose
by 4T/9 and even the government journal Sovietskaia Torgovia (Soviet Commerce), had to admit
that the stores stock only expensive clothing and
that many customers have complained about the
shortage of cheap autumn and winter we'ar. :
This gives some indication of the growing tendency of the Soviet bourgeoisie to flaunt its newfound wealth in "style." The fourteen luxury cars
which Brezhnev oWns' do not merely represent
that leader's personal idiosyncracy. We can point
also to the newly developing Soviet fashion industry which is trying so hard to mimic the Diors
and St. Laurents.
The Soviet press itself has noted the rising
trend of officials purchasing "country homes",
often former estates of the tsarist nobility. For
example, the clairman of a collective farm in the
Azerbaijan Redublic built a '16-room villa "unrivalled in splendor'l in the whole area.3 More recently, political squabbling among the socialimperialists forced., exposure of the fact that
Mme. Yekaterina Furtseva, a former crony of
Khrushchev's and a top Soviet leader, had embezzled state funds to build what can only be
labelled an extravagant mansion as her personal
country dacha.
But perhaps most revealing of all, because it involves the direct exploitation of human labor, is

that in recent years many professional and of
ficial families have begun to hire what Russians
call an "incomer" (prikhodiashchaiaf-a personal
maid. These women, like their U.S. counterparts,
are paid extremely low wages and are subject to
degrading treatment. Also, as in the U.S., they

are f requently members of oppressed na-

tionalities and are new arrivals from the coun-

tryside who lack training for skilled work.

ln the past such women were put to work on
projects of general social utility, f rom street
sweeping to day-care, until they could be trEined

to enter the industrial work force. Today, they must
cater to the personal need of their new rulers. And
no doubt the Soviet bourgeoisie joins in chorus
with their western counterparts in complaining of
the shortage of |good help." I

One particularly glarlng example of how ,the
Soviet bourgeoisie lives "the good life" off the
sweat of Soviet workers is the story of Bella
Akhmadulina, the Soviet Union's leading young
poetess and ex-wife of the famous revisionist
poet, Yevgeny Yevtushenko. She is now married'
to the writer Yurii Nazibar. According to a
personal interview in the New York Iimes, Ms.
Akhmadulina is "a millionaire." She has a fulltime maid and butler, a fancy car with a chauffeur, and, of course, a country house. Enough
said about the Soviet leadership's claims to be
"building communism", a system where distribution of wealth is according to need!"
Yet such blatant flaunting of 'wealth can only
go so far. The Soviet rulers have to keep up the
pretext of working class rule. Thus, a system of
official corruption has developed which makes a
mockery of' rules and restrictio.ns. For example,
Soviet executives l'iave taken a cue from their
class brothers in lhe West in milking that wellknown hidden income source, the expense account.

Legally,.expense accounts in the Soviet Union
are quite small. But the managers and bureacrats

have gotten around this. They bill each other's
firms instead of their own! And, apparently, some
frrms in resort areas seem to exist for ltttle more
than to provide the sourcg of what is essentially
expense account funding of pleasure junkets for
executives of other companies. For example, the
Sochi Construction Organization t2 (Sochi is a
resort on the Black Sea) once paid out 1300
rubles for the visit to town of A.V. Manvellian,
director of the Southern Trade Construction Enterprise of Krasnodar, and a friend (not his wife),
all of which was charged to cost overruns. ;
This is not unusual. Note, for instance, the
uses made of the 'business conference."
Komsomolskaia Pravda reports that a company
f rom Krasnodar held a three-day seminar at
Sochi, racked up a bill for 4,000 rubles (nearly
$5,000), and left no sign of actual business meetings. There were restaurant bills, a charge for a
sight-seeing excursion, items for a typist and a
stenographer (and what did this disguise?), but
no'seminar programs or re'cords. "
And what are we to think of the conference on
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milk and dairy production organized by the Sochi
milk enterprise for 180 out of town delegates?
Again according to Komsomolskaia Pravda, "No
documents were f.ound after the conference except for the resolution adopted by the' conference which was printed two months before it
took place!" q
These examples, of course, reveal only the extent to which managers and technical people are
free to live high on the hog. The real powerholders, however, are, as we pointed out before,
the high state officials who form a new statemonopoly capitalist class.
While it is occasionally in the rnterest of this
ruling group to expose the "excesses" of their
subordinates, partly to keep them in line and
partly to pacify lhe justly outraged workers, such
corruption is an integral part of the Soviet
bourgeois way of life., As a Baku taxi driver
summed it all up for a U.S. reporter: in the Soviet
Union, to get almost anything "either you have to
have a friend or it takes money."'ro
But what about the workers? How have they
fared? Though,some workers have been granted
a few concessions in the form of higher wages,
most have paid a stiff price in terms of security,
working conditions and quality of life. ln the previous chapter we described some of the ways in
which capitalist restoration has affected workers
on the shop floor, bringing on speed-up, layoffs
and other ills stemming from bourgeois control
of production. But outside the plant the status of
workers has been sharply degraded, too.
First of alll we should note that in a society
where the working class is really in power, to be
aworker is considered a noble and respected activity, as it is in China, Albania and other socialist
countries.. Not sq in the Soviet Union.
- Thpre was a survey taken of occupational preferences among Soviet high school graduates in
June 1971. This was.the first graduating class,
by the way, to be raised completely under revisionist rule. ln general, students looked upon
ihe traditional petty bourgeois careers of scientist, surgeon, engineer, writer as having the most
status. The most preferred working class jobs
were the skilled positions of turner and polisher.
ln Novosibirsk these ranked 39 and 40. ln
Kostroma, a' factory town, they ranked 75 and
76!tlThis only conf irms the complaint of Georgi
Kulagin, Director of the Sveidlov Machine Work6
Combine, who wrote in the journal literaturnaia
Gazeta, that since 1967 young people were refusing to become workers, finding it "beneath their
dignitY." tz
The regular reader of the Soviet press will not
generally conclude that there is any unemployment
in the Soviet Union. The papers.are f illed with complaints of a labor- shortage, mainly of skilled
workers. Such complaints can also be found in the
newspapers (want ads especially) in the U.S. and
other openly capitalist societies. The establishment
of "Bureaus for the Utilization of Manpower
Resources" in 1967 was largely a response to this
problem. The bureaus were designed to assure an
equitable distribution of skilled labor among

various factories and plants, preventing a successful enterprise from hogging more than,its fair
share of skilled hands. They serve o-nly marginally
as true unemployment offices.
It is, however, at least partly the decline in prestige of-working class careers apd the growing
income gap separating skilled labor from the
bourgeois professions which has tended to discourage young people f rom improving their
technical skills. After all, why become a lather or
a carpenter when one might aim higher and
become an engineer? The catch, of course, is
that there are already too many engineers and
the recruitment of new ones is basically limited to
the privileged groups: the new bourgeoisie has
already closed its ranks.
Meanwhile, the number of unskilled workers
continues to grow. As the Soviet rulers seek to
maximize surplus value in the form of profit by
sacking unskilled workers through Shchekinotype ventures, a contradiction is developing
between a growing pool of unskilled workers and
a decreasing demand for their labor. Moreover,
the problem is further sharpened by a continual
and increasing f low of completely untrdined
young people streaming into the cities from the
countryside as a direct result of revisionism's
miserable failure in agriculture-the result of
capitalist restoration. For example, in the region
around Moscow the rural population decreased by
257o between 1959 and 1970. t:

The proletarian response to this would be
political mobilization for technical training aimed
at breaking down distinctions between expertise
and execution. This is impossible, .of course, if
the working class does not hold state power. An
alternative for the Soviet bourgeoisie would be. to
increase the material incentive to become a skilled
worker. But this conf licts with the need of
capitalism to maximize profits at the expense of
the workers. Under imperialism superprofits from
ventures abroad can be used to bribe a small
stratum of the skilled workers. This carries the
added benef it for the capitalists of forging a social
basefor imperialism within the working class' But
this policy atso is limited by the need to maintain
exclusionary barriers between the skilled labor
aristocrats and the masses of workers.
Thus, a situation has developed in the Soviet
Union which is similar to what we have in the
U.S., although it is still not so advanced as here..
ln the U.S. almost everyone is aware that official
unemployment figures hide a whole mass of
millions of people who have long since given up the
search for work. By and large these people constitute a reserve army,of labor wliich permits the.
capitalists to more effectively hold down all
workers, both employe( and unemployed. ln the
U.S. and in the Soviet Union there are always a few
skilled positions open while many ordinary unskilled workers go hunqrv.
Although th6 socia"l-imperialists have not yet
admitted-to the existence of this problem (which'
we grant, is as yet not nearly so severe as in the
countries where capitalism has existed longer'"uninterrupted" by any period of socialism), there
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have been some indications in the Soviet press

Of its development. The most strikinE evidenbe is,

of course, the marked increase in social ills like
thiev€ry, 'begging and drunkenness associated
with the emergence of. an unemployed reserve

qrrny.,We shall discuss these shortly. But one indiCation that we find most outrageous is the appearance of reports like the one in the June 16,
1971 Komsomolikaia Pravda.

ln ,that issue ,a young worker named A.
Poriadkov told how in seirch of work he had

travelled several'hunQred mites to ki*r, where
the Soviets (with extensive aid from the Ford
Motor Co.) are building the world's largest truck
factory. When he got there the Young Communist League told him there was no work. He
apparently had lots of company because he soon
learned that "about 200 people come and go tike
thisevery day"!
The editor of the paper did not question this,
but.inStead added a horror story of his own. He
told how eight young Ukranian women spent
their life savings travelling to Yakutsk in northern
Siberia looking for work. They didn't find any
and barely scrounged enough through odd jobs
to return horne. But the biggest horror was the
editor's comment on both t66se incidents. "Who
is,responsible for this confusion?" he asked. "l
thinkthe principalculprit is the thoughtlessness of
those who come unbidden. "
The restoration of capitalism has also meant a
loss in vital social services for the workers, as
these are increasingly monopolized by the
bourgeoisie. ln Lithuania it is reported that
saunas serving as exclusive clubs for the high
Party and state officials have been constructed at
public expense.rr Health care facilities are being
buift. mainly for the privileged, while local clinics
receive inadequate funding. ln the Ukranian town
of.;Teiebovlia, 4,000 yoting people between the
ages o1 16 and 28 are served by the fottowing
recreational. facilities'i one movie theatre,' a
"House of Culture" and a library that closes at
7:30 p.m. But, as 50 youths deciared in a letter
lo Pravda, the House of Cu,ltgre used to be open
every evening with parties, amateur theatrical
productions, lectures, music and garnes. Today it
[s used only rarely for ma.ior "cultural" events, like
the visit of a leading ballet troupe or symPhonY. tr

3) Once Again a "Prison House of Nations"
I enin called tqarist Russia "the prison hodse of
nations." A crucial phrt of the revolutionary
struggle there was ine liberation of nations

formerly oppressed by Great Russia and the fight
for full equality between all nationalities. With t-he

overthrow of the tsar, the capitalists and
landlords, the Soviet Union was founded as a
multinational state based on the voluntary union
of peoples, guaranteeing the right 6t setfdetermination to all formerly oppressed ,nations.

Under Socialism, great strides were made toward
etirninating all national inequality-though some

mistakes in national pglicy were made. This
stood as a powerful exampie that only with the
rule of the working class could 'nat.ional oppression be uprooted, and the Sovi€t Union was
a gregt assistance and inspiration to the hundreds'of millions of nationally oppressed people
in the colonies, and the working class and oppressed people everywhere, in the fight for na-

tlonal liberation and socialism.
' But under the rule of the new tsars and the
restoration of capitalism, this great progress has
been reversed. lncreaSing attacks on the rights of
minority nationalities in the Soviet Union have
called forth powerful protests and resistance from
among these peoples and f rom the Soviet people in
general.
lnitially, the policy of the revisionists headed by
Khrushchev on the national question included the
encouragement ,of bourgeois natronalism of the
oppressed nations as part of the process of unleashing all possible bourgeois forces in Soviet
society. Throughoutthe 1 953-57 period, Khrushchev
played upon and encouraged national divisions
in order to more readily divide the Soviet people
and communists. (Even during this period,
however, Khrushchev did not hesitate to resort to

policies

of

Russification wheh such suited his

needs, as in Kazakhstan.)

But by 1958 Khrushchev abandoned his lormer
policy-probably because it could no longer yield
much in the way of tactical' advantage in his
personal power struggle with other revisionists.
Thus, references to the "coming together"
(sblizhenie) and even 'merging" (slianie) of nations became the order of the day. From '1958 to
the present, the Soviet lcadership has followed a
consistent policy of "national rapprochement", a'
policy of forcible assimilation and Great Russian
chauvinism in the form of Russification of the
oppressed nations.

This policy was first expressed in 'its full and
complete form in the official Program of CPSU
adopted at the 22nd Party Congress in 1961. Advocating an "increasingly ploser, rapprochment of
nationalities", the program stated that:
"The boundaries between the union repubtics within

tbe USSF are increasingly tosing their

former

s;ignificance . .. Futl-scale-Communist construction

slgnifies a new stage in the devetopment of national

relations ln lhe USSF in which the nations will draw
still closer together and their complete unity will be
achieved." r"

This position remains the

off

icial

imperialist view. According to Brezhnev:

social-

" . ..the Party ,regard s as'imperml.ssib/e any attempt
whatsoever to hold back fhe process of the drawing
toQether of nations, to obstruct it on any pretext, or
artilicially to reinforce nationat isolation." t;

ln 1973 the Party journal Kommunist dectared
that the Soviet Union is entering 'the stage of
achieving complete unification" -of nationalities.
The same article pointed out that there are now

]..]
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to conceive more specifically the
process of rapprochement, even integration
among all nationalities." According to the socialimperialists, "a single sgcialist nation is taking

''possibilities

-shape" in the Soviet Union. 's
That such views are merely a cover for the forcible Russification of Soviet minority groups can be
clearly seen when the revisionist position is contrasted to the position held by genuine MarxistLeninists. As summarized in'a recent issue of Peking Review:

"Viewed from the long-term historicat development,
the integration of nations and extinction of nations
conform to the taw ol historicat developmenf. But
Marxist-Leninists maintain that the elimination of
"wilt
come fist, followed by the elimination
c/asses
of the state and finally that of natlons. Lenin pointed
out that mankind can 'arrive at the inevitable integration of nations only through a transition period of
the complete emancipation of all oppressed nations.' Refening to Lenin's'attitude towards the problerh of nationatities the great Marxist-Lemnlst Sta/rn
pointed out that 'Lenin never said that the national
difterences must disappear and that national
languages must merge into one common language
within the borders of a single state before the victory of socialism on a world scale. On the contrary, Lenin said something that was the very,opposite of this, namely, that ,'national artd state diffprences ' among peoples and countries ...will
continue to exist for a very, very [ong time' even
after the dictatorship of the proletariat has been
estab/,shed on a world scale.' 'l (emphasis in the
original)t'
ln fact, Stalin stressed that the victory of
socialism "creates lavorable conditions for the
renaissance and flourishing of the nations that
were formerly oppressed by tsarist imperialism.":o
ln the Soviet Union today, only the worst sort
of national chauvinist could think that the conditions for a "coming togetherl' or "integration" of
nations exist. These did not even exist yet under
socialism, where the historic advantages which
the Great Russian nation enjoyed were not fully
eliminated. (Though great progress was made
toward real and concrete national equality.) Now
that the Soviet Union is no longer a socialist
countrF-and by no means is it in the stage of
"full-scale communist construction"!-the advocacy of "national rapprochement" can only
mean advocacy of national inequality and national privilege, of Russitication and national
oppressron.

ln fact, all the lying propaganda about the
"construction of Communism" in the Soviet
Union is aimed not only at covering up the actual
capitalist riature of society but is a-lso an attempt
to promote narrow self-interest, in particular nattonal chauvinism, among the people of the Sovidt Union, especially the Great Russians. lt says:
we are going forward to the final goal of Communism{which is presented as basically a hiQher
standard oI living achieved through'greater production), and anything. we do to get there, even if

it means oppressing and plundering nations inr-'
side and outside our borders, is a necesdaiy'and'
justified part of this process. 'Of ' coursd,' the
restoration of capitalism-imperialism in the Sdviet
Uniorr-under the cover of I'constructing Communism"- has brought increased suffering,'hot
a better life, (and certainly not the advent of cqm:
munism!) for the'Sovi'et people as a whole, and
especially the oppressed nationalities.
Before turning to, some concretd examples bf
national oppreslion" in the Soviet Union t6day, it
will be useful to spend some time surveying the.
work of several lea!ing Soviet ideologueS on thls,

question. Social-imperialist spokesmen have
gone to great lengths to distort and deny :Mar*ism-Leninism in oider to cover up the'chauvinist
:' '
'
essence oi their national policy.
One important forum where national policy ra4as
fully discussed was in a symposium sponsored by

the authoritatiye journal'Voprosy lsliorti (Question of
History), in 1966-1967 under the title "Discussion of

the Concept: The Nation." According to a

U.S.

bourgeois scholar who studied the various papers
coming out of this symposium, it:

'represents the most senous attempt undertaken
since the adoption of the Party Program to lay
respectable theoretical foundations for rapid ',hternationalization': although the sdies has'been presented as a disrnteresfed search for truth tfirougfi,'a
comradely and scholarly exc;hange of ideas, seieral
considerations'suggest that it may well have been a
politically-inspired move supported by those e/eryents in the elite who fear non-rQussran nationalism
and favor a fastbr assimilation of ' the national
nlinorities.'tzr

Two trends appeared in this symposium. The
dominant trend came qut for the rapid rnerging
of nations and revision of the definition of a nation in order to facilitate such a merging. The
minority tendency, while defending the MarxistLeninist position to some degree, did so from
the opportunist stance of tighting a real'-guard
action in defense of bourgeois:nationalism of the
oppressed nations. This is clear {rom the"attacks
made by this trend on the mainly coreqt: na?
tionafities policy followed by the Soviet Union under Stalin. The tendency of this group was to
'postpone
multinational unity so tar into the
future as to make this a compl6tely abstract and
idealistic concept..
I rtrend
Howe..rer, tne oominant,'iaSsinlilatiortisf
was really most important here, for the ideas put
,forward 6y representatives of thisline are'by'and
large those held to by the Cocial-imperialis-t
leadership. The main spokesmen folthis pos-ition
in Voprosy /stor7 were the acailemibians Pavel
Rogachev ahd'Matvei Sverdlin (h Flussian and a
.leri1, Pavel Semionov (a Russiqn), Strreh

Kaltakhchian (an Armenian) and
' Ananchenko
(a Ukranian).

Nikolal

Ideologically, this group seeks to redefine thb
nation in alrnost purely economic termS. According to these revisionidis, this'makes the natiorr il
foim specific to'the capitalist epoch irl the'rnost

''i

narrow sense. Thus, with the coming of socialism
prevent the
"coming together" and "merging" of nations.
(True Marxist-Leninists, of course, also see the
nation as an essentiatly bourgeois category-that
is, as a function of capitalism and the transition'
from capitalism to full communism-but recognize
' its roots in pre-capitalist forms and its continued
life long after the overthrow of capitalism.)
The line of these Soviet rqvisionists is essentially the same as the position Lenin attacked
(especially around the time of WW t) as "im, perialist economism." Lenin pointed out that
such opportunism took the stand that "Since
socialism creates the economic basis for the
abolition of national oppression in the political
sphere, therefore our author refuses to formulate
our political tasks in th is spherel That's
ridiculous!" (emphasis in original)22 Like their opportunist forerunners, these piesent-day Soviet
' revisionists refuse to recognize that socialism
means Ihe development of formerly oppressed nationalities, which unites these nationalities more
f irmly in the course of building socialism.
As noted earlier, Lenin rei:eatedly emphasized
that the eventual achievement of communism will
mean the abolition of nations but this does not.
mean that tfie objective of the socialist transition
period is to eliminate nations, any more than the
fact that communism will also mean the abolition
of classes and the state argues for the elimination of the rule of the proletariat, its state dic,; tatorship, during socialism. On the contrary, in
the socialist period the proletarian state must be
strerrgthened, just as the rights and development
of all nationalities must be upheld, so that distinctions between classes and nations can finally.
be'overcome and these categories finally disappeai. But unlike the opportunists of Lenin's time,
their descendants in the Soviet Union today
dredgb
up old opportunism to serve the interests
,.
of revisionism, in power, of the ,new sociali mperial ist bou rgeoisie
Such apologists for social-imperialism, Sverdlin
and Rogachev, for example, take the revisionist
position that "it is necessary ...to- focus upon
the fact that processes of rnerging must occur
sooner within the USSR than in the world as a
whole." :: And as early as 1961 Semionov
declared that " ...the mutual assimilation of nations in essence denationalizes national-territorial
autonomous units and even union republics,
bringing Soviet society even from this standpoint
'closer
to the point at which the full state-iegat
merging'of nations will become a matter of the
f oreseeable f utu re. " :l
To justify ihis chauvinist policy the authors repudiate the Marxist-Leninist definition of a nation, formulated by Stalin in 1913: "A nation is an
historically evqlved, stable community of people,
formed on the basis of a common language, territory, economic life, and psychological make-up
manifested in a common culture." rsAhd since, as
we shall see, there are some similarities-though
not complete identity-between 'the national

, no material basis should exist to

r

l

question in the USSR and in the U.S. today; it
will be helpful to briefly explore this question of
the definition and development of ,nations aS applied to the two sLlperpowers.
To some forces in the U.S. revolutionary,movement, it may seem strange for the RU to attack,
the Soviet revisionists for negating Stalin's
criteria for a nation, since we haVe made considerable analysis, and engaged in lengthy
polemics'(for example, in Red Papers 5 and 6)'to
Show that the Black nation in the U.S. today does
not strictly conform to Stalin's definition. But,our
analysis, and the class stand on which .it. is
based, is the direct opposite of that of the Soviet
revisionist "theoreticians'' on the national question.

fneir purpose is to liquidate the national ques:
'tion, in the service of the imperialist.poticy of
forcible assimilation of nations. Ours is to uphold
revolutionary national struggle by making a conand
material basis of the Black liberation struggle today and to refute the revisionists, Trotskyites and
other reactionaries in the U.S. who argug that
there is no" longer-or has never been-a basis
for a revol{.rtionary Black liberation struggle.
The essence of our position is that Black peo'
pie were formed into a nation, as Stalin defines
it, ln the period after the Civil War and
Fleconstructibn. And, although that nation has
been dispetsed from its historic homeland, and
transformed from mainly peasants to mainly
workers, the struggle of Eilack peopfe against im:
perialism has not therefore been liquidated, but
made even more powerful, and more closely

crete analysis of the actual character

linked with the overall class struggle

.

tor.,

socialism. Further, although the Black nation ex:,'
ists today'under new dnd different conditions
than in the past-and than nations in most other
parts ol the world, especially the Third World-.
and althoug[ the question of liberating and controlling the "Blach Belt" south is not at the heart
and the hiEhest expression of the Black peopleis
str.uggle, the right of self-determination, the right
to political secession, must still be upheld. The
policy of forcible assimilation must be defeated
to unite th6 multinational prbldtariat in the U.S.
for the historic task of socialist revolution.
ln making this analysis, we have been guided
by the stand, viewpoint and method of MarxismLeninism, including the writings of Stalin, who
pointed out that "nations and. national languages
possess an extraordinary stability and tremen-.
dous resistance to the policy of assimilatioh!1
even under the cbnditions where they have been
"rent and mangled" by reactionary ru'|e.26 Stalin,
on the other hand, emphasized that in an overall
sense the national question iS subordihate to the
question of proletarian revolution, and that "the
national question does. not always, have one arid
the same character, that the character and tasks ot
the national movement vary with the different
Pgflods in the development of the revolution." 2T

The opportrinisfs-those- who cloak their
bourgeois [ines in the' guise of Marxiern-
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Leninisrn*{epart f rom this protetarian stand,
viewpoint and method. lq some cases this takes
the form of dogmatism, viewing the national
question as "something self-contained and constant, whose direction and character remain
basically unchanged throughout the course, of
,history." 28(Stalin) ln other cases, it takes the form
of reyisionism-openly denying the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism and cutting the revolutionary heart out of it. ln either case. in the'
national question it leads to a line of ticiiriOation
and to unity with imperialist oppression bf nations. "

. The revisionists th-emselves have used
dogmatism as well as open revisionism to attack
the Marxist-Leninist solution to the national question. Henry Winston, chairman of the "Communist
Party", -U.S.A,, has, for example, accused the
Chinese Communist Party-of great nation (Han)
chauyinism, of violating the Leninist principle of
s€lf-detbrmination, because the solution to the nationdlquestion in China itself was not the same as
ln'the USSR. ln China it did not take the form of
establishing separate,republics,,but only
autonomous regions and areas for the minority nar
tionalities. At the same time, the "CP", U.S.A.
argues that Black people are no longer a nalion,
and.tfat.there,is no.basis for a revolu{ionary Black
liberation struggle, whilb their soc'ial-imperialist
Batrons in the Soviet Union argue that Staiin's definition of a natldn, and the whbte Marxist-Leninist
approach.to the national question,'is and always
has been incorrect.
The purpose of these Soviet revisrohists is to
undermine the unity of the norl-Russian nations
in the Soviet Union, as well as other nations outside its borders, which are oppressed by and resist the new tsars. To do this they especially
rniriimize the psychological and cultural (or
ethnic) ' factors of a nation. Sverdlin and
Rogachev, for example, reject the concepts of
"national characterl' and common psychological
rnakeup, one of the criteria oullined by Stalin.
These revisionists recognize ohly'ls6naciousness
of national belonging", by which they mean little
more than simple recognition of one's "ethnicity",
as in filling out a census forn1. They deny one of
the key forms in-which the' common bonds of a
nation are forged.
, Along similar linqs, Kaltakhchian offers the
following def inition: "A nation is a socialhistorical phenomenon, it evolved into a stable
community of people in the capitalist stage of
social development. The main characteristic
features of a nation are comniunity of territory,
language and economic ties of peopte." 2e ln this
joker's view, Stalin failed to see that " ...to asgert the stability of community or.psychological
rr.rakeup of the people of a given nation, and consequently of exploiter and ^exploited in an antagonistic society, means to view the nation as a
naturalistic and eternal, not social-historical communitY.":o
This,

of

course,

is rubbish. Marxists have

always recognized that within any nation there is
class struggle and Lenin even spoke of l'two na-.

: -' t"'

I ,'prgeaz
.-.
tions" co-e,xisting within all modern nations.
Stalin,'too, recognized this fact even as he assevted the existence of distinctly national
,'

.

'
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psychology and culture. ln Marxism 'and the Na:
tional Question, he declares that 'lone cannot
seriously speak of the 'cultural community: of a
nation when the masters and the workers of a
nation have . ceased to understand each
other." ?r But this has absolutely nothing in common with otir revisionists' epsentially econo&rist
and mechanical materialist (and thus idealist) approach.
. The position of Marxist-Leninisis is that in the
final analysis, psychology and culture are determined by class struggles. Real differences
must always exist between the psychology and
culture of the'bourgeoisie and of the proletariat
in any'given nation. But Jvlarxist-Leninists assert
that 'development never takes the same form.
everywhere. ln the .real world-rfrhich after: all is
ivhat it is all about:-capitalist pnoduction relations and the class struggle between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat develop w.ithin
particular national contexts and these 'different
national ,contexts have an effect on both. classes,
on their psychology and culture.
For example, in China a great siruggle is today
being waged by the Chinese proletariat against
the reactionary ideas of Confucius. The id'Oalist
world outlook/ of the bourgeoisie and the
materialist world outlook of the proletariat stand
in sharp contrast to each other on this questiori.
The counter-revolutionary line of the bourgeoisie is
to defend Confucius, while the,revolutionary pro.
letariat seeks to destroy all vestiges of Conf.ucian
thought.
ln form, this is a struggle particular to China;
yet its content is universal. All over the globe the
bourgeoisre and the proletariat square off each
day on opposite sides of innurnerable questions
of this type. ln each couhtry there is a proletarian
revOlutionary stand and a bourgeois reactionary
stand on every question of national culture. But
it is because the Chinese people of all classes do
share a "common psychology manifested in a
common culture" that the particular question of
Confucius-and not Plato, Jesus, Allah, etc.-takes
ceriter stage. This commonality provides, so to
speak, a common frame of reference, an arena
within which the bourgeoisie and the proletariat
must inevitably stand opposed.
This is what Marx and Engels meant when they
stated in the Communist Manifesto that "Though
not,in substance, yet in form the struggle of the
proletariat with the bourgeoisie is at first q national struggle. The proletariat of each country
must, of course, firgt of all settle matters with its
own bourgeoisie." 32 The class struggle under.
capitalism thus exhibits a nationat as well as ah
international character and, yes, "a common
psychological 'makeup manifested in a common

culture" does develop within each nation. Of
course, as capitalism expands it dbes have a
strong tendency to break down national barriers
and eliminate these psychological and cultural
differences. But even this process is uneven and
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qonditioned in turn by national .peculiarities and

digtincti,gns, inclu'ding those
psyphology and culture,

cit

national

.,Td hold otherwise is, .in fact, to hold to a
Trolskylie position, a position that the class
struggle is only international and everywhere at
. thq samg.stage of development. Such a position
.is,based uport ,the idealist separation of politics
from economics. Yet, in essence, this is really the
pq6ition of our Soviet authors which, parehinbticatty, reveals ohce more that the essence of
frotskyism, despite its generally "leftl' oover, is
accornmqdation to revisionism, on the national

The g,gpial-impgrialist. "theoreticians" attempt
to deBy .qny basis for the continued ex'istence of
the.,nation once capitalism is,ggne. By denying
the psyChdlogical and, cullural particularities of
different nations the revisionists seek to liquidate

'ine iiational quelstion, encourage premature' assimifptioql, and return to the oppression which
minority,,nationalities suffered under the tsars.

ln fact, i.n,this rbgard two.authors, Sverdlin and
so.far as.to claim that under
Rogachev, eveq go
-friqndship
'tnJtsars

ties ef
bbtween the different
nalions were '-'very strong"! They assert.that'with
the .overthrow :of capitalism, so.cialist pconomic
devefopment has spontaneously joined all Soviet
citieens ilto o1g '.'Sovi.et.people", a. new ethnic

group,cbmpriping. all Soviet nationalities-a
transitional form between national disunity and

" fbeznats ion al noe ) soc iety.
This concept is a common one among Soviet
propagandists and apologists and it has been
embraced ,officially , by .the social-imperialist
leadership. ln his address to the 24th Congress
of,the CPSU in l971,.Brezhnev declared that "'ln
the yeafs .of sociallst construction a new histgrical community of people-the Soviet peoplearose in our country.":r To cover his tracks
. Brezhn'ev stressed that this "does not mean
elimination tit tne differences among various nationalities and disregard of national characieiistibs, :language and-culture." But despite such
hemming and hawing it is clear that the new
concept is precisely designed as a means of li'quidatifig the competing concept of the nation.
For examplb, the journal Sovlet Ethnology says:
"The concept of nation and. tribes . .. will increasingly give way to the concept of the Soviet
"national-less

Kaltakhchian's definition (quoted above) leads

him to even more 'abSgrd :and chauvinist conclusions. He eyen accuses S,verdlin and'
Rogachev of underestirnating the "real communi-

'

ty of national culture and national character in
the Soviet Union." r5 (Never mind, of course, that
Kaltakhchian has aiready criticized Stalin for
employing just such' supposedly incorrect terms
:ds
"with the
"naticinal cultuie.") He argues that
disappearance' of -social antagonisms, .national
antagonisms also disappeared in the U.S.S.R."
Social antagonisms-class antagonisms-have, of
cout'se, not disappeared in the Soviet Union, but
o.OCB.; IDOfe exist within the framework of
,boufgeois rule,and capitalist society. And, along

.

with this, cpntradictions betwgen nationalitieswhich exist all during socidlism-have once more
.become antagonistic, under the conditions of imperialist rule.
We have spent so muc,h time on these petiy
hack ideologues not only to illustrate the depthi
to which the social-imperialists have sunk in their
"theoretical" endeavors. lt is important to recognize that the revival of national oppression
has 4ot comb about simply because the current
rqlers are mainly Russian or because they are
evil men (though they are both). Rather, this
stems directly from ,the political line adop.ted by
the revisionists in 1956. A crucial part of this was
Khrushchev's attack on Stalin-which provides
the basis for the attack on Stalin's great contributions on the national question and for the
abandonment of the proletarian dictatorship by
the CPSU.
The concrete results of this chauvinist line
have been very evident. Seeking to hasten the
"merging" of nations, the social-imperiqlists have
dispersed members of the- national minorities and
oppressed nations throughout the Soviet state.
According to. the .1970 $oviet census, over
390,000 Moldavians, 14.6k of the Moldavian people, were moved out of the Moldavian Flepublic
in the preceding decade. Over five million Ukrainians, 13.4"/" of the Ukrainian populatibn, were
moved out of the Ukrainian Republic. r.
lndeed, this kind ol policy has led to stagnation in population growth and even the outright
elimination of some of the smaller nationalities.
Theoretical Problems of the Formation and Develbpment of the Multi-National Soviet State, a book
published in the Soviet Union in 1973, states that
"With each new census, the number of nationalities
covered by statistics constantly declines." Thus,
between the 1959 and 1970 censuses, the number
of nationalities dropped from 126,to 1'19. Moreoverr
ii these years the Karelian population decreased by
21,0@ (about 13old, the Veps by 8,800 (about 51%),
and the Mordvinians by 22,000. Those nations
whose population remained cornple'tely stagnant
included the Latvians, Evenkis, Khentys, Aleuts and
Udegreitsys.lT

Along with forcdd emigr:atiorl of minority nationalities, the social-imperialists have carried out
Russification through the large-scale rmmigration
pf Russians and other Slav peoples into minority
areas. This has led to increasing discrimination
in employment. To cite just two examples: ln
1972 a letter signed by 17 Latvian communists,
most Party veterans of 25-35 years, was sent to
the Centrat Committee of the CPSU pr,otesting
the removal of nearly all native Latvian officiali
from their posts in that small nation. The letter
also condemned the continued immigration of
droves of ethnic Russians who we.re placed in
jobs ahead of Latvians. These latter often 'remained unemployed or under-employed.
Also in 1972 the Ukrainian Party member lvan
Dziuba published a 'scathing indictment of
"Russification" in that nation, .entitled lnternationalism or Russification? ln this work, Dziuba

,,i,
presents the following' example of the socialimperialists' national policy.3t work:
"Let us take as an example one of the gieat Ukrainian construction projecfs, the building of the Kiev
Hydro-electric power station ... At the end of 1963,
when the number of workers on the project almost
reached its maximum,. the labor force was made up
of 70-75"/o Ukrainiaris, 2"h Byelorussians, 20"/"
Fussians and smaller numbers of several other nationalities . . . The power station seerns to have been
built mainly by Ukrainians. And yet atmost alt the top
posts on the job (construction chief, chief engineer,
most sectional and divisional manaEers) were occupied by Aussrans. They also constiiute the majority
among.the rank and file engineers and techniciani.
Among the Russian workers a much higher percentage are highly skilled than among the tlkrainians.
Many of the latter were dismissed when the construction was nearing completion. Of the 127 Russian
members of the management'division of the main installations, onty 11 were born in the tJkraine, the rest
camefrom Bussia. "3d

The immigration of ethnic Russians into
minority areas has increased as the Soviet

leadership relies more and more on the use of
'"experts"-to stimulate the economy. As these are
mainly Russian, this strategy for development is
predicated on the perpetuation of national
privileges. Were the policy of the Soviet Union
the c'orrect socialist policy of striving to eliminate
the distinction between "expert" and "worker"
the problem would not loom so large-although
it would still be essential to tiain technicians
from the ranks of the minority peoples.
But this is hardly the case. Thus, in some
minority areas the local feaders-prevented from
relying on their own resources by the Party's
thorough-going capitalist line-have opted to
lorego any economic development rather than
face an influx of alien technicians and skille-d
, workers. Jn the Adzhanskaia Autonomous
Republic of Georgia, it was reported in the press
that "there were executives who urged the
Adzhan Party organization to reject proposals . . .
to build new factories and plants and to develop
resgrts and tourism, basing their advice on the
premise that this would lead to migration of people from other republics." 3'
Of course, this is only a problem in those regions singled out by the social-imperialists for
f urther economic development. The Soviet

leadership's'preoccupatibn with capitalist
economic "eff iciency" and "intBnsive" rather
than j'extensive" development has lead to concentration of investment in the already developed
"European core area" of the economy. This,
despite the fact that population growth is currently most rapid in the relatively underdeveloped
areas of Central Asia and Azerbaidzhan, and that
these regions now suffer from a growing labor
sdrplus exacerbated by further immigration from
ethnic Russia and the Ukraine. (One estimate enviqions the population of these regions doubling

paSqEO

within 30 ybars. Moreovei, according io the 1970
census, between 52 and 56% of the poprtlation ot
the four Central Asian r:epublics and
Azerbaidzhan were under 20 years of age compared to only 29 to 38% in the major weJtern regions.lro

- Und'er socialism the factors of investment

efficiency, strategic and foreig:n policy considerations and regional equalization were all taken
into account by the plan, aid within the bveriill
economic advance of the Soviet Union disproportionately high growth indexes were registered for
those national republics initially most backward"
This was achieved mainly through mobilizing and
training of the native population. However, as
one scholar has pointed out, "the tendency
toward equalization of regional levels of development observable 'before World War ll and on
through the mid 1950s appears to have reveised
since 1958."

aI

Another area in which the social-imperialists'
chauvinist policy contrasts shar.ply with the
policy of the communists under Stalin is in the
f

ield of education. Under socialism Soviet

childr:en were taught the traditions and true his-

tory of the oppresied peoples, bufltoday they are
spoon-fed a Russified serieg of lies and distor-.
tions passed off as proletaridn history and de-

signed to deny to the minorilyi peoples their'
cultural heritag6. This was suggeited by the'Sov:
iet publication Statr'stical Review, 'which in 1972
declared that "the people of different nationalities and tribes in their millions regard
Rusdian culture as their own." {2
One particular example has been the treatment
of the history of the Kazakh people. We have only to compaie the 1943 editidn of tne official History of the Kazakh SSR with the same work's 1957
version to see how much things have changed.
The '1943 edition treats the annexation. of
Kazakhstan by the Russian tsar as follows:

"The conversion of Kazakhstan into a colony
signified the end of the independent existence ot
the Kazakh people and their iitatusion in the syStern
of military-feudal exptoitation, which was crea{ed by
the domination of Tsarism for alt the exploited
peoptes of the tsarist 'prison of peoples,.'":t
But the 1957 edition

reads:

i

"The annexation of Kazakhsian to Russaa . . . had a
progressive significance tor. the historic destiny ot
the Kazakh peoplg appearing at a crisis hour in
their history ... (lt) delivered the Kazakh people
f rom enslavement by Dzhungarian feudal
leaders . .. The most important rdsult of the annexation was the drcwing tagether of the Russian aN
Kazakh peoples in a common qtruggle -against
Isar'sm with Russian landlords and capitalists and
the Kazakh feudal leaders."ll
Even more shocking is the eontrast in treatment of the Kenesary movement, a revolutionary
nationalist uprising of the Kazakhs against tsarist
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rule which tasted from tAbZ
to the 1943 version:

b

1g42. Accbrding

"During that decade the majority of the populatiion
of the three Kazakh hordes rose under tieii leader,
\enegay Kasymov, for a liberation struggle against
Ruqslan colonizers and their agents, in*e SrfltanS
rulers. /n its scope and significaice, this was the
most substantial uprising of the Kazakh people in
tle whole period of the colonizing'policy of Aussaan
Isarism. ln this uprising, whici appe:ared as fhe
sum and synfhesis of all the previous movements,
the Kazakh pegple demonstrated with particutar
force and clarity, through' their freedom-loving and
militant spirit, that they would not easity giie up.
their national independence.

"

45

eui rlow look at how this very same glorious
revolt is slandered by the revisionists in their
1957 history. According to this new, up-dated
' and revised Great Russian chauvinist history, the
.Kenesary movement "was a reactionary, feudalmonarchal manifestation, aimed at holding the
Kazakh people back and strengthening the
patriarchal-feudal system, working toward the
alienation of Kazakhstan from Russia and the
Russian p€opls.".+t' Need we say more?!
Of course, with respect to education the rewrit-

.

ing of history is really a minor part of the socialimperialists' policy of national oppression. A
more important point has been the declining
status of minority language education, which is
part and parcel of the social-imperialists' plan to
institute Russian as the sole language for the
Soviet Union. This goes directly against the stated policy of Lenin, who time after time declargd
that "There must be no compulsory official
language." Today Brezhnev and his cronies have
stipulated that "every citizen (of the non-Russian
nationalities) should master this language

'', By robbing the oppressed nationalities of their own languages, the social-

(Russian1."

imperialsts hope to hasten the disappearance of
these peoples.. As one Soviet text declares,
"Groups of people who have changed their
language, in thq course of time usually also
change their ethnic (national) identity."

*a

Before the revolution virtually all education
was in the Russian language. This held back the
cultural, social and economic development of the
non-Russian speaking nationalities. ln the 1920s
and 30s, Soviet power moved to correct the
situation and "a vast network of native language
schools", was set up. Further, Soviet scholars
spent many years of painstaking effort constructing completely new written languages for those
nationalitieg still limited to oral dialect. At the
end of the 1930s and the beginning of the 40s,
the system was broadened even further.
l-'lowever, according to Florida State University
professor Brian D. Silver, "Despite the continued
ldrck of systematic enrol'lment figures, highly reliable and convincing data have now accumulated
indicating that enrollment in non-Russian schools
has after all significantly declined during the

1960s, not only during Khrushchev's term,as First
Secretary but also during the leadership of
Brezhnev-Kosygin." +e This decline is a direct result of Khrushchev's education "reform'l of 1959.
This law gave parents the formal right to choose
the language they preferred for their children's
schooling, a move which most Obsqrvers saw
directeij at exposing parents to coercion by local
Russifying officials, a view borne out thoroughly
by the results.
ln 1958, even before the reform was officially
promulgated, the Karelians were deprived of all
native-language schooling. The Kabardians and
Balkars met the same fate in 1965 766. Thp

Kalmyks had native-language sihooling

decreased from foUr to three years in 1962 163
and_ by 1968 the whole program had been
eliminated. ln the Volga region nearly all rionRussian groups experienced a reduction to at
least primary level native-language education by

the end of the 60s. These are but

6 few ex-

amples.

The aim of these changes has clearly been to
speed up the Russification of the oppressed nationalities. According to one Soviet educator,
"The conversion of elementary school children to
Russian as the language of instruction is an important phenomenon in the sphere of educa-

tion

..

.(which has) enormous progressive

significansg." so
Now, the aim of communists has always been
to develop cooperation and unity among the
working people of all nationalities through increased communications and exchange on . the
basis of equality and mutual respect. That
Russian would be the logical .language for such
inter-nationality exchange in the Soviet Union is
not particularly shocking, though we should note
that the Russians themselves now number just a
little more than half the Soviet population. But to
work for the rTpid replacement of native
languages as part of a general policy of hasten-.
ing the "coming together" and future "merging"
of nations certainly amounts to great nation
\
chauvinism
Yet in 1956, the very year of Khrushchev's
triumph, "ln autonornous republics, provinces,
and national okrugs, the transaction of correspondence and business in local languages in
state institutions and organizations was abandoned and transferred to the Russian
ianguage." 5r We think this represents something
more than mere coincidence.
We could, of course, continue to relate hundfeds, even thousands of examples of national
oppression stemming from the restoration of
capitalism in the Soviet Union. But this would,
after a time, become redundant. lndeed, the most
compelling evidence pointing to a revival of nationat oppr6ssion has been the growing move.ments of the oppressed peoples themselves,
which have erupted at times into violent revolt.
We shall deal with this aspect in our next chapJer.
But one more story must be told in this sec-

.

\

tion. We present the fotlowing example, the story
of howthe Kazakh people were depriVed of nearly

half their homeland during

On January 30, 1954, Shayakhmetov and members of the Kazakh'polit-bureau were summoned
. to Moscow to meet with Khrushchev, Brezhnev,
Ponomarenko anO the Central Committee
Secretariat. Shayakhmetov and an assistant, lvan
Afonov, were dismissed from office. A week later
Brezhnev and Ponomarenko arrived at Alm4 Ata,
capital of Kazakhstan, where a plenum of the
Kazakh Party Central Committee "elected" them
to replace the two deposed leaders.
Shortly thereafter, the seventh Congress of the
Kazakh Communist Party wab convened.
Shayakhmetov was accused of embodying
"burea0cratic, paper methods of leadership" and
exiled to the position of oblasf (district) secretary
in South Kazakhstan (an area not part o,f the
virgin lands scheme). ln June 1955, Brezhnev
personally arranged for his removal from that
post, foo.
With this resistance out of the way, Brezhnev
proceeded to carry out Khrushchev's orders. By
1956 half a million Russian, Ukrainian and other
settlers had arrived in Kazakhstan. Over 500 new

Khrushchev's'

harebrained "virgin lands" campaign, because
we believe it epitomizes the callous disregard for
national rights shown by the current Soviet
rulers. And, equally important, we relate this tale
because one of its leading characters-its

villain-is none othbr than Leonid

-

Brezhnev

himself.

The story begins-at the September 1953 Central Committee plenum, six months after Stalin's
death. fhis was when Khrushchev first proposed
his sendational virgin lands scheme. This'was a
bold, overly ambitious and poorly planned proposal to plow and sow with grain 13,000,000 hectares--+nore than 50,000 square miles, an area
larger than Louis.iana and equal to England-of
previously barren land in Kazakhstan and
southwest Siberia..Although the extension of arable land was hardly a novel idea and completely
sensible, the scope of Khrushchev's plans was
bound to put.too great a burden on Soviet resources. As one historian has noted, "The
scheme was full of imponderables and fraught
with incalculable risks." s2
No one recognized this more than Zhumabai
Shayakhmetov, first secretary of the Kazakhstan
Communist Party, who had held office for eight
years and was the first native Kazakh to occupy
such a high position. Shayakhmetov and other
Kazakh leaders argued that the scheme was too
drastic. Although they were eager to develop the
resources of Kazakhstan for the benelit of all
Soviet citizens, they recognized that the ambitious proposal laid out by Khrushchev would

state farms were established. By 1959 the
Kazakhs numbered less than 3O/" of the
population of their native homeliind. The European population of Kazakhstan exceeded the en-

tire,European population of Africa."
The scale of the virgin lands adventure was
awesome indeed. lnitial plans called for bringing
in 5,000 combings and harvesters, 10,000 trucks,
6,000 cultivators, 3,000 harrowers and over
50,000 tractors. Over 1,200 miles of railroad
were !o be laid. Yet with such grandiose plans it
was, perhaps, inevitable that difficulties would
arise.

Equipment arrived but the train stations had no
machines to unload heavy tractors. Young
kontomoly would come eager to work but there
were no training programs. Trucks arrived but
there was no fuel. During the first harvest countless tons of grain were lost because there were
no sacks to put it in. As for housing, promised to
the new settlers (but not to the native Kazakhs, of
course), Lt simply never appeared. After the first
harvest 75h of the immigrants faced a winter in

bring only misery to the native Kazakh population.

To undertake the plan hundreds of thousands
of Russians would be needed to occupy- and
farm the land. The Kazakhs, herders by tradition,
would be driven off the grasslands at such a
rdpid rate that few would be able to retrain as
farmers. The Kazakh language and culture would
be threatened, as would all vestiges of constitutionally assured Kazakh autonomy.
Khrushchev, however, refused to take no for an
answer. While pulling political strings designed

to

undermine Shayakhmetov's authority in
Kazakhstan, he shopped around for a compliant
replacement. He found one in Brezhnev, then

chief political commissar of the Soviet navy. There
w.as, however, a hitch. At this time Khrushchev had
not consolidated full power and other Party
leaders, notably Malenkov, then Khrushchev's chief
rival, demanded their own watchdog. So Brezhnev
was not at first put formally in charge. His nominal
superior-though everyone agreed that Brezhnev
would really run the show-was Panteleimon
Ponomarenko, a former associate of Zhdanov. This
situation lasted until Malenkov's forced "resignation" as Premier, when Ponomarenko was abruptly
shipped off to Warsaw as S_oviet ambassador to
Poland, leaving Brezhnev in complete command of
Kazakh affairs.
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temporary tents.

ln short, "for hundreds of thousands of volun' teers the reality of Kazkhstan was the rotting
grain because someone had. failed to provide
trucks or storage facilities; the broken drive
shafts on their harvesters for which there were
no replacement parts; the cold nights in the tenl
or dugout; the lack of soap and water; the
shortage of mittens and warm boots or the let-

.

ters from home that never reached them because
no one bothered to deliver the mail." s3
Yet despite this situation, the plan was deemed
a success on the basis of a good harvest in 1954.
This proved to be quite a feather in Brezhnev's
cap and he quickly returned to Moscow with a
promotion. Never mind the virtual pillage of the
Kazakh homeland. Never mind that the massive
shipment of equipment and manpower to the
east completely disrupted and almost ruined
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agriculture in the traditional Ukrainian and south
Russian granaries. .And never mind that after
'1954, Kazakhstan has suffered far more than its
share of bad harvests due to frequent drought,
poor planning and a demoralized work force.
The robbery of the Kazakh people continues to
this day. Currently, Russians, Ukrainians, etc., continue to move into the agricultural region opened
up by the virgin lands campaign. However, few remain here. Soviet studies have shown that the
typical immigrant stays in the countryside for just
two or three years and then moves into already
overpopulated urban and industriail areas of the
Kazakh republic. 5r As ,a result, agriculture has
stagnated in recent yeaIs while Kazakhstan's
young cities are f looded with job seekers.
And, of course, it should come as no surprise
that most good jobs go to those immigrants who,
in theory, were "sent" to populate the countryside. Meanwhile, the native Kazakhs, already
driven off their grazing land, stagnate in the
cities where they increasingly comprise an ex-

p,loited; underemployed-even unemployed-

Pravda, in the.last ten years not one Soviet province built as many day care centers as plannedl
ln light industry alone therd is currently a waiting
list for day care of over 150,000 mothers.5T
The chores of housework are particularly
burdensome to women workers. According to a
1969 survey of Leningrad'working womeri, Z0Z
often felt fatigue on the job. Their illness rate
was double that of male workers. When asked,
"ls it difficult for you to combine family obligations with work on the production line?" 44o/"
answered "bearable", 31% "hard" and 25"/"
answered "very hard." Two Soviet researchbrs
have concluded:

"that the posslb/ltles for tiberating women from the
'double burden' are being realized only in a smali
degree. As a'result 'of women's"entry into production, negative consequences have accompanied the
positive ones: worsened physical and, psychological
condition, lowered general tone of conjugal and.
family life, restriction of social and cultural contacts. "'*

minority.

4.'Working Women Bear a "Double Burden"
Social-imperialist rule has also brought back
the oppression and degradation of women in
capitalistic society. Under socialism the idea of
equality between men and women was propagated widely and women were brought into production at all levels. Women'made great gains, and
even today the majority of Soviet doctors and a

large proportion of other professionals are
women. ln industry women still number about
half the work force.
But now, since the social-imperialists are incapable of developing the economy so that all
might work productively, they are making a big
noise about how "unfeminine" Soviet women
have become. This is designed to put Soviet
women back in the home shackled by all those
backward customs and ideas that capitalism
needs to survive. The revisionist "poet", llya
Selvinsky, wrote recently of how women should
learn to walk more gracefully: i'Unfortunately, not
all our girls pay attention to the way they walk,"
he complained, adding that " . . . we need a cult
of feminine charms. lt should develop not only in
art but also in the family. lt is necessary, I repeat,
to 'idealize' Wornen.'l ss
Soviet women, of course, have no need for the
"pedestal" on whiph hacks like this would place
them. And the average Soviet woman not only
has no inter:est, but also no time to think about
walking "more gracefulll" for a dirty old man
like Selvinsky..She is too busy slaving away, at
home andon the job!
According Io the Soviet woman socidlogist,
Zoya A. Yankova, women. in the Soviet Union today spend more time on household chores than
ever before.56This has been one factor leading to
a rise in complaints about inadequate child care
facil,ities. ln fact, according to the July '17, 1971

One way to alleviate the burden on working
women would be to increase production of inexpensive household appliances-combined with
the sharing of household duties between men
and women. But in spite of their perpetual promises of turning the Soviet Union into a con-

sumer's paradise, the social-imperialists have
done little in this direction. Under socialism, of
course, no one had much access to such conveniences. The proletarian policy was that until
such goods could be produced in enough quantity and at a low enough price to be accessible to
the masses, none would be sold. lnstead,
socialism relied on the development o{ cooperation and socialized work. Where possible, for example, laundromats were opened. The f ight
against chauvinist ideas and the sharing of

housework by men and women was encouraged.
However, with the present level of the Soviet
economy, the capability of producing such labor
saving devices for the mass market now exists.
Yet the social-imperialists price these items at or
even above their cost _of production, effectively
limiting tlieir market.
Moreover, the emphasis in production is, as rn
the U.S., on technical wizardry and not low-cost
practicality. Thus, even in the highly industrial
cities of Leningrad, Moscow and Penz'a only 13%
of working women own washing machines, 20%
own vacuum cleaners and only 38% own
refrigerators. ie One exasperated Soviet economist
summed up the situation when he complained
that "We've long sincb needed not 'technological
wonders' but cheap; reliable appliances, not for
exhibitions, but for the home, not for engineers
and futurologists but forthe housewivesl" ",'
All this adds up to an attempt by the socialimperialists to drive women from the work force,
trahsforming them into patronized and oppressed
housekeepers and "baby makers." Yet despite all

.

.'

|
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the hardships and pressure placed on them, Soviet women rnusf work. As a railroad worker remarked:

"There are five children, in our family. There are
plenty of cares. But my wife goes ta work. She
works because my earnings do not provide for qll
the neqds of our family. No, today work is not yet a
spiritueil need of women. lt ls a material
n€c€ssif. "r'r

\

But even on the job.women still encounter discrimination. Even in'fields where women form
the majority of the work force, few women occupy leading positions of authority. For example,
although only 15% of all medical personnel dre
irnen, they are,507" of all c.hief physicians and
nospitat executives. Likewise in industry,
"W6men are employed as supervisors; shop
chiefs, and in comparable leadership'positions
one-sixth to one-seventh as frequently as men." nz
Women are,also concentrated in the most lowpaid indudtries and positions. According to the
Soviet authority, A.G. Kharchev, the average
wage of women in industry is well below that of
men. And as the following table shows, women
are by and large concentrated in lower-paying
f

ields:

FEMALE PARTICIPATION AND WAGE SCALES IN SOVIET
LABOR FORCE BRANGHES: 1967

WomenasTool RublesPer month
employment (avg. all workers)

Branch

total

i

Science & scientific svcs.
I
i

Construction
T.ansportation
Apparatusof lovt't. &
economic admin. & ol
coop. & public orgs,

45
28
24

122.1

119.4
115.5

58
47

1',t2.7

50

r03.4

72
75
85
74
Housing & Municipal Economy 5'l
66

96.4
93.3
82.2
82.2
78.7

lndustry

average
Education
Ciedit & lns.
Health
Trade
Nationwide

Communicqtions

112.0

78.1

Reprinted'lrom Lotta Lennon, "Women in the USSR." Source
N arodnoe Khozi astvo

SSR v 1 969

g o d

u, Moscow, l 970, p. 654.

Similar statistics also indicate that within these
fields, women are once again concentrated at the
bottom of the wage hierarchy.
This situation is, however, to some extent inherited from the socialist period. At that time, inequalities continued to exist and it was generally
recognized that these could only be finally overcone on the basis of increased production and
technological progress on the one hand, and the
)-
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conscious long-term class struggle against male
chauvinist ideology among the masses on the
other. And a good deal of progress was made!
However, in recent years-despite the fact that
for the first time the technical level'facilitating
the full absorption of women into heavy industry
(where the jobs pay best) has been reached-the
situation is actually deteriorating. For example,
the average monthty wage in education (72"/"
women) was seven rubles below the national
average in 1967. Yet by 1971 this differential had
more than doubled lo 14.2 rubles. o3 Today male
bureaucrats who merely sit on their asses all day
earn several times the salary of a woman textile
worker or collective farmer.
Also of concern to Soviet women has been the
severe decline in family stability over the past 2C
years. Communists, of course, have always advocated and fought lor the full right to divorce.
And after eve.ry socialist revolution millions of
women have taken advantage of this right, freed
themselves f rom old, oppressive relationships
and entered society as productive andrfulfilled individuals. Millions of marriages have also been
strengthened by both partners knowing that unI
ion is fully voluntary.
But communists do not advocate the right of
divorce out of any commitment to "free love'' or
dpposition to the family. We support the right to
divorce in order to strengthen family bonds. For
only on the basis of the full right to divorce for
both partners can a marriage of equality and
mutual respect be built.
Communists stand for a strengthening of the
family not as ,an isolating refuge from society,
but as a fully participatory societal unit. ln
China today, for. example, divorce is relatively
rare even though the right Of divorce is guaranteed both women and men. And where conflicts
do arise, all efforts are made to resolve the difficulties. Divorce is considered the last step and,
in most cases, represents a kind of failure.
This was also true in the Soviet Union under

socialism.

But since 1950 the situation

,has

changed drastically.t+Today the Soviet Union has
one of the highest divorce rates in the world, and
this is still rising rapidly. ln 1960 there were
27A,200 divorces in the Soviet Union. By 1967 the
annual figure had risen to 646,300' Put-another
way, in 1950 for every 100 marriages there werg
but 3 divorces. ln 1960, however, there were '10
divorces for every 100 marriages. By 1967, for
every '100 marriages there were 30 divorces, a
tenfold increase in just '17 yearsl Soviet statisticians themselves are quite f irm in stressing that improved reporting iprocedures and somewhat
liberalized laws aocount for only a small portion of
this increase.

5) Alcoholism and Crime: The Social-lmperialist
Plague

Probably the most prevalent reason given for
the increasing instability of the Soviet family has

been what is now by far one qf the most serious
and widely discussed 'social problems in the
USSR: alcoholism. ln our investigation of Soviet
society, we have been struck'by the incredible

depth of this problem under revisionist rule. Thd
spread'of alcoholism has become symbolic of all
the decay and rot growing everywhere in the
Soviet Union today. ln fact, we think that a
somewhat more detailed look at the development
oJ hlcohglism and associated'probtems wiit give
people a very clear picture of what the rise of
social-imperialism has meant in stark hurnan
terms for the wOrking people of the Soviet Union.
Heavy drinking is, of course, hardly a new
phenomenon in Russia. ln pre-revolutionary times
the state drew a substantial portion of its reyenums much as one-third-from its alcohol
monopoly and as. a result was eager to encourage drinking as both money iraker and
social pacifier. (The tsarist budget used to be
called the "Drunk Budge!" due to its .depen'dence on alcohol tax rev-enue.) ln the words
of a
Sgviet journalist:

"For centuries iheavy drinking seemed an

in-

dispensable and necessary.part of Fusslan life. The
endless grey monotony of peasant life with-ifs constant threat of famine and spine-breaking toil, the dirt
and degradation of squalid city slums, the stifting

ahnsphere of merchants' homes-all this was an

appropriate frame for 'vodka', one of the few words
from tsarist Fussra that became familiar throughout
the world.""5

This was one of the first problems to be
tackled by the Bolsheviks after 1917. And the
evidence reveals quite clearly that per capita consumption of alcohol declined. steadily between
the revplution and 1950. ln the pre-revolutionary
..years.1906-10, per capita cbnsumption of pure
alcohol slood at 3.41 liters a year. By 1935-37,
this had declined to 2.8 liters. And 1948:50
marked the low point in official production, wtth
a figure of 1.85 liters, a decisive reduction ot 50"/o
from pre-revolutionary times, n8
Many bourgeois observers are quick to point
out that these figures cover only legal production
and that there is a long tradition of homebrewing. This is true, but it only makes the argument stronger, not weaker. For throughout these
years the Soviet Union was becoming increasingly urbanized. Peasants were moving to the cities
to fill jobs in the new factories. And city workers
were losing touch with relatives in the countryside. (The practice of city workers returning
home for harvest, common under tsardom, began
to fade out after 1917.1 Since moonshining is
mainly a'rural activity, it stands to r,easdn that
consumption of legal alcohol would thus tend to
rise-both absolutely and on a per capita basis.
'But instead the opposite occurred.
The main weapon used to defeat alcoholism
was revolutionary politics. Enthusiasm f or
socialism and disciplined dedication to the dif-

ficult but inspiring tasks of socialist construction
came to replace the,desire of people to escape
to an alcoholic fantasy land. Patient education
about the dangers of alcoholism was carr:ied out.
For example, in the 1920s the All-Union Council
of Anti-Alcohol Societies'was set up. This body
published a journal, Trezvost' i Kultura (Temperance and Culture), distributed other scientific
and popular literature, and organized anti-alcohol
propaganda. State production of vodka was
decreased sharply and ,,price policy worked to
discourage excess drinking. Moreover, alcoholics
themselves were treated as suffering individuals
in need of'help and not as criminals. Sobering.
up stations "provided a bath, a clean bed and
hearty breakfast, all grati5." n'z
Today, however, the situation.is entirel.y different. According to ieliable estimates, consumption of vodka, wine and beer in the USSR
doubled between 1950 and 1960.and increased
by anolher 50% by 1966. n8 By all accounts it is
still increasing at present. Beginning in '1958, the
Soviet authorities took note of the growing trend
and began to take "corrective rneasures" but to
no avail. The problem has become e\er more
severe and, according to tzvestia, "the harm
caused by alcoholism is exceptionally great." 6e
Today, the, typical worker's family spends
almost as much on 'alcoholic beverages (93
rublesT year) as it does on movie5, theatre,
newspapers and all cjther cultural goods and
services. 70lt is said lhat over half of all tr:aff ic accidents are directly attributable to drink.
lndustrial enterprises each year report hundreds of thousands of cases of ,absenteeism and
tardiness due to drinkihg. ln Zhodino, Minsk province, paychecks were issued directly into
workers' savings accounts to cut spending on
vodka.;t And on one South Russian railway line
complaints of drunken young people on trains
becarhe so great that volunteer militia detachments of train.crew members had lo be formed
to protect the passengers.,Tz This reminds us of
rides on the purbway systems of U.S. citids.
Even from the Soviet press it is clear that the
sprbad of alcoholism is approaching epidemic
proportions. Yet the most,stringent laws, such as
the one passed in 1967 providing two years
"compulsory treatment and corrective labor" for
excessive drinkers, have had little Effect. Why are
the Soviet people, especially the workers, turning
to drink?
As early as the 1.840s, Friedrich Engels in his
famous study, The,.Condition of the Working C/ass
in England, noted that the worker drinks primarily
to escape from the -suffering of his daily existence under capitalism: ".:.he muSt have
something to make work worth his trouble, to

make the prospect of the next day endurable...(He seeks) the certainty of forgetting for

an hour or two the wretchedness and burden of
1ife..." 73 Other writers have also pointed to op:
pressivd social coiditions as a principal cause of
alcoholism, including the great Soviet revolutionary writer, Maxim Gorky. (See excerpt in box.)
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,MAXIM GORKY ON THE CAUSES OF
RUSSIAN ALCOHOLISM
"The day was swallowed up by the factory;
the machine sucked out'of men s muscles as
much vigor as it needed. The day was blotted
out from life, not a trace of it left. Man made
another imperceptible step toward his grave;
but he saw c/ose before him the delights of
rcst, the joys of the odorous tavern and he
was satisfled .. . The accumulated exhaustiotn
of years had robbed them of their appetites,
and to be able to eat they drank, long and deep, goading on their teeble sfomachs with the
biting, burning lash of vodka . . . Returning
home they quarreled with their wives; and
often beat them, unsparing of their fists. The
young people sat rn the taverns or enjoyed

evening parties

at one another's houses,

played the accordion, s?ng vulgar songs devoid of beauty, danced, talked ribaldry, and
drank. Exhausted with toil, men drank swiftly,
and in every heart there awoke and grew an
incomprehensible sickly irritation. lt demanded
an outlet. Clutching tenaciously at every pretert for unloading themselves of this disquieting sensation, they fell on one another for
mere trifle1, with the ferocity ol beasts, break-

ing into bloody quarrels which somefi:mes

ended in serious injury and on occasions even
in murder.
Maxim Gorky, The Mother

-from

No doubt, this is a large part of the explanation
for the rise of drinking in the Soviet Union. The
{vorkers know in their hearts that they are no
longer in control and can feel the Qffects of

capitalist restoration in all aspectb of their lives.
But the development of an alcoholism problem
is, in fact, more intimately connected with the
restoration of capitalisrt'r than even this.
The first references to the drinking problern to
appear in the Soviet press were in the early
1950s. But at this time the main target of
criticism was.not the workers, though we would
never go so far as to portray the Soviet proletariat as at any time a teetotaling class. The
proQlem in the early 50s, however, was concentratdd among the educated youth, the sons and
daughters of the rising new bourgeoisie. These
young people had come to see themselves as.
Somelning special just because their parents
were high Party officials, technicians or university scholars. One way a number of them (though
decidedly a minority) would flaunt their privileged
position was to drink to excess in public.
ln late 1953, Komsomolskaia Pravda carried a
shocking account of a group ol such young people who formed a dr.inking and social club that
turned to petty crime to finance its activities.
Tragically, in the course of trjring to hide their
operation from thb police, several of the youths
'turned to murder. When the case was exposed it

',

'
.

turhed out that most of the participants came
frlrm a background which we in the U.S. might
label "spoiled rotten." 71
Stories like this indicated that the struggle
against alcoholism under socialism was not unconnected"to the continuing class struggle. This
class strug'Qle between the socialist road and'the

th e pro letar iat an d .the
bourgeoisie, was not just a question of internal
Party politics. lt touched all aspects of life and
was waged at all levels of society.
Yet despite this kind of continued struggle, it
was the political restoration of capitalist class
rule, signalled by Khrushchev's take-over in '1956,
which marked the'real take-off point fof the resurgence of alcoholism. To confuse and pacify
the workers,.the Khrushchev revisionists opened
the taps and really let the vodka flow. Criticism
and exposure of dissolute, privileged youth caine
to a halt and vodka was pu'shed on the workers.
This was especiatty true once profit was restored
to the command post of.the economy.
One U.S. observer, after surveying a wide arrdy
of references to alcoholibm in the Soviet press,
reached the followihg conclusions:

capitalist road,

"Commerciat organizations and outlets are vitatly interested in the sale of alcoholic beverages, which

are
sold in special shops, grocery sfores and in
'restaurants
and cafes. The fulfilment of economic
p/ans rb contingent upon achieving the maximum
sa/es of such beverages, for they account for a
targe part---apitroximately one-third--<f sa/es p/ans
in the public catering industry. Enterprise managers,

sa/es elerks; waiters and Waitresses are thus
personally interested in the liquor trade. Moreover,
to increase prgfits, commercial organizations try to
place wine and lor- vodka outlets near rnass
markets. Ihrs does not only mean that'liquor.is sold

near plants and factories,' in some parts of the
country, over-zealous otficials sell hard liquor in
parks and on beaches, and they have installed
wine-vehding machines in public places, . . Stores
arrange elaborate and attractive displays to adverfise alcoholic beverages, corrupting adults and

young children alike.

At the

same time, films,

television and popular literature are said "to praise
the pleasures of alcohol to excess.' Apparently
'abundant and pointless drunkenness ls frequently
shown in theatres; on the screen and,on television.'
An eminent legal scholar has remarked, '.:. we see
the heroes of our films drinking with gusto. I can
hardly think of a single picture in which thery is no
drinking.' Other Soviet commentators have
seconded this view."75

That the problem can be laid directly at the
doorstep of newly triumphant capitalism was also
made clear in a 1971 letter to lzvestia, which not'ed that in the past stores had to fulfill specific
sales for. particular items. ln,other words, they
were told, try to spll so much meat, butter, eggs,
etc. Now, however, each store must strive to
meet an overall prof it quota wnich leads
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managers to push the easiest products to sell,
one of which is vodka. The writer of this letter
asked poignahtly, "How often for the sake of a
visible figure on the proiits chart do financial
agencies chase after 'graphic' crisp to the touch
money . .: (Butf how do you calculate the losses
from broken homes, degradation of thelpersonality
.'.."76 Does this appeal not truly expose the ugly
face of capitalism in the Soviet Union today?

ln the Soviet Union alcoholism is a matter of
great concern also because it is seen as tied in
wi'th a more general decline in moral vigor..For
example, for the first tinie in Soviet histdry (outside of g small number of border regions such as
poppy-growing Georgia) drug addiction is emerging as a problem. Evidence of this development
is still scanty and it is clear that the problem is
not yet nearly so severe as in the U.S., but it is
surely growing.
ln both 1969 and 1972, new laws were piomulgated increasing the severity of punishment
forrdrug trafficking. This year an additional, even
tougher, law had to be enacted. And in 1970 the
satirical weekly, Krokodil, carried the first public
expose of the life of a big-time Tashkent dope
dealer, a near-legendary figure named "Crooked
APolle." zz
More striking and widespread has been the

rapid growth of juvenile delinquency. This is
often directly associated with alcoholism-much
more so than in the 50s-as drunken gangs .of
rowdy youths have begun to cause real problems; for example, in one Kazakhstan silkweaving town. (For details of this grizzly story,
see boX.) With the decline in available recreation:
facilities and the increasing cost of those activities which do exist, many young people have
taken to hanging out aimlessly on street corners,
passing around a bottle or two of wine or,
perhaps, vodka. As in the U.S., this is often the
only kind of social life available to working class'
youth. But just as in the U.S., it can degenerate
into,vagrancy, hooliganism or-petty larceny. The
Soviet press in recent years has been filled with
complaints about such activity. ln Moscow the
rise in burglaries has led the police department
to begin selling an automatic burglar detection
system which is advertised in the press.78
Also serious has been the problem of the socalled "Bichi" "(literally "nuisances"), gangs of
tramps who roam otltlying regions. These people
are attracted to places like Western Siberia due
to labor shortages in these areas. They come
frorh all walks of tite and include "former bank
directors, builders, disappointed artists, metal
workers, graduates of circus schbols, piano
tuners" and others. Dropouts from society, they
work at casual jobs on a part-time basis and are.
usually paid in kind with furs, meat and milk by
tocal peasants. These goods the "Bichi" then sell
on the black market for a profit.
When nbt at work, the "Bichi" engage in petty
crime, drinking bouts and just general anti-social

ln the mitl lown of Ferg'ama, in Kazakhstan,
abofi 600 young women come into the city'
ftom the surrounding countryside each year'to
woik in the silk weaving mills. A similar
number leqve, disappointed and depressed,
whv?

According to Komsomolskaia Pravda, the
'problem is alcahol. /t 'seems that periodically
the women's dormitory at the factory fa:lls ':un'
' der a state of sr'ege. " The besiegers are, af
course, drunken young men. But these are no
idle panty raids. On occasion women would,
narrowly escape rape aitd all endured the
rnost vile of insults and'abuse. One particularly '
"vicious" gang wh,ich from time to time would .
make such visits fo the dorm was under the'
known teadership of the Secretary ef the'fac/,tory's Communist Youth League chapter!
tlVtty did this occur? Well, one explanation
might be that the mill and the women's dorm
are separated by about a three block walk.
And along this stretch the state has seen fit to
,

,

set up no /ess than nine vodka bars. The

,

ygung women report that sometimes they must
aim themsetves with bricks and travel'in large
groups just in order to make it home safely!;e

behavior. Themselves victims of the socialimperialist system, their revolt has led them to reject all socig-ty and to snub their noses at the
hard-working and oppressed majority of the Soviet pedple. s')
The Soviet Union does not publicly'disclose
figures on crime, but authorities have certainly
recognized its growth. Under public pressure,
various special- commissions have been foimed
to "deal" with the problem. As in the U.S., a'
whole criminology bureaucracy is developing and
periodically profound "studies" appear which
serve only to confirm what ordinary workers had'
already known. These studies and commissions,
despite the fact that many well-meaning people
serve on them, are designed to divert attention
from the real causes of crime and from the real
criminals.
This can be seen pretty clearly from a 1971 interview with the Soviet Minister of Justice,
Vladimir l. Terebilov, published in the trade union
newspai:er i'rud. Terebilov was not optimistic
'about prospects for improvement in the crime
situation. Nor was he particularly enlightening as
to why. His explanation of the iising- crime ,rate
reads as follows: "As long as teen-agers commit
crimeb, we cannot expect crime to be reduced." sl
Such brilIancel This fetlow surely deserVes a
place beside our own "leaders" in the two-faced,'

.

These are but a few of the social problpms.
which have developed in the Soviet Union in recent years. We do not mean to suggest that
managerial corruption, unemployment, nationaf
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oppressioh, drunkenness

Ind crime are totally

It is not inevitable that wealth and power be
distlibuted indquitably. .lt is not ineviiable that
economic development leads to social disruption',
disillusioirment and mbral decay. The problern of
the "quality of life" is a problem as directly tied
to the nature of the social system as.the problem
of wage labor. ln China'before Liberation there
was a drug dddiction pro'blem worse than in any
"advanced" country today. Yet within ten years
after the victory of the revolution, this had, for all
intents and purposes, disappdared, and is not reappearing now that economic development has
made great strides under. the continuing rule of

new. Thbse were present under Stalin's
leadership as well. But at that time these pro-r

blems represented what was old and declininE
and .not what was new and develdping. And
most important, the policy of the Party and state
were aimed at systematrcally eradicating ,,such
bacl6ward things from Soviet society. lf this was
sometimes done in an inefficient, bureaucratic or
insensitive manner, we must learn from that
negative experience as well as its overwhelmingly
positive character and truly remarkable achievements. And, in oppbsition to the present socialimperialist rulers, the true Soviet communists
had the interests of the working people, the vast
majority of the people of the Soviet Union and of
the 'Jvorld, at heart.
'
"
The restoration of bourgeois rule and
capitalism is what lies at the heart of each of the
"horror stories" we have related in this chapter.
We do not relate this information with glee,
standing aside from the struggle like the
Trotskyites and other so-called "rEvolutmnaries"
who slanderously pontificate about the evils of
"Stalinisml'-that is, the dictatorship of the proletariat--+ven as they abandon the Soviet working class in its time of trial and renewed struggle
for socialism.
Certainly it would be possible'to yvrite lengthy
a;ticles, even books, on each of the problems we
have. touched upon here. We make no claim to a
"total.assessment", and we encourage others to
deepn our still somewhat superficial investigation of such questions as national oppression
and the role of wdmen in the Soviet Union. But,
at the same time, we would like to strq/ss that for
such investigation to be of use to the revolutionary movehent, it must be based firmly on the
Marxist-Leninist method and upon.a firm grasp
of the Soviet Union's development into an imperialist (monopoly capitalist) country.
Reeently the so-oalled "convergence" theory
has become popular among certain circles of
U.S. bourgeois scholarship; and to some extent
such ideas have found echoes in the anti:
imperialist rnovement as well. This "theory" tries
to argue that the Soviet Union and the United
Siates are spontaheously becoming more alike as
each enters the stage of advanced industrial
society, also known as "neo-capitalism", "postin$ustrial society'' or "consumer society." This
idea is profoundly misleading
While it is tru6 that the two superpowers aie
becoming more similar' in some key respects (and
we have noted several of these), the problems
they share are not problems of "advanced industrialism", a new stage in history which supposedly supercedes such "antiquated" 19th century phenomena as capitalism and socialism, a
stage which will soinehow be reached on6 day
by bgth China and lndia, Albania and Yugoslavia,
but by "different paths." No, these problems
which the two iniperialist giants share are problems of class rule-to be specific, of bourgeois
class rule.

,

the proletariat. ' ,
The problems the Soyiet people face in their
everyday lives today are not exactly the same
ones faced by their farents and grandparents in
1917, though many phenomena common to
tsarist Russia have re-emerged. But, once again,
they are problems produced and exacerbated by
the capitalist system. And like the problems of
pre-Ociober, 19i7, these will not be solved until
capitalism is overthrown and once more torn
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Our swvey of life under social-imperidlist rule
would not be complete if we did not at least touch

upon the development

visignism.
MaoTsetung has stated:

of

culture under

re-

"Any given culture (as an ideologicat form) is a reflection of the politics and economics of .a given society
and the former in turn has a tremendous influence and
effectupon'the latter . . . "

He also says; "ln the world today all culture, all
literature and art belong to definite classes and are
geared to definite political lines." 8z
Under Stalin, Soviet policy on the arts was based
upon the application of these principles.'During
those years serious attempts were made to develop
and popularize proletarian forms in literature and
art.

When we speak of proletarian art we mean two
things. First of all, true prole[arian art is art that
teaches the working people about their own his-.
tory, traditions of struggle and aohievements. lt is
art which seeks to raise the workers to a fuller and
more complete understanding of their place in the
world and of the hist6rical destiny of the working
class to build a new socialist and comrnunist world,
and thus liberate all humankind. Proletarian art is
partisan art. lt boldly champions the cause and
leadership oI the working class. lt stands for collectivity over individualism, for struggle and'militancy
over pacifism,.for the toiling masses over all 'exploiters past and present.

But proletarian art must be art for the workers.
.
The proletarian artist cannot preach to the masses
but must go among (he masses, learn from the
masses and bring back to the masses in the higher
;,1
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form of art their own authentic, heartfelt aspirations. To.do this proletarian art must speak the
Ianguage of the masses.
tn tnJ tirst decade of Sovietrpower, a number of
artists and writers were inspired by the revolution
and its liberating force. These men and women

sought to express their support for and loyalty to
the revolution in their art, but many.had little experience with the real world of the .workers and
peasants. They were more familiar with the narrow,
rnored world of the petty bourgeois artist. Thus,
many gravitated toward formalist and expressionist
forms of abstract art. This was particrtlarly true in
painting and music.
But such art meant little to the workers.
Therefore, by 1930 the Party had moved to correct
the qituation. Norms were established to guide
cultural workers and to help them better serve the
masses of people. Many remolded themselves by
joining in the heroic elforts to industrialize the
country, defeat the Nazis and build socialism.
These prolbtarian artists worked side by side with
the working people and their works reflected the
kind of class feeling this engendered. Others,
however, retained their old bourgeois world outlook. They continued to believe that they, the
artistic and. literary "geniuses", were the real
heroes and that it was their job to interpret life to
the masses who were dull and stupid.
Throughout the socialist period the struggle
between two lines on literature and art continued,
as did the class struggle as a who'le. During this
period the proletarian line was generally in command, and was expressed through the theory of
"socialist realism."
'"socialist realism" is a concept much maligned
by the bourgeoisie. ln essence, however, this
theory meant only that art should reflect reality as
seen by the class c.onscious proletariat. ln other
words, revolutionary art and literature should
portray in a down-to-earth style the reality of
socialist life from the point of view of revealing the
new world coming into being. This concept is intimately connected with Andrei Zhdanov, who was
its major proponent in the late 1940s.
Tlie bourgeoisie lloves to portray Zhdanov as
an enemy of art; indeed, an enemy of life itself.
This is patently absurd. We need only point out
thdt when Leningrad was under siege'by the
Nazis and the whole city was starving and freezinQ, struggling daily with death, it was Zhdanov
(then the city's Party secretary) who arranged to
hold a writers' congress light in the city's center!
But Zhdanov/ was an enemy of bourgeois art.
Through constant criticism he sought to develop
among Soviet cuitural workers an attitude that in
art and literature, as elsewhere in life, politics
must be in command. The campaign associated
with Zhdanov was an importanl blow struck by
the Soviet communists in their struggle with revisionisffr. (see Chapter ll).
The Soviet working class produced many fine
writers and drtists. The most famous is certainly
Maxim Gorky, whose career began before the re-

volution and whose woiks, such ai ine Mother and
The LoWer Depths, served as models to a whol€
generation of proletarian writers. Other notable
wriiers include A. Fadeyev, whose The Young Gua,rd
tells the story of a group of Soviet youth who fight
heroically behind Nazi lines in World War ll. Also a
great contribution was Nicholas Ostrovski's How
the Stee/ is Te.mpered. And in f ilm can ahyone deny
the great proletarian artist, Sergei Eisenstein?
With the coming to power of the Khrushchev
gang in 1956, however, these ftgures were
[usieO to the ,background. Their writings were
branded "outmoded." Instead, figures like Boris
Pasternak, Ilya Ehrenburg and Yevgeny Yevtushenko came to the foreground.
Pasternak and Ehrenburg represented an older
generation of Soviet writers. They were the men
who had refused to remold themselves. For years
they had harbored resentments against the
workers' state for "shackling their creativity."
Now they were set free to publish,openly all the
garbage they had been carrying around in their
heads for so long. ln his six volume memoirs,
People, Years, Life, Ehrenburg wrote warmly of
the United States and praised all the gieat "progress" the U.S. ruling class was making. He openly
attacked Stalin (in this he was given special encouragement by Khrushchev) and renewed his now
weary call Jor the introduction of the abstract into
the Soviet Union. d'
More important was the publication of
Pasternak's counter-revolUtionary novel Doctor
Zhivago. This book treats the .Russian revolution
throught the eyes of a complete historical non.
entity, a man who stands aside as history takes a
leap forward. ls this done to point to the folly of
such a posjtion? Of course not. The main theme
of this novel is the assertion that the October
Revolution was an "historical error" and an "irreinediable catastrophe." lt alleges that "everything that happened'1 after the October Revolution "was a crime." The October Flevolution u/as
a catastrophe-but for the bourgeoisie!

ln addition, this period saw such tigures as
Mandelshtam, Zoshchenko, Akhmatova and
Bunin- all previously criticized-crawl out of the
woodwork and into the limelight. This period saw
sucfi books as Solzhenitsyn's One Day in the Lile
of lvan Denisovich, and Dudintsev's Not by Breao
A/one become "bestsel lers. "

At the same time,

Yevtushenko came to
a new generation of writers. Marching
under the Khrushchevite banner of the so-called
"culture of the whole people, of all mankind",

represent

young writers like Yevtushenko claimed only that
they were "chrldren of the 20th and 22nd
Congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviel
Union." 81
ln their works these writOrs would slander the accomplishments of the Soviet Working class. They

held up the capitalist world as a model to be
emulated, openly identifying with the Western
bourgeois style of life. For example, in one novel
the author Gladilin described his "hero" as a man
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"seeking ways to make money to buy a car as soon
as possible so that he could drive for pleasure every
Sunday." ls this the proletarian ideal? ss

This new school of art was extremely influential in film. Under Khrushchev, Soviet filmakers

abandoned the militant tr:adition of Eisenstein. lncreasingly, Soviet films began to examine life not
from the class conscious stand of the revolu-

tionary proletariat but from the "humanistic",
pacitistic stance of the bourgeisie. Commenting
on the Soviet love film, Nine Days of -a Single
Year, Time magazine noted that in the past the
heroes of Soviet films were "Stakhanovites and
strong-jawed sons of the soil", while in this film
the heroes are more like the "bourgeoisie" of the
West. This shows, in lime's view, "how far creeping liberalism hds managed to advance." Another
film of this period, I Stride Through Moscow, is a
flagrant copy of the typical Hollywood diversion. s6

Durinq the Khrushchev period, Soviet films went
out of their way to encourage bourgeois pacifism
ai part of the general campaign to presdnt
"peaceful co-existence" as the essence of Communist strategy. For example, the tilm Ballad of a
Spldier, which was widely acclaimed in the U.S.,
takes as its theme "how war goes against nature
and peace brings happiness." While it is true that
the finat aim,and destiny of the working class is
to abolish all war, by eliminating imperialism anJ
all reactionary classes, it is not true that under all
conditiohs peace necessarily brings happiness.
Peace with imperiatists can only bring greater
suffering and more war. Yet this f ilm puts
forward precisely this notion of classless pqace
at any price.
ln response to criticisms of this kind; Soviet
apologists often point out how the Soviet Union
suffered during World War ll. They argue thal
atter 20 million deaths the Soviet peoples learned
better than anyone the real significance of peace.
This is certainly true. But the real significance of
peace is not what the revisionists say it is. Peace
is not something for which people go begging. lt
is not something for which the masses will not
sacrifice. Peace must be won,on the basis of
freedom, independence and ultimately socialist
revolution. lt is not some classless, foggy utopia.
Contrast the revisionist treatment of Soviet
wartime sacrifices ivitn tne attitude of the Vietnamese communists, for example. Certainly the
Vietnamese have suffered from war as much as
any nation. Yet do the Vietnamese speak of how
war goes'against nature? Have they yearned only
for the guns to silence? No! Because, as Ho Chi
Minh declared, "Nothing ,is more precious than
freedom and independence."
With the ousting of Khrushchev and the advent to
power ol Brezhnev, Kosygin and Co., the revisionists beg,an to chanqe their tune a bit. lt ap-

pears that during the Khrushchev

years,

"liberalism" in art, literature and film went a little
too far. The petty bourgeois individualism of

such writers as,solzhenitsyn was as uncomfortable with. imperialism as it had been witn
gocialism. And with all the writers jumping on the
bandwagon to "expose" Stalin an$ his "crimesl',
people began to wonder wheher they'could ever
believe their leaderb. Rfter all, if a jerk like Ehrenburg had known the "truth" all along, where.had
Brezhnev been?
Thus the new leaders began to tighten the reins on their new bourgeois artists. Most went
along with this move. Yevtushenko, for example,
found it quite easy to make a smooth transition
from angry young man to "official" poet. He only
demanded in exchange that he be permitted to
travel abroad where he might hobnob with the
Western'society set. This he was quickly granted.
Other writers refused to buckle under to socalled "re-Staliniaatioh." of the arts. Many of
these became the kernal of today's "dissident"
movement. (see Chapter Vt)
Of particular importance to Brezhnev was that

Soviet writers abandon the kind of pacif ism
characterigtic of art under Khruschev. This had
served its purpose. Now the Soviet leadership
was actively seeking to change the hegemony of
U.S. imperialism and for this a more martial spirit
was needed.

Thus, at the 24th Party Congress Brezhnev
called for literary works to ref lect "patriotic
theme."srAt the Sth Congress of Soviet writers,
G.M. Markov, first secretary of the Union of Soviet Writers, emphasized thqt "literature has a
'special responsibility' to army and navy personnel.'. He added that all efforts must be made to
develop and strengthen the war tradition in Soviet literature." ss
In particular, recent works have lauded Soviet
military adventures around thb world. The
documentary film,' Czechoslovakia, a Year of Test,
tries to justify the .social-imperialists' brutal invasion of tna{ country. lt was awarded "the state
prize for literature and art."
Another documentary, The Ocean, "plays up
Soviet revisionist social-imperialists' global
maritime expansion through its portrayal of a
Soviet admiral i,n command of fleets in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Berents Sea, the
Arctic Ocean, the Baltic Sea, the Black Sea and
the Mediterranean." ln the novel, Nuclear Submarines on the Alert, lhe notion of "loafing about
in one's own territorial waters" is criticized.
"Before the war we did not often.go to sea," the
authors of this work note, "but at present a fundamental change haS taken place."
Another theme bf these increasingly militarist
works is the glorification of the military traditions
of tsardom. Accordingly, the literary magazind,
Molodaia Gvardia, openly lauded notorious colonialists as "patriotic" heroes. The old Tsar Alexis is praised for his "patriotic" feats, though he is
known for aggression and expansign. Gold Fever,
a long novel published recently, openly defends
the tsars' crimes of aggression against China. lt
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stage, while today the Soviet Unicin has engaged

alleges that areas seized from Ch\na'under unequal treaties (later renounced by Lenin) were
"first opened up" by Russian immigrants.
Of coufse, under socialism works of art did 6'ncourage a militant, martial qpirit among the
masses, and a socialist patriotism linked withcommunist principles of proletarian interna-,,
tionalism. But in these lvorks a careful distinction
was made betwden real "defense of the
motherland" and outright aggresslon. Moreover,
these films were designed to mobilize and
educate the masses themselves to their own defense.

as a full{ledged imperialist superpower, wrecked
by internal contradictions and forced to expand
through aggression everywhere---so it is on the
offensive throughout the world.
Look, for example, at the full-length fdature
tilm Tame the Flames. which is devoted to the
race for nuclear duperiority. This film takes the
absurd but common imperialist position that a
strong nuclear shield is the.best defense against
war, Thus, the film boasts of the "power" of Sovto serve the
let rockets. lt urges scientists
military. According lo Pravda, "Tame the F/ames is

Today, however, Soviet artistp downgrade the
role of the masses. Like their U.S. counterparts
they portray technology as all-powerful and peo-.
ple as weak. This provides' a link between the
pacifism of the Khrushchev years and the militarism of today. The key diflerence is that under
Khrushchev, socialism was being wrecked and the
process of capitalist restoration was in its first

words." The long novel Thunder of Bockefs, devotes d great deal of space to the dream of a
rocket force commander: A nuclear wai breaks
out and he is sent to attack the enemy with
nuclear weapons. He wins victory and the enemy
is destroyed.

our political film." lt is 'iof historic
significance in the deepest sense of -these
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PEOPLE FIGHT

THE SOVIET
BACK

.'

"Wherever there is oppression, there .is resistance." Thelentire nisidry of the'ht4man race
bears out this fundamental principle of MarxisrnLeninism. From the dawn of class society, people
have risen in fdvolt, striking mighty btowi againgt
their oppressors. These blows have alvyays been
a powerful force pushing history forward.
. Today's Soviet pebple are the heirs to just
6uch a rich history of resistance. Throughout the
feudal period the Russian serfs rose continually
in'huge'rebellions which shook tsarist ru'le. Great
revolts'led by men like Stenka Razin ahd Emilian
Pugachev challenged .the military might of the
feudal autocracy, only to be drowned in rivers of
blood. These movements, however, inspired
millions of peasants who once again rose up,
killing landlords and burning their estates in
what Lenin called the "revolutionary situation" of
1861-63. This resistance forced th6 tsar in 't863
to grant the legal but not actual abolition.of
serfdom.

Wth the development of capitalism and the revolutionary proletariat in Russia, this resistanbe
leaped forward. Representing the most advanced
relations of production, the proletariat was able
to play the leadi\ng role in the struggles of all oppressed people in the Russian empire, including
thE peasants and the oppressed nationalities.

Beginning with

the great textile strikes at

lvanovo-Voznesensk in '1885, and St. Petersburg
in 1896, the Hussian workers rapidly developed

their economic and political struggle. Led

by

Lenin'and the Bolsheviks, the multinational
Flussian proletariat gathered all the oppressed
around its banner and in 1917 overthrew the
moribund autocracy and then seized power from
thd old' exploiting classes.
Today the restoration of capitalism by the
Kh'rushchev-Brezh nev-Kosyg i n c I iq ue,

re

prese nti

n

the ihterests of a new bourgdois ilass, is

g

-a

to the revo-lutionary struggle
of the entire international proletariat and all oppressed peoples. Yet carrying on in their heroic
tremendous: setback

tradition, the Soviet people are resisting the rule
of their new oppressors. This struggle has
caused severe difficulties for the Soviet rulers
and is a constant bource of embarrassment for
themrground the world. As was noted in a recent
isSue of Peking Review, "The Soviet Union today

is by no means 'stable' and ;harmonious' as
Brezhnev and his types describe it. lt is filled

with sharp class antagonisms, national Contradic.tions and social upheavals."
r

1) The Soviet Union: A Fascist State

The struggle being waged today by the Soviet
people must ahd inevitably will develop into a revolutionary movenlent to overthrow imperialism
and re-establish socialism. Only the wor,king
class can lead this struggle to final victory.'The
Soviet rulers know this and are trying t6 suppress this struggle by enforcing a rigid, fascisttype dictatorship against the Soviet people,
especially the workers-that is, an open, ter.

roristic dictatorship -of the new Soviet
bourgeoisie
Fascism develops w hen the im perialist

bourgeoisie cannot rule in the "democratic" way
which it developed mainly during the epoch of
"f ree market" capitalism. The democratic
parliamentary form of government is suitable to
the bourgeoisie because parliaments, elections,
etc., provide mechanisms through which the
bourgeoisie can peacefully resolve its internal
disputes, the middle strata can be qffectively tied
to the bourgeoisie, and the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie can be disguised from the masses.
lmperialism, however, mearis, as Lerlin put it, re.action all along the line, and as it is increasingly
'challenged on all fronts, the imperialists often
must resort to,the establishment of an openly terroristic form of dictatorship.

There is, of course, a contradiction in thi's
which the bourgeoisie must contend with. For
under imperialism contradictions among competing capitalists increase, they do not disappear (as
some would have us believe). lmperialism only intensifies the uneven development of capitaiism.
Thus, under fascism new forms of resolving contradictions even within'the imperialist ruling class
itself must be found, and in most cases these
'forms piove less effective and desirable for nioit
imperialists than the older, historically tested
methods of bourgeois democracy. ln Nazi
Germany, for instance, this took the form of de
facto arbitration by the all-knowing fuhrer.t
ln the Soviet Union, however, imperialism did

:.1

:,'l;
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the repressive 'force of the proletarian dicdevelop out of lhe competitiie capitallst stage.
tatorship against the workers. His first step ryas
lnstead, it.developed on'the basis of turning the
to attack lhis force to destroy its effecparty of thd proletariat into a bourgeois party,
tiveness. This was the. so-called period of
and utilizing the forms of state apparatus deliberalism of the late 50s and early 60s. At tttis
veloped under the dictatorship'of the proletariat
for the purpose of re-imposing bourgeois dic- r ,:: time Khrushchev attacked the security forceg aS
"arbitrary" and "lgwless." By playing upon real
tatorship. Under socialism the proletariat has little
vdeaknesses
but also by manufacturing lies, he
use for bourgeois parliamentary forms, though
was
able
to
confu'se the issues and demoralize
the,
for
true
democracy
socialism does mean
.honest cadres. The power of the police and
rnasses of people for the f irst time in history,
penal organs was drastically cut, a number of inMoreover, becausg it represents the interests
stitutions abolished,'and the green light was
people
and seeks to
, of the vast majority of the
given to all sorts .of counter-revolutionaries to
involve. the mass€s increasingly in the mastery of
come out of .the wbodwork as the prisons were
society, the proletqriat can openly declare its rule
emptied. Where the police apparatus was not
in fact to be a dictatorship, but a dictatorship over
"the
broken up, ,'tested, prloletarian fighters wqre
handful of old exploiting classes and not
replaced
by bourgeois elements.
people.
highly
The
is
a
the
socialist
state
civer
"
Along with this development, however, and
cer'rtraiized and powerfuJ instrument of class rule,
picking up speed after 1965, a new security qp:
far more powerful than the traditional bourgeois
paratus was being formed. Unlike the old police,
forms, exactly because it rests and can only rest
this apparatus was directed not. againdt the
on the reyolutionary unity.of the working class,
bUreaucrats and bther exploiters but'agaiqst the
whose class inte,rests are'not marked by the conpeople. As a first measure, the State Security
flicting prof it dr,ives of individuals or groups
(KGB), under the direct control of the
Committee
wltnin the' class, as is the case with the
,.
Central
Comqittee
of the CPSU, was expanded
bourgeoisie.
and turned into a large secret service with a naUnder Stalin the centralized state apparatus
tionwide network of agents. Then, the Ministry of
was an extremely effective weapon against all'
Soeial Security was formed in 196,6. Jwo years
brands of counter-revolution, foreign and
later this was changed into the Ministry of the lnweapon.
But
it
was
one
such
only
domestic.
terior and enlarged. ln 1968 police power was
Marxist-Leninists have always held,that the most
also expdnded, the number of pplice greatly ineJfective. weapon aqainst counter-revolution is
creased and 'lprofessional ' security offices",
the armed masses themselves, mobilized around
"niqhtjshift pnlice stations", and "motorized
political
Under
Stalin
a
understanding.
a eorrect
'police units" were set up.
police
played
political
important
force
an
.gecret
Modern equipment for repressing crowds and
rote; corrective labor camps and penal instituspying on people was introduced. ln 1970 a
tions of varying types also existed. Although a
judicial department p-reviOusly rabolished by
number of excesses did occur, this apparatus
Khrushchev was re-established by Brezhnev and
was directed not at suppression of the broad
Kosygin. The old courts were extended and new
ma'sses but at corrupt party officials, managers,
ones built. Since the Party and State Control
generals and other members of the officer corpS;
Commiqsion was changed int_o the People's.
bureaucrats, foreign agents and even officials of
Control Commission in. 1965, another extensive
the police agencies themselves. ln short, the
network for supervision has been formed.l
security and penal institutions of the socialist
The social-imperialists have also greatly exstate under Stalin were instruments of proletarian
panded the prison system in recent ye?rs. Labor
.rule and not of bourgeois repression.
camps are divided into "ordinary", "intensified",,
With the seizure of power by the Khrushchev cli"rigid discipline", -and "special." There are over
que, however, the centralized state apparatus
1,000 of these camps with over a million
was taken from the people and placed in the
prisoners. l
hands of the people's enemies. The Soviet
The social-imperialists have also developed an
bourgeoisie was thus able to move toward a
infamous network of "mental hospitals" where
, fascist dictatorshlp without many of the difpolitical prisoners are incarcerated and
ticulties associated witli the transitiOn- from a
"democratic" bourgebis republic. A strong ce4sometimes tortured. According to .a report by the
civil libertarian group Amnesty lnternational, contralized state was already present, but the key
question was which class would this state serve, ' ditions in these hospitals are "considerably more
. lhe proletariat or the bourgeoisie? And even unsevere than those existing in today's prisons''''
Six 'lspecial" psychiatric institutions exist
not
rely
der fa'scism, the ruling bourgeoisie does
, 10ff/" on open terror, but aiso on deceiving the
especially for the confinement.of political dissenters. Ampng the most notorious of these is the
masses. ln the Soviet lrjnion, this takes the form
infamous Serbsky lnstitute in Leningrad (see
of disguising fascism as socialism-:which was
box). Here political prisoners are forced to qha-re
done by Hitler as well, but is easier to do inlthe
' Soviet Union because genuine socialism really
cells with criminal psychotics. They are "subjebt
to physical torture on the pretext of treatment,
did exist.there for decades.
to iniections of large doses of "aminozin' and
Further, Khrushchev could not immediately turn

.

,

'
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'sulfazin' which cause depressive
shock reactions
-these
hospitals orderlies are actually recruitgd frorn ihe
security personnel and male nurses f rorn the
ranks of criminally psychotic patients. As a result,
both truly sick patients and political prisoners
"are the victims of daily beatings and sadistic
humiliation on the part', of, the supdfvisory
Personnel." i

Such barbaric practicgs are 'not, however, a
special feature of Soviet social-imper ialisrn. ln recent years the U.S. imperialists have adopted
similar methods, largely in response to the many
prisoners' rebelfions. At the California state
prison medical facility at Vacaville, Calif., for ex.ample, experimentation is now going on with all
sorts of drugs and even with psychosurgery.
These techniques are designed to "pacify" rebellious inmates under the guise of "modifying"

and serious physical disorders." At

and "adjusting" "aggressive,-

,
ilr
, : LIFE
IN THE SERBSKV INSTITUTE
'

i

:

..

"The hospital regime or tuvo. lf the treatment

is

wiis similar to any'prison ' repeated, then the effects
rogime. One hour's ex- 'cAn:lailt a whole,wblek or
erclse : a ' day, loc'ked ten days.
"A second form of
cells, outside yisitors once, a month, one letter a punishmeit. involves the

menth' ta relatives, one use of the preparation
paicel a month. Exactly a;dtted Aminozine, used in'
the same as rn a pFison. "'ps"ycfiotherapy, a/so
The dact1rs fhemse/yes known, probabtly, in other
realized that it was not a 'caiJntries. -lt causes 'the
hospital but a prison and pa,tient to
'sornefmes said so open. sleepy-he.tiel-aioi:ii,
may s/eep
-mls-'
ly. ' tf a patient
seneral days on end, and
behaved he could be 'if such' , a treatment is

punished.

given regutarly he may go

get on sleeping as long as it
into
trouble
in
that
is continued.
'hospital,
and the punish- "The third form ot
"lt was very easy to

anti-social
in the Sovjet Union, politically ac,.tjVe prisoners are singled out for such treatment.
A recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle,
describing a visit by a U.S. medical delegaiion to
the Serbsky lnstitute, makes it clear that the U.S.
imperialists are eager to exchange experiences
bOhavior.'- As

'with their social-imperialist counterparts.
2) Forms of Resistance

tt is hard for the Soviet people to fight back
under such conditions. Moreover, the 'mask of
socialism , the new tsars wear and take great
pains to preserve has not yet beern ripped iway
and serves to confuse and demoralize many.
Because the social-imperialists' have a communications monopoly, information on resistance
and struggle, especially among- the workers, is
.scarce. Yet enough is known to recognize that
resistance is on the rise.
The factories are the main area of struggle.
The social-imperialists are having a tougher and
tougher time meeting plan . quotas because
workers are refusing to submit to speedup and
other abuses. As We have already explained, the
developing crisis of the social-imperialist
economy has forced the revisionist chiefs to
, place ever-growing burdens on the Shoulders of
, the working class. As lzvestia noted on January
26, 1972, "labor productivity, will become the
main lev6r in the development , of the national

ments were very seyere. ;,,pynistiment we used to
There are three k'inds of catl :,the, 'roll-up'-it inpunishment which are volved the use of ,wet
most commonly applied canvaslong pieces of
there. The first form of it-in which the patient is
punishment is carried o:ui ',ra,lled up from head to
by medical means. I think. foot, and so.tightly that it
people know about a pre- . r4las difficult for hlm to
paration known as breathe, and as the caneconomy." 6
Sulfazine, which is used if , vas ,began to dry out it
:get
The workers are resisting this speedup through
,,wo;uld
one of the patients:
tighter and
slowdowns and a marked decline in labor disprisoners*in the hospital ,.tighter and make the paciplin*a source of constant complaint ,by
committed some offense ','.tielt,feel even worse. But
managers and other officials. For example, the
or gave.a doctgr a rude',' that punishment was apmanager of the Novokuibyshev Petrochemical
answer to some question '.p.lied with some cautionCombine wrote to Pravda complaining of high
or declared that a doctor there were medicat men
labor turnover due to worker dissatisfaction. He
in the hospitat was really : presenf white it was taknoted that in 1971, his plant hired 1,054 new
an executioner in a white ing place who made sure
workers
while at the same time 825 quit. He desmock. Such a remark that the patient did noi
manded "strict la,bor legislation on the
would be sufficient to in- /ose consclousness, and
volve punishment. if, hr.s pulse began to . responsibility of persons with a lenierit attitude
toward violators of labor discioline,, drunkards,
Sulfazine is a pretty pain- , uieaken then, the canvas
self-seekers and dishonest people in gener.al." I
ful form of punishment: it would be eased."
"And another letter urged that labor bcjoklets used
causes your temperature
to assign workers to jobs and keep thg economy
interview
an
to rbe to about 40 degrees -From
with
Vladimir
Bukovsky
at full employment under socialism, should now
centigrade, you feei you
'get by C.AP Television News,
be transformed into more eifective disciplinary
have, a fever, can't
tools.
reprintOdin
lnsteod of. recording just work time, iob,
Survgy,
otut df bed or move about,
' etc., these
'and it gges on for a day Autumn 1970
books "should record everything: ineentives, punishments,, absenteeism." This, it was
:

it,

,

'''

to admit, "Stalin

enjoys great latent Prestige
among the Soviet people and a much more
favorable popular reputation than Nikita S'

declared, would enable personnel departments to
weed out "slackers" and "troublemakers." 8
An interesting development was reported by
The l1l.Y. Times on May 21, 1972. The Times noted
-

the rapidly growing popularity in

Soviet
managerial circles of a new book,'The Manager
and the Subordinate, now a standard text of Soviet "labor relations" literature. lt deals with such
topics as how to convince striking workers to return to their jobs, how to get workers to work
harder without "undue friction", etc.. And the
author of the book openly acknowledges that his
recommendations are based upon those of a
similar U.S. work-Dale Carnegie's How to Win
Friends and lnfluence Peoplel e
Another graphic illustr:ation of rising resistance
revealed'by a unique survey, whose results
is
-were published last December in lzvestia. ln this
survey, 2,952
Another graphic illustrat-ion of rising resistance
is revealed by a unique survey, whose' results
were published last December in lzvestia. ln this
survey, 2,952,workers between the dges of 18
and 25 at a large locomotive plant in the Ukraine
were interviewed. Of these, 66% publicly d-eclared
that they were dissatisfied with their pay, 71"/o
were dissatisfied with the condition and safety of
plant equipment, and 7Ao/" were unhappy with
factory sanitary conditions. ln a similar poll taken
five years earlier, 54"/" were unhappy about
wages and in all three categories there was an
average increase of 18"/" in the number of dissatisfied workers.
The workers also sharply criticized a number of
management practices. They.vehemently attacked
the common revisionist practice of "storming" to
meet quotas at .the end of each month, quarter
or year. They said this was just speedup resulting
fqom managerial incompetence. And the muchvhunted "socialist emulation" campaigns run by
the revisionists were sharply denounced as "just
fiction." According to one /athe worker, "lt exists
only on paper. Many people do not even knotv.
with whom they are competing." An electrician
added that "On our crew there is no emulation,
there is simply a quota that you have to meet."
Of course, according to lzvestia, all 'these complaints represent li-ttle more than "the frustration
of workers at'ngt having enough attractive goods

'"f#i;":

sisnificant way the soviet people re-

veal theil dissatisfaction and opposition is
through lhe great respect and admiration they

still have fbr Stalin. According to several different
reports, a'strong and spontaneous pndercurrent
of affdction ernerges in all sorts of situations. For
example, when Statin appeared in a recent
documentary film on .WW 2, audiences ofteh
burst into applause. (Several Western observers
witnessed this.) Despite Khrushchev's vicious cam-

paign of slander, Stalin clearly remains the most
popular and beloved of all Soviet leaders sincer
Lenin. As even the Moscow correspondent of
The NewtYork Times, Hedrick Smith, was forced
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r

Khrushchev." tt
The U.S. bourgeoisie has often defiled Stalin as
an oppressor of the peasants and the national
minoritieS, Yet, according to Srhith, feeling for
Stalin is particularly strong in the countrysidg
and among the oppressed nationalities, especially in the Central Asiah Republics and in the
Republic of Georgia, Stalin's birthplace. And
although older workers are naturally more fond
of Stalin than the young who have no memory of
life under socialism, many younger people, too,
have recognized the great accomplishments under Stalin's leadership. Becently the decadent revisionist "poet", Yevgeny Yevtushenko, one of
Khrushchev's henchmen in the anti-Stalin movement and now a leading lackey of the Brezhnev
regime, was "shocked" to find Komsomol (Young
Communist League) members toasting Stalin's
memory at a recent picnic. And a sehoolteacher
in her late 20s reported that she liked Stalin "in
spite of the fact that he was a hard man. Maybe
he had to be a hard man at that time, maybe it
was necessary", she said. 12
At parties and social gatherings, toasts to
Stalin are common. Recently, one West European
diplomat found himself at a party where midflleaged, middle-level cadres toasted Stalin at least
half a dozen times during the course of the evening. The l'excuse" f6r this was that the wine being drunk was from Georgia. And in Georgia
itself an older mafi emphasized that "Our first

and last toast at any gathering in Georgia is
always to Stalin. This has been our custom for
many years and we havenlt changed it." t3
At Gori, a town in Georgia and Stalin's

birthplace, the Stalin Museum remains open due
to popular demand. lts director says, "The people
who come here do so because tl',rey love Stalin."
When asked why a portrait of. Stalin was displayed prominently in their living room, her
husband, a. collective farmer, replied, "l can't see
how I can be without it. This portrait has always
been in my fiouse. I am happy to be born in the
place where'stalin was born, and I'll keep his image in my house forever." r:a
Even the so-called "dissident'r intellectuals,
whose attacks on Stalin' rival Khrughchev's and.,
Trotsky's, must admit that on this question in
particular they stand completely isolated from the
Soviet people. One '1dissident", a writer in his
60s, noted that "stalin has a real hold on the
peoplq They feel that\he bullt the country and he

won the war. ,l!ow thQy see disorder in
agriculture, dissrder in industry, disorder everywhere in theeconomy and they see nb end to it."

ts.

'

This ,"disorder" has met with more than just
the kind of pgssive resistance we ha-ve described
so far. Although the social-imperialists keep a
tight lid on any news of mass rebellion, a, number
of incidents have come to light. We have already

,

:,
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noted the wave of protests which greeted the
price hikes of 1962, particularly the major riots in
Novocherkassk and Temir-Tau. While these
events rnarked a high tide of popular resistance,
they were not the end of revolt. ln Jr.lne 1967,
workers in Chimkent in Soviet Central Asia
demonstrated after police beat a taxi driver to
death. The demonstrators attacks and burned
down the police headquariers and a nearby pdlice

.

station. Tanks were sent in to suppress the uprlsing
and dozens of workers were kilied. roln addition t5

this well-documented struggle, Peking Review re-,
ports that 'rthousands of workers in the Kharkov
Tractor Plant staged a strike in November of the
same year." Peking Review also repotts that in Sep-,
tember 1972, thousands of workers went on strike
and demonstrated in the city of Dniepropetrovsk. r7
One incident in particular seems typical of the
many militant struggles waged by workers
throughout the Soviet Union. 18 lt is also significant because a detailed account written by the
workers themselves has been srnuggled out. ln
'1969, workers at the Kiev Hydro-electric staiion
construction project (one of the largest building
projects in the Ukrdine) rebelled against deteriorating housing conditions and off icials'
callousness.

The workers lived in temporary dwellings in
several village.s nealthe construction site.
Though decent living conditions had been promised, roofs were leaking, walls cracking and

"sorne of 'the dwellings have become uninhabitable, that is, in a state of total disrepair."
According to their own testimony, thq workers
"more than once applied for repairs to the deputy director of the construction project, comrade
Abramov, but he did only one thing; he threw
people out of his office." No meetings were ever
held at which complaints could be expressed.
ln response to this situation, the workers
tIemselves called a meeting. What happened
next was reported in the Chronicle of Current
Events, an underground journal prociuced by
"dissident" Soviet intellectuals and suppressed
last year. Breaking. with its usual callous neglect
of working class struggles, this journal gave the
fbllowing account of the incident:
:'tn mid-May 1969, workers af the Kiev
.Hydroelectric station in the village of Beryozka met to dr'scuss the housirig problem: many of them are still living in prefabricated huts and railway coaches
desprte the authorities'promrses to provide housing.
The workers declared that they no longer believed
the local authorities' and decided to write to the
Centrat Committee of the Communist Party. After
their meeting, the workers marched off with banners
carryinQ such slogans as All Power to the Soviets! KGB men drove up in veterinary vans and
were gdeeted with shouts of 'What d'you think we
are? Dogs?!' Remonstrating with the crowd, the
KGB men tried to whip up feelings of b/ass hatred'
towards one of the active participants in the affair,

retired Maior lvan Oteksandrovich Hryshchuk, by
pointing out that he was on a good penslon, so
what had he got to kick up a luss about?
Hryshchuk agreed that his pension really was undeservedly lqrge-indeed he had already been
'donating
it ta a children's home for two years.
Moreover, he earned his living-by.honest labor, unlike the KGB men. The next day there'was an official meeting at yvhich some of the speakers tried
to blacken Hryshchuk, but by the time they left the
platform they had been literally spat upon by the
workers. The workers senf a delegation to Moscow
with'a letter signed by about six. hundred people on
their housing problem. At the end of June lvan
Hryshch.uk was arrested in Moscow. The workers
wrote a new letter, this time demanding his release
as well."

This second letter has been published in the
West. ln it the workers tell how even before the
delegation returned, off icials of all kinds
descertded on the settlement-for the first time
ever!-to push through the election of a new
house committee. (This committee was the group
which off icially sponsored the delegation to
Moscow.) By doing this the authorities hoped to.
declare the delegation. self-appointgd and il[e$itimate. But, in the workers' words, "that ploy
did not work."
The management, however, refused to be de'ter,red. "ln spite of having been refused by all the
residents, they, nevertheless, colleqted about 30
unauthorized persons in the civic centre and
'elected' a new houge committee ... They then
began a cgnstant terrorization of everyone who
had actively participated in the above-mentioned
meeting, or actively taken part in the work of the
old house committee."
On June 10 another meeting was held. lt was
"stormy." The worrkers spoke out about all their
grievances. They-won an agreement from a local
Party official, Col. Lavrenchuk (also a police of- ficer), that "all shortcomings would be corrected" and that upon its return the delegation
would be permitted to report to the, peopte at a
similar meeting. According to the vriorkers, "We
believed Col. Lavrenchuk, believed him as a man,
but we were bitterly disappointed.r'
On June 13, after the delegates had. returned
'from Moscow, a third meeting was held. The
workers described it as follows:

. at thls meeting the leaders outdid even

themselves. lt began with them giving, a short ring
and those who managed to jump into the hall got
into the meeting; the rest were locked out .. . appointing himsblf to' conduct the meeting, the con-

struction project party organizer,' Velychko, stated
that no one had sent any ddlegation to Moscow
and no one was going to get a hearing that day . . .
those who had been locked out in the streef, began
pounQing on the door, while the audience began
demanding that these people be admitted.,'With
some trouble, people managed to enter the meeting
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halt and it was filted to the rafters. Peopte asked fo
be allowed to speak, but Velychko did not re-.
cognize anyone's right to do so; to the questlons

directed from all sides, he replied that they were
not 'pertinent'. Later, when in ttis opinion, atl the
'pertinent' guestbns had .been exhausted, he ad-

journed the meeting. But the people did not leave
the meeting hall; they demanded that Hryshchuk
and the rest of the delegation speak. But when the
delegates, who had been encouraged and supported by the entire audience, began to ascend the
slage to the podium, the party organizer of the construction project, Velychko, behaved tike a vite
hooligan. He shoved a woman hotding a child,
grabbed the microphone from Hryshchuk and
ripped it out of its socket Col. Lavrenchuk, the
same'good colonel'who had promised to allow the
delegation to speak, ordered a detachment of militia
officers into the meeting hall to arrest our delegates.
Comrades! What is this??? Who ever saw the like?
One gets the impression that these puffed-up and
presumptuous so-ca//ed leaders were provoking a
riot."

It was following this meeting that Hryghchuk
was arrested and the workers direw up their Appeal to the Central Committee from which we
have been quoting. They .also vowed to remain
on strike until their demands were met and the
local officials removed
During this struggle, the workers retained their
f aith in the Comrnunist Party leadership.
Although

the local Party off icia'ls, l{ke

Col.

Lavrenchuk, were exposed as double-dealing
backstabbers, the workers were convinced that if
only the higher officials in Moscow knew the
situation all would be rectified. ln concluding
their Appeal, the workers stated that "We do not
believe that this arrest was made with the
kri.'owledge of those above, and we earnestly ask
that you take under your protection the delegation which has come to you with this letter . ..
We will await your reply peacefully. And in the
event that our letter does not reach you, we will
send people to you with this same letter, again

It is not known what finally happened to. the
Appeal,. but we are reminded here of the St.

Petersburg (Leningrad) workers in 1905. Although
the St. Petersburg workers had been engaged in.
many violent struggles against their employers
throughout the 1890s and early 1900s, rnany
were still under the illusion that the tsar himself
remained their friend. When the communists
would agitate for overthrow of the autocracy,
many of the more backward workers shouted
them down with cries of "no politics!" According
to these workers, the tsar was good, only the
local officia-ls and capitalists were bad. The tsar,
they said, had to be told of the evil things done
in his name.
The workers were encouraged in this attrtude
by a police agent, a priest named Gapon-. H6 organized.a mass march'to the Winter Palace to

present a petition to,the tsar. lt was formulated in
the most humble of tones.'
The communists and advanced workers fought
against this tact'ic but 'were defeated: They
marched along with th'e masges anyway. Over
200,000 marched, many with children and a
number carrying religious icons and portraits of
the tsar. When the crowd reached the Palace
Square, Cossacks'charged them from all sides,
swords flying and guns blasting. Hundreds died
that "Bloody Sunday" and the illuslon of a lust
but ill-informed tsar was drowned in the flood of
pqoletarian blood. This was the beginning of the
Revolution of 1905, the great "dress rehearsal"
for the even greater revolutions of 1917.
It is ,clear from the events described at Kiev
that today, similar illusions about the new tsars
exist among some Soviet workers. But as the
struggle of the workers develops, these i,llusions
will also be swept away. And like Col.
Lavrenchuk in Beryozka Village and Tsar
Nicholas Il in St. Petersburg, Tsar Leonid
Breihnev will soon stand f ully eiposed for all,to
seela bloody criminal and a bourgeois exploiter
doomed to the "dustbin of history."
The Kiev incident is also significant because
about a year before, three workers f rom the same
construction project were arrested for opposing
the social-irnperialist policy on the national question. The three were picked up for-distributing
leaflets at Kiev University and at the Agricultural
Academy protesting forceful Bussification of the
Ukraine. ln response, the authorities instituted a
rigid pass system, wrth vistors to the university
having ,to carry.three off icial stamps to enter the
campus. I"
ln fact, open resistance is most widespread
among the oppressed nationalities. ln 1968, 300
Crimean Tatars in the town of Chirchik were arrested for defying a ban on public assembly in
honor of Lenin's birthday. Police surrounded'the

demonstrators and -sprayed them with .a
"poisonous liquid" before beginning mass arrests. According to some reports, several of the
Tatars broke through'the circle and went to Party
headguarters to protest the police attack. Here,

too, they were detain€d. :r'
The Tatars were moved to Central Asia lrom
their homeland in the Crimea during World War 2,
because a number of Tatbrs from the feudal ruling class had conipired with the advancing Nazi
army at a time of great peril to the Soviet government and people. While we are in no position to
determine whether such a drastic action was
justified at the time, it is certainly clear that the
danger has long since passed. [n reoent yeais
deteriorating conditions have produced a growing movement among the Tatars to return to the
Crimea, and they have raised the just demand for
f ull restoration of their national democratic
rights. The Chirchik incident took place in the
context of this growing movement.
ln 1972 the resistance .'of the oppressed
peoples reached a new peak. ihe most celebrat-
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ed incident took place in Kaunas, Lithuania.

Here,"a 20 year:old Lithuanian, Roman Talanta,
burned himself to death to protest political
domination by Great Russian officials and Jor full
democratic rights for Lithu'anians. His funeral
procession touched off two full days of rebellion
in which thousands of Lithuanians took to the
stieets shouting "Freedom for Lithuania!" They
attacked the office of the city Party committee
and the police station and ryer:e met by a force of
'military police and paratroopers. Two policemen
were.reported killed. 2t
ln addition to this, Peking Review reports-that
"in Dnieprodzerzhinsk, the Ukraine, over 10,000
demonstrators attacked tfle regional Soviet, Party
and government buildings and the State Security
Committee building and tore up portraits of
Brezhnev and others." :z
Of course, this kind of mass rebellion is stil'l relatively rare in the Soviet Union. And these struggles, including the revolts of the oppressed nai-ionatities, havL often been led by bourgeois and
reactionary elements who do not have the interests of the masses at heart. ln Lithuanid,i for
example, the Catholic church played an important role in the revolt. Nevertheless, these actions
do reveal the anger of the masses and, despite
their misleadership, have struck powerful blows
against the social-imperialists. Rebellions like
those at Novocherkassk, Chimkent, Chirchik and
Kaunas are but a small taste of what the Soviet
people have in store for their new tsars.
:

3) The Phony "Dissidents"

One brand of resistance widely publicized in
the U.S. media is that of the so-called "dissident"
intellectuals sugh as Alexander Solzhenitsyn, An.. drei Sakharov, Roy and Zhores Medvedev and
Andrei Amalrik. These "dissidents" have been
hailed as the real internal opposition to the Soviet rulers. An alliance of blatant reactionaries,

cold war liberals, Social Democrats

and

Trotskyites has celebrated them as representatives of "all that is' f inest in the Russian
character." They are. portrayed as heroes in the.'
struggle for civil rights, flghters for the qause of
humanity, and even, in the words of . the
Trotskyites, "the socialist oppositionl"
But who are these people? What do they stand
for? What social forces do. they really represent?
The "dissidents" are, by and large, members of a.
"phony opposition" which has extremely
marginal ties to the Soviet pbople and virtually
dis.no support among the working class. A
Organized and fragmented movement, the "dissident'l forces rep/esent a broad variety of reactionary, liberal and SoqiaI Deinocratic political
viewpoints. They are united, however, by their
opposition to Marxisrn-Leninism, their fear of the
masses, hostitity to China and to Stalin, and by
their desire for an idealistically conceived form of
capitalism without-its most obvious outrages and
abuses-especially those directed against the in-

I

telligentsia and other petty bour.geois strata.'
At times members of this group do end up on
the progressive side of things-for example,
many criticized the social imperialists' ,criminal
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. lt is important to recognize, however that these "dissidents" do not represent the revolutionary interests of the Soviet masses, and that the "dissident" movement offers only a dead endl for the
Soviet people. Only the complete restoration of
rule by the working class,through proletarian revolution can solve the problems facing the working class, the oppressed nationalities and other
oppressed peopld of various strata in the Soviet
Union.
This in fact is why 'the repression directed
;against the "dissidents" has been, despite all
that is written in the U.S. bourgeois press, remarkably mild. Though some members of the
"dissident" movement have suffered at the hands
of the sociat-imperialists' police thugs, many
more have gotten off quite lightly. While labor
camps and prisons are filled with revolutionary
workers, students and members of the oppressed
nationalities, celebrated "dissidents" have been
relatively free to speak out. When the socialimperialists finally cracked down on
Solzhenitsyn, for example, his "fate'' was merel,y
to be forced to leave the country and retire to/a
Swiss villa on the over six million dollars in
royalties his counter-revolutionary books have
earned him in'the West.
ln a certain sense, the Soviet leaders need the
, "dissident" intellectuals. lsolated f rom thd
masses, advocating all sorts of reactionary
policies hated by the vast maiority of workers,
the "dissident" movement offers a convenient
scapegoat through which the social-imperialists
can discredit all resistance. The "dissidents"
have become the "official opposition" in fact lf
not in name.
Thei social oasd of the "dissident" movement is
the intelligentsia. The intelligentsia is not a class
in and of itself, occupying a position bgtween the
workers on the one hand and the Soviet
bourgeoisie on the other. Though a maiority of
these intellectuals-at least in the Soviet Unionmay formallywork for wages, their isolation from
production, the extremely individualized nature of
iheir work, and their retitively privileged positioir
in society make it clear that this is a petty
bourgeois group. ;
Because of their peculiar social position, the
intellectuals as a group tend to be suspicious of
both the regime and the people. Though they
often realize that only the masses have the power
to really change things-in the words of one Soviet intellectual, "they have built this country with
their backs and their handsl' :r-they are, at the
same time, fearful of the people, afrdid of losing
their own privileges. As one U.S: commentator
noted, "lt is probably legitimate to conclude that
the intelligentsia knows little of the immediate
problems facing the workers and peasants."
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_ Sirice they are members of the petty
" ,bourgeoisie and since there' is no strong
,: Woikers' movement led by Communists, the intellectuals develop various forms of bourgeois
ideology to guide their opposition.

Andrei Amalrik, author

of the

'ldissident"
rmanifesto, Wilt the Sovlef lJnion Survive lJntil 1984?
has stated that "over the course of the last fifteen years at least three ideological viewpoints
on which bpposition is founded have begun to
crystallize. They are'genuihe Marxism-Leninism',
'Christian ideology" and 'libeiral ideology.'" zr
Amalrik offers no concrete evidence supporting

existence of a "genuine Marxistl-eninist" opposition, and as he himself is cer. tainly no Marxist, it is doubtful whether his views
on this matter are credible. From our research,
:.; the one man .generally mentioned as part of this
group, General Peter Grigorenko, is more a progressive left-liberal whose political philosophy
bears little resemblance to revolutionary Marx,ism-Leninism, (Though Grigorenko, like many
Soviet liberals, is forced ,to disguise his politics
with Marxist-Leninist phraseology.) We know that
genuine Marxist-Leninists do exist in the Soviet
U,nion and that these comrades are waging a difficult struggle in a complex and dangerous situa, tion. But we serrously doubt the appropriateness
of classifying suc,h heroic fighters as a trend
within the "dissident" movement.
However, Amalrik's categorrzation of the other
tWo tendencies does seem Substantially correct.
These are the two main trends of thought characterizing the "dissident" movement today. The essence. of the ."liberal" program was first expounded in 1970 by Andrei Sakharov, ' V.F.
Turchin hnd Roy Medvedev in their "Appeal of
Soviet Scientists to the Party-Government
' Leaders of the USSR." 25 This work was a
manifestb of the liberal movement offering a developed critique of Soviet society and a piogram
.calling for "gradual democratization."

the real

The program is typical of liberal programs
everywhere. The authors call for the gradual
, establishment of a political system patterned
along bourgeois parliamentary lines. They call lor
.the institution of greater facilities for "qualified
experts'Lto exchange ideas and competitively in. novate. They firnnly oppose all mass involvement
not controlled or guided by experts. Specifically
demanded are measures for the "wide-scale or-

of complex production combunes
of indepenSence in 'questions of production planning,
ganization

(firms) endowed with a large measure

.technological processes, sales and supplies,
,,financial and personnel matters", (in other words.
a little more competitive capitalism, please); the
establishment of a "public opinion research in. stitute" (to better manipulate the masses); and "improvement of the training of leaders in the art of
management ... lmprovement in the information
available to leaders at all levels, their rights to
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autonomy, to experiment, to defend and test their
opinions in practice." (Unshackle the managersfull democracy for the lower level bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie!):"

' ffie retoirirt

,nO elitist bias of the liberal program was further emphasized by Sakharoy, who
.has become the outstanding spokesman for this
trend,. in an autobiographical essay' dated
Deceinber 31, 1973 and published In 7he New-York
Reviewof Books. ln this piece Sakharov summed up
political philosophy: "What we need is the
systematic defense of human rights and ideals and
not h political struggle, which would i'nevitably incite people to violence, sectarianism,and f renzy. I
am convinced that only in this way, provided there
is the broadest possible public disclosures, will the
West be able to recognize the nature of our society;
and that then this struggle will become part of a
world-wide movement-ior the salvation of all
mankind." 2;

ln foreign relations, the liberal position
generally supports social-imperialist policy,
ThoUgh many drew the line at the militirry invasion of a supposedly friendly 'socialist" ally,

the liberals continue to argue
that "soviet foreign policy is at base one of
Czechoslovakia,

peace and cooperation." rsThey are encouraged by

talk of "detente", though Sakharov warns against
"the hidden dangers of a false detente, a collusive
detente, or a capitulation detente." ln their 1970
Appeal, the liberals echo Khrushchev in stating that
"the only realistic policy in the age of
thermonuclear weapons is one leading towards
greater international cooperation, the obstinate
search for lines of possible convergence in the
scientific, technological, economic, cultural and
ideological fields . . . "
'lDissidents'l of all varieties are most strongly
in agreement'with Brezhnev & Co. on the ques-

tion of China. One British observer of the "dissident" scene has remarked that "otherwise sane
and rational Bussian intellectuals tend to grow
vague and emotional on the subject of Chiha and
to indulge in extravagant flights of imagination."
He described one encounter he had with a young
aftist who demanded to know what the West
would do about China. "Don't you know they're
going to overrun Siberia?" the ar:t(st said. "And
when they've done that they'll advance' on
.Europe? lt will be the'Dark Ages all over again.
Surely the West will be on our side? Surely they
will come to ,the defense of the white race
against the yellow? The white race must stick
togethgr." :e
Certainly not allithe "dissidents" see the con,flict in such stridently racist terrns, though such
an attitude is definitely cultivated by the official
Soviet press. Nevertheless, the 1970 liberal Appeal notes that "lt is especially vital to shore up
'the moral'and'material
positions of the USSR visa-vis China." The liberals argue that "the dangbr
from Chinese totalitarian nationalism, though it

,
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to. cooperate 'lto save the white race frorn ,th6,
onslaught of the ybllow." ln doing this the basis:
of unity must be spiritual because "a schism exists between the servants of God and of Satan."
Satan, the document says, cairies on "his corrupting activity...preaching egalitarianism and

can be seen as only temporary in its historical
context,'will nevertheless be very serious in the
coming'years. We can counter this danger only
by increasing or:, dt least, maintaining the present
tgchnological and economic gap between our
country and China, by increasing the number of
our friends throughout,the world, and by offering
the Chinese people thO alternative of cooperation
and a'd." -n' We can only ask what kind of
"cooperation and aid" will serve to increase the
technological and economic gap between the

cosmopolitanism-an ideology

So.viet Union and China?

According to Amalrik, "Supporters of.'Christian
ldeology' maintain that the life of society,must
return to Christian moral principles, which are interpreted in a somewhat Slavophile spirit, with a
claim for a special role for Flussia."-3r More a
political doctrine than a religious philosophy, this
trend was the inspiration behind. the pseudofascist All-Russian Social-Christian. Union, a semiundgrground group. Though Solzhenitsyn can, in
some respects, be categorized as a follower of
this ideology, in its purest form the new Christian
Slavophilism (a racist philosophy of Great
Russian ethnic pride first formulated by extreme
reactionalies in the 1gth century) is a secondary
trend in the "dissident" movement. lt manifests
itself principally in silly appeals for universal
"salvation': and spiritual regeneration, often
along, "raoial" or national lines.
However, this type of thinking-particularl! in

its more mystical and

nationalistic forms-is

openly encouraged by the social-imperialists and
its influence is growing in both the "dissident"
movement and the state bureaucracy. According
to many sources, followers of this trend can be
found high in the ranks of the security police. ln
the legal press the Slavophiles are influential in
the magazines Ogonyok and Molodaia Gvardiia
and in the literary weekly Literaturnaia Rossla.
These intellectualp-were firm supporters of the
Czechoslovak invasion. As one put,it, "They (the
' Czechs) just had to be taught a lesson and
shown that they couldn't get away with it." l

,'The most 'extreme forms of

Christian

Slavophilism, however, still appear only in the illegal "dissident" press, but even this'is actually
encouraged by the regime to make the sociali.mperialists' phony "internationalism" look good
by comparison, while also creating 'public opinion for Great Russian chauvinism. Though most
liberal and,nearly all underground revolutionary
papers are quickly suppressed by the authorities,
the recent Christian journal Veche has already
printed more than five issues containing all sorts
of mystical, racist and anti-semitic trash with only
token interference.::
One widely circulated underEiound document,
"A Nation Speaks", takes the cake for neofascist
vulgarity. This manifesto declares the nation the
basis of all things. lt is,"'a special spiritual community whose distinctiveness has a deep mystical
sense" and whose determining factor is "a racial
type." The document calls on the U.S. and USSR

of the

Jewish

diaspora-thereby aggravating the process of universal blood-mixing and degradation. " 3+
Reading this and knowing that its publication
is passively encouraged by the Soviet leadership
as a kind of "opposition press", all genuine communists and progressive forces are moved to
even deeper hatr:ed for the traitorous Soviet
rulers, who are spitting on the memory of the
more than 20 million heroic Soviet citizens who
gave their live.s fighting under the leadership of
Stalin against just such Hitlerite racist scum
One man who has come to stand above all ten-

'in the "'dissident" movement is
Solzhenitsyn, easily the most famous of all the
"dissident" intelldctuals. Solzhenitsyn has been
portrayed in the bour:geois rnqdia as one of the
great champions of human f reedom in the world,
today. The Trotskyite Socialist Workers Party has
even hailed his "firm commitment to socialism."
But of all the more well known "dissidents",
Solzhenitsyn is probably one of the most reactionary. As we put it in the April 1974 issue of
Revolution, he is merely a lover of the old tsars
who has failed to make his peace with the new.
Solzhenitsyn's "literary" career began with
publication of his reactionary: nOvel, One Day in
the Li{e of lvan Denisovich. This.book was touted
as an "expos6" of the labor camp system,of the
'1930s and 1940s. A blatant attack on proletarian
power as well as on Stalin's leadership, ,/van
D€nisovich is the only Solzhenitsyn work
published legally in the Soviet Union because it
won Khrushchev's personal endorsement as a
weapon. in the social-imperialists' vicious antiStalin campaign.
There is much conf usion about the labor
camps. To some, the mere existence of such
camps is a sure ,sign that the workers' state is
"degenerate" or "totalitarian." But socialism has
never and will never be built under "ideal" conditions. The socialist state will always be faced with
eneinies, internal as well as foreign. The old exploiting classes never give up without a fight,
and new bourgeois forces arise within the proletarian party and state themselves. And while it
is certainly preferabte to remold enemies where
possible, the workers cannot, must not and do
not flinch from the most seyere application of
punishrnent where such punishment is called for.
The camps of the 30s and 40s combir'ied eledencies

'

ments of rehabilitation and punishment.

Prisoners sentenced to term.s in the camps came
mainly from, the privileged sections of society.
Solzhenitsyn himself, for example, was an army
offiCer who had fomented "dissent" among the
troops at the height of the Nazi invasion. ln a
classically petty bourgeois individualist fashion,

.," /'111ii'il

fie put his.own private "disillusionment"

world.
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Yet, in 1949 Anna Louise Strong was unjustly
expelled from the Soviet Union as a spy. For six
years she was treated as a traitor and scab by
cornmunists everywhere. Friends of decades
wduld no longei speat< to her. Yet she steadfastly
refused to abandon the revolutionary stand of
the proletariat. Though given many opportunities
to speak out against the Soviet Union and
socialism by,the bourgeoisie-who surely woufd
t .-

.

..

well for such a "confession"-she
would not be swayed. She was thug forced'to
beal the brunt of bourgeois repression, too, for
this was the McOarthy era when the U.S, rulers
were viciotisly attacking communists and the
h.ave paid

above

the pressing need to defeat the Nazi horde.
Life in the camps was certainly harsh, but not
m,uch r-nore so than the life of the average i
peasant in Siberia at the time. And dur:ing the
war, the period about which Solzhenitsyn wrote,
cohditions in the camps were certainly better
- than at the front where millions of heroic young
soldiers were giving their lives ,in defense qf
" socialism. ln the camps inmates worked at essqntial productive labor, building up backward areas
of the country and supplying thq troops. The
work was demanding and sacrifice was called
for. But we ask: ln those trying and difficult
times, what Soviet worker Was not called on to
sacrifice for the good of all? As o'ne irate Sov'iet
citizen wrote io Solzhenitsyn ' about lvan
Denisovich, "Millions of Soviet people labor at
.felting timber and sinil the praises of this form of
toil, but the heroes of this story regard it with
fear." :s
Were there excesses and unnecessary brutality
associated with the camps? Yes. Were guards
often poorly chosen and sadistic? Sometimes.
Were some innocent people sentenced? Yes. But
these excesses, many of which were recognized
'at the'time, do not change the fact that these
camps were a necessary measure taken'by the
workers' state in its own defense. Communists
must certainly learn from the mistakes madeand this has been done-but we will not op,
portunistically dissociate ourselves f rom what
was a correct and necessary policy.
And here we should distinguish the attitude of
SolzheniTsyii from that of lhe truly innocent peo,ple who were sentenced. As one former camp official pointed out in a letter to Solzhenitsyn, "Noi
one'of those who were unjustly punished ever
blarned comrade Stalin for his misfortunes-the
thought did not even occur to them. This is the
watershed dividing those who suffered while innocent and the real criminals. The' latter; as a
rule, apused both Soviet power and Stalin."
On tfris score, too, we should contrast the
behavior of Solzhenitsyn with that of Anna
Louise Strong. Until h'er death in Peking in 1970,
Anna Louise Strong was a dedicated fighter for
the working class and the cause of socialism.
Born and raised in the U.S., she spent rhany
years in the Soviet Union and China during the
20s, 30s and 40s, after joining the communist
movement. Her writings were an important contribution to bringing the truth about Soviet power,
to the American people and the people of the

'

people's movement.

Finally, in f955, Anna Louise Strong was'
cleared of the phony charges against her and
shortly thereafter: Khrushchev launched his attack
on Stalin. lt would have been easy.for her to join
in the chorus of anti-Stalin voices at the time.
No doubt the revisionist leadership of the Soviet
Union would have rewarded her amply had she
blamed her own suflering on the "evils" of
Stalin. But displaying that "largeness of mind"
which befits a true communist, Anna Louise
Strong instead responded to Khrushchev with a

'book,

711s'-stalin .Era, which countered
Khrushchev's charges and defeinded Stalin's
leadership. This book made an important contribution to the development of a real communist
position on the question of Stalin and it remains
valuable to this day.
Solzhenitsyn's behavior is, of course, in no way
comparable

Afier the ousting of Khrushchev by Brezhnev
and Kosygin, the social-imperialists decided to
tone down their anti-Stalin campaign.
Solzhenitsyn's writings were no longer useful to
them. Some of the revisionist hacks associated
with the attacks on Stalin-Yevtushenko, for exampleluietly changed their tune and were rewarded with fat salaries..

Solzhenit6yn, however, remained unsatisfied,
and lor the past ten years he has continued to
produce works qttacking the former workers'
state. Not limitin$ himself to slinging mud at
. Stalin; he has most recently, in his counterrevolutionary "magnum opus", The Gulag'
Archipelaga, 1918-1956, turned his'attacks on
Lenin as well. According to Solzhdnitsyn, it was a
bad thing that the October Flevolution even. togk
place! ln his August 1914, he openly mourns for
the "cultured" high life of pre-revolutionary days.
And in The Gulag Archipelago, his "heroesl' in',
clude men such as Vlasov, a Soviet officer who
defected.to the Nazis, and two army officers "unjustly" imprisoned for the "petty" crime of rape. 36
But Solzhenitsyn is not just a man obsessed
with the past. lf he was, .,he could never have
become the kind of f igure he is today. For the.
U.S. bourgeoisie, Solzhenitsyr can be used to
represent "proof" that "cgmmunism does not
work." And the social-imperialists use him to
teach that opposition to their rule can only be
"reactionary." .
lndeed, Solzhenitsyn has allied,himself with the
most openly reactionary forces in the world; ln
his speech nominating Sakharov for ,the Nobel
Peace Prize, Solzhenitsyn attacked the National
Liberation Front for "bestial mass killings" which
have been "reliably proved", while speaking not
a word agginst the genocidal attacks and unspeakable atrocities committed by the U.S. im-

,
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perialists against the heroic Vietnamese peopls. az
ln this same statement, Solzhenitsyn lashed out

at

progressive forces throughout the world for
not paying enough attention to the Soviet "dissidents." "Could, say, thq Flepublic of South
Africa," he asks, "without being penalized ever
be expected to detain and torture a black leader
for four years as General Grigorenko has been!
The storm of world-widd rage would have long
ago swept the roof from that prison." rs
ln response to this incredible statement, the
Black writer Lloyd Brown points out that "Liberal

outcry has made

So lzhen itsyn's name a
household word in our country, where the name
and plight of Alex La Guma, the repressed Black
South African writer, is quite unknown." Brown
goes on to notd that the same issue ol The N.Y.
Irmes which prominently carried a report of
Solzhenitsyn's speech on page three, buried on
the back pages the story of eleven Black miners
murdered by troops in South Africa.3e'
Of course, as a de lacto foreign agent openly
represepting tl"re interests of U.S. and West European tmperialism within the borders of the Soviet
Union, Solzhenitsyn was a kind of threat to the
social-imperialists and that is why they expelled
him. Btrt to claim, as does the Trotskyite Socialist
Workers Party, that the "overall impact of
Solzhenitsyn's works is entirely on the side of

human progress because they are such

a

powerf ul ref lection of the resistance to
Stalinism",r0 is like hailing such former "anti-

Stalinists" as Franco, Mussolini and Hitler as
friends of "progress." This shows clearly how the
Trotskyites' hatred for socialism and for the dictatorship of the proletariat is far greater than
their supposed hatred for' the bourgeoisie.
Solzhenitsyn may be an enemy of the socialimperialists but, like the U.S. .imperialists, this
hardly makes $im a friend of the Soviet people.
1

4)Toward a New October

. Behind atl the publicity given the big name
"dissidents" like Solzhenitsyn stand a growing
number of genuinely revolutionary intellectuals
and others who have picked up the banner of
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The lollowing account is taken from the journal Critique,
fi2 which pubtished the Kiev workers' protest in futl. ,

Lenin, Stalin .and the Bolsheviks, and who have
come to see that without a mass revolutionary
workers' movement and revolutionary Party, no
real change can occur in the Soviet Unioh. These
intellectuals hdve joined with real communists,
workers and revolutionary cadres in taking the
path of struggle.
Of course, given the fascist nature of socialimperialist rule, and giVen the fact that the U.S.
and West European bourgeoisies are not about
to give publicity to them the way they give it to
the likes of Solzhenitsyn, it is hard to .find qut
anything very specific about these individuals
anO gloups. And at the same time, t6e
transformation of lhe CPSU from proletariirh
vanguard into a. fascist party of the Soviet
bourgeoisie meanb lthat these' revolutionary:,!{!dividuals and groups are operating under -extrernely di{ficult circumstances and do not have
the freedom of the 'ldissidents" to speak out anil
make their views known.
.' , ,,:.,,
rStill, enough information has lOaked out sp.
that there is no question about the existence od,il
genuine Marxist-Leninist opposition. Among their
ranks. are militant workers who have cofng
forward to fight for their class and all the oppressed. Soviet people. Others.are former cadres
and officials who have remained loyal to the proletariat..ln the late 1960s, one group, The League
of Revolutionary Soviet Communists (Bolsh6viks),
issued an 8O-page manifesto-calling on all honest
Soviet communists to take the path of retolutiOh
and, froni scattered colleclives, rebuild a new; rdvolutionaryEolshevik Party. We don't know much
about this group, beyond its manifesto,
nor what
its fate has been.since then. 'Eut it is'clear that
despite all the dangers and difficulties, genuine
Marxist-Leninist forces are developing in the Soviet
Union ario nave'declared a clasi wir. to ir,e

"nJ

against the social-imperial ists.

The Russian people have a long and glorious
history of struggle against all oppressors, and
these new revolutionary groups, while small !low,
are bound to grow and a new revolutionary Communist Party will surely be created. The Soviet
people will overthrow their new tsars. A new October Revolution is inevitablbl
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VII.

THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION
AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE
UNDER SOCIALISM

ln examining the degeneration of the Soviet
Union, Ihe two principal classes of modern
society-the bourgeoisie and the proletariat-

bourgeoisie, in order to progress, f rom the
barbaric and outmoded capitalist system to the

have two entirely opposite summations. The sum-

mation of the bourgeoisie, which it promotes in a
thousand ways, is, of course, not based on Marxism and scientific class analysis. The bourgeoisie
does not explain what is happening in the Soviet
Union today on the basis of capitalism having
'been restored through a procqss of acute and
complicated class struggle, but instead dishes up
its favorite line that soctalism is "impractical",
that it is suited only for "backward" countries,

that

it is not viable once modern

industry is

established, that sooner or later it ends up the
same as capitalism, etc., etc,
According to the bourgeoisie, when people are
poor and desperate they may support revolution
even if it takes away their "freedom"-by which
thd bourgeoisie means the "freedom" to be exploited and oppressedl But once people achieve
a certain standard of living they become disinterested in revolution and only concerned with
consumer goods; they get "tired" of the "same
old communist propaganda" and want the
culture and politics of capitalism-an 'teternal"
system, according to the bourgeoisie. Further,
when their party is in power revolutionary leaders
become conservative, cannot resist the temptation to be big shots, and inevitably become new
oppressors lording it over the people. So argue
the bourgeoisie and their ideological hacks. They
point to the experience of the Soviet Union as
proof of all this, and of their "tfieory of human
nature", which .holds, like Christianity with its
doctrine of original sin, that human beings are
essentially self-centered, and will always act out.
of their most narrow selfish intei.ests, which must
be "arbitrated" through the operation oI the
capitalist market.
But the . proletariat and its Marxist-Leninist
leadership draw exactly the opposite conclusion.
^-Far from concluding that mankind will never reach
a higher _form of society - . cotnrlUnism- in
which qlasses, exploitation and oppression, and
material want will be relegated to the history
books, we examine the profound negative example of the festoration of capitalism in.the Soviet
Union in order to better learn how to wage the,
class struggle in all its forms against the

,

lofty goal of,communism.
: And while the experience of the Soviet Union
is a negative example from which we must learn,
there is also historical experience of the class
struggle under socialism which is providing the
answer of how to prevent capitalist restoration
and continue along the socialist road toward
communism. For it is precisely these questions
that are at the heart of China's Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution.
The Cultural Flevolution was, in essence, a
struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie to determrne whether China would
continue to advance on the'socialist road,'or be
turned back onto the capitalist road-which, under the still relatively backward conditions of
China would mean thgt it would be reduced to a
semi-colony of imperialism, in particular Soviet
social-imperialism, and semi-feudal relations
would . re-ernerge in China's countryside. The
Cultural Revolution was the most profound example in the history of the world communist
movement of, in Mao's words, "cgntinuing the
.ievolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat."
It was a mass struggle of hundreds oJ miliions
initiated and led by Mao Tsetung and other revolutionary leaders of the Chinese Communist
Party, on the basis of summing up the experience of the dictatorship of the proletariat and
its subversion and destruction in the Soviet
Union, and the experience of class struggle in
China since liberation in 1949. So mubh for the
bourgeois theory that the masses can't continue
to make revolutio.n and that revolutionary leaders
i nevitably become corru pt, co nservat ive overloids.
The theoreticdl basis for leading the Cultural
Revolution came from the application of dialectical materialism, especially the fundamental law
of the unity of opposites (contradiction) to the
experience of socialist society. A fierce class

struggle has raged

in China ever since

1949,

, when the contradiction between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie came to the fore as,the principal contradiction.
Following the country-wide seizure of power,
immense tasks faced the Chinese people and the
Communist Party in building socialism. The pro-

':
ductive torces were extremely backward, and
China possessed little industry. lt proved even
more necessary in China than in Russid following
the seizure of power to make use of petty
bourgeois and even bourgeois elements from ttle
old society. This was further complicated by the
fact that the first stage of the Chinese revolution
did not immediately aim at socialism, but was
directed against imperialism, fe.udalism and
bureaucrat capitalism (the big capitalists who
were tied in with .the imperiali5ts and used the
state. apparatus as a means of accumulating
capital).

in this struggle the national bourgeoisie, or.
sections of it-those capitalists not completely
tied to the imperialists-sided with the masses of
people, because of the objective contradictions
they faeed with imperialism and feudalism. As
soon as power was seized the struggle between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie centered
around the question of whether China would
carry through the revotution to the socialist
stage, or would insteail pass through an extended period of capitalism. The [atter path was
advoCated by Liu Shao-chi, with his line that "exploitation
' The is a merit."
revolutionary line of Mao Tsetung, which
called for immediately embarking on the socialist
revolution, won out, and by 1956 the transition to
socialist ownership of the means of production
had been essentially completed insofar as the
cities and the industrial enterprises were conceined. At that point Liu Shao-chi tried to subvert socialism and disarm the proletariat and the
Communist Party by declaring that "in China the
question of which wins out, socialism or
capitalism, is already 5olved." ln putting forward
this revisionist line, Liu was aided by the fact that
in the same year Khrushchev came to power and
launched his f renzied attack on MarxismLeninism at the 20th Party Congress in the Soviet
Union, stabbing the entire international communist movement in the bdck and throwing it into great turmoil and confusion.
Only a year later, 'in 1957,,following the basic
transformation ol the Chinese, economy along
socialist lines, and. under conditions where revisionism occupred a powerful position

throughout "the'international communist movement, Mao Tsetung wrote his famous work, On
the Correct Hanidling of Contradictions Among the
People, in which he argued that classes, class
contradiction and class struggle continue to exist
under socialisryr. He pointed out that two types of
contradictions exist-those between ihe people
and the enemy (deposed landlqrds, sections of
the capitalists, and counter-revolutionaries), and
contradictions among the people-for example,
between thg workers and peasants, between the
leaders and the masses; etc. He stressed that
these non-antagoAistic contradictions within the
ranks of the people can develop into antagonistic
contradictions if they are not handled properly.
Even more signlficantly, Mao wrote that, "The
basic contradictions in socialist society are'still

I
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those between the relations of production and
the productive f orces and between the
superstructure and the economic base."
"Socra/lst relations of production have been
established and are in harmony with the growth of
the productive forces, but they are still far. from
perfect, and this imperfection stands in contradiction to the growth of the proi;dubtive forces. Apart
from harnlony as well as contradiction between the
relations oi production and the productive forces,
there is harmony as well as eontradiction between
the superstructure and the economic base. The
superstructure, consi9ting of the sfafe sysfem and
the laws of the people's democratic dictatorshiip
and the socra/rst ideology guided by Marxism'
Leninism, plays

a

positive role in facilitating the vic'

tory of socra/rst transformation and the esfab/lshment
of the socla/rst organization of labor;'it is suited to

the socla/ist economic base, that is, to the socia/lst
relations of production., But survivals of bourgeois
ideology, , certein bureaucratic ways of doing
things in our state organs and defects in certain
links in our state institutions are in contradiction
with the socialist economic base." (emphasis
added)

Later in the same work Mao wrote,

"Ihe c/ass struggle is by no means over. The class

struggle between the proletariat and the

bourgeo:isie. the c/ass struggle between different
political forces, and the c/ass struggle in the
idbological field between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie will c.ontinue to be long and tortuous
and at times even become very acute. The proletariat seeks fo transtorm the ryortd according to its
awn world outlook; and so does the bourgeoisie. ln
fhls respect the question of which will win out,
socialism or capitalism, is still not really settled."
(emphasis

added)

i

Thus, Mao directly refuted the ievisionists, pnd
indicated the general course for the transition
period of socialism, between capitalism and communisnrnointing to the danger of capitalist
restoration and the need to continue the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat,
throughout the socialist period.
, The period from 1957 until the Cultural Revolution was marked by sharp claSs struggle, in
China, and by m'any twists and tiirns in the
Chinese Revolution. For example, in 1957 many
bourgeois rightists took advantage of Mao's call
to "let a hundred flowers blossom, let a hundred
schools of thought contend" to launch an all-out
attack on the Communist Party, the dictatorship
of the proletariat and socialisna. They advocated
"liberalization"-in other words, a return to
capitalism.

igSA anO 1959 were the years of the Great
,Leap Forward when the Chinese people consolidated and expanded the syptem of collective
ownerghip in the countryside by establishing
.People's Communes, and also made great strides

. -r';n,
:,

:
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in developing industry; including small-pcale and
diversified enterprises throughout the country.
But, like every significant advance of the proletariat in the class struggle, the Great Leap
Forward called forth desperate resistance and
satiotage by rightists and counter-revolutionaries
in tl.re Soviet Union, in China and Within the
Chinese Communist Party itself.
These reactionaries seized on the fact that the
Great Leap Forward, like all truly powerful social
movements, inevitably caused certain temporary
diglocations in the Chinese economy, which in
1959€1 were combined with a series of natural

disasters, including drought and llooding,
seriously undermining agricultural output. The
revisionists within the Chinese iComrnunist Party
iumped on this to slander and attack the Great
Leap Forward.

The Khrushchev revisionists in the Soviet
Union did their utmost to compound the difficulties and support their counterparts in China
by withdrawing all Soviet aid, and recalling
thousands of technical persgnnel, whd had been
assisting in the development of Chinese industry.
This was done suddenly, without warning and in
one fell swoop. Not only were the technicians recalled, but they took blueprints and plans with
them. The Soviet revisionists hoped to use
economic bl.ackmail to force the Chinese to submit to the cdunter-revolutionary line being
pushed from Moscow, and to sabotage the
general line of the Chinese Party for buildihg
s6cialism, formulated by Mao Tsetung, as "Going
all out, aiming high and achieving greater, faster;
better and more economical results in building

socialism."
During and after the three difficult years
.1959€1,
the revisionist forqes
the
:

in

Chinese

Communist Party, led by Liu Shao-chi, work€d
feverishly to drag China onto the capitalist road.
Under the guisp of developing production, these
rightists encouraged and promo{ed many of the
methods and p'Olicies endorsed bnd enqouraged
by the Soviet revisionists. lri the fhctories the
sy$tem of bonuses, piece work, etc. became very
widespread, reliance was placed on "material incenlives", and in many instances control was left
almost entirely in the hands of factory directors
and technical personnel. Corruption was not unheard of, and corrupt factory officials sought,
and aften received, pr-gtection from higher
authorities in Liu's "political machihe."
The bourgeois elements paid special attention
to worming their way into the critical sphere of

the

superstructureJthe schools,

the

press,

literaryland artistic circles-where th€y would be
in a position to hinder the development and dissemination of the proletarlan world vierei and in
its place spread bourgeois ideology. Mao often

pointed Qut that any class wanting to seize
power firdt had to "create public opiniont', and
this is precisely what the capitalist roaders were
doing at an ever-increasing rate.
Mao waged sharp eriticism of the Ministry of
Culture, which was dominated by the ievisionists

under the. leadershi$ of Liu. Mao .said that ,'lf it
refuses to change, it should, be renamed the

Ministry of Emperors, Kings, Generals and
Ministers, the Ministry of Talents and Beauties or
the Ministry ol foreign Mummies"t He also said
that the Ministry of Health shoutd be renamed
the "Ministry,of Health for Urban Overloidsl" '
The immediate forerunnbr of the Cultural
Flbvolution was the SoCialist Education Movement which began in 1,963 under Maq's
leadership. During this struggle Liu Shao-chi did
his best to suppress the movement of the mabses
and to actuaily direct the focus of the struggle
aEainst Mao's line and the proletariat. At a meeting of the Central Committee at the end of 1964,
which summed up the directibn of the Soclalist
Education Movement, Mao wrote that "The main
target of the present-movement is those Farty
persons in power taking the capitalist road."
Thus, for'the. first tirne, Mao bluntly indicated
that the maiii target was not merely the exlandlords or old capitalists, but ' precisely
bourgeois forces within the Communist Party anil
especiTlly in its teadership, who were attempting
a capitalist restoration.
It became crystal clear to Mao and the revolutionaries in the Chinese Communist Party that
the Chinese Revolution was reaching a iritical
juncture and that if sonrething wasn't done the
capitalist roaders would inevitably seize power.
As Mao wrote in 1963, if tht Party did not pay attention to class struggle, "then it would not be
lbng,, perhaps only several years or a decade, or
serreral decades at most, before a counterrevolutionary restoration on a national scale
would inevitably occur ..."
Of course, the class'struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie had been very sharp
in China since Liberati6nl, and in that sense the
Cultural Flevolution was nothing. h€w: But previous struggles had not been adequate to prevent bourgeois forces in China from,gaining increasing positions of poraier within the Party and
state. Essentially, the previous struggles between
two lines in the Chinese Communist Party:had
.

been resolved by dismissing the,capitalist.
ro.aders from their posts. Often this had begn

ac-

cOmpanied by attempts at involving the participation of the masses through mass meetings, de-

monstrations and the likel But, as in the-Soviet
Union under Stalin, the suppression of capitalist
elements had never been conducted primarily by
the masses themselies, even though this hai
been eombined with education among the
masses and had their support.
'earlier
As, we have seen in
chapters dealing
with the class struggle under socialism in the
Soviet Union, tne rn'dttioO of handlirlg the fight
against capitalist roaders mainly "from above",
failed to [emper the working class and the
masses of people in the heat of battle and to fully combat one.of the. main pillars qf bourgeois
ideotogy-Ihat the masses cannot take mitters
into their own hands, but must rely on a few
"saviors" and "geniuses" to solve their problems,

,
"
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"at the top" succeeded in
e'timipating certai.n individual ceunte,r, revolutionaries who pased an immediate threat to
. prolqtafian rule and socialism, it did not
ihoroughly enable the masses of people to learn
through their own , experience in struoglegtiided Qy a Marxist-Leninist. line..and
,WhiJe gtruggle

leadership-what.the essence of the ideologie,al
and political line of these reactionaries'was,..${,go
it did not solve the problem of training .lgvofgtionaiy '6uccessors ,tor the proletaliat, as \4Eo
puts it. So, in the Soviet Union, once a leader of
Stalin's stature and prestige died, the capitat,ist
el'ements were able to seize power through. a
, coup, and then it was they , and not the pro]etarian revolutionaries who were able to use,,the
o'fficiat.apparatus.of the Party and. state-to suppress revolutionaries

of the Cultural Revolutign
wrote, "ln the, past . we
in
rural
waged struggles
areas, in factories, in
Early in the course

. (February 1967), , Mao
.

the cultural field, and we carried. out the socialist
educa-tion movement. But atl this failbd to solve
the problem because we did not find a fbrm, a
method, to arouse the broad masses to expose
our dark aspect openly, in an all-around way and
from below." The Oultural Revolution was that
form and method.
:
It began in 1966 with a vigorous struggle to
.transform Peking Opera, symphonic music, and
.ballet which had changed very. littld during the
.peliod of, socialism and still essentially reflected
,the. bour:geois and feudal outlook of the old exploiting classes. On May 16, 1960, the Cential
.Committee .of 'the Chinese Communist Party
published a "Circular" drawn up under Mao's
persohal guidance which set the general line for
the Cultural revolution. The Circular called for: the
unfolding of a vigorous struggle against bourgeois
academic authorities, and to repudiate bourgeo'is
ideas in the realm of education, literatuie and art.,
.

ln this Circular Mao points out that "To

it is at the same time necessaff to
criticize and repudiate those representatives, of
the bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the p4r!y,
the government, the army and all sphereS.,Of
culture . .. . Some are still trusted by us and .are
being trained as' successors, p-ergons !'il.te
Khrushchev, for example, who are still nestling
beside us." Thus, .the Cultural Revolution w'as,
from the first, not simply a movement to criticize
bourgeois ideology and bourgeois represqntatives in the field of culture, education, etc.; Uut
. a revolutionary struggle directed at overthrowing
people in high places in the Party and state who
, had hctually entr:enched lhemselves in power in
'not
, many spheres of society-thouglr they had
yet seized control of the whole state apparatus
and actually begun restoring capitalism. ..i
ln August 1966, a woman student at Pekilg
Universi[y'put up'a big charaiter poster critigiz:
i1g the director of the school and accusing him
ol following the capitalist road. Not many days
achieve 'this

later ihe posier came to'thb' attention ot Mdp,
who had it published in the daily p;ess. By lhe
neit morning the walls of Peking University wele
'cover-ed wit-h
, Bosters criticizing the bourgeois
line in education, and struggling out different
ideas. ln a very short time suth posters bould be
seen all over China, in every school, factory,
commune and institution.
ln addition to the big character posters. fruge
ddbates took place in which the burning quqstions of the Cultural Revolution were battled out.
Officials, some of whom were actually counter'.revplutionarie$ ahd others of whom were honest
but nad madte sqr:ious mistakes and fallen under

'

revisionist inf lu6nce, were called before mass
lmeetings and forced to answer to the critiblsms
of the people.
Millions of revolutionary young people car.ne to
Peking wherg they were greeted by Mao himself
'to continue making revolution. ,
, and encour:aged
,"lt is right t6 rebel against ireactionaries," Mao
'told these "Hed Guards", and this became a
'rallying cry .of the Cultural Revolution. The
cuiturit Revolution'was not a "clever scheine:'
by Mao to axe his rivals in Party leadership, as
,the bourgeois "scholais" slander, but a means of
unleashing the p-ower of the masses, of enabling
'them
to strike bdck at the abuses anQ reactionary
,polictes of thei revisioni.sts that werer oppressing
' thern, and to smash the "headquarters" of these
rg,negadqs who. were qttenpting to restore
,

capitalism.

, For a pi-'t'iod of time the face of China was
'fiarked"
Oy .iremenOous upheaval. Virtr.lallyrevgry
cadre of the Communist Party, at all levels, came
.,,under the closest scrutiny of th9 masses' Every
aspect of society was criticized and struggled
' over. Formal education came to. a standstill, and
proiluction was disrupted for cer, in many places.
tain periods. The agents of the b.ourgeoisie, once
the iire iame clos-e to them, aitempteO to split
. the masses into hostile organizations and direct
the attention of the masses against each other,
and in some cases honest reiolutionaries were

*rongiV accused of being counterrevolutionaries.

.

The revisionists clamored that things were ggt-

ting out of hand, just as reactionary forces
I always do when the masses rise up in struggle.
,'.

But,,-bs Mao had.written about the pe-asant upris-

ing in Hunan Province 40 years earlier,
li'Proper timits haie to be exceeded in order to right
"g
wrong, or etse the wronE cA:nno.t be righted',
ptx :about the peasants 'going' too 191'
?hose
'" se"* atiino
first to be diffeient froni,those who say 'i.t's
" terrible!' as
lnentioned'earlier, but in essence they
' proceed , from
the salme standpoint .and likewise
"riiie'i
theory that upholds the interests of
tiandlord
'
privileged cksses ".
,' ,ihe
Even some honest but misquided people Were
"lt s terrible!"'
temporarily sucked into the line that
"going
too far"'
thai the Cunuial ievolution was
ln the midst of all this turmoil, however, Mao an'd
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in the

Party

surnmed up that the situation in China had hever
before been so excellent! The fierce struggle, the
twists and turns of the. mqvement, became one of
the greatest schools of Marxism-Leninism the
world has ever seen.
- .ln January, 1967, the struggle reached a new

stage when revolutionaries in Sfanghai built an
alliance;of revolutionary mass drganizations,'the
People's Liberation Army, and the revolutionary
'cadres of the Party to seize power from the
Shanghai Municipal Party Committee which had
been dominated by capitalist roaders. tFor the
'' first time in the fristory' of the socialist 'system,
the masses of people had oVerthrown part of the
state apparatus wh ich no longer derved
socialism, by direct action and from below! Mao
and the Central Committee surnmed up the expeirience of the January Uprising in Shanghai
and "called on revolutionaries to unite to Seize
, power throughout China and regain iontrol of all
institutions usurped by the capitalist roaders.
Following the seizure of power by the,masses
in those institutions in which the proletariat had
lost power, and developing concurrently with the
movgment to seize power, was the process the
Chinese r refer to ,as "struggle, criticism,
tr'ansformation"-the pr'ocess of further revolutionizing the relations of production to more fully
correspond to the forces of production and
transforming the superstructure , to more ful.ly
reflect the socialist economic base. This process
is still going on in China and will continue in different forms thr;ough many different struggles.
Many oJ the questions of how to wage class
struggle under socialism and prevent capitalist
restoration are still unanswered by the Chihese
experience, or answered only tentatively.
Nevertheless, it is possible to see the tremendo.us
changes which have taken place in China as a
. result of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu
tion,

1. Education
The process of educating the youth plays a
crucial role in any society. ln bourgeois society
education serves essentially to i4culcate young
people with the ideology of the bourgeoisie and
to train them with the necessary skilf s and
knowledge to serve the capitalists (though the
kind of practical'training differs according to the
kind of "service"-in other words, it is different
for different classes). Under the socialist system
education must help train successors to the proletarian reyolution as well as impart the
knowledge and skills necessary to further develop the socialist economy'and the productive
forces.
When the country wds liberated

in 1949, China
inherited its educational system from the old
society. Until the Cultural Revolution, education,
especially higher education, remained much the
as it had been before Liberation and in
"same
many ways was similar to education-in Western
capitalist society. Entrance to the universities was

determined by exams, a practice which, as in our
cguntry, effectivgly eliminated the vast majority of
the sons and daughters of working people.
The universities themselves were dominated by
bourgeois 'lauthorities" who did their ,best to
make schooling more'complicated than it needed
to be, stressed bourgeois ideas of trying to make
a "career'' for oneEelf, and generally separpted
theory from practice-that is- separaied sciejnce
from production, and social science from clasi
struggle. Professors who had rarely, if pver, sben
the inside of a steel plant, and who certainly hdd
never labored ,there; lectured on the process ot
making steel. Teachers lectured on agriculture
Who (as it later turned out,when they went to do
work in the fields as a result of the Cultural
Revolution).didn't know how to plant crops right
side up.
ln $eneral, the faculty of the schQols; despite
the fact that many if not.most sincerely support- -ed'the socialist system, carried on in the tradi.
tional bourgeois way. The system of education
was completely out of whack with the new
socialist order.
Students and young people generally played a

crucial role in the Ctlltural Revolution as
pathbreakerb, daring to challenge reactionary
bourgeois authorities. But the stu'dents, limited
by their relationship to production and weaknesses in their ideologlcal stand flowing lrom
their position in society, were nbt able to com
plete the transformation of the educational
system by themselves. And, in the final analysis;

the revisionist line in education could be defeated only by mass struggle throughout society to
rout the bourgeois heapquarters.
At a certain point in the Cultural Revolution,
Mao called on the workers, peasants and fighters
in the People's Liberation Army (PLA) to take
command of the schools. This was a key part of
safeguarding and strengthenihg the diciaiorShip
of the proletariat, and was a direct expression of
the policy formulated by Mao in the call that
"The working class must exercise leadership in
everything.'
One of the

first tasks of the workers, peasants
and PLA fighters in exercising leadership in the
schools was to assist the students and revolutionary sections of the.faculty in forging a revolutionary alliance and to put an end to the fierce
battles going on within the ranks of the student
rebels in pany places (some of these battles, including ones that involved heavy physical combat, were later proven to 'have been instigated by
counter-revdlutionaries). Thirty thousand workers
were rallied behind Mao's call to take control of
the campus of Tsinghua University, a technical
school near Peking, and to put an end to th€
state of warfare that existed there.
A number of workers were killed and 'many
others wounded by students misled by counterrevolutionaries into fanatical factlonalism. But the
workers did not retaliate. lnstead they won the
students over, convincing them to put down their

,
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to the method otiiolotog'icat

struggle,'by using this method thdmselves while
ducking bullets and other weapons
.at
times. This was a tremendously inspiring examof

I putting politics in
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"ana a

powerful demonstration of why the working-class
must exgrcise leadership in everything!
Once the working class had taken iontrol ai
Tsinghua and other'educational institutions, Mao
called on representatives of .the workers to stay
permanently in the schools and help further revolutionize them. Since that time profound
.changes have taken place in China's educational
system.

'The
old system of exams has been tossed out
the window. Today, after completing middle
sphool (high school), all young people in China
go to work in the factories, on the communes, or
in the army for a minimum of two years. AdmiSSion to^universities is then based largely on
the'recommendation of one's fellow workers,who look at the applicant's attitude toward
manual labor, his or her class stand and enthusiasm in building socialism as key standards
to judge whether he or she will make a good
choice for a university student. Students recommended and finally selected arei those,who their
. fellow workers and the Party feel Will use their
education to advance socialist revolution and not
to build their individual careers.
The content of studies'i,n the schools has also
changed dramati-eally. The period of schoolirig
has been shortened and the course matter
simplified. Today the universities concentrate on
science, engine'ering and, technolpgy, as well as
the study of Marxism-Lgninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought, closely linked with practical struggle.
Such thlngs as philosophy, literature and art are
also taught, but these subiects are no longer the
private property of "educated" people alone.
They have become the property of the entire
Chinese people. The Euiding principle of education js to link,theory with practice, and to make
furthel strides in overcoming the contradiction
between mental and manual labor, while training
skilled personnel to contribute to socialist construction and successors of the working class to
continue making socialist re-volution.
Now when students learn the science of fertllizing 'crops, for example, they learn by doing as
well as studying. They do eve;ything from the
gathering of manure to wolking ,in chemical
fertilizer plants. Thus, the knowledge they gain is
all-sided and is directly linked with the needs and
experiences o,f the ,workers and peasants in
building socialism.
, Not only are students for the universities how
chosen from among. the workers, peasants and
soldiers, but other workers pitay a ve;y important
role in the class room., They aie frequently invited to talk from their own experience on the
scientific and technical subjects being studied,
btrt even more than that to help revolutionize the
of the students by speaking to them
'thinking
about the class struggle, about the otd society,
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and by helping the students to graspl the
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.Marxism-Leninisrn-Mao Tsetung Thought.

The relationship betweed students

and

teachers has also been radically changed. No
lohger are teachers the unquestioned iulers of
the class ;roo1?1. Criticism and struggle among
. teqchers and students has replaced blind obedience. This; too, is i product and reflection of
the exercise of ieadershif by the working class in
education and all spherei of society, of the
breaking down, under this leadershib, of the
bourgeois structureiof "authority", and reliance,
in its place, on ideological and politibal line.
, These great changes in education represent a
decisive defeat for the bourgeoisie, and a great
.advance for the proletariat, in'the class strugglg,
the sphere of the superstructure, anfl in the.
' in
relations of production-in dealing with the coritradictioh betyveen mental and manual labor in
-particular:i
This in turn has pushed forward the
devdlopment of the forces of production, spurring production and scientific experimentation.
But these are only beginning steps and only'an
initial advance in the long and complicated class
struggle to completely transform society and
eventually wipe out the class contradictions resulting from capitalism.
2. The Relationghip Between Town and Country
The division between the cities and the countryside is one of the major contradictibns that
has to be resolved in making the transition to
communism. The cities in China today, as in the
Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin, are characterized by a more advanced mode of production
and relations of production. The dominant form
of socialist ownership in the, cities
rs state
ownership of industry, while in 'China's countryside socialist ownership is at a lciwer stage,
collective ownership by the people's communes,
which each own a part of the land and sell their
products to the state-a form of commodity exchange.

,

,

Agrlculture in China is still characterized by relatively''backward forces of production; there is
still little mecha.nization, though it is beginning to
develop on a broader scale. To make the transition to full state ownership will require a long
period of difficult struggle, to develop.the productive forces in agriculture, build industry in the
countryside, and strengthen the proletarian consciousness of the masses of peasants.
This -can be done only in planned harmony
with the development of industry in the cities'and
the raising of the class consciousness of the
workers through the course of class struggle, the
struggle for production and scientific experimentation. As we noted earlier, the complete transition to communism can only be carried through
on the basis of overcoming the contradiction
between. the workers and peasants, as well as
between town and country (and between mbntal
and manual labor) so that everyone in society will

'
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'have become conscious communist-werkers, and

hospitals and clinicp F.rq, mgfe ggared to'meelipg
the nee<js'of thd peiacaii'ts. At the samti tiine;,the
university-trained doctors take part in production.
together with the p.easants, ln this way the
l:ouqgeois "division of labor" is attacked '.'frorn'
tw-o' sides"*peasants". are trained as, doctois,
while doctors work in the fields and learn from

the basis of'class division in society wil[

have'
..:
has .. provided a

:
beenelimindted.
Ihe. Cultdral Flevolution
powerful impetus for furtherl reVolutionizihg
China's countryside for strengthening thi
'

workerlpeasan! alliance, and for making grdater
.strides toward the eventual elimination of distinction between cities and the"rural areas. An important part of this has been, the poliiy o1 qenOing
large numbers of young people in the cities to
the countryside after they complete their middle'
schoot education. This his had'at lbast'thiee,,important effects.
First, it integrates these young people with,rthe

3|Lit€ralure brid Art:
t,':

g,reat masses of the
peeple**
' approximately 80% of whomChi,nese,
are stilt.peasqnts;.

and links them closely with agricultural produc-

tioR, which is the Oasrs.qf the, economy {wh,ile industry is the lead ing' f acto r):ag ri cultr,rlre Orgvides
raw materials and markets for industry, while in-

,

dtrstry supplies'agriculture with the. means of

.(all'of this regulated' by, soclalist
planning, not a capitalist market).
Secon{ the influx 'of educated young people
helps provide the countryside with people.with
basic technical training and therefore'aids. in
mechanizing agriculture and building up industry
in the'eountryside. And third, this policy helps to
reverse the movement of population'from rthe
countryside to..the cities, ,a 'characteristic, of
capitalism that will lspontaneously", persist un.
ddr s6cialism unless consciously. cornbatted with
socialist planning and principtes. ln fact, untit.the
Cultural Revolution this pattern "did persist, in
China, but now.the cities of China,have a stable
.population,'and in some,cases,have decreased in
population, while population,'is -growing,.at a
ptanned rate.in; the countryside and the bor:de,r
mechanization

regions.

.' '(

- ln addition to the counter-revolutionaries who
tried to exercise dictatorship over literature and
art, there were largb numbers of writers and
artists who, while sincerely supporting

The tremendous changes that have taken place,
Chinese medicine, which never cease to
amaze foreign' visitors, have al'so had profound
effects on China's couniryside, aRd contribute to

in

eientually overcoming fhe contra.diction'between
towri and country. and between mental and
manual labor. ln addition to tUll sca!6 dOctois,
huge numbers of what the Chinese-cait,;'barefooi
doctors" have been trained to handle most of the
health needs of 'the Chinese peasantS,"curing
common illnesse^s, 'setting broken bones, disseminating bjrth control informatip,n, etc. And the

the

socihlist state, nevertheless had not yet broken
ideologically with the.old society. The ievisisnists
discouragbd the reinolding of writers and artists;
and hoped to use them as a social base for
capital ist restoration.
'The struggle in the sphere of litbratur.e anil art;
was one of the key battles in the Cultural Revolu-

tion and through this struggle great advances
have been made in :creating ilew works of

' , .'.:,l

Encouraging the development of small-scale in"dustry on the people's communes had'been.a
'policy of the Communist.Party since the period
of the Great Leap Forwaid. But'under, the .liberating influence of the Cultural Revolution, the pro-cess of building- industry by relying on locai in:itiative and utilizing local resources took great
strides. Large numbers of factories have been set
up in the rural areas, primarily to aid agriculture
(fertilizer. and pump factoiies, etc.), and to serve
the needs of the peasants (for exarhple; small

s:,1

;46:pointed out earlier,.one of .the first targets,
of.tfhe .Cu{tur,al Revolutiqn waS the';field of
liierature and ar:t. Many fields of art were virtuaJly,,
unehanged .since befor:e , Libefation, inclucli.ng.
Fsking Opera,,syrnlhonic, rnus.ic, the baHet, etc.
Aneient themes and foreign bourgeois works.andr
characters from the old exploiting clapses,
d:orninated the stage: The, counter+evoiutionaries ;.
who had wormed into the Comrnunist Party did
their. best to prevent the revolutionization ,of
literature and art and used,their.monopoly of the,
stage and the print shops to try to create puhlic
opinion for. the restoration of capitalism. Thinly.
veiled attacks on socialism, the Parrty. and Maor
appeared in the form of h,istorical writings and

"-

literature and art that truly serve the interests of
th'e workers and peasants in making revolution
and building sociilism. Such operas-as "Taking
Tiger Mourrtain by StrateEy" and."The Red Lanterh'', and. revolutionary ballets like "The Red'
Detachment of Women" harie transfOimed'art accbrding to the outlook. of the proletariat, repldc.
ing the old "heroes" on the-stage--emperors,
tdndlords, beauties and ghosts-with truly heroic
iiiiages of workers, pehsants, and soldier's'of the
Fbople's Army. Land'lords, capitalists and countei:revolutionaries still appear
in these models of
proletarian art, but they 'do not occupy '1'ceriter
sfage." They are presented as objects of the conternpt and hatred of the masses-;truck down by
the revolutionary struggle of the people.
The: changes in literatur-e and art have 'also
been seen in the fur,ther integration of the arts
with the life of the people Now symphonies,
gymnastic .teams, . drama troops, and other
cultural woikers actively seek out the people,
perfor-ming in the "factories, cemmqnes, , p_arks,
eto.l.And cultural workers take part in production
and learn from the working people in the proCtis5.

;
At the same time, hew writers and artists have
come. forward from the ranks ol the workers and
peasants, and throughout China art and cultural
groups are flourishing among the working people, alongside the regular art "and cultural
workers. This, too, is a further step in breaking
down the divisiqn between "professional" artist6
and the masses of people.
But the class struggle in the spher:e of
literature, art and culture generally is still very
sharp; and in,one form or other, the bourgeoisie
.attempts to re.assert its influence'in rthis, sphere
and drive the proletariat off the stage. The ctass
struggle here is particularly acute, because..art
and culture are tremen-dous weapons . i* the
hands'of any class in putting forward. its world

outlook and crea'ting public opinion'. The
bourgeoisie can use .literature and art to put
forwirtd its reactidnary outlook and pof icies,

spreading in subtle ways reactionary ideas that it
cannot oveltly propagate.
The proletariat cannot rule and transform
society according to its outlook if it does not
have hegemony in literature and art, because as
Mao Tsetung'explained, more than 30 years ago
ln his talks at.the Yenan Forum on Literature and

life is the only source of
art and is incomparably livelier and
richer in carttent, the people aie,not satisfied with
life alone.and demantd literature.and art as well.
Vlthy? Beclause, whita both are beautiful, /lfe as
reflected in woiks of literature and art can and
ought to be on a higher plane, more intense, more
concentrated, marb typical, nearer the ideal and
"Although man's socra/
literatuire and

theretore more universal than actual everyday lite^
Revolutienary literature and art shou/d crea.te a
variety of characters out of .real life arld help the
ln ttle world to'
/nasses propel history forward.
day alt culture, all literature and.art belong to definrte c/asses and are geared to ddfinite political
tines. There is. in fact no such thing as art for art's
sake, art tfial stands above c/asses, art that is dePolitics,
tached from or independent of politics
whethef revolutionary'or counter-revolutionary, is the
Struggle of c/ass against c/ass, nof the actiuity ol a

...

...

lew individuals. The revolutionary struggle on

the
ideotogicial and artistic tronts must be-subordinate

b

the ,politicial .struggle because only. through

politics can the needs of the c/ass and the, masses
find expression in concenlrated torm."

All this.ig whythe class struggle in thb sphdre
of culture is still very sharp in China.today, and
will continue, to be one ,of the key arenas of
struggld between Marxism and revisionism,
between the proletariat and the bourgEoisie, until
classes and class struggle hav'e disappeared.

4) "Grasp Revolution, Promote Produclion"-Th?
Furlher Revolullonizlng of the Mode ol Productlon

- One of the main theoretical weapons.of the revisionists in'the Soviet Union and elsewhere is

the argument that once the working itass. has
seized cohtrol of the means of production; the
contradiction between the productive forces and
the relatioqs of production completely cepsesito
exist. As we saw in earlier chapters, this argument was repbatedly. raised by the caqiialist
roaders in :the Soviet Union, 'both before and
after Stalin's death. i
Statin argued forcefulty against this line P
Economic Probtems of Socra/lsm in the USSB,
published just' one year before his death. ln
answering the revisionist economist Yaroshenko.,

,

Stalin wrote that:
'

"Aur preseni retations of production .... fully confalm to the growth of the praductive farces and
hetp them to advance at seven-league strides. 8qt
it wwl.d'be,wrong lo rest easy.at.that and to think
that there are no contradictiofis between our p{o:
ductive forces and the relations of production "'

here is

what

essentrally
Stalin says
\ ,What
wrote in On the Correct Handling of Contradictions-

Mao

that dnder socialism there is both harmony and
c6ntradiction between the forces and relations of

'

.production.

And Stalin warns that failing- to grasp this
would lead to a situatidn where the l'relations of
production might become a serious brake.on the
further development of the productive forces."
But Stalin only implies and does not fully draw
the conclusion that Mao draws-lhat classes and
class struggle continue to exist throughout the
socialist period. (Mao, of course, draWs on ,the
experience of the Soviet Union as well as the expeiienceof building socialism in China.)
ln'China it is the fact that the relations of production are, inr the main,'in har:mony with the
forces of productioh that accounts for the
tremendous'Erowth in produciion since Liberation. But the relationS of productlon still continue
to lag behind the development qf the productive

orces. Contradictions betweqn mental and
manual labor, the pbrsistence of wages differing
among different workers according to the
socialist principle of "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his work" (skilled
workers higher paid than less skiUed, workers in
heavy industry higher paid than workers in light
industry, etc.), the, contradiction between workers
and peasants-thqse and other distinctions
between people in the productive process are
survivals of the. capitalist era and continue .to
hold back the development of the . productive
f

forces.

.

The ldvisionists try to blur over these con:
tradictiQns; afld deny the fact that cl6ss struggle
still exists lrnder socialism, is, in fact, what propels society forward and:where the, proletariat
has,the upper hand and' is in control of society-;
feads to the further development of the productive forces. lnstead, the revisioflists argue that
once ownership of the m'eans.of production has
,been sbcialized, thgn the only task of the work-'
ing class is to "develop the productive forces"-

,
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to produce, in effect, for production's sake. But
as we showed in Chapter lll, socialism can only

be built and communism reached on the basif of
the
ever-expanding consciousness of the working
.
people of the aims and plans of production, and
their.increasing control over the-productive process on this basis. Without this; production as an
end in itself only serves and ref lects the interests of
the bourgeoisie and capitalism.
ln Ghina the revisionist line on production was
vigorously promoted by Liu Shiao-chi and was
revived, after Liu's downfall, by 'Lin Piao dnd
Chen Po-ta, who tried to say that the main contradiction in China was rtot that between the proletariat bnd the bourgeoisie, but "between the
advanced socialist system and the backward
econornic base." This is nothing but the
bourgeois method of mechanical materialism and
its "theory of productive forces", which is upheld
_by the revisionists, Trotskyites and other agents
of the bourgeoisie in the revolutionary ranks.
This "theory" says that a high level of development of the productive forces automatically leads
to socialism and communism and, convetsely,

where the productive forces are still on a relatively low level of development, it is impossible
to build socialism. This negates the experience of
socialist revolution and socialist construction in
Russia and Chini, and because it liquidates the
dynamic and revolutionary factor of 'the. people
themselves, and hence eliminates the need for
class struggle and reVolution.
The Cultural Revolution struck a powerful body
blow at this bourgeois line. The Cultural Revolution unleashed a torrent of mass criticism and
struggle against 'sUCh things as reliance on
material incentives and one-man management in
the plants., This struggle was," in the final
analysis, directed against the capitalist roaders
who were underm'ining control of production by
the working class.
Criticism is a form of destruction, and as Mao
has Stressed, "without destruction there can be
no construction." With the dethronement of
capitalist roaders and mass repudiation of their
bourgeois methods, the working class was faced
with the crucial task of further revolutionizing the
relations of production-of developing new
methods of running the enterprises and the
whole of China's economic life in a way which
more fully corresponds to socialist ownership of
the means of production and the development of
modern industry and agriculture. The process of
developing these forms and methods through
continuing class struggle has not yet been completed, and cannot be completed as long as theclass contradictions remain, but many of the
changes that have already been made get at the
essence of what the Cultural Revolution was all
about*'
Today in China, administrative and technical personnel are required to participate in collective
labor. This takes the form of working a few days
a week, or a few months a year, on the assembly
line, or in the countryside. The workers and

peasants are encouraged and led by the Party to

criticize mistakes of the administrators and
leaders, either by talking with them individually,
at public meetings, and through posting written
criticidms. Workers in a plant will discuss production quotas and lnake criticisms or suggest
modif ications.

The system of-lconuses to disguise piece work,
etc., has been eliminated.,The salary gapbetween
administrative and technical personnel and the
rank and filb worker's is being progressively narrowed. Forms of more collective management,
for example the revolutionary committees or
workers' management teams, have been developed, and their members are chosen through
the joint consultation of the workers and the Party committee. The system.of work rules has been
revamped and many unnecessary bureaucratic
restrictions
and "red tape" have been scraped.
- All'of these
revolutionary changes have had the
effect of liberating the productive forces. Since
the Cultural Revolution the rate of development
of industry in China has greatly increased and
both the quantity and quality of goods has improved. Once the working people firmly regained
the initiative they succeededr in 'making many
technical innovations and improvements. Story
after story is reported in Chinese literature oi
how workers invented new machinery and
m.anufactured it from scrap materials, how whole
new products have been created out of what was
formerly "waste."
ln addition to the workers coming forward daily in the course of their work to bring up suggestions for producing things more quickly and efficiently, teams have been set up which combine
technical personnel with revolutionary cadres
and veteran workers to develop new processes.
Once certain bourgeois ideas were overcome,
like "this is impossible because it has never been
done before", or "they don't do it this way in the
'advanced' countries", the workers accomplished
things that alt of the bourgeois "experts" claimed
werq impossible-like buiHing a 10,000-.ton ship in
39 days on a dry dock equipped only for 5,000-ton
ships.

All these and many other advances are living
proof of the correctness of the socialist principle
of putting "politics in command", as formulated
by Mao Tsetung. lt is a big defeat for the
bourgeoisie and itd revisionist hacks who claim
that nothing can get done unless profit is put in
command, as the revisionists have done in the
Soviet Union in restoring capitalism.
We have seeh in previous chapters that under
socialism, it is still necessary to take into account
the profitability of variods enterprises. But this is
a necessity tf,rat the working class strives to constantly limit and finally eliminate in the advance
toward communism. And while in socialist society it is necessary, in general, for enterprises to
make a profit sq the state can accumulate more
funds for the development of production, it is
just as true that the question of profit can and
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must be subordinated to the needs of the people
and the long term tasks of socialist construction.
For example, it may be necessary for industry
producing agricultural machinery-tractors and
the like-to function at a loss for an ex(ended
period of .time to further the mechanization of
agriculture and solidify the worker-peasant alliance.

This is possible under socialism, where the
working class, through itS'state power, collectively controls the surplus of society and assigns it
to the different branches of the economy and
particular enterprises on the basis of an allaround socialist plan. But it is impgssible by putting profits, instead of the revolutionary politics
of the working,class, in command. This can lead
to capitalism and therefore to constant dislocations in the economy and anarchy of production.
The Cultural Revolution also affected the relatioriship between different industrial enterprises
and between industry and the people as'a whole.
Once the concept of. putting profits in command
was smashed, the factories were able to produce
what the needs of socialist construction required,
even if in certain instances it was "unprofitable."
Workers from one factory how visit another that,
say, buys machinery f rom the f irst factory. They examine how the machines they produced are
working out, ask the workers in the other plant
for criticism and go back to hold discussions in
their own plant on how to further improve the
equipment.

Factories producing consumer goods solicit
opinions directly from the masses on what new
products are need-ed, what criticisms people have
of the existing goods, and so on. One example
which illustrates this was a factory that produced
rain coats. Workers from the plant visited a commune where the peasants were planting rice and
observed that the ends of the coats dragged in
the water. As a result, they returned to the plant
and put ip another set of buttbns that could be
used to keep the coat out of the mud. And all of
this is carried out within the overall socialist
plan, by relying on the maises, putting politics in
rthrough the separation of
command and breaking-each
working people from
oiher in the process
of producing so that they can increasingly produce consciously to contribute to socialist revolution.

It would,be possible-to fill up volumes dealing
with the near miracles that the Chinese working
class has been able to accomplish, just since the
Cultural Revolution began. The point is that it is
revolution-that is, criticizing the old ideas and
habits, seizing back that part of power usurped
by the capitalist roaders, further transforming the
relations of production and carrying forward the
struggle in the superstructure:that has unleashed the creative power of the masses to

further liberate and develop the productive
f

orces.

The tremendous advance _in developing production in the wake of the Cultural Revolution is
living proof that the slogan, "grasp revolution,
I

'
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ppmote production", correctly expresses the relationship between the relations of production
and the productrve forces and is a powerful refutation of the revisionist "theory of the productive forces." lf the working class has state power
it will be able to transform the face of society
and develop the economy rapidly, even if it'starts
out without a single steel mill. lf thb wo;king
class loses state power all the advanced prodUctive faCilfties will simply be transformed into the
capital of a new bourgeoisie to exploit th'e working class. Karl Marx wrote that "the greatest productive power is the revolutionary class itself."
The Cultural Revolution ,in China is living proof
of this.
SI.}MMARY

The main lessons of the Cultural Revolution can
be summarized as follows:

1. The Cultural Revolution demonstrated that
the method for preventing capitalist restoiation
and for regaining power in those institutions

where the bourgeoisie has usurped control is the
method of mass revolutionary struggle and
seizure of power-,from below.

.

2. The Cultural Bevolution was a tremendous
struggle to rectify the Communist Party. By
arousing the masses 4nd encouraging their
criticism, Mao and the protetarian headquarters
in the Party were able to isolate and defeat thebourgeois headquarters, weed out counterrevolutionaries and degenerate elements, bring
fresh blood into the Party, and strengthen ttie
ideological and political unity of the Party.
3. The Cultural Revolution demonstrfied the
necessity for the working class to exercise dictatorship in all fields, including all aspects of the

superstructure---education, literature and art, etc.
4. The Cultural Revolution provided powerful
proof of the Marxist-Leninistl principle that
socialist construction must be cairied out by relying on the masses, and putting proletarian
politics in command, as expressed in the slogan,
'rgrasp revolution, prom6te production," summarizing the correct relatiijnship between the relations of production and the forces of production.
5. The Cultural Revolution was a great exercise in proletarian democracy in which the
masses themselves struggled out what was right
and wrong, criticized everything they felt was not
in their interests, and exerciseld supervision over
the Party and state.
6. The Cultural Revolution was a profound
education for the masses of Chinese people who
deepened their grasp of Marxism-Leninism in the
course of fierce and complicated mass struggle.
And this was a great school of. class warfare'for
training successdrs to the revolution.
This last point is crucial. Without strengthening
their ability to determine genuine from sham
Marxism, the masses of Chinese people could
not have identif ied the bourgeois headquarters.
and smashed it, they could not, in the final
analysis, have prevented capitalist restoration and
seized back power from below

t
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Through the many twists and turns of the
Cultural Revolution, everyone', revolutionary and
counter-revolutionary alike, spoke in the name of
Mao Tsetung. But the problem was to figure out
what line represented Mao Tsetung Thougttt-the
outlook and interests of the proletariat-and
which represented the bourgeoisie and revisionism, disgui3ing itself as Mao Tsetung
Thought.

And this has been proven to be all ihe more
crucial, since Lin Piao, Chen Po-ta and others
used the struggle against Liu Shao-chi as a cover
to build up their own bourgeois headquarters.
After Liu was overthrown, and the Cultural
Revolution was consolidated on a certain level at
the Ninth Congress of the Chinese Corhmunist
Party in t969, [he struggle against Lin Piao ahO
his clique became very acute. Lin Piao even went
so far as attempting to assassinate Mao.
But Lin failed, was exposed and died in a
plane crash in September 1971 while fleeing
China. ln the three years since then, the struggle
against revisionism, and the mass movement to
carry forward and build on the lessons of the
Cultural Revolution, has continued in new forms,
now concentrating in the campaign to Criticize
Lin Piao and Confucius.
And the key lesson that was emphasized at the
Tenth Party Congress in 1973, summing up the
two-line struggles in the Chinese revolution (the
struggle between the bourgeois and proletarian
lines, between Marxism and revisionism, within
the Communist Party) was, in the words of Mao
Tsetung, "the correctness or incorrectness of the
ideological and political line decides everything."
As the example of Lin Piao shows, the Cultural
Revolution did,not and could not prevent the
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restoration, of capitalism once and for all, or rorjt
the revisionists for all time. As Mao emphasized

repeatedly during the Cultural Revolution, there
will be.a need for many such revolutions in the

future, because, as he had already summed up in
1962, socialist society covers a considerably long
historical period. ln the historical
"period of socialism, there are stilltc/asses, c/ass
,.-contradictions, and class struggle,' there is the
qtiuggle betwgen the socra/rst road, the capitalist
- iqad, and there is the danger of cagiitalist restoration. We must recognize the protacted and complex
nature of this struggle. We must heighten our
vigitance. We mu$t correctly understand ind handle
class contra dictions and ciass struggte, distinguish
the cbntradictions between ,oursdlves and the
enemy from those among the peiople aN handte
thgm correctly. atherwise a socralist country like
ours will turn into its opposite and degenerate, and
a capitalist restoraticin will take place. From now on
we must remind ourse/res ol this every year, every
,month, and every day so that we can retain a rather
sober understanding of this problem and have a
M arxist- Leninist line.

The neg'ativb experience of the Soviet Union is
clear proof of this. ,But, even 5nore importantly,
the tremendously positive experience of the
Cultural Revolution and the continUing mass
struggle against capitalist roaders and the
bourgeoisie in every sphere in China shows that
the working class not only can conquer power
and begin the process of socialist transfo'rmation,
but can continue to, make revolution, advance
along the socialist r,oad and ,lead mankind
throughout the world.in reaching communism.

F
S

We have, shown throughout the course of this
book that the Soviet Unian.hab been transformed
frEm,ttie fir:st socialist state into 4n imperialist
pow€r,oofltending with the United States as chief
exploiters,of the peoples of the world. The question remains, what signif icance does this'fact
'have foi revolutionariel
in the U.S. and other

'

,The starting point for developing the strategy
fOr revolution in any one country must be based
on a correct assessment of the world situation
and the general srtrategy for advancing protetarian revolution on a world scale. Witnout
such a correct view, inevitably we will make erro6 in analyzing the particulai contradictions existing in any one country, failto fully understand
the present general crisis of imperiaiism, and not
be Tble lo correctly prepare t'he working class
and.the masses of people for the struggles looming ahead of us.
The,transformation of the Soviet Union from
the leading country in (what was then) the
socialist bloc to an imperialist superpower has
profoundly affected the alignment of class forces
on a world scale, and hence the world-wide
strategy and tactics for making revolution, An example of how a wrong view of the Soviet Union
,leads to a wrong appraisal of world events.was
shown in 1971, when during the lndian invasion
of East Pakistan, some progressive people weie
hoodwinked into believing that the "Bangla Desh
Affair" was actually a 'national liberatibn move'ment! Likewise, it is utteily impossible to understand the complex pictu,re of the Middlb East
without understanding the role of the Soviet
Union as an imperialist superpower.
After World War 2, Marxist-Leninists held for
some time that of the major contradictions in the

world, the principal one, or the one that determined the movement and development of all
the major cbntradictions, has been the contradiction between the oppressefl nations and imperialism. As a result of the events leading up to
World War 2 and the war itself, the main aiena of
revolutionary struggle shifted from the West to
the East. .The revolutionary struggles for national
liberation, especially in Asia and Africa, became
the main battle ground in the world-wide struggle against imperialism. Most Marxist:Leninists,
and indded non-Marxist progressive forces, came

.
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to recognize this. The heroic stiugglg of the Viet,'
namese. people against U.S. imperialism de:
veloped in the 1960s into the teading struggle of .
the world's peoples against imperialism- and
became a lallying point fbr revolutionaries every: ''

wheie, especially in the

coLlntries?

H E
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U.S.
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While Marxist-Leninists have held the principal
contradiction in the world to have been'between
the oppressed nations and imperialism, the revisionists throughout the world, led by the ,,Communist" Party of the Soviet Union, hhve claimed
that the principal contradiction is between ,,imperialism and the socialist camp"., (which,' of
course, they mean to include the Soviet Union
and other revisionist capitalist countries). The revisionists have spreqd this false view of the world
situation in order to sabotage the struggle for national liberation, conf use revolutionaries, and
provide a cover for their own attempts to
challenge U.S. imperialism for hegemony in the.'
world. While the CPUSA has tried to pairot this
line in the U.S., fortunately it ne.vei received

much support in this country (though it has
become increasingly important to expose this
line as the contention and collusion of the two
superpowers steps up).
A far more common view has been to see the
contradiction between the. oppressed nations and
imperialism as the only coniridiction of any cbnsequence in the world, now and forever. This
view is generally coupled with a denial of or underestimation of the growing contradiction
between the U.S. and the Sovie-i Union. peopte
who hold this view, as seen in the writings of the
editors ot Monthly Review, and until reienily in
the Guardian, admit that the Sovibt Union has
"departed from Marxism-Leninism" or is ',deformed", but fail to apply the method of class
analysis to the Soviet Union and fail to see the
USSR as a capitalist-imperialist power. This viewpoint is'quite dangerous since it hides the true
nature of social-imper:ialism and leads to the conclusion
that the Soviet Union can be an ',ally" of
the 'national liberation struggles, and in -that
sense dovetails with the line pushed by the revisionists throughout the world.
The present porld situation is marked by the
rapid intensification of the world-wide general
crisis of capitalism, which deepens and intensifies
allmajor contradictions in the world. The struggle
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of the wgrkers in the U.S. and the othe| capitalist
oountries, includirrg the Soviet Union, is incieasing
daily as the imperialists attempt to shift more qf the
burden of the cfisis onto the backs of the wor:king
class. The national liberation movements arE winning greater and greater victories, as can be seen
by the defeat of Portuguese colonialism in Africa.
The contradictions between the developing countries and the two superpowerg have intensified
markedly in recent years, as can be-seen by the
Arab oil boycott. The contradictions between imperialism and the socialist countries have also intensified, especially the preparations of the socialimpefialists for war against China. And of extreme
importance are the growing contradictions among
the imperialist powers,.most crucially between the
U.S. and the USSR, but also between the lesser imperialist powers like Japan and France on the one
hand and the two sup'erpowers on the other.
The imp.ortant thing .for Marxist-Leninists 'i$ to
see rthe developpent and movement of all the
maior contradictions, their interrelation with one
another, and to grasp that the principal contradiction can chang'e and the direction of our
strulgle shift, as Lenin wrote, in "twenty-four
hours." lf we see only one or'two contradictions
in the world, or fail to understand that with the
further intensification of the world-wide crisis of'

capitalism the world situation will change,
sometimessuddenlyanddramatically,wewillbe
disarmed and.unprepared for the revolutionary
struggles ahead of us.

1.

Danger of World War

One of the most serious deficiencies of U.S. rej
volutionaries iq a poor understanding of the rela-

tionship betwden the U.S: and the USSR in
general, and a serious underestimation of the giowing danger of wOrld war between the two

superpowers (though the opposite tehdency to see
world war as right around the corner, also exists in
some quarters). One of the most fundamental
contributions of Lenln to the science of revolution is his analysis of imperialism, of fiow the imperialist powers co4stantly strive for a new
division of the world and his ibnclusion lhat "imperialism means war."
The history of the 20th century completely
bears out Lenin's analysis. Both of the two world
wars were caused by the struggle between different imperialist powers for.monopolies ol raw
materials, markets, and tnost importantly,'for colonies and dependent countries to which capital
could be exported to extract superprofits.
The Marxist law of the "uneven development of
oapitalisml holds that different cafitatist countries will develop at uneven rates, some spurting
ahead while others are developing more slowly
or stagnating and fal{ng behind. This uneven development means that division of the lvorld into
"sphereis of influence" (i.e., rnarkets fdr the ex'
port of capital, sources of raw materials, etc.) will
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constantly be upset as the division no longer
reflects the real relative strengths of the variouq
imperialist powers. Driven by the internal contradiotions of the capitalist system, and the resistance of the people, the imperiaalists are una.
ble.to peacefully re-divide the world. Hence, the
outbreak of wars, aimed at settling the question
of division of the world by armed force, is inevitable ds long as imperiali'sm exists.
ln the world today, the division of rharkets,
sources of raw materials, etc. no longer reflects
the rreal. relationship. of power-economic and

rirllitary-among. the imperialist powers-

especially the two superpowers, As we pointed
out earlier, the U.S., as a |egacy of its near
monopoly of,the capitalist world folloVing World
War-2, has a disproportionate share of control ,in
the world. Of course, other imperialist powers,
especially the USSR, cannot stand for this-the
laws of imperialism, the need to export capital,
seize raw materials, etc., force lhe USSR and
other imperialist' powers to'challenge the present
diuision of the.world,. as the crisis-ridden and
I

greatly weakened U.S. imperialism trieg
desperately to r-naintain the "status quo."

, lt is a well-known fact that in addition to the

contention between the two superpowers for
world hegemony, there also exists collusion and
collaboration between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. When it comes to the revolutionary struggle of the people, the imperialists, both old and '
new, find common cause in opposing it. Both
superpowers, fof example, find it advantageous
to force a "no w€r, no peace" situation on the
Palestinian and Arab peoples. Both superpowers
have supported the Lon Nol traitor cIique in
Cambodia. Even in those genuine national \iberation struggles where, due to their need to contend with U.S. imperialism, the Soviet socialimperialists offer military "aid", they inevitably try
to use their '"assistance" to subvert the strugglei'
for true independence and socialism, hoping to
ride in 6n the backs of the people. '
It is also true that the U.S. imperialists and
social-imper.ialists have periodic conferences and
summit meetings, always accompanied by much
publicity and great ballyloo, where they speak
piously of "peace in the world"; "U.S.-$oviet
cooperdtionll and "detente." Unfortunately, some
- revolutionaries see only the collaboration
between the U.S. and the USSR and are deceived
by the talk of "detente." They see only the surface phenomena and fail to grasp the essence of
the relationship between the superpowers. They
thiJrk the U.S.. and the Soviet imperialists can'sit
down in a room and come to an agreement on
how to oppose the people and stage manage
world

events.

!

But iry as they might, the superpowers are
never able to come to any lasting or si$nificant
agreement. Those who see only the collusion
. and common interests of the U.S. and the USSR
essentially fall into'the "theory of even development or the theory of equilibrium" that Mao refutes in On Contradicticin.
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Mao quotes Lenin as writing.

"The unity (coincidence, identity, equal action) of
opposites is conditional, temporary, transitory, relative. The struggle of mutually exc/usiye opposites
is absolute, Tust as development and motion are
absalute.

Mao goes on to write

"Such unity, solidarity, c7mbination, harmony,
balance, stalemate, deadlock, rest, constancy,
equilibrium, solidity and attraction, etc., as we see
in daily life, are all the appearances of things in the
state ol quantitative change. On the other hand, the
dissolution of unity, that is,.the destruction of this
solidarity, tcombination, . . . solidity and attraction,
and the change of each rnto its opposite are all the
appearance of things in the state of qualitative
change, the transformation of one process into
another. . . . That is why we say that the unity of opposlles is conditional, temporary and relative,. while
the struggle of mutually exclusive opposr'fes is
absolute.

It is mainly this opposition and contention

between the two superpowbrs that is pubhing developments toward a new world war. But, in op-

position to this, in turn, are the struggles of the
countries, nations and peoples of the world for
independenbe, liberation and socialism, which
present a great obstacle in the path of the
superpowers rn their struggle for world domination and make it more difficult fdr them to unleash such a world war.
. The aim of the world's peoples must be to prEvent world war through revolutionary struggle,
or, if such a war does break out, to continue
waging revolutionary strugQle under these conditions in order to hasten the complete downfall of
imperialism. This is _why Mao has said that "With
regard to the question of world war, there are
but two possibitities: One is that the war will give
rise to revolution and the other is that revolution
will prevent the war."
The Soviet propagandists, along with their U.S.
imperialist counterparts, also speak of the danger
of world war. But they do so to oppose revolutionary struggle, to preserve imperialism and promote their own imperialist interests. The Soviets
say that world war is "unthinkable" and would
"lead to the destruction of the human race." Of
course, while they are speaking of peace they are.
arming themselves to the teeth in their effort to
achieve mililary superiority over the [J.S.
According to the spokesmen for socialimperialism, the only hope for . "preserving
peace" is for the people of the world to stop
waging revolutionary struggle and place their
hopes on Soviet-U.S. "detentel', while supporting
the Soviet Union in its contention with. U.S'. iinperialism. The sociat-imperialibts claim that
armed revolution and wars of national liberation
threaten world peace. On the contrary, the only
vuay to prevent war between the two
:.

,

superpowers, in the final analysis, is to overthrow
them, and the only.way to postpone and delay
the outbreak of war is to continue to wage revolutionary struggle, in all forms, that weakens
the imperialists. Clearty, the he,roic armed struggle wageid by the Vietnamese'and lndochineJe
peoples has not only not led to world war but
has greatly weakened U.S. imperialism and its
ability to waqe world war.
, As the Chinese frequently point out, "The present international situation is characterized by
great disorder." This ,disorder is reflected in the
rapid disintegration of both the U.S. and Soviet
imperialist blocs. Such turmoit and disorder,
within the capitalist and im$erialist countries is
extremely favorable to the people, for it'weakens
imperialism and makes it more difficult for them
to forge a bloc to go to war.
The-main arena of contention between fhe iwo
superpowers is Europe, which has been the focal
point of battle in both previous wprld wars.
Presently the Soviet Union is working feverishly
to destroy NATO and conclude agreements with
various West European imper:ialist powers. As
pointed out in an earlier chapter, the struggle for
control of the Middle East is very much a struggle for control of Europe, since Euiope is,heavily
dependent on the Middle East for oil supplies-and
f urther control of oil supplies is crucial to the im-,
perialists in waging war.
ln addition, the social-imperialists are attempting to strengthen their stranglehold on the East
European revisronist countries. For its part, U.S.
imperialism is trying desperately to keep the
Western European imperialistS in line, while at
the same time making overtures to the revisionist
countries of Eastern Europe hoping to woo them
out from under the Soviet Union.
Under today's circumstances, the second-rate
imperialist powers like Japan, France, etc. are incapable of forming a bloc that could stand up to
either superpower in a military confrontationunless it allied with one superpower against the
other. Therefore, the rivalry betvieen the
superpowers for hegemony,over the other imperialist and capitalist countries is growing
stronger every day. The social-imperialists are
following a policy of "making a feint to the East
irvhile attacking in the West", that is, while they continue their massive troop buildup along the border
with China, and continue their ,provocations
against China,lheir major goal is control of all'of
Europe and wresting hegemony from the,U.S. im'
perialists. Still, in any future war involving the
superpowers, the probability of attacks on China by.
one or another of the superpowers would be very
great.

Since the time of Lenin, communists have
always mdde an important part of their programme the fig.ht against imperialist war. Lenin
accurately predicted the outbreak of World War 1
and called on the workers of th6 warring imperialist powers to use the occasion of the war
to rise up against their own bourgeoisie and turn

the imperialist war into a civil war.
' lt was during the course of World War 1 that
the consistent proletarian internationalist stand
of - Lenin and the Bolshevik Party led to the
establishment of socialism in tsarist Russia. During the crisis years of'the 1930s, the Communist
lnternational and the Communist Parties
throughout the world condu.cted vigorous agitation and propaganda among the masses of all
countries about the danQer of the outbreak of a
second world war. And when, as a result of the
Nazi attaek on the Soviet Union, the ov.erall
character of the war changed from principally an
inter-imperialist war to a world-wide united front
against fascism, the Communist Parties and the
Soviet Union led the world's peoples in'defeating
the fascist powers. On the heels of World War.2,
the peoples of many countries throughout the
world, in Eastern Europe, Korea, Viqtnam and
China, were able to cast off the yoke of oppression
and establish socialism.
'
, Revolutionaries today, especially those living in
the U.S. and USSR, have a tremendous
responsibility to conduct propaganda and wage
struggles against the possibility of a third world
war. But if such a war breaks out, it will not
mean an/ end to humanity as the imperialists
claim and although it will lead to untold suffer-,
ing, it wilt bring closer the day when the imperialist system will be buried once and for all.
.

2. United Front Against the Two Superpowers
On the basis of a thorough analysis of the contradictions in the world today and the development of the revolutionary struggles throughout
the world, Marxist-Leninists have formulated the
strategy of the "united front against the two
superpowers" as the general strategy for advancing struggle for proletarian revolution on g'world
scale..This united front is being fqrged with the
People's Republic of China at its head.
The strategy of united front against the two
superpowers has several aspects. lt correctly
identif ies the present main enemies of the
peoples of the world as U.S. imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism and enables the proletariat to build the broadest alliance with all
possible fgrces against these main enemies. The
staunchest allies of the proletaiiat in this struggle
are the hundreds of millions of peasants, and
urban'petty bourgeoisie in Asia, Africa and Latin
America who, together with the working class,
are the backbone of the national liberation struggles in these areas, which are directed primarily
at the two superpowers.
But beyond that, the contention and colfusion.
of the two superpowers, the weakening of U.S.
imperialism and its incr:easing challenge from
Soviet social-imperialism,
create a situation in
which 'not only the progressive national
bourgeoisie, in and out of power in these countries, but even certain governments in the Third
World which enforce reactionaryzrule over their

own peoples, are struggling fer more independence from one or other or both of the ,two
superpowers. This provides broader-if less
stable-allies for the proletariat in the struggle
against the two superpowers.
Finally, the fact that the two superpowers seek
to dominate even the lesser imperialist powers
makes it possible for the proletariat to take advantage of the splits within the,imperialist camp
to hinder the formation and consolidation of imperialist blocs and to' unite with the . lesser
capitalist and imperialist powers in resisting

superpower domination. The tremendous success
of the People's . Republic of China on the
diplomatic front in recent years, combined with
its firm support for' all. genuine revolutionary
struggles, is lhe result of the correct strategy of
the united front against the two superpowers.
The strategy of united flont against the two
superpowers is the general strategy of communists throughout the world and must be the
starting point for revolutionarres in formutati4g
the strategy and tacticd for mdking revolution in
their respective countries. However, a general
strategy f or advancing revolution on a world
scale is not enough. lt is up to the genuine Communist Parties and Marxist-Leninist organizalions
in the different countries to make a painstaking
analysis of the particular contradictions that exist
in their country, and on the basis of applying
Marxism-Leninism to the particular conditions
and proceeding from the overall strategy of united front against the two superpowers, develop
the strategy and programme for making revolution.
It is entirely correct for revolutionaries,
especially in the Third World countries, to take
advantage cf inter-imperialist rivalry, including
that between the two superpowers. However, in
doing so the danger must be combatted to lose
sight of the fact that, strategically speaking, the
people of the world faqe both U.S. imperialism
and social-imperralism as main enemies.
Similarly, there are cases where there appears
to be a conflict between the general strategy of
united f ront against the two superpowers;
particularly as embodied in the,foreign policy of
China, the leader of the world revolutionary movement, and the interests of the masses of people
in one or another country. However, in reality
there is no such conflict. China has come to certain agreements, for example, with the Shah of
lran; whose main characteristic i.s a tyrant brutally oppressing the lranian people and a puppet of
U.S. imperialism. China's policy toward lran is
entirely correct and takes advantage of the
Shah's contradiction with social-imperialism and
even his . contradiction with U.S. imperial,ism
(although the main aspect, once again, is not,onei
of opposing U.S. imperialism). This correct policy
of China in no way means that the lranian people
should not wage revolutionary struggle aimed at
overthrowing the reactionary regime of the Shah,
or that the revolutionaries throughout the world
shoutd not support that just struggle.

..

li
Likewise, there is no conflict between the attempts China is mqking to improve relations with
the U.S. and the general.strategy of building a
united front against the superpowers or the
strategy within this country of united front
againit U.S. imperialism. Such a policy has great:
ly aided the revolutionary struggle in rthe U.S. by
helping to. eliminate the anti-China, anticommunist hysteria the U.S. imperialists tried to
foster during the 50s and 60s, and creating a
favorable climate to educate the American people
about the true natur6.of socialism and Chirra and
the need for solidaritv between our two peoples.
Such a policy, also skillfully makes use of the
contradiptions between the superpowers to break
the policy of "encirclement of China" that the
U.S. irhperialists and Soviet social-imperia{ists
tried to forge in the 1960s. While seeking to improve relations with the U.S., on the basis of the
five principles of co-existence, the Chinese Communist Party and the People's Bepublic of China
continue to give full support to the revo,lutionary
struggle of the American people, and continue to
expose the true nature of U.S. imperialism in
their publications, at the United Nations and
elqewhere.

Actually, as far back as 1946, in describing a
situation in many ways similar to today, Mao
Tsetung laid out the principles which should
guide revolutionaries in-all countries in today's
situation. He pointed out that there might be at
that time certain compromises between the Soviet Union-then a socialist state-and certain reactionary forces, specifically the U.S., Britain and
France, especially in the areas of diplomatic relatiorls and trade, But, Mao stressed, "Such compromise does not require the people in the countries of the capitalist world to follow suit and
make compromises at home. The people in those
countries will continue to wage different struggles in accordance with their diffelent conditions." (See "Some Points in Appraisal of the
Present lnternational Situation", Vol. lV, pp.
87-88)

3.

How to View the Revisionist Parties

Today.in most countries of the world, there ex-

ist, legally or illegally, parties which were
founded prior, to the em€rgence of modern revisionism on a world scale in '1956. Some of

these parties have remained genuine Communist
Parties loyal to Marxism-Leninism-and the working class--{or example, the Communist Party of
China and the Party of Labor of Albania. Unfortunately, however, most of the former Communist Parties have abandoned MarxismLeninism and betrayed the cause of the working
class.

ln those countries where modern revisionism
has destroyed the old vanguard party of the
working class, genuine communists have come
forward, both from the ranks of the old revisionist
parties and out of the mas's struggles raging
throughout the world, to build genuine 'Com-

)
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munist Parties (or Marxist-Leninist organizations
laying the basis for new parties), capable of leading the working class forward to revoluti.on and
socialism.

The existence of a large number of revisionist
traitor parties plays an important role in the
global strategy of social-imperialism in challenging the U.S. imperialists for world hegemony.
Generally speaking, the revisionist parties have
two aspects. On the one hand, they hinder the'
revolutionary movement of the working class by'
preaching such revisionist trash aq the "peaceful
road to -socialism", the' "Marxist-Catholic
dialogue", etc. ln some countfies such as ltaly,
they have replaced the old Social-Dqmocratic
parties as the main social prop of the
boufgeoisie in maintaining its dictatorship over
the working class. The other aspect of the re-visionist parties is their role as tools of Soviet
social-imperialism for the purpose of expanding

r

Soviet influence and control.
ln parti'bular, the revisignist parties of the Third

World, often existing illegally, are called upon to
serve the interests gf , Moscow. Whether such a
party dissolves itself (Egypt),. launches a coup
(Sudan), or preaches "peaceful transition" (Ghile)
has very much to do with the strategy of socialimperiatism toward a particular country.
For example, the revisionist Tudeh Party in lran
until recently promoted the line that the Shah
was progressive, that there was no need for
armed struggle in lran, etc. But when that policy
no longer gerved the needs of their socialimperialist masters, the leaders of the Tudeh party started calling for the overthrow of the Shah.
This m'akes it all the' clearer that the revolutionary people and the genuine Communist
Parties and organizations in the Third World

have

to

guard against infiltration by the

re-

visionists and social-imperialist agents, who hope t
to turn their countries into Soviet neo-colonies.
ln various West European countries, the revisignist parties are still fairly strong, trying to
take advantage of the genuine desire of the
,workers for socialism and the high prestige the
'Soviet Union and the Communist Parti6s earned
in the depression years (for the capitalist coun- \
tries) o1 the 30s and the war against fascism. The
revisionist parties of Western Europe are torn
between loyalty to their "own" bourgeoisie and
loyalty to the social-imperialists. This is the root'
-cause
of the differences between certain Euro- l
pean ,revisionist parties and why, on occasion,
. certain revisionists accuse others of departing
from "Marxism-Leninism" and hoot and holldr
about a "return to Leninism."
The revisionist "Comm'unist" Party of ltaly (lCA)
has long ago concluded peace with the ltalian
monopoly capitalists. Hence, when the ltalian
bourgeoisie disapproved of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia, its servants in the ICP were
quick to follow suit. ln France, on the other
hand, the revisionist party is extremely subservient to social-imperialism.
The CPUSA also suffers this problem of dual
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loyalties, as can be seen by their performance
during the Watergate crisis. One might think that
it should .trave been the CPUSA's chance to go to
town, since they would have had an opporlunity
to push their hogwash about a "progressive" and
a "reactionary" wing of the U.S. imperialist
bourgeoisie; and, after all, they had been screaming that "impeaching Nixon" would solve all of
the American people's problems as far back as
1969. But lo and be.hold, while the CPUSA did, to
a certain extent, continue to push their "Nixon is
the problem" line, they never showed much real
enthusiasm for pursuing their long dream of "impeaching Nixon." Why? Because it turned out
that Brezhnev and the social-imperialist ruling
clique rather obviously preferred to see Nixon
stay in office!
The development of the Soviet Union into
social-imperialism makes the task of exposing
and fighting the revisionist parties throughout
the world that much more important. Not only do
the revisionists, like the old Social-Democratic
parties before them, try to. deceive the working
class with nonsense about "peaceful road", etc.,
and collaborate with their own bourgeoisie to oppose the revolutiorl, they also serve, to a greater
or lesser extent; as a social-imperialist fifth column. On the other hand, the conflict these revisionist parties face 'between loyalty to Soviet
social-imperialism and loyalty to their own ruling
class adds to the turmoil within the imperialist
camp, and to this degree is a good thing.
ln concluding, we feel it is important to stress'
the following points:
1. The restoration of capitalism in the Soviet
Union, home of the first successful proletarian
revolution, is a most significant event in contempofary history. lt is crucial that revolutionaries

have a correct summation and draw the correit
conclusions from the events in the Soviet Union
so as to learn from negative experience and
grasp and apply more correctly the science of
Marxism-Leninism--specially the theory of the
dictatorship of thB proletariat and the'transition
from capitalism to communisrq. Only by doing so
can a succsssful fight be waged against the
restoration of capitalism in other socialist countries, and against revisionist lines and tendencies
within all Communist Parties and. organizations.
And only in this way can the argum6nts of the
bourgeoisie, who claim that the experience of
the Soviet Union shows that socialism cannot
succeed, be defeated.
2. 'fhe emergence qf Soviet social-imperialism
as a superpower colluding, but most of all contending, with its superpower rival, U.S. imperialism, profoundly affects the whole world
situation and the courss, of the world revolutionary movement. lt increases the danger of a
third world war in which millions of people
would perish as a result of 'the imperialist drive
for greater and greater plunder. lt means that the
people of the world face two main enemies, the
two superpowers, and must forge a united front
agalnst the tryo superpowers under the
leadership of the revolutionary lproletariat.
But as Lenin concluded, "lmperialism is the
eve of the sqcial revolution of the proletariat."
The emergence of a new imperialist powerSoviet social-imperialism-can in no way change
this truth: The day is not far off when the people
ol the entire wortd will rise up and bury Soviet
social-imperialism; U.S. imperialisrh and all reactionaries and open a bright new page in human
,

history.
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APPENDIX I:
Revisionist Economic
lntegration and
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TODAY

in the Ukraine, etc.
With the construction of these

plex

big

projects, and.by exploiting,cooperation,
with the COMECON countries, the Soviet
Union cr.eates for itself additional opportu-

nities

for

irts owD ind,ushria,.lisa'tion and

for the appro,priation of natural wealth,
on ,the basis of the ptu,nder of th"

Its Contradictions

.

Despite the lustre that the modern revisionists are trying to give it,
COMECON has now been tradsformed,into a typical capitalist

economic btock, built on the basis if exploiting and oppressing
principles. lt is a tool manipulated by the Moscow revisionists qnd
used by them fgr economic and political pressure, interference and
subjugation of the so-called partner countries.

""*As
mulation of capital of other countries.

con,sequ€nce it limits the possibility of
tlrre indopendent use by these countries
of their',acu,mulation to d.evelop their own
producbive forces in accordEnce with their

a

national interests.
The exploitation of the COMECON mem-

'

ber countries !y tne Soviet social imperialists consists not only io the apsorbtlon of their accu,mulafed funds, but also

in the di,nect exploilation of Labour power
from these countries. Thnrs, for exarnple,
in the building of the cellulose and metal'
going up in the soviet
EvEBy pAssING DAy BEVEALS uonr cLrenly rHE ALLnouND. ESCALATED lurgical combines
nru'mber of wotkers
a
consi'derable
axo inrueDrrATED ExpANsroN AND THE NEocor.oNIALIsr ArMs oF sovIET iUnion,
m€nn&r
from
six
coMEcoN
countries
socIAL IMpEBIALISTS WITH REGABD To rHE otnrn nEvlsloNrsr couNTnIEs.
proiects will be used'
AN IMpoRTANT AspEcr oF THIS Is rHErR EcoNoMIc ExpANsroN. THRoucH engaged in these
indicate that tens of thousands
THE couNclr, o['MUTUAL EcoNoMrc AID - coMEcoN. THrs ,NrEo-*rvriioorG Beports
from Bulgaria' Poland and
ofworkens
EcoNoMIc oBGANISATIoN HAs Now TuBNED rNTo A TooL wHIcH Is MANI-

by KICO KAPETAN and VENIAMIN TOCI

By rHE Moscgw REvIsIoNrtrs n*o ,s Jti, ,"
TrrEM FoB EcoNoMrc AND polrrrcA,, -pBEssuRE, TNTERTEBENai i*"-*riuGATI.N oF THE socALLED *ARTNER couNTRIEs. .THrs
"*"i"*itnr"r"o*,
.oMRADE EN'ER HoxHA HAs s.arD, -rs D.MTNATED By rrr toui"r;;;a:
ili,, w,; ;rr ro usE rr rN rrrErR HEGEMoNrsrrc rNrEnEs";; ;il;"
AND DrREcr rHE EcoNoMrEs oF rHE orHEB MEMBE* couNrnrE;,;;
the,m to 'deveiop in ,the direoJions the SoPULATED AND DoMINATED

other coun'tries have left 6heir homes and

t'o work in
Put.9o*
Krernlin bosses' About 20'000 Bulgarians

siberia for

the

are wo'kins on the construction of the
paper,and.celitrulose f1:torv in the vici-

;;;;;

;"tL:':[;,":#,rY:',irtiil'":"T:T

il:'Jj,jilf,:'::'.:J":L?T.t#::f#
ting wood in the forests cif Kom'
with it, 44 h ara:,Jrng ;ii;;];;";, fo,". f,".

sovereisnty". rn accordance
rnult'i-partite agreemenls have been con- other countries, the soviet revisionist imt, the field of capirrar invesrm,enls nerialisrs deprive these counrries of an
:rl_*u
and Lechnical and ,scientific .collabora- 'active ,pa* ,of their productive forces

sharn';:.;;il :";;
,lr" ..;;,",.",f;;;";;[|
-- -- --:--- ---'--politically,.
tion" for a 15-20 ye'ar ,period, apart from and, i,n this way, they slow down the
coMEcoN, despite the lustre the mo. bi'parlite
asreements. The ,programme is ' rates of reproduobioo in th-ese countries,
der,n rernisionisrs seek -;;;';;
i;';.;il
permsated by the obj'ective of inarking the or giv-e it a one-sided character, depennothinrg but ,an *ono-1"'iii."#;;
of other coqntries appendages dent on the Soviet metropolis' Of course'
pitalist type, bu,ilt -"r'""",n;;;;.;G ""1 :o::t':"
of eeloitarion and
:f.'::,,'":T:"[""J'3Tt:;,ffi:::J,T,il: H:X"ffi'*"il:H#r;l?,T#"X
small ,by th€ great. As a consequearce, irt so.viet economv. In this way thev are grathu's, the reprod6ction of the population
is being increasingry. .;J;"i;;; uv slrd'[P
antagonisbic
.l;ill"fHfJlT:,1'J"T,Hn";i
$,,in"ii*"lT'iitrJ,trT'J-#H
"o,t,u,ai"ti;.,T:s
!' '.
quently'also',political ones, in com,fl,iance sionists appropriate tte surplus created
With'in'the framework of COMECON, with the hegemonistic interesbs of Soviet by the immigrant workers from the.CO'
and specula,ting w,ith such demagogical social ,imperialism.
MECON courltries ad at the same time
slogans a,s the *comununity of interests', Aocording .to the concl,uded agreements, the aim 'to solve one of their internol
and the .socialist community,, the mo- it has peen diecided to build so,m,e big difficulties, that of guaranteeing rnnpodern revisionists have ptoclaimed along- in{ustrial projects, rin the first place on wer for the appro,priation of natural riterm pxogramm,e of econ,omic irntegration Soviet territory, j,ointly financed by the ches in distant arcas of the Soviet
between uhern. They con,sid.er this as an COMECON memlrer countries. Such pro- Union.
jects include the combine for the en'rich- A,typical manifeetation of the neoco"importan,t milestone, in the,life and relations ,orf the COMECON mem,ber gesl- m€nr! of asbestos, with a capacity of lonialiit, exploitation of the COMECON
tries, as 6,insr4r gfugs* of ,Collbboration, 500.000 tons annu,all5r, ,in Ki,ombayev, in m,ember countries by ttre Sovjet revisis.
bhat, throuEh this

rabion, ,they

;*-# ;ril

:i:lJ

.

among them. This programme, approved the'southern U'rals; the cell,urlose oombine
at 'the 24th session .of COM,ECON, is ba- in U'st-Ilimski, Siberia; the rn'etallurgical
sed on the Brezhn.evian theory of .0imited cornbine near Kursk, wiith a capacity of
10 to 12 rnil,lion tons of steel yearly; the
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journalists, specialists in economic altairs.

plan,t for tihe enriohment of pfuosphorites;
the. copper enrichme'nt plant, power com-

nist im'periiatrists is.the way of repaying
cr,edi,ts reoeived for the construction of
rcornrnron, industrial unibs on $oviet teritory. According to the agreenrents incltuded in'ttre progra.mne of revisionist in,tegration, the oredits for ttrese units will
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,
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be r.epaid some time after they

have

reached their fulil ,productive capacity and

'abbve. :
' The tend,ency

.

.

ber coutntries. The Soviet Union -has abtoward deepening econo- sorbed ofer two-thirds of this' sum,

with ,products from these units. . Thus, rnic di'ffer.eniiation is also evident in the
Czechoslovak cred.its for tlr.e coastrusLioi rates of increase of the basic funds. In
of the asbestos enriching cornrbine witl be 1970, as against 1950, ttre basic funds of
granted over four years, 1974-1978, w,hil,e the $oviet Uo:ion had iriareased at a
the Soviet r.evisionisls will begin to,repay rate 2.7 to 3 times faster thao those of
them f'rom'the year 1980 and for a period Poland, Czechoslovakia. Hungary and the
three times longer, effecting the repay- CDR.
ment by supplying asbestos. This is also
In every case the Knemlin revicionist

the natr.lre of the *mutual. obligations chieftains have resorted to dictate in

national independence, and to s,ubjugate
for their owo hegernqnistic -and expansionist aims. In the fidal
account, ihey aim'to turn, .these countries
into provi,oqes of thdir social inlperialist
and exploit them

em,pire or into eoonomic,dominioni. To
this end they use bdttr dictate and domagogy, mming up with suoh slogans as the
internaLional divi.siiln of liabour, specia.
lisatlon, coopenation and concentration 6f
pr.oduction, effecbiveness and ptofita'bility

of produoiion on a,n internationai

scale.

Wi'th the progrramme of integration and tlre

projmfs carried out within its framework
in Soviet lerritory,'the n€w ' Kremlin
gzars eeek to convince the other COMECON mernber countries of stich abzurdities as the idea that th€ econooo,ic and
industrial. potential of t}e Soviet Uoion
a,lso guarantees their indtrstrialisation
and economic development.
The Moscow revisioniqt ch,ieftai,ns and
their ideologisbs loud,ly propagate the
thesis that integration witftin the framework of COMECON will make i,f .poseible
for the oountrios o{ this bloc to reach,
in the near future, equal .&evels of ec.onomic development. Reatity shows the
opposite and i,ndicates a Widea,i,ng gBp i(r

thei'r comparative econo,mic development,
in the first place in com,parison wi,tlr bhe
Soviet Union, Tlp foll6wing data show

this: whi'le in 1960 the ehare of the Soviet
Uoior, in tfte indr,lstrirat prod.ucbion of [he1
COMiECON ,countrieS was 69.5 per cent,
by 1970 it tlad reachsd 76 per cent. Duri,ng die same period, the share of the GDn
fetl from 8,7 per cent, to 3.4 ,perr cent,
and that'of'Czeohoslova,kia from 7.5 gt
cent to 4.2 per cent, witlrcu,t menbionitrg
'sdoh cquotii€s as Morgolia, aind Bulgaria,
vahich have much lower levetrs of industrial d6vetropn,ent thon those rneotioned

cont. Besides this, the projects under
construction in the countries of Eastern
Europe, are for the most part s,ubsidiaries
of Soviet trusts. Thus, t,he automobile

plants in Bulgaria a,nd Hungary are at
the m.ercy of the pr.odrrction of the main
spare parts by Soviet plants; the engine-

re. ering ind,ustries of Czechoslovakia, Poland, etc., are dependent on.soviet steel;
the plants of the petrochemical industry,

with other courntries, such as the Germa,n lations with their *al'lies.. They have
Dem.oorltic Republic, Polanrd, Hungary, stopped at nobhing, going as far as diregt
Bulgaria, etc.
political, economic and rni.litary tftreals,
Irr this way the Moscow revisionist when it has been a question of "persuadchieftains dominate their satelllites, dicta- i,ng" and surbj,uguting others. They hold
te to them the fundamental <Iirecbions of both the stiok and lhe carrot, and .are
eoonornic development, and determine the creating an economic integration, the
mgin products they will produce tying stlings of which are hetrd in Modlow.
thom to the Soviet Uniotr. The Moscow Th€ COMECON mem,ber courtries pre
revisignists are thus seeking to enslave completeliy depend,ent on the Soviet methe peoples of the COMECON member tno,polis for raw mate.rials, fuels, machicourntries, to unde'wnine,their freedom and

while Poland has'received onfu 3.3 per

and industry and transport in general, in
the COMECON countries, are dependen,t
on Soviet oil and gas. The Moscow revisionist chieftains can close and open the
oil or gas taps whenevcr they like, when
this is required by the interests of their
political and economic affairs. Events have confirmed this, not to mention di.rect

military

aggressions

.in the territory df

nery, equipment a'nd other imrportant ma- other countries.
terialts. Thus, for example 9d/q of Czech
The productive.com,llexes. and capaci,
im'po,rts of qil, iron ore and non-ferrous ties which iire built in thi framework
meta,ls, 8@/0 of food gr,ains, over 6@,/6 of revisionist in,tegration are destined to
of cotton, and over 6d/o of sulphur and work in the first p0ace for the realisavarious,phosphorites, ar€ of.,6ovi€t origin. tion of Soviet orders, Thus, over fo,ur
It is alear that not onily eco,nomic but fifths of the ships and their eguipment,
a,lso political 'consequences stem from two thirds of the railway wagons, hili
conditions of dependonce. According to t}le transport equipmont and three quSfsodre published dala, from 1980, the coun- ters of thc eguipment for the chemical
tries of Eastern Europe will need about indusiry, without speaking of other pro.
150 million tons of Soviet oil annua,lly ducts and ma.ny mass consumer goods
which Moscow widl supply theni as re- exporteC by the COMECON member counpiay,m€nt for their investment of capibal tries are destined for the Soviet markct.
in the exploitalion of Ehe Siberia,n oi,l Another instrument of n,eocoloniatist
fiolds. ?his ineans that tbese couotries exploitation by the Soviet revisionist immtrst reduce their funds for local invest- periatists is the creation of intersiate orments, @acing funds at the disposal. of ganisations and enterprises. such as .Ag'
th,e Soviet revisioni6t irnperialists, or nomash", ntntermofal,, "In'teratorninStru'
other:ririse they wi,ll exper,ience an .oil ment", ,Interkimik*, etc, These organifanr.in'e". In the present-day situation o,f iations operate 'on Soviet territory, are
the aggravation of tlre power crisis oa managd, like the various COMECON
a wdrld scal,e, this question becomes espe- organs themselves, by Soviet .carlrcs, and
cial\r imporbant.
have subsidia-ries in .the other COMECON
Certainly the Soviet revisionist imperia- countries. Consequently, they are usecl as
lists cannot openly state that their a source of protits for Soviet monopoly
.rprog{'am,me' of integration should en- ;apital.
visage investments a,nd credits for the
Bevisionist intcgration within the fre'
Soviet [Jinion alone. T,]rerefore, they have mework of COMECON crea,tes other great
also atrlowed some joint projec\ in 5ther advantages for the Soviet sccial imperiaCOMECON m.ember 'countries. , But the lists. Thc drawing of long-terrn credits
proportion of thcse investments in the in the folm of. capital i,nvestments.from
total prog'ramme of inlegration i,$ insig- the satetlite coutries cnables the Moscow
nificant.'These investments, in the final chieftains to cr.eate a rsurplus, of capia(tol.l'nt, are intended to futrfil in thb tali wich they can thEn invest elsewhere in
firs,t place the needs of the Soviet eco- the interest of their capitalist business, as
nomy, and increase the egonornic and po- in India, the Middle East, and some counlitical dependence of the COMECON tlies of Latin America and Africa. Herg,
mem'ber coutries on Mos€ow.. Consider we see the sanre method and practicc usctl
the folrlowing example, The COMECON by the capiLalist countries concerning thc
Investment Bank over the last two years tuse of their surplus ca.pital, which they
has grantod about 900 mi'.llion convertible invest in .other countries in the fot'm of
rubles in the form of credits ,*o tn. loan capital and functioning capitat.
construction of 26 projects .in sir rnemThrorigh such a practice they extend

,

\

'
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variours legions of ,the measufes in the fialrd of currency and the
wortrd, posing,as *philanthropirsts.. and imposi'tion of the r'ubl€ as a comrno{n con.allies,. With their socal,led aid, the Soviet ver,tible currency. Their aim is the crea-

their expansion to

r€visionisLs have penctrated

into

many

urtderdeveloped countries, occupying the
key positions of the economy. Under this
guise, they aim to transform these coun-

tion of a moriebary and payment $y.stem in
whi,ch ttr,e national currencies, representing various units of valu,e which have
been historically established and definite

tries into soul'ces of supply for raw ma- ties in the nationa'l and irnter'national
terials and cheap agricu,lrtural and lives- framework, should bc dependent on the
tock products, a,nd i,nto mankets for the 'conv,ertible ruble". At the same time this
cxport of their oapital and for the sale constitutes anothcr transaction fqr the

of their commodities and _ stockpiles of economic exploitation of other countries
arms. Thus, i{r India .alon6, the Soviet' through the finingial meoh,anism and it
social imperialists, agcolding to datl wil} be a 'kind of ransom which ttrese
from'their own pregs,. control over, three- countries wil,l h€. cornpel'lgd to pay to the

qu4iters of the engineering indus.try, Soviet . imperialitt bou,rgeoisie.
To achieve, .these aims the investmen.t
over one third of the. oil refirriag
industry, over one thirrd of the iron and bank and the bank for. economic col,las,tee,tr indus,lry, about two lhirdis of the boration have been crea,ted within the
electrical equipment industry,

and

one

fif,th of the ,pgwer industry. With the units
under construction being linanced by the
Moscow revisionists, the scale of Sovic! expansion in India will grow still morc.
At the same time, through socalled aid
for the underdeveloped countries the Soviet Union plunders inoreasingly larger
quantilier of raw materie,ls fr.orn these
crou,ntries. As slated .in an ar,ticle published in the new.spaper "Pnarr'dr' b-y the
ch-air.ma,n of the Soviet oomnri,ssion. for
eco.nomric relation,s

with other

counrtries,

S. Skachkov, the Sovi.et Union sccures ve.

fy

im,portant products such

as

mineral

conce.ntrates, nont€r'rgus metals, oil, natural gas, long-fiber cottsn, natr.r,ral nu,bber, vegeta,bl'e oils, ootton texti:l€s, rice,

etc. According to statistics,

to

from

1960

1971 the Soviet Union has seizred from

thc underdevclope.d countrics 1.7 billion
dollars worth of rubber and 1"6 bi.l'lion
dollars worth of cotton, at low"'priqcs.
From 1973 to 1980 the Middle East countries will repay their trade debts dnd ob.
[igations to ttr,c Soviet Union, througrh the
supply of oil at a price 20 pei cent 'lowcr
than the.price on the i.dteDrationaf market. Iraniail new.spapers h'ave point.ed out,
that the price the Soviet Un,ion peys Iran
for natugal gas is a qtartcr of the pricc at which thc Soviet Union sells its gas

to the Eu.ropean coun,tri.e{i

'By such methods the Sovict revisionist
imperialists are tying with the US imperialists to oocupy ,free" mankcts, in
which to invest their capital, sell their
cornmodities and plun'der raw materials
frrom. theqe countries at low prices. In
this race, the two su,perpowers effect the
economicldivision and redivision of the

world bctween

th,em.

framework

of

''

.t'

COMECON. Th,e financial

of these banking institutions is
controlled and manipulated by the Soviet
capital

revisipnists. It has.been luilt u,p according
@ monopoly .criteria and the profi,t5 are
dis,tribu,ted on the same criterlia, according to the percentagc of paid up shares.

of

'

'

-
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revrisioniist economic integration,

.or

that the measur€s envisaged by this socalled ,comptrex progfamme are delaycd'
At the 27th COMECON sessi,on Kosygin

admitted that tihe tasks for integra,tio'n
established at the pr,ovious session were
n,ot being fulfilled and.lrc calded on every
country to have,greater confidence in the
comglex integrati.on programrne, at the
sarme ti,m,e, lrc proposed increasing the

Level and competenoes of the COMECON
organs to iulfi"l these tasks. He a,lso threa.:
tan,ed lxis hea'reri that the failurle.io ioorAii"L *r. plans, and lack of co,l'lauoration
o,1 the- pait of any one state with the

bther sthtes hinders the piocesq of integ*iion. Frdm a diciatorial , position, Kg-

Bygin

raennan:Oea

ttrr"t 'the

co{r,ing

COMECON s,essioq shou.ld discuss i'n deta.il

the tasks and the com'plex programme of
'i,ntegiation, and bear respon,sibilrity for
'ttailure

to realize them. This

representa-

tive of the Sovi'et ,irnperialist bourgeoisie

went to the exterd of arbitrarily d"."ndinq that. the problem of integration be
an object of examinaLion at the fut'une
In the inyestment bank, Soviet financial congresses of the revisiqrist.parties.
It follows from the whole contelt of
cap-ital accounts for 40 per .cent of the'
entire constibuent fun'd. Hungarian finan- these by no means accidental admissions
cial capital 8.3 per cent, Polish - 72.7 per of the Soviet Prime Minister tha,t, in spicant and Czech - 7,2.9 per cent, Mongolia te of the pressure,exerted on the depenhas a symboJic guoLa of 0.4 per oent. It is dent countries, the programme and meaunderstandable that the main profits re- surgs for integralion are not proceeding
gulting from the operations of this bank 'in l,ine wi'th the wishes of the Krernlin
and its credit and. financing pol,icy are in bosses; and he also expresses the n,ervousDess that has gripped the Soviet revisiofavour of thc Soviet im,pe.rialists. nist circles as a result of this siiuatisn.
2.
The pJoces:: of revrisionis.t integration is They want the ,course of econonic intcaot a piocesg which develops cal'mly, al- gration, acoel'erated'in conformity with
though the authors,ot.l,ntr. prograrrinre their immediate and long-term neocolofrumpef it as,a "success, of *true* i,nter- nrialist oblectivps. .
national econornic collaboration. On the The opgn or concealed opposition to
.

contrary, i't develops ttrrou'gh deep, fierce the application .of the oornplex programme
an.bag,onistic contradictions, overt and of revi,sionist integra'tion is ind,icated by
@vert, a,nd as an arbitrary process which the statements of the Czechosiovak colla'
is carried' out with as much violence as borationiits who, some time ago, in hheir
demagogy, contrary ,to the will, the desires newspapers "Tribuna", declared: 'We arc
and vital'interests of t'he working masses' opposod to the nali'ona,1i$tic tendencies
of each ot[er member country of this b]oc. whlch are apparent in the absolutizabion
The obj,ectives of Sovi,et revisionist im: of the pri,nciples of independellsgi. The
perialisms, and its' effedts tb pr6,serwe its complaints of the Soviet revisionist pt'ess
hegemony ov-er its saJ,ellites and to exploit are also. si$n'ifioant. So,me tinr,e ago tle
oth,er coutriq,s,.,aro,use .diiscootent 4o'd ob-

jections on the part of other countries. It
is well'lsnown that contradictions in the
polirtical an'd military fields harre erupted
in the revisionist fdltd. Also acute are the
econoroic contraditotions, which often lead
!o public gxplgsgions of discontent and

i

Me.zhdunarodnij,e Ostnasheiija" wrote:
,Some of the COMECON member countries ar.e not muih predisposed to give' qp

their industrial prod,ucti'bn. They ,proceed
from various rea6ons, tlle principal one
being tlrcir i,ncl,inati,on to$lrrds the in'

COIvTSCON,

dustrialization of their.countlies, and the
moderniza,tion of the structu,re of induStry.
The contsdi'Ctions seething within various COMECON member- countries and
pariicularly in their retrati,ons with . the

vari'ous measures

Soviet sooial imperiatrists, ape elpressed

to open counter-actions

concerning the

objectives o'f the ,progra.mme of revisionist

An important place in the framework
of the efforts of the Soviei revisionist

inbegra,tion.
It is no acci'dent that therc is discussion,

i.mperialists for ihe €conom,ic integration
of the COMECON qountries, is held by

of the programme and

at

Sovidt review "Milavaja Ekonom;ika

session afte,r session'of
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trhe dsnands for equal i,nd,r.r,strial developnent, for the ,presmvation of natio-

nal

independence

and for collaboration

on a bi,lateral and not a multi.l,ateral baeis. At COMECON-sessions and at other
meetings of its organs, the debegations of
Bulgari6, tltrngatlr apd rPolahd have asked
tfiat integ'ration in the field of the pro-

oroased by 45 per cent sinrce 7971, al a
time when the increase .in goods imported
from the COMECON countries wa,s'11 per

cent. T[te'GDR has trcttea its trade with
West Germany while Hungarian imports
drom W€et Germhny.have reaohed the

sum of 800 million Ma,rks. In this
way, as comrade Enver :Hoxha has

duolion of equipmeurt and m,aclinery sAid, "AntlMafxist'c'ooperation within
should not be one-sided, but should also COMECON is associated with double cainglude other countries. There is a grow- piltalist enslavemen't, as alil the members

ing contradiction between mernber coun- of the revisionist ,COMECON, with rrlre
tries with a developed industry, wh,tch Sovidt olres at the iload, ,separately,
want to export maqlrinery and equipment,

and tlre countries wi,th libd€

degeloped

through cnedits and 'cooperatio,n, have
pr into the clutphes

ctirne u,nder ttre voke

iadugtry, wich want to export not only of US and other monopoly capiltal,.
raw materials amd ag,ricutlturral ,articles,
Of course bhe Moscow revisionists do
but also raachtnery and qui,pment; Ttle' not like.dheir ,alliesn to aot separatelv
rrevrisionist in'tegration measures d'estine a.'td without their p4triarrchal bles'sing.
the underdeveloped countr,ies to *vegetate, They rvran,t everythiniT to be done uoder
witlritr the economic structu# whioh (hey their control and not to go so far as to
hqrrc i,nherited; while the i,ndustrially de- a,ff:ot threir position of hegemooy an,l
veloped countries, such as Czechoslovakia, their neooolonriali,st interests. For 'this
ainirg to increase their iadustrialisahion, prirpose, while intensifying their eftorts
seelt to avoid co,tltributing to tjhe indus- to deepen the inter-revisionist econotrialization of the less developed countries. mic integration, they have launched
Contradidtions a'nd disturbances hhve the idea of and hirve undertaker: concrete
'
emerged, and are growirlg dai)y in con- steps for the establishment of close col.neEtion with the ensuriance of raw mate- laboration between COMECON and the
rials and fuelb in sufficien,t guantities and capitalist econorric grorrfirgs advancing
of the proper quality. The econornies of towands eoonomic and poli'tical conver-

Bulgeriad exports to the Soviet' qnj$l
tdached tfie figure of 1115 billitin'lCvas
(foreig,n exchange currency), including
1.4 billiou: levac worth of agricutrturat

,prduats, and 4 bill,ion levas worth of
food pro,&rds, wioh representd 47 pet
cent of that country's exports to the Soviet

In the years since then, the pro.
pontion of these .products. i,n Bulgarian
exports has increased further, , while
their price is betow the level of the
world market. lvan lvanov, Bu$aria's
vice-Minister of Foreign Tradc, in an afticle published in the review .Commerte
exttirieur,, (no 7, 1973) states that foreign
trade prices established_many years ago,
U,nion.

req.uire

an examina,tion, with a view

gua rranteei

to

ng reciprocal prof its. According'

for the de
of agricultural producis for
export is 6-9 times higher than that
needed for the develbpment of the productioo of machinery' for cxport, while
the level of profit from the ex,port of
bo him, the capital needed

velopmenrt

nrachines is comparitively vcry high.
The unjust and non-eguival€nt ratio of
prices in the econom.ic a,nd trade relations
arnong the COMECON members . is also
.opposed by other ccuntries. Non:equivalent
exchange, as a consequence of the mono-

poly prices imposed by the Soviet rev!
'sionists, is a supplem,entary source of . ca-

the COMECON member countries are de- genci wi,th thO capi,talist system.
pendent on Sovist taw materiarls and
It is in thi,s fnamework that we should pitalist profits on their part.' -*
fuelb. 8ut at prese,nt rnany difficutrties ha- eva,luate the concrete efforts to open the
.l
ve .arisen i,n securirng. them. T'he Ssviet doors of COMECON to other countries,
Realirty convi'nci'ngly sfiows th6t
Union, within the framework of the deepe- irrespective of their social, economic and COMECON has degenerated into an e@-

ning revlsionist-im

is

perial,i

s

t

collabora tio n,

contin,ually i,nereasi'ng the supply of
rtaw materials, na.tural gas oil and mineru'ls, to the capitalist markets, thus opposing the Arab oil embargo and"impairing
the supply of such materia.li to its satellites. The Soviet Union suppli€s the wes,
td:n countrl€s rwitl over 45 million tons
of oil and by.produots, or about 50 per
'cent of tlle total amount of ttrese protlucts which it exports.
T,his .situatiron has begun to disturb

political order.

nonrric orga,n'isation

of the intensta.te

ca-

acube contiadicti'on among tlr'e pitalist type, which is manipulated and
COMECON member countries is that dominated by the Moscow revisionists
caused by unequa,l exchangres as a resul,t and which is going further ind further
of the ,prioe policy i,n bhe. ,intor€st of on this road. This is a logiel resu,lt cf
the Soviet metropolis. These countries cx- the departure from the road of the s6press theit discontent over the higher cialist revolution and from t*re $€cepts
irnter'n'ational prices the Mosclw rcviaio- of Marxism-Leninism; it is a resul,t of
nists apply to trade exchanges and other embraci,ng the c4pib,list road,'w,ith all
economi.c relations, with them, A Hun- its negative.politioal econornic ahd sociat

An

garian economic review, criticizing the
price system within COMECON, has poinCzechoslbvakia, Polarnd and other ted ou,t that prices applied i,n foreign
COMECON member countries, which are tradie liave no organic 'oo'n,neetion with
turning to other markets to fulfil thcir local prices: they are in some cases even
needs for oil ' and raw materials. In higher than the prices of the capitalist
1973, Czeclroslormtsia ,impor.ted 3 million rnar.ket and, at the sarne time, differ in
tons of oil from the Arab coutries in order the trade among th€ COMECON mernber

consequences.

lhe Party of Labour of Albania long
ago exposed the counterrevolutionary and
neocolon.ialist charaoter.. of reviiionist integrartion

within the fta,mewortk

of

COMECON, as well as the relations
developing in its'fold, which serve greatRussian heg.emonism. Trtr,ly f.raternal and

to conlpensate for Soviet reducbions.
&rirlateral aotions are anotier expresiion of the deep contradictions cofroding
the COMECON economic bloc. The revi
sionist countries, acting separetely, are
q$ick to extend their exchange and ecoroaic r€lations with the western countries,

countries.

imports from w.estern Countries have in-

exports. Thus, during the period 7945-1971, .6aster " rate.

internationalist relatiours are'those eriI,t is now known that the Bulga,nian sting among the countries ruled'$y the
'fevisionists are dissatisfied with ihe dictatorrs&ip of the proletarriat, whiclt
high rprices of the raw rnaterials, fuela arre advancing on the rmd of revoltr,tion
and machinery they impot't, and the low and socialist construction, such as the
pricrs of the agricultura! prodrrcts they People's Repirblic of Albania dnd the
export to the COMECON market; these People's Reptrblic of China. Reyiag oa ils
credit relations, the excha,nge of ,patents and low prices which have remained at the own forses and on th€ ioternatiomlist aid
scientific informations, and cultural, 1958 tevel. Agricultum,l and food prrducts of the PR of China, Arlbania is develoscientific and pohHca! relations, Potand's make uip a targe proportio,n of Bulgarria's ,prng i,ts economy steadily, at an ever

l

-
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fluidity .of Manpower in

q OVIET working people have again become wage\J labourels who must scll thcil labour to eke out a
living. ThiS is the dire conscqucr)ces of therall-bound
.restol'ation of capitalism in the Soviet Union by the

soviet' ,fJnion

ing aged," that "the average age of those lvorking in'the
fieicls in some place is 50'r and that "about trvo-thir'ils
of ineppropriate labour in production is assumed by
women."

revisionist rencgade clique. With manpowe{ cn a constant flow the btoad masses of workers and pcasants
Iead a lile withoui security.

'Lqbour Forca Becom$ Commoditf
Prcss rcports describe the Soviet.Union's floating

of Sovict revi-

workels as corning from two categoriis. One categor.y
invoives woiliersi fired at wru ty industrial enterprir;ei,

Under the "new cconomic systear"

sionism, those,in chafge of enterprises can hilc, fire and
punish workers and fix wage scales as thrry please. To
seek huge prolitq, they dismiss or enil-'lcy r,.,ot'kcrs in
large numbers at any timc. Thalefole, wor l:ci's are nct
assured.ol.fixed jobs and many lind them"clves roauiiug

from place to place.
High lFlooting Percentoge
According to figures published by the Soviet magaiine' Plenneit Economy not long ago, floating workets
in the Soviet industrial branches (not incluriing thre
figurcs'of the building inclustly, transport and communications) accounted {or 19.8 pcr cent of the total in
19?2, with 30.7 per ccnt in the food inCustry, 28.7 per
.cent in the meat and,milk processing inclustr;,, 26.3 per
cent in the buildlng-material industly
in the timber industrY.

and,24.2 per cent

Some rcport! stry the percentage lvas even higher

in

oI the woi'kers and functionaries of
the enterprises-in Dushanbe, capital of the Tajik Republic, chengcd placcs of employrncnt in 1972. The
buildin.J anC asscmbly Ccpaltmcnts in the Azerbaijan
Republic hirecl 4? 920 rvoll<cis litst ycar vrhile in the
same period 43,696 prople le(t thcir jobs. Floating
some ar€as: half

workerS mir.ke up one-I,>ut'th of the total in the Georgian
Republic, rvlil-r tire raie rcrici:itrg one-tllird in Tibilis, the
capital, and hall in ihe Abkhaz Autonombus Republic.

?ire Sc',riet magazine Sntena diselosed that the annual .rru:rter of fllnting labouri'r's in the Soviet ntanufacturing anC buri.rtiing industries in the'last ferv years
reached 10 n-.illion. C)n avcrage a Llbcurer wastes 23
days during the flclt pcrioC. This nreans that one
million people tcmain idie, or are o'.tt of work every
year. As a result, the industlial branches alone lost
about 4,000 million rubles in output value in 1972, according

to

Ptanaed, EconomY.

lebour force bscomes a eommodity, a large rural popula6on flocks to the cities. According- to apparently
watercA-down figures recently published by the Soviet
magazine Jourzalist, 16.4 million people in the rural
arcas miglated to the cities during 1959-70, an average
of 1.5 million each year. The outflow of rural population
has become increasingly serious in recent years, the
aurnber reaching 2 million every year.
. : {'rom f960 to 19?1, it is reported .10 per cent of
the tractpr and combine drivers quitted the coliective
Iarms and 20 per cent the state farms annuaillr' Iu ttre
l,ast two years, some 3 million were trained in tl:e Soviet
,Union to operate farm machines, but within a short
time, some 2.5 million of them packed" up. The Soviet
revisionist leading clique admitted that "a serious problem arose owing to the influx of rural pcpulation into
cities," that "able collcctive fat'm mer::bet's ate becorn-

many of whom were saclced on trumped-up chargtis.
Another involves workers whiailegedly "left their posts

voluntarily," According to a survey made in 1973 by
the Soviet Central Board of Statistics of 1,10i incltrstrial '
enterpiises, 83.4 per cent of these workers left their jobs
,because of ,discontent with working corlditions, low
wages and sllortage of living quarters. In other words,
they gavc up their work because they could not put up
with the.oppression anfl exploitation by the bureaucratcapitalists. It was much th'e sam€ reason that goaded
the 1:easan{s into leaving their. land and, homestead to
find work iu the cities or elsewhere, Wbether the dcpal'ture was.-"voluntary" or "involuntary," the fact is
clcar that Soviet workers and peasants have beeh re- duecd to purcly hired labouqers and the labour force in
the Sovict Union has, becorne a €omniodity.
Opposition ,of th€ .workers and peasants to the
Soviet revisionists' oppressibn and exploitation often
takeS the form of strikes, absenteeiSm and go-slorv.
Rcports sny that 66 per cent of all workers in many
units under the Ministry of Agriculture in the Moldavian Republic were absentees at one time or another
in 19?3 and that the absentee rate in Dniepropetrovsk
of the Ukraine reached 20 per'cent or even as much as
Planned, Ecanomg rev6aled that absenteeism and
go-slow accounted for a loss of 59 million work-days
in the soviet industry as a whole in 1972, more than the
combined total loss.of work-days ,by strikes in the
United States and Britain (26 million and 23.9 million
work-days in the two countries respectively).
The enthusiasm for work of the peasants is sttll
lower. The newspaper Zarga Vostoka reported that in
the collective farms in some regions ol Georgia an
average of 30.4 per cent of abl+bodied members as a
rule do trot turn up for collectfue lnboup. The attendance
rate of many farm members it far from meeting the
minimum rcquitements
Big-scale t'loating, absenteeism and go-slow on the
part of the Soviet workers and peasants have dealt a

hcrvy political blow to the Soviet revisionists dnd caused
them very serious economlc losses. Distdrbed by the

situiit,ion,

the Soviet revisionist clique ls futther .

strtrrgthcnin:l i-ls fascist dicta-torlhlp. It has set up "legal
sections" in fiictor:ics.and lnstiiuted so-called "trials by
comrqdes" i:nC "uiscipJin.: c';mmittees" to "try" those

who "violate jai,cr.E disciplinc"; it held up their wage
and bonuses, depr:ived the workerg of their right to welfale,. and even disurissed and expclled them. Where
thele is opplession, holever, there is resistance and
strnggle, The Soviet revisionisi,cligue's high-handed
policy is sure to arouse fiercer resistance .and. sttrrggle
oI the working people in the country.

i.
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APPEND]X III:
Report of a Recent Visit to the USSR
d itor's note : the fot towi n g i s i re port of q me m b e r of th e
Revolutionary tJnion who visited the Soviet lhnion for
three weeks in June, 1974 as part of a detegation of

ooliticaleconomistsfromthe

Uni

s.

When our delegation met with officials or university economists at the various "Friendship
Houses" or elsewhere, we always introduced
ourselves as radical political economists, including communists and Marxist-Leninists and also
other. progressive people united in the work of
making revolutionary change in the U.S. We said
we had come to the Soviet Uniori to .ledrn what
we could about'the economy hnd the society
more generally, to bring back what lessons we
could. NOT ONCE DID ANYONE PICK UP ON
THIS. No one asked, "How's it going?" or "What
problems do you face?" or in any way indicate
interest in; that conception of what we were
about.

On the contrary, we met cynicism. Two
particular examples-stand out. ln Moscow, some
of us had a long dlscussion with Alexander
Bikov, a high level gove;nment economist
specializing in trad€ relations and development
in South Asia. After he'described the Soviet view
of peaceful coexistence and Edst-West trade, he
was asked how the ciisis of imperialism and prospects' for revolutionary movements in the U.S.
entered into the
Soviet picture. He laughed. He
said we were 'being simpl'istic; that the Soviet
Union was "not dealing with'a corpse", and that
it was idle to "speculate" about when revolutionary changes might develop. "Will it be next
- week? ln fifty years? Tell me, when do you think
it will be?" he grinned.
Meeting with members of the Armenian
Academy of Sciences in'Yerevan, the Armenian
capital, the question of impeachment of Nixon
came up, as it did in most discussions. The Soviets said that Nixon wouldl 'not be subce\sfully
'impeached. We laid out a vieiw of the-crisis ot iml
perialism and the con-sequent po.litigal and
ideological crisis which r'equires a restoration of
confid6nce in the Oourgebis state am6ng the
'U.S. people. They said.'it was a "'good :class
analysisl', and added that "the bourgeoisie will
surely win. The bourgeoisie'Wjll surely fool the
American people."
This cynicism was matched by a widespread
I

,,

.

I
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careerism with respect to the Party. We asked
students and others we met why they wanted to
join the Comrnunist Party, and the answer invariably had to do with a desire to "be the director", "be a professor instead of an assistant so
. that I can do the work l'm interested in", be in
positions of power, make more money or travel
'abroad. Party members also said the same thing.
One sociologist openty said that he joined thl
Party because "if you're smart.you know what
way the wind is blowing and you play the game: I
want security when I get older, and being a professor will give me that.'.'
A group of children 12-15 years old was at a
beaih we visited in Kiev. We asked them what
they wanted to do when they grew up, and they
,?ll,:ansWered doctor, engineer,, director, eta. No
qne wanted ,to drive a truck, build housing projegts, or aqything like that. We tearned that
anyone with advanced trainlng, in engineering or
other, fields, is not allowed to be a Broduclion
worker because that would be a "waste" of the
State resources that went ihto the training.
'.

'

1

,
:**

'Everyone complains about the bureaucracy, including Party people, who acknowledge the problem. Stories of bribery and -corruption are regular, but not specific. We heard that Georgia
ind Armenia are particularly well-known ior
shady deals. Land for a privTte dacha (country
home) can evidently be purchased for a 3% bribe
to a local official. Our.delegation had no direct
' 'dealings with the bureaucracy because our tour
guide was the go-between, but we learned thal
we got tickets for the circus which was "sold
'Out"r after a ball point pen and a U.S. political button
were given to the box-off ice clerk, together with the
'money forthe tickets. ln Kiev, I was told that for a
large bribe, nationality on passports can be changed
to something other than Jewish.

Pilfering and approprration of State resources
privatb use came to our dttention as _well.
Late at night, buses 1a'kind not used for regular
public transportation) can be hailed on the street,
and the driver will take you across town'for a rutite (t.34), which he keeps. We were told that
.someone had picked a bed of tulips and sold.the
Ilowers, was arrested and sentenced to five years
167'

,
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in jail. The same person who'told us this was
proud of the stereo he had built for his apartment, using components stolen by himself and
his wife from the electronics enterprises where
they work as engineers. He said that kind 6f
thing is'common. (He played Carole King, Simon
and Garfunkle and Aretha Franklin reco!'ds, as
well as some Russian folk dances and Flussian
rock 'nl roll and 'ibig band" music.)
' Western influence in music is great, even in
Armenia. Young people are very interested in a
. variety of U.S. and British groups-Creedence
C.learwater, Kris Kristofferson, :the 'Beatles and
others. The radio stations play a lot of rock and
pop music, either ,U.S, or'Russian imitations. ln
Yerevan's Lenin Square,
the evening on 'Billy
ioudspeakers play
Joe McAllister Jumped
Off the Tallahatchie Bridge", and in the morning

hideous arrangement of "Hernando's
'a
Hideaway", for organ and 1001 Strings, comes
over the hotel loudspeaker.
ln every city we visited, we were approached
by young people wanting to buy blue jeans,
other clothing or chewing gum. I was offered 12
rubles tor a pair ot jeans, which I later learned
sften sell on thd street for as,much as 70 rubtes.
Occasional offers for currency exchange (two
rubtes for a dollar, and sometiines as high as
four rubles) came along or in connection with interest in blue jeans. Some young Australian tourists
. told me that they had been offered hashish for sale
on four different occasions on.the Nevsky Prospekt,
oneof the main streets of Leningrad. ln Moscow, the
going priee for prostitution is 5 rubles a trick, with
business centered at the posh downtown hoteJs.
Western currency gains special importance in
co.nnection with the so-called ''hard currency
shops." These stores carry Soviet.and imported
goods, pqincipally for tourists, but also for any
Soviet citizen with Western "hard" currency.
Prices are given in rubles, but rubles are not aicepted as currency in these stores. The price is
converted into Whatever currency one has, at official exchange rates. Most of the displayed
goOds are gift-type things, but one can also buy

shoes, clothing, television sets and other appliances and even automobiles.

. 'Although almost all of the goods in these
'Shops are available in regulai Soviet stores, there
is' often a big price advantage, especially on
alcohol and expensive goods. For example, our
guide waq-preparing to buy a car in a hard eurrency shop for 1000 rubles which. costs 5500
ru6les 'to a person without hard currency.
Television sets sell for about 4Ao/o ol the regular
cost. Soviei citilens have legal access to foieign
currency'if ,they work abroad anO are paid in
foreign currency, if money is sent to them by relatives abroad, if they receive royalties from sale
of publications abroad, and possibly in some
other ways. Our guide, for example, worked for
two years in the $oviet embassy in. Washington
qnd brought baek E considerable, amount bf
dQllarq, wl,rich he was allowed to keep as hard

currency'in a special type of bank account.
Before leaving for the USSR, the delegation decided not to change'money except through official
banks and exchanges. Towards the end of the trip, it
came out that several delegates had been exchanging money with oui guide, sometimes at the off icial
rate, somelimes 1:1. Some of us felt that these
transactions should stop, and raised the issue at a
groupmeeting.
'The three CPUSA, members of the dellegation
took the lead in opposing reversal. They made
several interesting arguments. ''Did you come
here to teach morality?" "lt's not a /ot of money"
($10G200). "Those of you who exchariged money
are already guilty sg you better keep quiet." 'The
only time you need ieceipts to get out of the
country is if you have more money leaving -than
you had coming in." "What's the matter, didn't
you ever do anything illegal in the U.S.?" 'lt
wasr.r't illegal because the guide'says.guides are
authorized to change money in emergencies outside of banking hours." ln a narrow vote, it was
decided 'not to make waves."

Everywhere.jn the Soviet Union memory of WW

2 is kept alive, There are monuments, museums,
movies and TV shows (documentary and fictional drama). ln each restored room of the
Summer Palace, there is a photograph of tne
room as it was left by the retreating Nazis. Older
people who foug[t in the war are [rotrd of their
participation and the role of the USSR. A bus

driver in Kiev told me that he had fought ih Brno,
Dresden and Berlin, and an old man some of us
met in a small village on the edge of Moscow
said he fought in the Leningrad Blockade and
took off his shirt to show the scars.
The Soviet,' people certainly have cause for
pride and remembrance. Over 20 million Soviet
people died during the war. When the Western
capitalist powers finally got around to opening a
second front irr Europe in 1944, five out of every
six German divisions wete on the Eastern f ront, and
the invasion wae still very nearly thrown back.
Leningrpd was under siege for 900 days, and
over 500,000 people there died in tfiat period,
mostly 6f starvation. Kipy was 80o/o destroyed, but
resistance was never-ending, as in Stalingrad and
all over the country.
Out of all this, the war is preserved by the
social-imperieitists only to put torth the line that
':war is hell", that only madmen want war (covering over the difference between just and unlust
wars), that war must be avoided at all costs, etc.
All the potitica{ and military 'lessons are gutted
out, and pacifism is u.pheld. This, .of course, .is

necesiary to bolster the revisionist line on
peaceful coexistence, peacef ul" transition to

socialism, and Stalin.
Stalin is not mentioned, even in the most ob-
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vious opportunities. For example, Armenia now
has,an extensive sys-tem of [rrigation and hydroelectric plants along the ,Razdan Fliver, utiiizing
the resources of the large Sevan Lake. Our Armel
nian guide told us that the projects were begun
in 1939 and completed in 195d, but never mentroned Stalin. lnstead, the guide mentioned a
telegram Lenin sent in 1920 to the Central Committee of the.Armenian Party recommending the
development of Lake Sevan for irrigation and
hydro-electric power. Statin's role i; building
socialism and conducting class struggle in the
1920s and 1930s is also never discussed.
' An Armenian historian I spoke to explained
that Stalin is net discussed because "it woul'd be
very disruptive," and that it is now irrelevant to
have the wholb debate, over Stalin because it
doesn't bear on the immediate tasks of building
socialism through the increase in productiv6
forces. He said that on the one hand, the
Chinese are using the question of Stalin to attack
thb iurrent Soviet leadership and divide them
from the development of socialism in the USSR,
and on the other hand the Western powers use
Stalin to generate anti-communism. I asked why
a principled defense of Stalin was not the best
response in this situation, and he repeated th'at it
would. be irrelevant and "very disruptive." He
added that many people in the Soviet Unibn are
more favorable to Stalin than the official line, as
he himself seemed to be. When pushed further
on Stalin, the historian repeated that it would be
disruptive and irrelevant to have the debate,
since tfe 20th Congress documents had already
been discussed, and there was no sense repeating the whole thing now.

The outrageous and d istorted Soviet view of Chin a
cameout in a number of convbrsations and publications. Although it was never laid out f ully all at once,
the main points amount to this: China was doing well
and developing under the guidance of the Soviet
Union until 1960. Then, the Chinese leadership expelled Soviet technicians and embarked on the petty-bourgeois course of selt-reliance. This had its
root in the national chauvinism of China, which
wants to dominate thO world and the socialist camp
in particular. Self-reliance divorced China from aid
frrom the Soviet Union and from "guaranteed
markets" for Chinese goods. in the Soviet Union.
Without Soviet aid and markets, China has staglated economically and is incapable of developing productive forces as the basis of building socialism and
movingtocommunism.
Being cut off fro;n the leal Oasis for socialist
construction (giowing productive forces), the

Chinese have been forced to concoct

"metaphysical solutions" to socialist corfstruction, such as stress on the subjective factor (the
slogan "men are decisive, not machines" is a
prime example. in the revision'ists' view of
Chinese "metaphysics")'and a deepening stress on

self-reliance. To divert the Chinese people from'
the hardships of life, the CPC leadership has embarked on international adventurism, stirring up

trouble oq the Soviet border and meddling in
European Security Conference preparations of
the USSFI.
These "metaphysical approaches" are creating
worsening conditions in China and leading the
Chinese leadership to make wilder and wilder attacks on the USSFI and Marxism-Leninism. These
"left deviations" from Marxism-Leninism stem
from the national chauvinism of the Chinese, and
f rom.the petty-bourgeois peasant base of the
CPC. Flopefully in the future, th-e Chinese will
come to their senses and realiz€ the correct
Marxist-Leninist path, especially after the current

'

leadership dies.

The Soviet revisionists' line on China is drawn
out further in their comparison of the prospects
for lndia and China. A. Bikov, the "expert" on
',
Asia who laughed at our question about revoJutionary developments, in the U.S., declared that
lndia clearly had better chances for development
and progress for its people than China. After explaining that China had cut itself off from Soviet
aid and markets, making it imp.ossible for China
to develop productive capacity, he said that lndia
had chances for progress because it was "open
to American and Soviet influence."
. l was surprised by the openly reactionary
character of this line, having expected more subtlety than an equation of U.S. and Soviet influence as progressive forces in the Third World.
'The Soviet revisionists try to justify their
entire
line with the "theory of productive forces." This
theory says basically that social relations cannot
change until the material basis for these changes
has been laid in the organization and level of
production, and severely downgrbdes the role
social relations play in socialist construction. The
CPSU cinnot totally ig.nore social relations and
their importance as a basis for development bf
productive forces. But they restrict their attention
to the most narrow possible interpretation, saying only that socialist relations of production
already exist in the Soviet Union because there is
no' privtte capital, no privately employed labor,
and therefore no. bourgeoisie. What remains, they
claim, is to takb advantage of the opportunities
ndrv opening up for expanding production. Ih'e
present emphasis is en-tirely on increasing prodUctivity, expanding enterprise profit, and reorganizing
and consolidating (concentrating) productive
capacity to exBand output as rapidly as posslb/e.
They say that it will be possib/e ,to advance the
socialist consciousness of the Soiiet people only
whep material production advances," especially in
the consumer goods industries.
These ideaq came out most cleqrly in a long
discussion we had with one CP member, the only
one we met who seemed to be seriously interested in figuring out how to make socialism and
communism in the Soviet Union. He said that at
the present time, the Soviet people do nol con-
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trOl the social institutions. ThiS, he said, was the
other side of the problem of bureaucracy and
careerism, which he saw as major problems in
Soviet society holding back the developmen,t of
communism and ''Soviet socialist man." To solve
the problem, he said. it is necesgary to improve
the people's living standards and to educate people to Malxism-LEninism so they will learn the
socialist arid communist ideology of cooperation
,andsharing.
ldeological study, he continued, ,becomes
slo$aneering and empty in the absence of
material advances for the people. Moral incentives amount to exhortation, which can be used
effectively for only a limited period of "revolutionary enthusiasm". long since passed in the
Soviet Union. tn the long run, one must return to
the material basis ol progress, production itself.
Material incentives' for workers (bonuses, opportunities for vacations at special resorts, etc.)
should be emphasized, but there is an important
role for moral incentivbs in the form of socialist
emulation.'

'lSocialist emulation" campaigns operate all
the time: ln factories and universities, one sees
pictures of the best workers and students prominently displayed, and it is considered an honor
to be chosen. But even the socialist emulation
boils down to productivity, sincd the "best" students are the ones with thre highest grades in
their: courses. and the "best" workers are the
ones who produce the most or most contribute
to production through innovative ideas about
technique. This is the direct result of the idea
that building socialism amounts to increasing
production, which sets the terms of the "mdral"
as well as the material incentives.
Some of us in the delqgation disagreed with thisi

"strategy" for developing "S-oviet socialist man" by
pointing out that socialism and socialist consciousness develop in struggle against capitalism and
bourgeois consciousness, not in a mechanical development of production plus "education." We said

that

it

would be more useful

to look at ,the

bureaucracy and careerism in the Soviet Union as

reflections of the fact that capitalism has bedn
restored there.
A fundamental law of development and dialectics is that change and progress occur through
the struggle of opposites, and that society develops thrqugh class struggle. This way of looking at the question seemed to mystify the CPSU
member- (it was cerJainly not a problem of
translation or some other purely language pro-

blem), who responded that there was. no
bourgeoisie in the Soviet Union, and therefore
there was no class struggle of ah antagonistic
nature. He agreed that in capitalist countries,
communists-developed in the class struggle, but
that in a socialist country, where there vilas no
privately employed labor and therefore no
bourgeoisie and no material basis for bourgeois

ideology or class struggle, new formg of developing communism had to be discovered.

1ff

When one divorces the building of socialism
from class struggle, many problems arise. Take,
for example, the question of incentives. The problem is traditionally posed as a choice between
material and moral incentives. But this is a misleading way of posing the differences. Socialist
incentives involve the application of class conscrbusness to production and every other problem, whereas bourgeois incentives involve competition and division among people, eaih striving
for individual attention or advancement.
Class consciousness is not a moral question.
Class conscious solutions to production do ad.
vance the needs and'interests of working people,
but the individual grasps the solution not principaljy because of his or her .particular individual
interest, but because of the interest ol the class
as a whole,. through which the individual's interests are best served. lt is certainty a good
thing for ilass conscious activity to guide the development.of society, but tnat doesn't make it a
' moral" question. lt is a question of'scientif ically
and correctly.assessing the needs of the period,
summed up out of the experiences and needs of
the people, preparing a plan or ,program to meet
those needs in a way which will advance the c/ass
consciousness of the peopld so that they
themselves will be more elfective instrurfients ol
socla/lst construction. and then winning people
politically and .ideologically to the plan or program.

Socialism certainly rnvoives the expansion o{
production and the development of productive
forces. But this is the result of revolutionizing the

relations of production through the everdeepening class conscious corttrol of the working class over production (and all other aspects

of society).
The theory of productive forces has led to the
separation of ideology and class consciousness
from the everyday work of production and social
organization. By reserving ideology for the narrowest and most general staiements (socialism is
good, co-operation is good), the actual planning
and carrying out of production in the Soviet
Union is based on pragmatism and the princtples
of efficiency and profit. This is reflected further
in the attitude of many Soviet students thai
political education is a separate subject. rembved
from the practical" methods required for the
solution to the pressing problems of the society'
It has also led to the generally low level of
politicat and ideologicaI awareness.
The political and ideological leadership df the
Soviet Union, the CPSU, through the theoiy of
productive forces, effectively belittles class'consciousness by restricting class antagonism to the
narrowest conception of legal property relations.
This denies the material force of ideas and
bourgeois ideology, denies the great variety of
ways in which capitalist relations can be introduced to contradict socialist relAtions, and denies the richness and generality of class struggle
which is the essence of socialist construction.
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The CPSU agrees (reluctantly) that China is a
socialist country and that lndia is a capitalist
country. But the theory of productive forces
lustifies ihe CPSU position that a capitalist country, lnQia. has greater potential fof progress and
development than a socialist country, China. This
abandonmqnt o{ class struggle and acceptance
of caprtalrsm is further reflected in the CPSU
policies towards lndia, which is to support the
ruling (and ruling class) Congress Party,.while
marntaining the COmmunist Party of lndia (CPl)
as an instrument io sidetrack and even denounce
class struggle. as for example in the recent strike
of railroad workers in lndia, in which over 7000
mi'lrtants were arrestgd

**

*

National chauvinism and racism show u.p in a
number of ways in Soviet society. At a fancy
Georgian restaurant in Moscow, there is a mural
showing a pnnce and a soldier standing on a
palace patio. wrtQ two brawny, shirtless Black
men in the foreground running away. Under the
drm of one of the Black men is a wan, terrified
white woman.
We were told (by CPUSA members in our delegation) that ihis was not racist because it deprcts a story of slaves of one prince kidnaping
the womah from the prince in the mural, and so
the Black men are not going to rape her., but are
only doing their job. Besidds, it is widely known
that such slaves were eumuchs, so the mural
doesn t carry the racist connotations it would in
the U.S. Stili, African men studying in the Soviet
Union are discouraged from dat/tng white Soviet
women, and are sometimes called in for discussion if they do.
.The chauvrnist atiitude toward China is apparent in the assertion that China can't develop

without Soviet aid. lt is also carried in the
culture, as for example rn Yevtushenko's poetry ,
about yellow hordes." This theme is also carried,
into Soviet anti-China propaganda. ln defending
peacef ul coexisience and "detente" against
Chinese criiicism, ihe CPSU says that Ghina
wants anolher world war becausq China kn,ows
that when it is over. China will have 400 million
people left and can take over the world.
An outstanding example of blatant racism was
a cartoon showing on an outdoor movie screen
in downtown Moscow. Loudspeakers on' the
broad sidewalk played the sound-track, which
was on{y music, so the images on the screen
were the entire substance. There were two casts
of characters. One set was white-skinned, had blond
or red hair and small facial features. Th6 other sdt
had'large, bulbous red'noses, bushy hair, thick
features, and red skin shading periodically into
black.

The bulbous-nosed people were total incompetents and buffoons. They couldn't play soccer,
they couldn't cook (on their jungle pot), they
didn't understand about medical care and
freaked out at injections. The other set of characters were there to set the primitives straight and

to do these things. But the
whole thing was a cartoon, dgsigned tO be funny,
and the butt of the jokes and slapstick were the
bushy-haired people. The cartoon ran for 10-15
minutes, and tl;en after a pause of a couple of
minutes was repeated in a 'kind. of continuous
showing for evening shoppers, tourists and
others out for the evening.
Within the Sovigt Union, we had limited conshow them how

tact with minority nationalities, visiting Kiev in
the Ukraine and Yerevan in Armenia. Each of the
fifteen Soviet Flepublics has its own language,
and schools are generally conducted in that
language, witn Ruisian as a voluntary second
language. The everyday language of commerce
and cultural life is the local language, although
Russian is the off icial language everywhere.
Local art and handicraft, dance,.song and music
are preserved in .the schools and in popular

culture.

The language of instruction through the university level is the locat language, but the
language of the most i.mportant and prestigious
Soviet institutes and universities, concentrated in
Moscow and Leningrad, is Flussian. Admission to
these institutions is done according to competitive examination, which must be taken in
Flussian. While visiting Moscow University, we
had a special guide who spoke no English, and
so our regular guide translated our questions
and her answers. When we as.ked about the proportion of students enrolled from minority nationalities, our regular guide told us that was too
tedhnical a guestion, and ref used even to
translate it.

During Stalid's time, there was a policy of
favoring poorer regions and republics, r4ghere
there was a large concentration of minority nationalities, with compensatory investment funds
to aid in national development and diversify ,the
economic base of the country as a whole. We did
not get a clear sense of current policy in this regard on our tour, and got no new data on investment trends by region or republic. But two
articles in a recent issue of S/avic Review (Yol.
31, No. 3, September 1973) give some information.

David Hooson writes that "The doctrine of
equalization of economic development retains
much of the ideological appeal of fifty years ago,
but is beinE applied largely to the outlying parts
of the Flussian Republic (Siberia) rather than to
other peripheral republics." (p.553)
ln "Some Aspects of Regional Development in
Soviet Central Asip", Ann Sheehy reports that
"the development gap between the Central Asian,
and also Azerbaijan and Kazakh, republics and
the rest of the country expressed in national income produced per capita, lncreased throughout
the decade" of the 1960s, reversing the historieal
trend towards equalization. She says that in 1965,
per capita income in the Central Asian republics
was 627o of the all-union average. These reversals are occurring despite planned targets of
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more equalization.

,SheehY relies on Soviet newspapers and
jour.nals, to document increasing f rictions
between the people of the minority republics and
Russia i.tself. ln the 1960s, Uzbeks challenged the
rapacious Russian use of Uzbek natural gas, and
insisted on retaining more for local development,
Disputes over training of technical workers h.ave,
increased as "the development of industry uhas
outstripped the training of local workers" in recent years. When a'factory is set up in a minority
republic, Flussian workers are imported to take
the skilled and even unskilled jobs. Sheehy provides the following data on the influx of Flussian
population in selected areas of 'economic de:
velopment:
1959-1970

Ar,ea

tion of Marxism-Leninism which denies class antagonism and class struggle, has in recent years
become official doctrine, in line with the recent
restoration of capitalist relations of production rn
the Soviet Union.
The Soviet revisionists, of course, hotly deny
that the Soviet'Union is a capitalist country, and
many people don't see how it is possible that the
first socialist country could now be capitalist.
The Soviet Union is capitalist because the class
.that produces things in the Soviet Union does
not control what it pr:oduces, does not control
how it will produce, and does not control how
the product should be distributed. lnstead, this
control is effectively in the hands of state planners and managers in factories and farms, aided

by technical experts and the trade

BukharaOblast
60,000
(naturalgas, gold).
Kzy!-Orda Oblast
42,000
(Tiuratum Space Comptex)
GurievOblast
77,000
(oil)
Russian population i ncrea se
in entire country

o/o

union

leadership.
We are used

lncrease in Russian Population
in Selected Areas
lncrease in
Russian Population

i4i

lncrease
124
83

128
13

to thinking of capitalism in terms.
of individual capitalists, competing to one degree
or another and each owning individual means of
production. ln the Soviet Union, there are examples of individual private entrepreneurs, as._reported in a riumber of quotes from Pravda given
in the pamphlet "Khrushehev's Phoney Corhmunism", published by the Foreign Languages
Press in Peking. But this form of capitalism is
not the chief feature of modern Soviet capitalism,
because capitalism was recently restored after
the means of prroduction had already basically
been completely centralized under socialist state

control. ln these particular historical

.circumstances, bourgeois rule takes the form of
state capitalism.

The factories are run in the Flussian language,
which greatly limits the number of local workers
who can get jobs in them. ''At the 1970 census
only,some 15-2O"/" of Uzbeks, Tadzhiks,
Turkmens, and Kirghiz claimed to have a good
command of the language." (p. 561) Local people
do not want to move out of the countryside lnto
"Flussianized" towns and factories.
,Why does the CPSU raise

the bourgeois theory
productive forces to a principle in their
polemics against China's socialism? Why does
the Soviet Union propagate national chauvinism

of

and racism?
These wrong and bourgeois ideas are reflections of the essentially capitalist nature of present Soviet society. Bourgebis ideas also exist in
socialist countries, preserved by those who want
to " restore capitalism and defeat the working
class: ln socialist China today, the class struggle
against bourgeois ideas and methods of organization eontinues under the leadership of the
Gtlinese Communist .Party, which expects the
struggle to continue for many decades.
But'while bourgeois ideas have existed in the
$o.viet ,Union throug[out its'history, the situation
today is qualitatively different from the per:iod of
sociaHsm in the USSR. Today, bourgeois ideas
are official policy, and open struggle, against
them 16 not allor,rled. .Flevisionism, the interpreta-

The planning apparatus still exists, and some

of the decentralization tried under Khrushchev
has recently been reversed. But in our dis-

cussions with enterprise managers, two important features of- the planning process came out.
FirSi, all plans orfginate at the enterprise level,
and are then submitted to higher authorities fqr
review. ln no case were we told of an example
where higher authorities altered the submitted
plan in any importan! respect..
Secondly, enterprises are allowed to keep onethird of their after-tax profits for reinvestment
outsidie the plan; i.e., managers are free'to invest
profits in expanding capacity or buying .up other

plants

in the

same branch

of

industry (con-

glomerates are not allowed) in any way that
seems fnost profitable. Any productive capacity
built or acquired then comes under the plan for pro'
duction, but these plans again originate with the enterprise, So even with the planning apparhtus inherited from socialism, some essential ,features of
capitalism have emerged as part of the process of
expanding capital.

Within the Soviet Union, there are a number of
social conditions which are well advanced over
the U.S. and many other capitalist countries.
Housing is relatively cheap, costing less than
1A/" of the minimum wage for a new apartment.
Mass transit is in general very good within cities,
although inter-urban travel is more backward.
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The cities are clean, and mgdical care is free and
generally available. Supporters of the Soviet
Union often point to these accomplishments as
proof of the existence of socialisr4.
There are twe problems with this. First, much
of the transportation, housing, and medical programs were established While the USSR was stilt,
a socialist country, and their continued existence
is a reflectlon of that history anO ndt necessarily
a result, of current initiative, Secondly, and more
ilnportant, the conditions ,of housing, etc., are
not the decisive characteristic of socialism. Many
capitalist countries have good subway systems
(France, England, Canada), and a number have
well developed social welfare programs to sub-

sidize housing, medical care, etc. Socialism is
distinct from capitalism on the basis of ,production relations, whether or not the working class
controls production and all aspects of society,
exercising dictatorship over the remnants of exploiting classes and waging relentless class
struggle against them.
On this ground, the Soviet Union fails the test.
Enterprise managers can hire and ,fire labor in
response to profit requirements at their own discretion. There are "joint production conferences"
in which labor and management representatives
sit down to determine the method of plan implementation, but it is indicative of the power relations that we never were allowed to talk with
workers in any factory. lnstead, we always met
with the enterprise director and a trade union off

icial.

The director was always in charge of the meeting, answer:ed almost all of the questions, and
set the tone of the interview. ln our contacts with
workers on the'street and informally, we askdd
what role ordinary workers had in formulating

plans and building socialism. We heard a variety

of answers, but they all boiled down to what one
transport mechanic-said in Kiev:. "|t's very simple.
The workers work.'l The work force is told what
the production targets are by the management,,
and encouraged to accomplish the goal by the
management and the trade union officials.

The rise of modern Soviet state capitalism is
very different from the history of other capitalist
cbuntries. lt has emerged with highly developed
and centralized productive capacity and the need for
markets and raw matdrials on a large scale. Because
the USSR was the first socialist country, it also had
close economic, political and military ties with a
number.of countries in East Europe and the Third
World, and enjoyed great prestige'among progressive'people all over the world. When socialism
was reversed and capitalism restored, these ties and
prestige,were the basis for extensive foreign interventions which amount to a very powerf.ul imperialism.

Like any imperiatist power, the USSFI seeks to
integrate the political and economic life of other
coritri". around its own needs, placing itself dt
the hub of an inteinational network of markets,

treaties, and , trade agreements., lt seeks
hegemony in its own 'Sphere of influence",
treats its "allies" as secondary and dependent
states, and tries to expand its "sphere of inf luence" at the expense of othqr imperialist
powers, especially the U.S.

But Soviet imperialism is conducted under the'
guise of socialist ideology, with talk of international solidarity and the responsibilities of one
socialist country to the peoples of other countries. Soviet imperialism is socialrst in word6, but
it is capitalist and imperialist in essence, which is
why it is called "social-imperialism."
The particulars of Soviet social-imperialism are
varied and rbquire more detailed study, although
information gained on the trip confirmed and
somewhat" elaborated the general outline
of Soviet control. lt is clear, for example, that
the countries of East Europe, the COMECON and'
Warsaw Pact countries, are linked in a subordinate
'way fo the hub of the Soviet economy under the
cover-up slogan "international socialist division of
labor."
The Soviet Union seeks to integrate the plans
of the East European economres into i.ts own import and export requirements. The manufacture
of buses and other transportation equipment in
Hungary, for example, is directly ti,ed to Soviet
needs and markets, and changes in those needs
have been reflected in a redirection of Hungary's
output. This was "explained" to us in the Soviet
Union with the view that it would be senseless,
after all, for the Hungarians to produce things for
u*hich there was no market.
When Czechoslovakia sought to expand its
'trade relations with West Europe and the U.S. in
1967 and 1968, in an attempt to diversify its international contacts and become less dependent
upon the Soviet Union, the country was openly
invaded and militarily suppressed. At, the time,
the USSR did not try to hide its displeasure at
the proposed reduction in trade and economic

integration between the USSFI and
this attitude was repeated
again in discussions with trade off icials and

Czechoslovakia, and

economists on the trip. At the same time, the Soviet
Union seeks for itself much greater trade' ties and

marketswiththeWest.
The method of providing "foreign aid;' to underdeveloped countries is again indicative of
social-imperialism. ln lndia, for example, the Soviet Union enters into contracts with the lndian
governi'nent to aid in constructing productive
facilities. ln negotiating the contracts, the Soviet
Union agrees to supply from its own production
a certain amount of materials needed for con'
struction in lndia. ln return, lndia will repay the
loan (with interest) by shipping to the Sdviet
Union a part of the output of the new facility,
together with shipments of traditional lndian products. The prices at which these rnaterial goods
are valued are sometimes world prices,
sometimes prices specially negotiated in the contract.

7':
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For example,, if the Soviet Union aids in the
construction ol a cement factory, it will ship to
' lndla some steel and other goods used in building the factory, and in return lndia will ship ce, ment to the Soviet Union. ln negotiating the con'tracts and deciding what kinds of projects to
support, the Soviet officials pay attention to the
export requirements of Soviet production, and
also to the import needs anticipated for future

inances those projects 'in underdeveloped countries which "fitl' into the Soviet economy. Soviet officials quickly add that
thesei projects also material'ly aid the underdeveloped country by providing jobs and a
r,nore advanced level of productive forces, a view
remarkably similar to what Gulf Oil Co. says

growth. lt

f

about its operations in Angola.
Many people concede that the Soviet Union
has raised revisionism to a principle, but still see
the USSR as a progressive anti-imperialist force
in the world because it "aids" Cuba and provides
arms to certain Third World national liberation
siruggles. The Soviet Union provided no aid at all
to the Cuban war against Batista,,and struck up
relations with Castro only after the U.S. imposed
an embargo r€rod bconomic boycott. These relations quickly resulted in the positioning of
military bases and Soviet-controlled missiles in.
Cuba in 1962, and in an economic dependence
of Cuba on the USSR. Cuba' remains today a
basically one-crop economy (sugar), which the
USSR buys up in exchange for political and
ideological support from Castro and the possibility of extendirlg its influence throughout Latin
America. The Soviet'Union may not need all the
sugar it btiys frbm Cuba, but it certainly needs
Castro's voice in defense of social-imperialism at
international conferences of Third World coun-tries, such as the recent meeting in Algiers.
We know from our experience with U.S. imperialism that foreign relations and economic ties
are complex and often cannot be analyzed in
strict dollar terms for: any particular country. U.S.
involvement'in Vietnam had more to.do with
global strategies for contairfing national liberation movements and China than it had to do with
particular resources available in Vietnam. Socialimperialism also has a broad strategy, that of
l'pieacef ul transition", "peacef ul coexistence",

"peaceful competition", and "international
division of labor." All of these things gut class
struggle out of national and international affairs,
deny the "relevance" of revolution, and seek to
plqce co,untries throughout the world at the disposal of the USSR.
, The Soviet Union provides arms to some national liberation movements, once those revolutionary sfrugg/es are well ur,der*ry and can no
lopger be ignored by a country.claiming to be
socialist. Br,tt the arms are so/d, not given, and
wherever possible the USSR uses its political in-.
fluence to mute the struggle. This ban be seen in
itsipo!icies of peaceful transition in Chile, and its
program for'negotiation with Portuqal in Mozam-
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bi(ue and Angola, combined with the strikebreaking actiyity of the Communist Party in
The social-imperialism of the USSR comes into
conflict with the imperialism of the U.S. and
other monopoly capitalist countries. The search
for markets, raw.materials and potitical control;
the extension of'soviet spheres of influence-is
colliding with U.S. interests in Abia, Europe, the
Middle East, Af ri-ca and Latin America. This
rivalry is not at all about the independence of
other countries, but concerns which big power will
have supremacy i n the world.

When the U.S. replaced England as the m5lor
power in lran or Egypt, the change did not $ive
those countries independence. Soyiet attempts.to
replace the U.S. as the major power in lndia
hold no promise of independence for lndia. For
the lndian people, the USSFI does not represent
a path to national liberation, even though Soviet
activity there does weaken U.S. and British im.perialisrn. Only the lndian people, organized and
'united around the lndian working class and consciously opposed to all imperialism, can win independence and build'socialism, relying first and
foremost on themselves.
The Soviet Union holds out'the hope for peace.
ln a pamphlet entitled "Why We. Need Disarmament" (by lgor,Glagalev, Novosti Press, 1973), the
backward notion that '.the danger of war remains
since the imperialist powers persist in their arms
drive" (p. 54) is advahced to support the idea that
peace can come through disarmament. lf o,nly we
can get the imperialists.to give up their Weapons,
then there will be no war. Wonderful. We are'
that "A number of measures to timit arms ano
bring about disarmament have been taken by some
countries since the 24th CPSU Congress. This
shows that the forces of peace are stronger than
those of war and aggression. " (p. 52)

For all this talk, the Soviet military budget, and
that of the U.S. and other imperialist countries,,
continues to grow each year. And this must be,
because military power and wars arise out of imperialist rivalries for markets and political
hegemony, not out bf the evil minds of some
munitions makers and legislators- who can be
outvoteQ by an aroused people. Stalin said, "To
eliminate the inevitability of war, it is necbssary
to abolish imperialism." But of course Stalin is
qut of favor now, and this quote and the class
stand it represents do not appear any lo4ger in
the official.line of the CPSU.
The danger of world war is in fact increasing,,
not decreasing. The rivalries among imperialists,
especially between the U.S. and USSR, are grow-.
lng deeper, Whether in the Middle East, in the
Mediterranean, lndia / Pakistan, or Latin America,
these two superpowers are involved behind the
scenes in military adventures, coups, and all-out
war. These conflicts in turn come from the diff iculties and near-panic of U.S. imperialism,
challenged everywhere by rising national move-
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ments, increased competition from Europe and
Japan, and. also from the recent appearance of
the Soviet Union as a major imperialist power
hungry for markets and hegemony of its own.
WW 1 and WW 2 grew out of similar condi$oth
".'{ions
of rapid rea}ignment and attempts by newly
emerging imperialist powers (especially Germany)
for world power.
One of the most important lessons of Marxism
is that capitalism operates according to laws
which function independently of people's wills.
We find our freedom and make progress within
the bounds of lhese laws of social development,
not by making up fantasies and trying to realize
them. No amount of resolutions for peace can
change the basis of imperialist wars, or remove
the reality of cUrrent growing rivalries among imperialist powers, especially between the U.S. and
USSR. As the Chinese point out, either revolution
will prevent world war, or world war will give rise
to revolution.
Within the. Soviet Union itself , the situation is
extremely difficult for the working class and its
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allies. lnternal control over media, political organization, trade unions, etc.. is very great, and
opposition is a difficult task. As visitors, we didn't
get a'ny direct sense of organized- opposition,
although in some cases there was indication that
people opposed eurrent policies. The writings of
Marx and Lenin (but not Mao) are freely available, and many older people remember socialism
first hand. These conditions provide the basis of
progress against capitalism.-But Marx and Lenin
arer claimed by the Soviet capitalists and turned
around to justify capitalist restoration, national
chauvinism, eto.
The difficulty this poses for communist forces
is reflected in an exchange some of us had with
an older bus driver in kiev, who pretty much
summed up the whole impression we got in the
USSR. He was telling us proudly about how he
fought to defeat the iascists in WW 2, naming all
the major battles he was in. We asked him if he.
was a communist, a mqmber of the CPSU. He
roared with laughter and said, "Nol l'm not a
communist. I'm a worker!"
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ON THE REPORT OF THE CENTRAL 'COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST
PARTY OF THE SOVTET UNION DELIVERED BY COMRADE KHRUSHCHEV TO
THE TWENT]ETH PARTY CONGRESS
I
The following report was given by a trade union
indication of the revisionist takeover of the Ceitrat
sec'tiontrorganizer of the Communist party, |JSA in
Commiftee of the CPSU. This paper is a/so printed
1956,.shortly after the reports of the 20th Congress
to indicate that struggle aga'inst the revisionist line
in the CPUSA did occur at that time; although not
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CpSlJ)
were received in the U.S. /f ls presenteO ner:e
as well organized or widespread as necessary. The
person' who wrote the report is presently a leading
because it contains a thorough refutation of the,
spurious ideological theses that were the lirst overti
member of the RU.-Ed.
correct way to approach the question." They are
offered because I have arrived at them in the
process of trying to understand the world situation through a consideration of the report of

(This report was begun within days of the receipt
here of the reports from the 20th Congress. /t uzas
finished a few days tollowing the frinting in'the U.S.
'ot the so-called "secret report." lt was deliiered in
appropriate bodies and lorwarded to appropriate
commiftees. lt is reproduced here exactly as then
given and with no changes. However, two small additions were made in response to questions then
raised and as a result of the dlscussions. These are
additions made in the course of giving the report
and are included here, clearly indicated by being
. enclosed in parentheses.)

Comradg Khrushchev

, Before I beEn, a word oh dogmatism. lt is
absotutely true that dogmatisni has no place in
Marxrsm; in fact, they 'are ideological enemies.
There are no sacred cows, no unchanging principles of action in Maiiism. This couid not be
otherwise-Marxism rs based on an understanding of the universality of change, and Marxism, if it
is not to be reduced to sterillformulas, can be no
exception to that universality. As relationships
.change in a concrete and qualitatively different
way, so change the laws of the interaction oJ these
relationships, and so.are changed the necessary
courses of action to further develop the partisan

I choose to write out my discussion of the report largely because of the present .necessity to
organize my several objections to its conclusions
in as clear and as Marxist a way as I am capable
of. I am hampered, of course, as is everyone by
the yet insufficient documentation of many of the
. conclusions, and, also, I arn hampered by
personal limitations, insufficient research in the
classical documents of Marxism-Leninism, and a
knowledge of the mater-iaI relhtions in,the
capitalist and socialist worlds that is more
. superficial than profound. Nevertheless, my objections to the report bre based on my present
understanding and a serious examination of
those documents I have seen.
My objections are as follows: The formulation
on the present "non-inevitability of war," a difterence in thd assessment of reasons for the
lessening of tensions through Soviet success in
peace actiods, a' question on developments in
former colonial countries and the so-called "zone
of peace," a difference in principle, perhaps
minor, on a question of Party organization, and a
' disagreement both as to method and content on

struggle of the working class.
There are many examples of this change in the

hundred year otd history of Marxism. Socialism
in one country, the advance to socialism in those

countries where

.

the re-evgluation of Stalin.

'

ln addition, tentatively and timidly, I venture a
pair of formulations: One, on an. dspect of the
road from bourgeois democracy to socialism in
countries recently liberated f rom colonial
doinination, and, the other, on peaks and lulls of
the revolutionary movement in capitalist countries. These are tentative and timid ,because I
. have no basis for an extreme confidence in my
ability to creati.vely apply Marxism-Leninism no
mattdr how ctiligent and serious-my attempt. ln
no sense.are they offered in the spirit of, "You
are wrong, Comrade Khrushchev; this is the

the contradictions are

severe as opposed

,

most

to the idea that socialism will

come first to the most developed capitalist countries, the distinction between rygribund and expanding capitalism, the role of the peasantry in
the proletarian revolution, are oply a teW of the
many developments in Marxist fheory and practice that have occurred.
Moreover, in addition to change in life producing change in practice, there is also the advancement of intormation and science, including Marxist science, making it possible for Marxists of a
later day to examine more concretely and more
thoroughly certain aspects of revolutionary struggle than was possible for earlier Marxists. So if
have objection to some of the theses in the report of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet _Union, it is not mere difference from the rhore traditional formulations
that disturbs me. Rather, my concern is directed
to whether or not the report fully establishes the
basis for rep'lacement of the old formulation with
the new.
I

The lnevitability of War
ln rega.rd to the thesis of ComraiJe Khrushchev
that war is no longer'.inevitable: lt seerhs to me
that the picture he paints is a rosy, unrealistic

:,
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one, not supported by the laws of capitalist development or deterioration. He cited two reasons
why war is no longer inevitable: The growing
strength of the socialist world, and the strength
of the worJd peace forces including the "zone of
peace."
There is a third point that Comrade
Khrushchev raises in the earlier section of the report on relaxation of tensions and which applies
'here, though
Comrade Khrushchev may not have
so intended. This third point is the growing
awareness of capitalist cir.cles as to what wai
would mean and their knowledge of the invincibility of the Soviet Union. I will discuss this
also, even though Comrade Khrushchev does not
list it ds a specif ic factor in his argument,
because when others maintain the thesis on
"non-inevitability", this point is always brought in
to buttress the case.
It is true that the points Comrade Khrushchev
raises act of deterrents to war,. but Corfirade
Khrushchev must answer other questions before
hp can say that war is no longer inevitable. ln fact,
there ig d glaring contradiction betyveen this point
in the report and the parts immediately preceding
where he points out how the situation in the
capitalist world malket has become aggravated;
how the contradictions between the imperial tendencies of the chief world powers is bringing them
to more and greater conflict; how Anglo-American
conflicts have deepened, as have the conflicts
between Britain and Japan and Germariy; how
West Germany and Japan have almost regained
their pre-war positions.
No, it is not enough to stress the growlng
peace strength, or that of the socialist world.
What about the fascization of a major capitalist
power-is that rulbd out as no longer possible? I
know that fascism is not inevitable anywhere, but
the uneven development of capitalism includes
the uneven developrfent of the resistance to
capitalism. Can it be held that it will, not can,
always be stopped? Or is war still nof inevitable
if a major. capitalist power turns to fascism?
Nowhere in the entire report is fascism mentioned, and that, it seems to me, is a glaring
weakness of the discussion of peace.
Lenin speaks of imperialism as "the epoch of

wars and rbvolution." Does

Comrade

Khrushchev's formulation mean that capitalism in
major crisis will no longe'r have the alternative of
war but will proceed immediately, nation by nation, peacefully or otherwise; towards social revolution?
It is one thing to make bold new theses. One
does not have to be a Marxist to do that. lt is
quite another thing to make a thesis and
establish it on the basis of understanding all the
phenomena of sooial intercourse. I think that
Comrade Stalin in Economic Problems of
Socra/ism made a much sounder evaluation of the
peace question today, more MarXist in that he
sees all the phenomena seen by the. ,Central
Committee but also rpcognizes what is basic in
capitalist relations. ln section six of this profound

work is what I believe to be a rna'sterly presentation of the real relations .of the capitalist world
and a, specific answer to most of the points
raised by Comrade Khrushchev. I woutd like to
quote all its few pages but will satisfy myself with
its last paragraph:
"lMhat

is most likely

movement, as

is

that the present-day peace

a movement for the preservation of

peace, will, if lt succeeds, result in' pre.venting a
particular war, in its temporary postponement, in the
temporary preseruation of a particular peace, in the

resignation of a bellicose
government and its
'that
supersesslon by another
is prepared, temporarily, to keep the peace. That, of couise, will be
good. Even very good. But, all the same, it will not
be enough to eliminate the inevitability of war
between-capitalist countrieS generally. lt will not be
enough, because for all lhe successes of the peace
movement, imperialism will remain, continue in
force--and, consequently, the inevitability ,of wdrs
will also continue in force.
"To eliminate the inevitability of war, it is necessary
to abolish imperialism."
As to the role of the ''zone qf peace", I believe
that Comrade Khrushchev makes the mistake of
regarding what is a temporary phenomenon
based on the situation of the moment to be, of
necessity, durqble and lasting, but I will discuss
this more fully when I deal with developments.in
the former colonial countries. ln any case, even,
if, for the purposes of argument, we grant that
the liberation of the colonial countries removes
these countries from the orbit of capitalism with
respect to war and into the front ranks of the
peace fighters, it does not affect, except to make
more desperate, the devblopment of the contradictions between capitalist powe16.
The point about the growing awareness in
capitalist circles of what war would mean is
simply not to the point. Yet everyone who wishes
to argue against the inevitability of war makes it.

There

is good reason for this

because

in

capitalist couritries there is both conscious and
unconscious knowledge on the part of the peo-'
ple that, in fundamentdl matters, they have very
little to say about the policy of the government'
and hearing important spokesmen of the
bourgeoisie laud and proclaim a strengthened
military policy, including the policy of "preventive
war", need the assurance that the bourgeoisie
does not desire war before they can think wars
not inevitable.
Tfough ComradO Khrushchev does not make
thiq point directly, he makes it indirectly by citing
it aq a reason for the lessening of tensions, and
the.concept carries over. lncidentally, it is not a
reason for the lessening of tensions either. To
quote fromlthe report: "Unddr the impact of
these inconte.stable facts, symptoms of a certain
sobering up are appearing among inf luential
Western circles. More and more people are realizing what a dangerous gamble war is," etc.,
how it would lead to socialism, how there would
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be 1o victor in an atom war, etc.
This position is shockinqly similar to Browder.'s
i'intelligent" capitalists. Comrade Khrushchev's
statement of a growing awareness on the part of
capitatist leadefs is true perhaps-but what has
that to do with thb inevitability of war or, for that

matter, with the less'ening of 'tensions? Do
capitalist powers always act according to their
own best interest? For example, wa.s it 'in the
best interest of American and British capitalists
to b-uild up Germany and Japan, before the
Second World War? Far from it-nor is the pre'
sent arms buildup of WeSt Germany and the attempt in Japan in the best interests of any other
national capitalist ilass, yet it is being implemented.

There are many other examples from the histo show that capitalists do
what brings them the most rmmediate profiF-not
what is in their own best interest. The nature of
capitalism is such that this cannot change w-[ile
capitalism exists-if it could the question of the
socialist reorganization of society would not be
so near its solution.
Comrade Khrushchev should be able to understanU this-it requires only a little extension
of the understanding that he shows elsewhere in
the report. Speakingbt tne attempts of present day
bourgeois economists and politicians to deny the
necessity of capitalist crisis, and ridiculing their
thesis that government regulation can prevent
absolutely the certainty of crisis, he says:

tory of capitalism

'

"Ihe state is powerless fo do away with the obiecof capitalist economy, which lead to
anarchy of production and economic crlses. Cn'ses
are inherent in the very nature of capitalism, they
are inevitable. " (my emphasis)

tive laws

And the objective laws of capitalist economy also
lead to war. Yes, Comrade Khrushchev, wars and
crises are "inherent in the very nature of
capitalism, they are inevitable."
'fhe thesis that wars are no longer inevitable
might be more convrncing naO ihere'not occurred an uninterrupted series of wars and
nrilitary engagements from World War ll right
down to the present day. lt is true that peace
fQrces have sqcceeded in limiting and stopping
many of these wars, but their continuing occurrenee is hardly cause for optimism.
Cornrade 'Khrushchev states that imp6rialism
leacis tO war and that will continue as long as imperialism exists. But his conception that [he present peacs forces can stop every war from occfirring seems to me:incompatible with the real relations between capitalist powers. Much of fte
world is lost to imperialism, that is true; the
peace forces grow, that is true;, but, on the other
' hand, the general crisis of capitalism
matures to
deep and profound crisis, to convulsions, one
.might say. Can it be held that imperialism in its
decline will" be less bloody than in its heyday?
This
seems hardly likely.
.

Of course, as Stalin proves, war against the
Soviet Union is not inevitable, though that, too, is
a danger. Of course the peace forces can do
much .to limit and contain ,and even stop a
particular war, ean be a material force in saving

the world from atomic destruction. I .am confi-'
dent that the socialist camp and the peace forces
'will'score many successes in the fight for peace,
and that this necessary fight ,will lead to a
peaceful world. Can it be said that the peace
forces in the United States can prevent our war
makeis,from taking us to war as they, did in
Korea? We will reach that point-we are not at it.

A word on the reasoning of Comrade
Khrushchev and his departure from'the MarxistLeninist method. ln developing his idea .of the
non-inevitability of war, he begins by sepaiating
the development.of war into its economic and
social aspects.

"People usually take only one aspect of tle question and examine only the economic basl's of wars
under imperialism. Ihls is not enough. War is not
only an economic phenomenon. Whether there is to
be a war or not depends in large measure on the
conelation of c/ass, politiaal forces, the degree ot
organization and the awareness and resolve of the
peopte. Moreover, in certain conditions the struggte
waged by progressive social and political torces
may play a decisive role."
From this point he shows how in previous wars
these progressive social-and political forces were
weak, but that now they are strong and capable of,
playing a decisive role. His argume.nt iq interesting,
and his separation of war into these two aspects
may be generally correct, but his conclusions are
incorrect precisely because of the correctness of'
his analysis. As a matter of fact, if wars are not inevitable he must throw into the ashcan of histqry.
not only Lenin's thesis of the inevitability of wars.
under imperialism, but, also, the method of dialectical materialism. Because the basis of capitalist.
economic relations produces the experience of the
catastrophes of war, the peace mqvement develops, just as the experience of exploitation produces the trade union movement. Just as the National Assoeiation of Manufacturers and the trade
union movement are elements of the superstructure of capitalisrn, go, too, are military organization
and the peace movement.
lnteraction is the essence of tl'ie relation between.
basis and superstructure; that is why peace forces
can postpone, limit, even stop wars at certain'
points. But Comrade Khrushchev, which is decisive,
basis or superstruOture? lt is true that superstruciture can topple basis, but when that happens the
,basis is replaced by a new one. Recalling the victorious slogan of the Bolshevik revolution in his
own country, "Peace, Land, and Bread," Comrade
Khrushchev can see a case of superstructure toppling basis, where the struggle for peace was an important driving'force foi tne replacement of the
'bourgeois order bv ihe socialist order. Peopld will
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fight for peace because they must and "peace will
triumph over-war", and in that proce$s capitalism
will pass from the world stage. Nb, Qomrade
Khrushchev's thesis that within the framework of
gxistirrg imperialisrn war is not inevitable'is essentially a thesis that the superstructure rqay be
stronger than the basis, an ideanotcompatible with
dialectical materialism

.lend this point with a quotation from a letter of

Engels to Conrad Schmidt, October 27, 1890:
.

ll

"What these gentlemen all lack is dialectiC ,They
never see apything but here cause and there eftect.
That ih,s ls a hollow abstraction, that such
metaphysical polar opposites only exist in the real
world during.cdses, while the whole vasl process
proceeds in the form of interaction (though ol very'
unegual forces, the economic movement being
by far the strongest, most elemental and most
decisive) and that here everything is relative and
nothing is abso/ute-this they never begin to seel"
(my emphasis)
(Some. comrades claim' that I have misunderstood the nature of the claim of the Central
Committee; that in questbn is only a war involv'ing.the Soviet Union. This is incorrect-for no
new thesis is necessary here as Stalin has demonstrated that at the 19th Congress. Others
blaim that my misunderstanding lies in that the
clairn of non-inevitability is intended only for major or world wars, whether or not they involve the
Soviet Union, and is not intended to cover the
multitude of small wars. This too is incorrect
because such a meaning would make the claim
ridiculous in that small wars can grow into lafge

ones. ln any case, both of 'these clalms are
without foundation. The, Cehtral Commlttee can
be wrong*as I think they are-but they are not
illiterate. They are perfectly capable of saying

what they mean.
(The comrades are more correct who criticize
my presentation in that I fail, just as:Comrade
Khrushchev does, to distinguish between wars.
These comrades are perfectly right. There are
'wars and then there are wars, or as Marxists
haye said for a century-there are unjust wars
and there are just wars. Even if it were possible
to create the capitalist utopia.where no set of national capitalists wouldrwar with any other, where
all differences are settled in The Hague to the
satisfaction of all, no one on earth, not even
Communistsi'can prelvent an oppressed people at
the limit of their resources from taking up arms
against their oppressor. As for me, i would not
like a world where war against the imperialists was
not possible. lwould not like it, and I do not believe
that it exists-<utside of dreams.
(These comrades are right. A proper discussion
of war in modern life should begin with the discussion of just and unjust wars and go on from
there.)
Reasons for the Lessening of Tensions
Comrade KhrushcheV's' report' leaves

the

im-

pressi6n that the reason f6r the ,lebsening of
tensions on a world scale is the "new look"' in
Soviet foreign policy. I would not discount for
one momeni tne significance of the actionslof
the Soviet Union in foreign affairs, ftor; ?rn.,l
critioizing in any way the handling of this poliqy
compellipg the capitalist world in greater qnd
lesser degrees to cooperate in the lessening of
te-psions. lt is beautiful to behold and a positive
accomplishment.

But one must look, it seems to me, beyond
adroitness in the handling of foreign affairs to
see why this adroitness is meeting with such suc.
cess. Soviet foreign,policy is, t belidve, well and
ably. undertaken, but the reason for its present
success is a change in the world situation. Upon
the conclusion of World War ll and in the years,
immediately folloWing, all capitalist nations
becahe more or less,, and mostly more, under
the dominatiori of the United Statbs. They could
not help this situation for a number of reasons:
They were forced to relinquish rnarke.ts because
they could no longer supply them; in order to retain the maximum of positions they stil! held they
had to permit the United States to "help" both in
regard to armaments and the service of markets;
moreover, with the increased prestige of the
sociatist world throughout the capitalist nations
and the growth of large Communist Parties within,
them, these nations feared an imniinent social re:
volution unless they could avoid immediate
crisis.

American capitalists, licking their chops; mado
the most of this opportunity, tying the question oI
aid very intimately with the growing American control of the foreign and domestic markets of the

former capitalist giants. But this situation has
changed-from a position of dependence to one ol

increasing sharp riyalry in the capitalist world. This
manifests itself in many ways, one of which is to
begin to limit and oppose the foreign policy cif thb
United States, which, under the'slogan of "unitlng
the free world against Communism", has made and
is attempting to solidify with much success many
inroads into the markets of other capitalist nations"

ln this framework trade with the socialist world
is assuming greater importance for these countriee. This ii a tuttittmenl as yet only partial ot the
prediction made by Stalin in Economic Problerfb
of Socialism. Also, as Stalin points out, no matter
whai these nations may publiciy siry, they knbw
they are in no dangef of being attacked by lhe
Soviet Union, that the United States,'qnd not,'!hi
Sbviet tlnion, limits their capacity for profit'!akirql.

Since

at the moment the contradictions

between the other powers are less than their corh'
mon bhafing undeir the American bit; moreover,

since the contradictions of capitalism have'not
matured to mafor capitalist crisis, war. betwegn
capitalist powers is not on the, immediate agenda. ln this framewoik, the sabotage of "free
.porldr' policy as set by the United ttates is"to
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'the-riimmedlate best interest, that is, increased
profits, of the capitalist nations engaged in struggle with the Amgrican capitalisfi class.
' l, of courSe, highly admire the way the'soviet
Union is conducting its foreign affairri in utilizing
Qnd developing [he contiadictions betweei
capitalist states to promote peace, but the malor
reasons for the successes are the developing
contradictions. Of course, the "active and flexi-

ri
'

ble" for,eign policy-Comrade

Mikoyani5

phrosHontributes to and enlarges the area of

'

success. However, should one proceed from and
pbrsist in an iniorrect estimate of the wbrlu

,
I
:
', ,
i
I,

.(l have. not discussed the change in foreign
policy of the Soviet Union vis-a-vis Yugoslavia.
When the Comlnform documents of the dispute
with Yr,lgoslavia were published I agreed :with
them. My tendency as of this moment is to think
that those'decisions were correct at least in their
basic particulars. Since those documents.are not
presently available to me for study in the tight of
the events of today, and since the discussion, in
the Central Committee report is not ver.l
thorough in this particular, ] cannot be certain in
my belief.)

i

Peaceful and 7or Parliamentary Transition to
Socialism

,

ls it true that peaceful transition to socialism is
possible? Of course it is. Given the appropriate
conditions-which may occur-it is possible.
However, the example of Hungary after World
-War I is no example. lt is true that a government
led by Communists came to power by parliamen':tary means, if you will, but it was extinguished by
the counter-revolution before it could move to
socialiSm.' As yet, Czechoslovakia comes closest;
, though. this was neither parliamentary
nor
peaceful,,there was little violence. ln the remaining European People's Democracies, the goVernments set, up by victorious armies (hardly
peaceful) were led by parties and individtrals
committed to the establishment of socialism.
Nevertheless,' in the abstract sense, peaceful
.transition to soeialism is a possibility.
.However, I do not agree with the way Comrade
: Khrushchev places the question because ,he
places it as an immediate question in the present
world situation. No genuine Communist Parties
"advocate" violence. They work for the peaCeful
development of socialist actions. But they recognize the facts of life and history, that "force is
the midwife of ihe new society"-Marx's phrasqthat force is brought to bear by the capitalist class
against the manifestation of the people's will to
establish a socialist society or even lesser goals.s ;
Had Khrushchev merely' been reiterating the
1.'statements of Marx and Lenin that peaceful
.trarrsition was possible in order to point out'to
'' the world that force comes from thb exploiters,
not the people, and that the people must overcome thiS force, one could have no objectibn.

But' it is quite different with the clairn of
Comrade Khrushbhev, for: he purports to see
something new in the presEnt situation to the effect thdt "the historical situatibn has undergone,
radical changes which make possible'a new,,approach to the. qu6stign." Here again we have the
,same facts cited as ih the non-inevitability of war
argument. Moreover, the impression is given that
it is on the order of the day in a nurnber of countries. He does not say'where, except to state that
where capitalism is still strong and has a huge
military police apparatus it is not possible.
I try to think of what countries he can be refer' ring to-surely
not Guatemala or Cuba, not
Taiwan or South Korea, not South Vietnam or
Malaya, not Spain or Portugal. I think he must
',.
have beOn rbfeiring to France or ltaly, and
'perhaps to, lndonesia, lndia, and Burma. These
last three countries I will discuss later in connec-

tion with the colonial question. Let us takd
France and ltaly-what does he mean?-where
capitalism is weaker-surely capitalism is

or ltaly than it is in Guatemala
or Squth Vietnam. Surely capitalist power is more
entrenched in those areas where feudalism has
long gone out of existence than in those areas
that are still semi-feudal.
' ln this argument , I believe that Cqmrade
Khrushchev makes a number of serious errors
indicating that, apparently, he does not un:
derstand the history of the Marxist development
of the question. He seems to see the accespion
s,tronger in France

to

power of socialism as occurring when
leadership of the "ovemrihelming majority of the
population is won by the working clags"-mind

)/ou, without mgntioning !ts Communist

it is clear that he does not think a
be behind the Communists-any
coalltion of working class parties would suffice.

yanEuard. And

. majofity must

He seems to rewrite and forget Lenin wholesale.

What are the conditions for the aeeession to
power of socialism? Lenin laid them down, and,
in my opinion, they still apply. There must .be. a
deep-seated bourgeois crisis, in which the power
of the bourgeoisie is drastically curtailed,
wherein they can no longer govern in the same
old way; there must be a consciousness
among the whole people that things cannot go
on,as before; and, finally, the majority of the
working class must support its advanced revolur
tionary vanguard, the Communist Party. All of
these factors must be present; if not, the crisis
will be resolved 'some othei way. Comrade
Khrushchev seems to expect the development.
to proceed in ordinary political ways, but the
truth is; certified to by history and Marxist
science, that deep-seated bourgeois crisis is
necessary to and responsible for the victory of
socialism.

As a matter of fact, Comrade Khrushchev confuses two questions-the seizure of power by the
working class with the transition to socialism once in power. He goes back and forth between the
two points as if they are the same point. For in-

i
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stance, his recoll6ctions of Lenin's position indicates this, and I quote from the report:.
."lt will be recalled -that in the conditions that arose
in April 1917 Lenin granted the possibility that the
Aussran revolution might develop peacefully, and
that in the spring of 1918, after the victory of the
October R.eygluti9y., Lenin drew up his famous plea
for peacelul socra/ist constru ction. "

,

ln the first instance, April 1917, Lenin is refer-

ring to the coming to power of the working

class, in the second instance to the transition to
socialism once the working class has consolidated power-they are not related or similar or identical as C-omrade Khrushchev implies. lf his recollection of the April Theses of Lenin is correct,
then it must have been in order to affirm the Mdrxist position on violence, that the working class
does not seek and will not initiate it, and that
they possibly could, given the hecessary impotence of the capitalist class, achieve power
withouJ it. I say if h,is recollection is correct
because on page 197 of the History of the C'ommunist Party of the Soviet Union, we find this
following quote from Bussian Revolution, a book
written by Lenin and Stalin,

"The peaceful period of ine revolution has ended",
said eomrade Stalin, j'a non-peaceful period has
begun, a period ol c/ashes and explosions."
Bearing in mind Lenin's contention that the
bourgeois revolution can be quickly transformed
into socialist r.evo1ution, a position he,maintained
prior to 1917, this quotation from Juty of 1917
seems to indicate that in April, Lenin was referling to a peaceful period in the development of
the socialist revolution, a period between the
bourgeois and socialist revolutions. There is' a
good deal of difference between the concepts of

' a

peaceful period

in the

revolution and

a

peaceful revolution.
ln any case, Lenin demonstrated his thorough
dialectical brilliance shortly after that in August
1917, with the publication of that profound Marxist development of how socialist power will be
achieved and consolidated, State and Revolution,
in which he points out that it is philistine and not
revolutionary to expect. that violence will be
avoided, and how important it was to recognize
the inevitability of the use of violence by the
bourgeoisie against any attempt by the working
class to achieve power. To separate the,vanguard
of the working class from its reformist backdrag,
Lenin maintained, clarity on this question is of
supreme iniportance.
Comrade Khrushchev does npt contribute to
clarity and feeds reformist illusions. Beyond that,
his claim is frivolous, for in no capitalist country
of the world is the question of socialist power on
the agenda. Not even in France and'italy with
'their mass Communist Parties and their tremendous support in the population do they raise

.

socialism as an immediate question. How could
they-this is only possible in intense capitalist
crisis.
Of course, they develop a socialist perspective,
distribute socialist propaganda, show how they
do not seek violence, and show how it might
possibly be avoided. Perhaps they go too far in
this respeot; in any case, the overwhelming odds
qre against it, as Marx and Lenin have so convlncingly shown. Of course, if the crisis 'finds the
bourgeoisie so bankrupt they can offer oo, rB"l
sistance'whatever, the transition will be peaceful.
But who can postulate that at this time ahd fot
this next situation? To predict that this will occur
in this next period of intense crisis, and as''a
guide to action for that period, seems foolhardy
,

to the extreme, and I, for one, can see no
necessity to so revise Marxism at this time.

ln spiie of Comrade Khrushbhev's mixing of

the two questions, the transition to socialism once the wprking class hAs state power in its hands
is quite a different matter. Except for a quote
',
from, Lenin where the term "dictatorship of the
proletariat" is used, Comrade Khr,ushchev avoids
the phraSfhe uses such terms as "transfo.rm
the parliament to an instrtJment of the people's
will," "to secure fundamental changes",
"people's democracy as a form for reconstructing society on socialist lines", etc. This can hardly be an accident, and is, I believe, a throwback
to liberal bourgeois political ideology.
The importance of the doctrine of proletarian
dictatorship in order to maintain a t;uly revolutionary party, a party not held back by reformist
illusions and reformist betrayal-this is the his.
tory of the developing Marxist ideology in all
countries. To give it, up now as a tenet of Marx.,
ism is to give up part of our science that has
proven out in practice. Especially do I consider
that the practice , of Comrade 'Khrushchev in
sprinkling his theses with quotes from Lenin, asr
if to imply that he and Lenin are in agreement
when, in fact, they stand at o.pposite.poles, is not
a correct practice. For: instance, the quote he
uses from Lenin that includes the idea that each
country will develop ".one or another variety of
the dictatorship of the proletariat", he extends to
mean one or another variety of socialist organization, and implies that in China and in Eastern
European co'untries, they do not have the dictatorship of the proletariat.
ln addition, I would like to remind Comrade.
Khrushchev that the id6a that Leninism was a
specific contribution to the Russian Revolution'
only, was a scientific description of the specific
features of the Russian revolution and not applicable to the world, revolutionary rhovement,
was maintained by rightists and Trotskyites of his
own country and has been decisively rejected,,
with good cause, by the revolutionary movements
of the Soviet Union and the whole world.
Personally, I believe that the using df quotes
frorn Lenin to contradict the essence of Lenin_ism

:,
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Bubmit the following quotations from Lenin
Tnd,maintain their present applicability:
From The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade
Kautsky:

':By so 'interpreting' the concept 'revotutionary dic-'
tatorship' as to expunge the revolutionary violence

of

the oppressed c/ass against lts opprebsors,
Kaatsky beat the world record in the tiberal dlstor-The
renegade Bernstein has proved to
.tion of Marx.

be a -mere puppy compared with "the renegade
Kautsky.

and again from the same work:

,

i.:..

'The historical truth is that in every profound revolution,'a prolonged, desperate resistance of the exploiters, who for a number of years enjoy important
practical advantages over the exptoited, is the rule.
Nevef--except in the sentimental fantasies of the
sentimental simpleton Kautsky-will the exploiters
submit to the decision of the exploited majority,
wjthoLt inaking use ol their advantages in a last
desperate battle, or series of battles.
"The trqnsition ,from capitalism to communLsm
represents an dntire historicat epoch. lJntil tfiis
epach has terrninated, the exploiters will inevitably
- cherish the hope of restoration, and. this hope will
be converted into attempts at restoration."
and from State and Revolution:

''The forms of bourgeois states' are exceedingty
variegated, but their essence is the same.' in one
way. or another, all these stafes are in the tast

analysis inevitably a dictatorship ol the
boUrgeoisie. The transition from capitatism to Communism will certainly bring a great veriety and
abundance of political fwms, but the'essence will
inevitably be only one: the dictatorship of the
proletariat. "

Of course, in the foreseeable future, when the
socialist world has grown to such'an extent that
oirly isotated capitaiist nations bf little strength
comprise thp capitalist worid, then, in these nations, it will probably be possible to speak of the
peaceful and parliamentary !ransition to
sooialism. lf Comrade Khrushchev had made the
rpbint that this growth of socialism and isolation of
capitalism had already proceeded to the extent that
a'dmdl country sucn-as Finlarld, let us say, whose
economy is already well integrated with that of the
Soviet Union, could proceed to socialism in a
Beaceful and parliamentary way, such a thesis
rnight be worthy of examination of the points it
raises;'l do not believe that even this would be presently correct, but at least it would be in the
nebessary direction.
,r,ln any case, history recoids many. disputes
bptween Liebknecht, Lenin, and the entire
Bolshevik Party against the' centrists and the
right wing of the German Social Democratic Par-

ty and the Mensheviks. Comrade Khrushchev's remarks are in support of a position long eiploded
by revolutionary Marxjsts and the judgement of

history. lt is absolutely correct to wage a
vigorous and sharp parliamentary struggle,
to
participate,'in most cases, in bourgeois -parliaments, and wage therein a vigorous defense of
the immediate needs of the people. Not to see
'the importance of parliamentary action is
anarchism, a trend in the labor movement now
insignificant and defeated.

But, on the other hand, a position of reliance
parliamentary tactics is opportunism, is
'Characteristic of the so-called Socialist Parties of
the wortd. What is the duty of a Communist in a
bourgeois parliament? ,To aid the developing
people's struoglbs, to expose tfre capitilists and
their agents, to lay bare the corruption and control of parliament by the capitalist class, to render
every possible aid to tlle struggles of thO people, to
use the parliament as a forum for publicizing actions and demands of the pegple in one area so
they can be taken up by bthers and a mass rnove-

on

ment built.

The role of parliamentary action is important,
but it is secondary to the movement of people in
action on their own behalf, which is primary. Not
until peopte take matters in their own hands is
fundamental success achieved. The boycott in
Montgomery, Alabama has more significance
than the introduction or passage of aqy law,
though I would not negate the importa'nce of
such legislative activity. Bevolutionary struggle as
in Montgomery raises th6 whole level of the movement away from simple and naive reformism to
a point where demands can actually be won. The
demand of equal tr-eatment ori lvlontgomery's
buses was only the trigger for this movement
which represents at present the highest point in
the march of the Negro peopte for equality and
dignity.

Comrade Khruschev states that his position
does not mean that the Communist position has
become identical to the reformist one, but,
search until midnight, they do not differ, and his
statement has no meaning,'is simply a declaration. lf a bourgeois parliament on the basis of reforms that have been wrung from the
bourgeoisre, popular representative elections,
etc., can move to socialism, then the reformists
are correct, reforms do lead to socialism, and the
Communists haVb been wrong for a hundred
years.

To think that a bourgeois parliament can go
this far is rosy optimism in the extreme and a
complete lack of understanding'of the realities of
life under capitalism. This lack of understanding
is shared by many in sapitalist countries, incl'uding many honest members of the working class.
But it was not to be expected from the Central
Committee of the world's first socialist state.
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Developments in Former Colonial Countries
I have previously stated .that in discussing the
'lz6ne of peace'l embracing the former colonial
gountries, Comrade Khrushchev makes the mistake
of regarding a temporary phgnomenon based'on '
the situation of the moment to be, of necessity,
durable and permanent.
It is true that follOwing World War ll, a'number. of
colonial countries successfully accomplished a
breikaway from rimperial domination. ln most,of
these countries, this breakaway has'been accompaflied by carryirq into effect the bourgeois revolur;
tion within these,countries. Because they.have but
broken away from a har,sh colonial domination of,
in some c?s€s; more,than a hundred years,',they:
have no great love for their for.mer oppressors and
are not anxious, for the:rnost part, to engage in al:
liance, military or otherwise, with them. This in
spite of the faet that in most of these:cour.ltries; the
former oppressor exercises more or less economic

of

,tat $en,

'

newly freeing'itsel,f,,
from foreign dominatibn and,advancing agains!
feudalism, sought and .received the friendship of.
the Soviet Union, But this e hanged ri'raterialty,
with the developing betrayal by capitalist in-.
tqrests of thb revotution, by the alliance with
feudal elements and with imperialists, and the
bloody suppression of the popular will for, emanqipation and progress.
.Q! course, the situation is very different today,
.Thg, infant Soviet Union could give but little aid
to, Ghina; thp mighty Soviet Union ean give a
gfeqt deal of aid, to all the newly freed countries.
The',situation is mater.ially different but ,its ,Bs:
senpe ,remains the same-transition f r,om the
bqurgeois to the socialist revolution. Also: the
space,between the bourgeois and socialist re..
vglutions is partly and perhaps decisively:cie:'
termined by the strength and'maturity, o{. the revolutionqry Communist movement. In Flussia the
space wAs short; in China much longer and did"
not take, place until a Communist movement of.
strength and matgrrity was built from scratch. ln
some of these countries strong Communist movements already exist, in bthers they do not, and this
will determine, in part, the speed of transition.
This, then, is the formulation I tentatively raise,
perhaps it is not original: the 'bourgeois organization of the newly freed'colonial countries
is basically unstable; the contiadictions between
the developing popular aspirations and economic
organization of society must quickly mature to
sharp crisis. Not everywhere, if anywhere, will'
socialism be immediately victorious; in most
cases, a protracted period of revolutionary struggle wi{1 follow. Of course, socialism will eventual'
ly,triumph'and then the "2one of 'peace" will be
lastihg and of superior quality.
leadership

Sun

,

,

ln some of these courttries, Pakistan and the
Pl'lilippines, for instance, where :imperialist
domination is the most intense, these countries
are entangled in imperialist military alliances.
Elut, in general, most of the former colonies have'
declared themselves neutral in the cold war, and
have made creditable contributions to peace.
One country, lndia, has been an, important, 'initiatof of peace actions, and"the Bandung'Conference which included countries in military al.
liance with 'imperialism, as well as Feople's
China, was nevertheless able to agree on'a progrdm of unity against colonialism'and {or peace,
one of the most important peace actions of 1he
past year.

All of thls is impressive and of immense
significance. Why, then, do I say'it is tempor,ary?
I say it is temporary because all of thesg countries will shortly be the scene of intense'class
conflict between the bourgeoisie and the, proletariat and peasantry, and the bourgeo'isies of
these countries will make alliances with imperialism in order to rnaintain their existence.
Between the bourgeois revolution and 'the
socialist revolution will be but a relatively short
l.do ,not
span of time in most of these countries:'
-for
these counbelieve that it can be otherwise,
tries came late to independent capitalism, most
have very large populations and a very backward
agriculture,- and capitalism in these ,countrles
cannot succeed in consistently and materially increasing the standard of living, cannot satisfy the
needs and aspirations ot the people kindled by
their bourgeois revolution andr.the successes'of
world socialism.
ln these countries capitalism will not remain'in
power long, ind, while it remains, its actions will
be determined by the class struggle within. lt will
not remain long, but it will not vqnish tornorro,w
. eithei. Let us recall China's bourgeois revolution
shortly after the socialist revolution in the Sovietr
Union. There, too; a capitalist China, under the

Peaks and Lulls of the Revolutionary Movement
' ''
in Capitalist Countries
Both i,n the section on war.and peace and on
transition to socialism, Comrade Khrushehev
seems to forget the crisis nature of change.
Thus, in speaking of countries where capitafisrn:
is still strong, it is possible for him to say: "There
the transition to rsocialism will be attended by 2
sharp class, revolutionary struggle." As if it will
be, a walkover anywhere and ," dccomplished
without struggle.
, The truth is that the world movesi and so old
and discredited ideas accumulate new features.
The truth is that in every lull in the revolutionary
dctivity of the rnasses, in every period when'
caprtalism seems to have a neW life, theseideas
are iebor:n and refurbished'with new features.
The truth is that the present period, is one of lul'l
in the rOvolutionary activity,of the'masses of thg
capitalist world.
'Marx and Lenirl And Stalin have noted, time
and time again that the developrnent ^f :pro1
letarian consciousness and proletarian activity ig
nof known for its smoothness, is not'evolutionary
:

.

ili

'periodb

of intense revolutionary activity cit tne masses; there are lulls
''where thgfe is very little revolutionary activity; ln
econQmic crisis and following defeat in war,
there is a peak in.revolutionary activity; following
a defeated revolution or in periodS of relative
capitalist prosperity, there is a lull.
'lt is irt these periods of lull that these ideas are
revived. Bernstein says that Marx was OK for his
time but, comrades, we must not'be dogmatic,
times have changed, and Comrade Khruihchev
says Lenin, was absolutely right in the conditions
in"d,eq/elopment.,There are

of his time, but, comrades, down with

dogmatismt 'there are new donditions. Granted
thal the existence of a-powerful sopialist wortd is
a' new pondition of important magh.itude,
capitalism,,though diminished in area, pd'wer'; inflyence, and stability, is still capitalism,
' ln accordance with the law of uneven development of capitaliSm,'peakE and lulls are not alike
{or different countries even at the same time.
And the'present'luil is a lull with a difference; a
lull jn: which the bourgeoisie hap been generally
unable to succeed in the tactics of isolation and
harassment of the left, a lull in which important
ccilonial victories'have .been achieved.
I
l. These
differences from previous lulls show .the
real weakness of capitatism in this period'in spite
of its apparent strength.. Despite attacks, the
French and ltalian Communist Parties have held
their own. Only in the United States and in some
other countries have the harassment and
reprqqiion borne fruit for the bourgeoisie in the
isolatiOn of ihe left and defections fiom its ranks.
But even in the United States where,revolutionary
activity of the American working class is at rock
bottom minimum, the Negro people are striking
giant.blows for liberation.
Comrades, this lull is about to pass from the
scene; imminent capitalist crisis will change the
spreading influence of these ideas. But because
we iare 'in a lull period now, these ideas are, it
seerns to me,- very dangerous. Not so much
bgcause df the ideas themselves-Ihey itvill be
lrlown out by the struggle of people in their own
behalf-but because of the crlppling effect they
have on the present class conscious militants.
;,'ln.a, similari-period of ,lull, the period of the
'Stolypin reaction; 1908.1912, following, the defeat
Of the 1905'revolution, how did the Bolshevik
Party; under the leadership of Lenin adapt their
tactics'to the perisd? Did they revise Marxism to
Sonform to the lull, did they present ideas of
peaceful . progress? No, they did not; they
stressed what was revolutionary in Marxism, they
lrained and steeled their coi'irrades in revolutiCnary Struggle, and history records who was
sble'to lead the people to socialism i/vhen the
corner was turned
, ,{n gpite of the self-admitted isolation of the
Bolsheviks, in spite of severe defections from the
fanks, they sy6tematically mairitained and deyeloped every possible tie with the masses, they
lought against Menshevik, opportunist ideology,

;.
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they trained and steeled their membership, and
strengthened the discipline of theirr organizations.
These are the' tested and found-Successf ul
methods for the development of a Marxist Party
in periods of a lull in revolutionary activity.
It is for these reasons thait l believe the ideas
of Comrade Khrushchev harmful. Why train revolutionaries when ,there will be no revolution?
Why enghge in revolutionary struggle fs7:p€do€
and socialism wheh wdr is not,,inevitable and
socialism will drop from the skies? Why study
Marx dnd Lenin when they are out of daie?'Unless a struggte against these ideas develops in
the ranks of the Communist Party, the coming
period will find us ill-pr:epared,..and should we
win leadership of the people on the basis of
these ideas, we will lead them to defeat.
Some may

ttlink'this aminor mAtter, but to

me

it is a principled question that strikes directly at
Communist ideology and Communist 'morality,

and, also, is one with the opportunism of the ma.
jor theses of the reBort.
ln, the section of the report on Party.organizationel work, Comrade Khrushchev makes a
nurnber of correct statements on the responsi'bili, ty of Party organizers to the job of increasing
production both on collective farms and in industry. Pointing out that the position "that Party
organizational work is one thing and economic
and government work is another'.' iS, incorrect
and harmful, [re correctly stresses the close ties
organizational work should have with production,

and calls for more concern and

mor,e

responsibility for production on the part qf Party
officials. From that point he goes on to say:
'Evidently, Comrades, lt rs necbssary to raise".the
material responsibility of leading personnel for the'
job entrusted to them so that their wages would to
a certain extent lepend on the resu/ts achieved. lf
the plan is tulfilled or overfulfilled; they should get
more, if not---thek u/ages should be reduced. Some
may object that this principle cannot be applied to
Paity ofticials, tor their functions lie in the organiza. tional and ideological spheres, and are not tied up
direcily with the resu/ts of economic activity. Bqt
can Pafty organizational work be considered sucrcessfu/ if it does not have a beneficial intluence on
production?"
It is not the principle of increased pay for irigreased production that I object to, and l. do
believe that Party organizational work shquld be
directly benefieial , to .production in a socialist
land. But'that farty workers should recqivF increased pay for beneficial Party work I will not
grant. As a matter of'faet, it is an insult to the
Party and its organizers. Shades of Dave Eeck!
He thinks it:s quite alright for his take from the
union to be exprpssed in hundreds of thousands of
dollars, because*hasn't he ipproved the financial
position of his union by much more than that?
No, a' Gommunist organizer is not afrd should
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not be moved to the ever-increasing

improvement of his own work by the hope or promise cif
financial gain. Such individuals are not Party organizer material. A Communist, and certainly a
Communist organizer, must be devoted to the improvement of his own work in order to contribuie
to the general improvement of the life of his people, to the improvement of society. I cannot see
how this idea could possibly be raised by the
Central Committee of a Communist Party. ls such
. a proposal consistent with motivation of devotion
and sacrifice toi the p'eople's interest? ls this a
proposal for "people of .a special mold"?
The American Communist Party can still remember those who joined it during the revolutionary upswing,of American people in the 1930s
to get a job in the growing trade union movement or, overestimating . the revolutionary
possibilities in the situation, wante-d to get in on
the ground floor with a good thing. These individuals are no longer with us, and better so.
This proposal I do not see at all-l do not see
how it can be seriously raised.
On the Reevaluation of Stalin

'

Before I go into the substance of the reevaluation of Stalin, a word on its method of presentation. I do-not see how it could have been more
clumsily handled than it was. At one fell swoop
to so feed the slanders of world capitalism, to
damage the great and growing prestige of the
Soviet Union among men and women of good
will everywhere, to strike a blow at the influence
of the fraternal parties in capitalist countries and
without consultation with them-these were certainly not the aim of the Central Committee.
And yet these are the fruits of their work.
Could not the experienced comrades of the Central Committee foresee this? True it is that open
discussion of our mistakes is beneficial to the
development of our work, but is it necessary to
so raise and carry out the discussion so that., at
least, all, the initial effects are harmful, to produce a self:inflicted crisis in every fraternal Party? Perhaps the American Communist Pdrty was

by way of coming into crisis
nevertheless

regar.dless;

the present atmosphere is not one

that can produce a reasoned resolution, especially in view of the major theses of the report.
The substance of the discussion of the role of
Stalin will possibly be argued and counterargued for a long time. I make only a very few
points. The so-called Secret Report is a very subjective document; lt is, especially the last twothirds, as seen through the eyes of Comrade
Khrushchev. While I am in no position to refute
any of fts allegations, yet I cannot accept them,
at least in the import they are given.
There is too much objective evidence, not only
in the glorious mdrch of socialism in the Soviet
Union,. but also in the works of Comrade Stalin
himself, to so readily permit me to accept the
theme of Comrade Khrushchev as gospel. His
early works, Marxism and,the Nationit Question,

the best, the very best short, simple and .profound exposition of the principles of dialectical
and historical materialism, the polemics against
r,ight and left deviations on the road to socialism;
on questions,,of agriculture-these are only a few
of his many theoretical contributions.
The impiication is that he was alright when
young, but as he grew older deterioration set in.
We know that this is not an uncommon occurrence and would be perhaps easy to believe were
it not for the fact that shortly before his death,
he produced two magnificent works, Marxism in
Llngurstlcs and Economic Problems of Socla/ism.
The first is a significant contribution not gnly to
questions of linguistiCs, but is an original Marxist
development of the role of base and superstructure. And the second is the only serious and im- ,
portant work on the transition to communism.
Comrade Mikoyan questions the last work on
the basis of a formulation of a shrinking world
capitalist market and asks-has it shrunk?:-no,
production has gone up in capitalist countries.
Pbrhaps Stalin's forrnulation is incorrect, but,
Cdmrade Mikoyan, I wouldn't bet on it. The not -,
rdmote future will settle that point and I will wait.
iln addition, Stalin authored some of the best
attacks on the "cult of the individual", and his
articles on collective work are inspiring.'Then
what do we have-someone who preached well
but practiced badly? Maybe so. I can postulate
that a great theoretical physicist might beat his
children, but I find it difficult to comprehend that ,
a genius in social science can produce sound
and original wOrk dedicated to human' advance- .
ment without a genuine love for humanity, with
self-glorification as his guiding impulse, with a
care for self above his fellow. On this basis it is
possible that the next great advancement in
Marxist science will come f roin a thorough
scoundrel. I do not see it-there is a unity to the
whole man; to be great in this field seems precisely not possible for a villain.
Of course, as well as unity, there is diversity to ,
the whole man, .and €ven the greatest will have
faults,'perhaps serious ones. Mio T5etung called
Stalin "the greatest genius of our age." He was a
genius but a mortal one and I am sure he made
mistakes.

Comrade Togliatti and Comrade Dennis feel
that the Central Committee should have been
more self-critical, that the mistakes were not otl'ly

Stalin's but the Central Committee's also'
Fleasoning in the 'same way but from the
opposite direction, to my mind Stalin deserves
.-criticism for the fact that the Central Committee
hesorecentlydepartedfromcouldproducesuch
un Leninist theses as are detailed in their 20th

Congress Fleport.

Stalin was very sharp, perhaps too sharp in
polemic. I suppose, it was not for nothing he
received the name Stalin. When the policy, and I
believe rt was ,collective, was determined that it
was necessary to remove the influence of enemy
ideology from the growing socialist country, he
CaqrieA out the policy-is the word ruthlessly-?-l

!
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am sure.that injustice was done and there were
''crinnds against Soviet legality." I do not pass
these deaths off lightly. I suppose that some
injustice was inevitaO-16, perhaps there was a
great deal too much. I do not pass it off tighily
bu{ I can't help noting that socialism has brought
forth in the Soviet U,nion a mighty land, and a
certain hope for humanity.
It would be pleasbnt to be able to blame Beria
for these crimes against Soviet legality"
exclusively, but one. can't do that-it's too
. simple, and I can't help asking one question. A
number of trials in a number of countries, open
trial.s where the defendants have confessed, l-rave
been declared frame-ups and "crimes against
socialist legality." About these trials a number of
questions have remained unanswered, notably
why the defendants did not deny their confession
in court. So I ask Comrade Khrushchev why
wasn't the trial of Beria an open trial-was this
not a 'violation of Soviet legality"?
Beria was a member of the Central Commit_tee
and occupied one of the most important posti in
the Soviet Union. I thrnk that his trial was ihe
first such closed trial of such a high
official---even under Beria himself I dbn't think
that . this took 'place. , But ev6n if they had
occurred previously-wasn't it necessary to break
with all that? And only recently and following the
20th Congress, four important officials oi the
Party were convicted in a closed trial. When thb
Central Committee makes the point that
over-confidence in Stalin was an illusion shar:ed
by many, they should be more sensitive to the
discrepancies between their words and their
deeds.

As to Stalin's role in the war: I believe that the
itrategy Statin used was to engage the German
Army directly .at the first attack, to hotd them
back as long as possible while the Soviet people
. moved the industry piece by piece beyond the
Ural Mountains. This was the greatest movement

of industry in military history and

was
accomplished, all in all, swiftly. Then the Soviet
Arriry retreated, holding at key points.
Gomrade Khrushchev seems to imply that
proper pieparation and proper tactics woutd
have stopped the Nazi army at or near the
border. I wonder. To my mind this strategy,
whether it was Stalinr or was a collective one,
'was masterly, and furthermore indicated the high
degree of bonfidence placed in the Soviet people
-to carry out such a complex and arduous task, a
completely unprecedented task. That it was
accomplished was a decisive factor in the
eventual successful conclusion-to the war, and I
agree with Comrade Khrushchev that the malor
credit belongs to the heroic and dedicated Soviet

'
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I think that a belief in the cutt of the individual
grievous fault, and should be struggled
against and overcome. Nor do I think that the
adulation of even a great man as if he were
divine bhould be perpetuated. I cannot argue

is a

with the points Comrade Khrushchev raises

in

this respect; I have no knowledge beyond Stalin's
own statements to contradict it. '
Nevertheless, even if true, I feel-compelled'to
ackhowledge my indebtedness to Comrade Statin
for the help his works have given me in the study
of Mqrxism. And, also, I agree with Comrade
Togliatti that the "cult of the individual" can be
rro explanation of injustice, that the errors of a
rnan are his, but that the errors of a socialist
collective can not be one man's.
Let me make a hypothesis. Suppose that the
Central Committee, instead of carrying out the
reevaluation in the way it did, had said this:
"Comrades, once the Soviet 'union was an isolated
bastion of developing sociatism surrounded 6y
enemies. At that time it u/as necessary to be halsh
to our enemies, of which not a few exlsted in our
own land. ln our determination to jealously guard

our Soviet land we committed certain serious
excesses, and, in that situation, it was possible for
certain se/f-seekers to make a buslness of
accusation. But, Comrades, thls is no longer the

case. Our Sovlet tand is no longer isotated but ,s
part of the mighty camp of world socialism, and our
enemies within our borders are few indeed. The

cold war is

a

daily failure, and bright are

the

prospects for peace and socialism. Enemies are still
enemies, and they will be curbdd;- but now it is
more important to develois Soviet legality. to new
heights, to make it impossible for the innocent to be
convicted. ln'this process we will gxamine all our
past actions, will rehabilitate the innocent wherever

that is posslb/e, and restore the good name of all
who were unjustly convicted." ln the necessary
period of repression of o.Ur loes the Central
Committee headed by Comrade Statin made many
errors. We now examine these errors to prevent
recurrence here. and as a help to our fraternal
parties in the socralsf world who now travel the
road we've covered, which they travel under more
favorable circumstances. On the basis of oltr
experience may they avoid those errors that have
been ours.
Do you think that this is a false or a pretty way
to frame the question? I think it would have been
ffitrre correct, and, certainly, would not have had
the same effect. Honest people the world over
would have been impressed to admiration: Just
as the Soviet peace policy has found admirers in
the hundreds of millions in all lands, so this
policy would have helped them to understanding,
on the road to socialist action.

ln Conclusion
The reverberations of the 20th Congress have
had a profound effect on the American Com-

munist Party. Many honest comrades are severely
shaken. The most of these perhaps agree. with
the theses and the reevaluation as presented,
'and are shocked that it has occurred. To lhem it
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fras rocked the logic of their own,lives; of their
years of devotion they ask the question, "What
for?" and, at least temporarily, many of these are
to inaction.
stunned
Otners,-rik;-;;, drsagree with the theses and
reevaluation and 'are shocked that tlie .Central
Committee is making whal we believe to be very
sad errors. To these, too, the roaS forward is not
clear. How are )r/e to meet this crisis, how are we
to stem the tide of the loss of rnembership and

basic organizations, to systematically develop our
ties with the working class,'to hammer out the
courses of action in the sphere of the individuEl
club, to study the classics, and to build our party
unity in practice. We must discuss the questions
that arise in the course of our work nol to the point
of bickering and nof to the point of unAnimous
- agreement on everything, the devil take the dissenters.

These are not jiisi worcis. Even if we can't
agree on all questions of grand strategy, we can
probably agree quite readily on the very next
step in our bpsib organizations to extend our influence and deepe.n the content of our work. ln
this respect we must cherish our press, we must
improve its use value to the basic organizations,
and build its readership. And with all the difficulties, we must find others who vVill work with
us, join our ranks, and start oUr Party again on
t[e process of growth.
We are spending a lot of discussion on how
we can formulate an over-all policy for our national Party that, presumably, will end our "isolation" and increase our'strength. Maybe we'll suc.
ceed. But at the same time. and even primarily,
let us begin at the other end to ntake contait
with the people, to take, part in and to initiate
successful struggles in our shops an9
neighborhoods, in the life of our cities, and ih
the countryside.
ln this I know we can succeed. And through
our errors 4nd our successes we will hammer out
a correct national policy also. We must take a
.turn, and I think this is a necessary step.
\

activity?

Reaction lhas rid us of the* personal opportunists we had in our ranks. We cannot afford
to lose these comrades who are in grave doubt.
We cannot afford to lose them_because they are
very honest and sincere, and because they have
shown courage and iqtegrily by remaining Communists through a very trying period. For the
sake of our Party, for the sake of the developing
American struggles, we must make every effort to
keep our losses low.
The questions raised by the 20th Congress are
very important and they will be decisively settled.
But they'will not be settled tomorrow, and there
is a danger that before these and many troubling
questions of the national' policy of our Party are
Settled, our casualties will be too great to bear.
How to move forward in this situation? I believe
that the most fruitful policy we cah follow is a
determined policy to develop the role and extend
the influence of the 'Party club. This is always
correct, but at this point it becomes an ab$olute
'necessity.
We rnust appeal individually to'our comrades
to find the answers themselves in the wo.rk of the
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